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Introduction

So, why a book?
Perhaps the more pertinent question is why a book now?
I noticed awhile back that my online writing career had reached its 20th anniver-

sary.
I've also noticed over time that I seem to have picked up a fan club. Not a huge fan

club, but a following of some sort. I see myself quoted by people I don't know in places
where I don't hang out (but Google hangs out in those places and tells me all about it).
Some of those fans aren't really fans, they're friends. And that's even better.

Finally, I started "working on the Internet" part-time in the mid-1990s and started
"working on the Internet full-time in 2000. My mom and dad, to whom this book is ded-
icated, don't do the Internet. Before 2000, they occasionally saw my stuff in dead-tree
format in the local paper, and they knew that I was doing "real work" (building boats,
building houses, milling mustard). Sometimes I get the feeling that they worry about me
these last 14 years. Do I beg on the streets or what? So I'm planning to send them a thick
dead-tree doorstop version of this book so that they can know I've been up to some-
thing putatively "productive."

Call it vanity, but it occurs to me that there might be a market for a collection of
stuff I've written over the last two decades. Probably not in a large-scale financial sense,
of course. I don't anticipate making the New York Times best-seller list, I'll be placing
the whole mess in the public domain, and electronic copies will be freely available in at
least some formats. But a market in that I suspect some people will value the collection
enough to offer it (and therefore me) their time and attention in return for it.

I consider that a good trade both personally (I write in the hope that people will
read) and financially (to the extent that throwing this collection out into the world might
"build my brand").

The hardest work in putting together this collection was avoiding various tempta-
tions.

The first and most obvious temptation was to hide my own personal evolution by
only picking material that reflects my current thinking. I rejected that approach as dis-
honest. I am who I am today because I was who I was before. If I'm alive two decades
from now I'll almost certainly be someone else who finds the me of today at least as em-
barrassing as I sometimes find the me of 1995. I hope that's true. Not all change is neces-
sarily progress, but no change certainly isn't. So I picked some stuff I may not agree with
nearly as much now as when I wrote it. And by the way, all of the stuff in this book is
published "as is" except for typo corrections, standardizing of dashes and capitalizations
and basic concessions to conversion from web to book format. I haven't changed a word.

The second temptation was to try becoming the system-builder I've never been.
I've got nothing against writers whose bodies of work constitute (hopefully) coherent
and consistent systems of philosophical or political thought (think Ayn Rand at the right
end of the libertarian spectrum and Kevin Carson at that spectrum's left end). In fact I
love their work and love them for that work. But I'm not a system-builder, I'm a polemi-



cist. My opinions, and my reasons for those opinions, have definitely changed over time
... and not necessarily in a linear fashion that plausibly implies an unchanging underlying
philosophy. So I didn't try to pick material that all tends to fit into a particular philo-
sophical box fashioned after the fact. Sorry for any cognitive dissonance.

So anyway, here's what I've come up with:
• By way of entirely new material, I've included a partial autobiography, mostly cov-

ering my writing life. My ex-wives don't feature in it. My political evolution is evi-
dent more in the writing itself than in the autobiography. This section is just about
me and my writing.

• I've included selected essays from the 1995-2004 period. That selection may seem a
bit sparse. Not all of my writing during that period was ever published online and
much of it that was is now gone. And yeah, not all of it's very good in retrospect.
But some of it was fun.

• I started blogging at (and as) KN@PPSTER in 2004. More than 2,500 posts later,
the problem isn't finding stuff to share in this collection, the problem is winnowing
down the material to a manageable pile. I tried. If there's something not here that
you wanted to see, well, it's still on the blog somewhere.

• I've been writing at the Center for a Stateless Society since 2009 and have picked a
few of the best (in my opinion) pieces from there to include as well.

• All of the above notwithstanding, all that material above will be somewhat mixed
up in terms of time. It seemed like a good idea to create sections around topics,
some specific and some general, in addition to catch-all period sections. Sorry about
that ... I couldn't figure out a better way to organize things.
So anyway, that's why a book, why a book now, and what's in the book. Enjoy.

Tom Knapp
November 2014
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Preface: My Writing Life

Okay, let me warn you up front: This part will probably bore you to tears. If so, just
flip past it and get to the good stuff. Autobiography is not my strong suit, nor would I
rate my life as especially interesting to most people. But for those who have no idea who
the hell I am, this section might serve the purpose of giving them a reason to bother with
the rest. And a one, and a two ...

Writing starts with reading. If you don't believe me, ask Stephen King. He'll tell
you. Every writer I know reads. A lot. I read a lot more than I write.

I don't remember a time when I couldn't read. My mother taught me when I was
young, before I began kindergarten. And I loved it.

As a child, I was a hellion -- or, in my mother's own occasional word, a shitass.
I was prone to temper tantrums. I insisted on getting my way. This came to a head in
first grade. My memories have faded with time, but I seem to recall incitements to riot,
hostage situations, all kinds of behavior that probably seem at odds to all of you who
know me as a shy, retiring wallflower.

First grade. Reading class. The standard reader: "See Jane run. Dick chases Jane.
Run, Jane, run!" We sat in a circle, reading aloud. I refused. It was dumb, I said. My
teacher, Mrs. Johnson, came to the perfectly plausible tentative conclusion that my re-
fusal to read was a self-esteem thing: I was refusing to read "run, Jane, run" aloud because
I couldn't read "run, Jane run" at all.

So off I went to the counselor's office -- I knew him well from fallout associated
with the aforementioned incitements to riot, hostage situations, etc. -- for a reading test.
First grade. I was reading at seventh grade level. From then on when the class moved
its chairs into a circle to read about Dick, Jane and Spot, I got a hall pass to the library
to read whatever I liked (what I liked at the time was the CB Colby series of books for
young readers on US military topics).

By the time I was 10 or 11, I had decided to become a writer myself. In sixth grade
I swiped my mom's manual typewriter and carbon paper and produced several weekly
editions of a class newspaper. The only item I recall was the "Guitar Chord of the Week"
column.

At age 12 I got my big break. My brother Rick was a member of the Laclede
County, Missouri Beekeepers' Association and had noticed that our local newspaper (the
Lebanon, Missouri Daily Record) published club news if someone wrote it up and sub-
mitted it. My first (non-bylined) newspaper articles were reports on honey-filtering par-
ties, group purchases of queens to start new hives, that kind of thing.

I recall a summer wandering around my neighborhood fancying myself the next
Lawrence Ferlinghetti, writing beat poems and burning them (probably for the best ...). I
wrote for my junior high newspaper, the Black and Gold; for a "cultural journalism" mag-
azine, Bittersweet, put out by a high school class; for the high school newspaper, the Yel-
lowjacket; and an article or two for the University of Missouri-Rolla Miner before drop-
ping out of school.



After that, several years of nothing in particular. I was "working for a living" as a
boat builder, house framer, fry cook, etc. But then it occurred to me that, being interest-
ed in politics, I could grace the largest newspaper in my area, the Springfield, Missouri
News-Leader, with my opinions in the form of letters. So I did. And they published those
letters. I usually sent them two or three a month. They had a one-letter-per-reader-per-
month limit, and I usually got one letter per month published. It was during this time-
frame that I stopped thinking of myself as a "conservative" and started calling myself a
"libertarian." That was definitely a long transitional period, as you'll be able to tell while
working your way through this collection.

So along comes the Internet and all hell broke loose in my writing life. No more
typing on paper, applying stamps, waiting. I could get a letter to the editor off in record
time (and I could send such letters to numerous newspapers!). I could even set up my
own web site and publish anything I felt like publishing. Wow! Gee whiz! Good stuff!

I eventually started getting full-length op-eds published in the News-Leader and
served a six-month term on their editorial board as a "community representative." Dur-
ing that same time period, I built my first web site, Freedom's Home Page, which hosted
my first web zine, The Greater Ozarks Bastinado.

I came up with a gimmick for driving traffic to the site: Each week I picked another
libertarian web site I liked, notified the owner that his or her site had been selected
for the prestigious "Freedom Site of the Week" award, and generously offered a cheesy
graphic to be feature over there ... with a link to over here, of course. That paid off big-
time, but not in the way I expected.

I selected a new kind of site, a libertarian "portal," as Freedom Site of the Week
and dashed off the email with attached graphic. Instead of just a "thank you" and some
traffic, I got an email in reply from Free-Market.Net's creator, Chris Whitten. Would I,
he wondered, be interested in running a "Freedom Home Page of the Week" program,
with an associated review column, for him? Well, yeah, I would.

I worked for Free-Market.Net from (if I recall correctly) late 1995 until late 2002.
At first I wrote "Freedom Home Page of the Week," then went on to "Freedom Book
of the Month." In mid-2000, I quit my day job (as a miller making French's mustard),
moved to St. Louis to live with Tamara Millay (yes, we're still together), and hired on as
"managing editor" of the site. I was a full-time writer and editor! Hooray! It was won-
derful. Until December 19, 2002, anyway. That morning I tried to log in for work and
couldn't. I called Louis James, who had succeeded Chris as executive director of the site,
and learned that its owner, the Henry Hazlitt Foundation, had declared bankruptcy and
was shutting FMN down.

By this time, my main duties revolved around gathering news and commentary
links for FMN's daily newsletter, Freedom News Daily. By virtue of having bought the
old Libernet list and incorporated it into the brand, FND was the Internet's oldest daily
libertarian news roundup on the Internet. The next day I got together with some of the
other FND editors (R. Lee Wrights, Steve Trinward, Brad Spangler and Mary Lou Sey-
mour) and planned the launch of Rational Review News Digest (rationalreview.news-
digests.com) to replace FND. We published our first issue on December 23, 2002 and
we're about to wrap up our 12th year of publication every non-holiday weekday. Oh, and
we eventually incorporated Freedom News Daily itself after the International Society for
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Individual Liberty bought FMN's assets. So now we are the oldest daily libertarian news
roundup on the Internet!

Why the name Rational Review News Digest? Because it was handy -- in 2001
I had started a side project, a web zine called Rational Review. You'll read some of my
stuff from that publication in this collection. And other stuff from the period -- I wrote
for various publications, most of them now defunct, throughout that period.

I also started my blog, KN@PPSTER (knappster.blogspot.com), in 2004 and you'll
find selections from its 2,500+ posts in this book as well.

In 2009, I began writing for the Center for Stateless Society (c4ss.org), where I am
now a Senior Fellow, Senior News Analyst and Media Coordinator. Yep, some of my
C4SS material is in here too!

My main duty at C4SS -- at least as I see it -- is writing, and helping others write,
op-ed pieces. That's where my real expertise, if I have any, lies. I stopped counting my
published op-eds and letters to the editor when I hit 100. I stopped keeping even vague
track around 150. If I had to guess, I'd guess I'm somewhere past 500 at this point.

Way back when, I wrote a little e-pamphlet titled Writing the Libertarian Op-
Ed and sold it for a couple of bucks a pop. It sold a few hundred copies. Then I put it in
the public domain and started giving it away free. I've been told by several aspiring letter
and op-ed writers that it helped them get published. Google the title if you want a copy.

So anyway, that's how my writing life has gone. I write several hundred words --
sometimes several thousand words -- a day, nearly every day. I plan to do so for as long
as I live. You may like my writing. I hope you do, because this book is a waste of your
time if you don't. But if you don't, that's okay too. Different strokes for different folks.
And now, on to the good stuff.

xv





Part 1

Miscellany, 1995-200x

Organizing this collection proved itself a Sisyphean task. The easy way would have
been to just put everything in chronological order and call it done, but then again there
were certain topics that seemed important enough, and on which I had written enough,
that it seemed more logical to give them their own sections.

I ended up with a compromise. This first section is a sort of "general miscellany" --
a grab bag of everything from op-eds/letters to editors at the short end of the spectrum
to long essays at the ... well, long end. In terms of ideology, it traces my evolution from
newly minted "conservative/constitutionalist" libertarian circa 1995 to well into the 21st
century where I end up as a left-libertarian market anarchist.

One sacrifice I've made to that compromise is that this section is also a bit "warts
and all." Perhaps I should have front-loaded what I consider my "best" material to the
first part of the book, but I chose to organize the whole collection chronologically
within sections, and to put the section with the earliest stuff at the beginning.

Anyway, enjoy.





Rush Limbaugh and his Enemas

Published in 1995 in my first web zine, The Greater Ozarks Bastinado.

When examining any issue, it is of primary importance that one do so from the
correct frame of reference. With that in mind, I will first place Rush Limbaugh in his
proper context: that of entertainer.

Yes, that's right. I'm not going to attempt to portray Limbaugh as a trend-setter, a
king-maker, or even as a political analyst. To do so would be to ignore reality, to refuse
to take the subject of this inquiry at his word, and in general to skip merrily down the
same errant but beaten path taken by the likes of Al Franken (Rush Limbaugh is a Big Fat
Idiot and Other Observations), Bill Clinton, and friends.

Limbaugh has always and overall claimed that his business is entertainment. Since
his early days as a disc jockey -- before politics entered the picture -- his business has
been to make radio listeners stop turning the dial and listen to him. And if the num-
ber of affiliates, listeners and callers to his three-hour daily program is any indication,
he has been remarkably successful at doing just that. Any importance that Limbaugh has
achieved in American society stems from the fact that he is a consummate entertainer.
And, like others of his sort -- Howard Cosell, Garry Shandling, Barbra Streisand -- part
of his professional method is to grate on the nerves of some of his listeners so badly that
they fall victim to a sort of paralysis: they just can't force themselves to reach out and
punch the "off" button. Like Cosell, however (but unlike Shandling or Streisand), Lim-
baugh is not simply a "love to hate 'em" icon. There is real talent underneath a sometimes
abrasive exterior.

Which brings us to abrasiveness itself. Limbaugh practices three kinds: The very
occasional outright disgustingly bad joke (Chelsea as the "White House Dog" is, I believe,
the favorite example pointed to by Limbaugh's detractors), the bombastic pointing out
of fact (or non-fact, at least as often as Ralph Nader, Al Gore or Mike Malloy) in a man-
ner that suggests incompetence on the part of those who disagree with The Maharushi's
interpretation thereof, and:

Poking fun at things which are held to be sacred.
It's this last, of course, that gets Limbaugh in "trouble" (if you can call an eight-fig-

ure income with all the trimmings "trouble"), that causes him to be both loved and hated.
Loved, naturally, by conservative listeners, and hated, naturally, by leftists who thought
they had a patent on ridicule as a political weapon.

In this post-"liberal" era, we still have plenty of mossback lefties who remember
the days when Hubert Humphrey, JFK, FDR and Adlai Stevenson were names to be con-
jured with; when conservatives were considered the class geeks whose existence was jus-
tified only by their convenience as targets of sneers and insults and as the butt of jokes.
And, to be honest, I still regard conservatives this way. Limbaugh's innovation was to
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point out that for every case of conservative BO, there's a big "liberal" pimple on the nose
of the Democratic Party to be pointed out and giggled over. The utter failure of "liber-
alism" (I use the quote marks to distinguish knee-jerk reactionary leftism from true clas-
sical liberalism, now known as libertarianism) to deliver on a single one of its supposed
objectives after forty years of nearly uncontested control of the nation's political appara-
tus has made it a legitimate laughingstock.

Limbaugh, if not actually the first one to point this out, is at least the popularizer
of the pastime.

"Liberals" consider this to be the unforgivable sin.
"Who the hell is this guy to make fun of our institutions?" lefties ask themselves.

"So we've had a few failures ... well, okay, we've been intellectually bankrupt since the
1930s. That's no excuse for this yahoo to prance around metaphorically pantsing us in
front of the entire nation! Why, it's us who should be dragging him into the bathroom
for a swirlie!" And, in fact, the "liberals" have a point (other than the one on top of their
collective head, that is):

Limbaugh, being a conservative, is by definition a hypocrite to at least the same
extent as any "liberal." He makes fun of the silly notion that we can tax and spend our-
selves into prosperity, while adopting without question the even sillier notion that we
can legislate and regulate our way into a Ward, June, Wally and Beaver morality. But
enough of my plug for libertarianism.

In the same sense that watching "professional wrestling" can be fun (if you're really
drunk and Garry Shandling has been pre-empted by a Barbra Streisand concert event),
it's exhilarating to listen to Limbaugh go at it daily, up to his hips in "liberal" blood,
putting the mental midgets who still have the intellectual cojones to refer to the Democ-
ratic Party's political line as philosophically coherent in their place.

It has an effect beyond mere entertainment, of course: If the "liberals" had a hu-
morist with one-tenth the talent of Limbaugh, the GOP might not control Congress to-
day. I wish they did, really.

Returning to the "professional wrestling" paradigm, watching "The Masked Lim-
baugh" stride around the ring doing the "piledriver" on those to whom making fun of
"liberalism" is the moral equivalent of farting in public becomes tedious. The "liberals"
need someone who can go three falls with this guy. But please -- don't stuff Molly Ivins
into anything woven from SpandexTM. She's not in his league anyway, and the scenery
is grotesque enough as is.

Selah.
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Abercrombie and Fitch and Finch

Published in late 1998 or early 1999 as a syndicated "Tilting at Windmills" column and as a
letter or op-ed in the Springfield, Missouri News-Leader.

I'm told by Michelle Finch that the Abercrombie & Fitch catalog is obscene, even
to the point of violating criminal law when sold to minors ("Mom assails 'pornographic'
catalog," December 2). While I seriously doubt that there is any merit in this accusation,
based on the News-Leader's description of the catalog's content, I'm willing to entertain
the notion for a moment.

Let's assume that the catalog is so vile as to violate the standards that the courts
have set to define "pornography." According to the News-Leader, exposing minors to
pornography is a Class A misdemeanor that can get the offender a year in the calaboose
and a $1,000 debit on their checking account. There are other regulations pertaining to
the distribution of pornography, including sending it unsolicited to others.

So, what to do with Ms. Finch? She purchased the catalog, somehow managing not
to notice that it was sealed in a plastic bag and bore a huge green warning sticker pro-
claiming the adult nature of its content. Then, she returned to Abercrombie & Fitch and
snapped up eight more copies of the "offensive" book at $6.00 a pop, and mailed them
out to unsuspecting reporters. To top it all off, she knowingly induced a minor to pur-
chase yet another copy. This, at the very least, puts her in violation of the very statute
she is complaining against the store over. She may also be culpable for contributing to
the delinquency of a minor, use of the mails to deliver obscene materials to those who
have not requested them, and a number of other charges.

Naturally, Ms. Finch claims that she took her arguably criminal actions "in order
to make people aware of what they were buying." I doubt, however, that this defense
would hold much water. If the people she mailed the catalog to had already bought it,
they were already aware. If they hadn't, they quite possibly did not wish to receive pic-
tures of nude men on horseback in the mail. Her line of reasoning reminds me of the
protests of friends, who tell their significant others that they buy Playboy "for the arti-
cles."

The real point here, of course, is that Ms. Finch went out of her way to expose
herself and others to something she claims to consider offensive, and now wants re-
course through the criminal justice system against those who -- reluctantly, from under
the counter, wrapped in plastic, with a warning sticker and a hefty price tag -- gave her
something she expressly requested (and later undertook subterfuge to obtain for a mi-
nor). She wants Abercrombie & Fitch held responsible for her dereliction of duty as a
consumer and as a parent, and she wants to prevent others who do want this type of con-
tent from obtaining it.
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Ms. Finch: Please do all of us a favor, and mind your own business. If you don't
want to be exposed to "adult content," then don't ask that clerk to dive under the counter
and hand you something wrapped in plastic so that the easily upset won't be exposed to
it. If you don't want your daughter exposed to it, don't send her in to buy it. Take a little
bit of responsibility for your own actions and refrain from burdening the criminal jus-
tice system with your misplaced moral outrage.
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Crawling Through the Minds of Monsters

Published circa 1999 in Spintech, a now-defunct web zine.

It's possible that the two murderous heathens who killed twelve students, one
teacher and themselves at Columbine High School a few weeks ago were confused, bi-
sexual neo-Nazi malcontents. It's possible that some societal dynamic aroused a killer in-
stinct in their brains that demanded indulgence. It's even possible that early psychiatric
intervention might have averted the bloodbath in Littleton, Colorado.

And pigs may learn to fly, but don't bother sending me that copy of the Porcine
Air prospectus just yet. Every awful incident -- the L.A. riots, the Littleton massacre, you
name it -- is immediately followed by pleas for "understanding." If we can only get inside
the brain of the thug, the reasoning goes, we can put the kibosh on Bad Things. It's all in
our heads, y'know.

Maybe the would-be psycho monitors are right. Maybe enough Ritalin, enough
Prozac, enough electroshock therapy will solve the world's problems. Perhaps a Presi-
dential Commission to study putting the entire population of the U.S. in restraints is in
order. Only for sixteen hours of the day, naturally -- we have to spend the other eight
working to cover the costs of enforcement.

Of course, such ideas are brought to us by the same gang that came up with gun
control laws, the efficacy of which can be judged by the size of the pile of corpses at
Columbine High School. This gang -- which travels under various false monikers such
as "the progressives," and "the liberals" -- subscribes, at its most basic level, to the phi-
losophy of Man as Automaton: The notion that environment and government policy
combine to exert total control over the actions of the individual. Secular Calvinism, so
to speak.

I'm of a somewhat different mind. "Your weapon is only a tool -- it is a hard heart
that kills," as the Drill Instructor in the late, great Stanley Kubrick's film Full Metal Jacket
opines.

Can policy affect attitudes? You betcha. Does our environment play a large part
in shaping our world view? No doubt about it. But of the hundreds of students of
Columbine High School, all functioning under identical government edicts and living in
similar environments, only two elected to enter the building one day, guns blazing. So
much for predestination.

Let me state this again: Hundreds of students. Similar environments. Identical
laws. Yet this school was a fractious melting pot of jocks, cheerleaders, eggheads, dweebs
wearing black trench coats and walking around looking depressed, nerds, stoners, lon-
ers, "average kids," outcasts, brilliant scholars, the academically challenged -- and two
killers. How could this be?
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Psychology and psychiatry are not -- at this time -- competent to crawl inside the
individual mind and ferret out the Bad Things. Personally, I hope they never will be. I
don't want to live in a world of robots. I'd prefer a world in which each individual deals
with his or her own Bad Things; and I'd prefer to live in a world where, when someone
decides that their Bad Things are sufficient cause to justify homicide, I am free to defend
myself and my loved ones.

Ultimately, life is a balance between alternatives, from which we are free to choose.
The Bad Things in our brains can be channeled into any one of them. Edgar Allan Poe's
Bad Things won him enduring fame, while Klebold and Harris's have won them brief in-
famy. The difference, I think, may lie in those external environmental and policy factors.
Poe was not presented with a holding pen full of disarmed victims on which to avenge
his nightmares. He was not coddled by a society that demands "understanding" for thugs.
Had he chosen to act out his fantasies, he would be a footnote in a report on crime sta-
tistics in the 19th century instead of a member of the literary pantheon.

The secular Calvinists would have us believe that a few more laws and a few more
psychotherapy couches will solve the problem of crazed gunmen. Laying aside any of the
implications that such an agenda bears for freedom, I still find their theories wanting.
We have trod the path of government controls, gun regulation and child socialization
for over a century, and the results are not, in the eyes of most evaluators, acceptable. It's
time for a return to free will and full responsibility, sans the fixation on "understanding"
the sewers of the criminal intellect.
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The Other House on Garibaldi Street

Published circa 1999 in Spintech, a now-defunct web zine.

The Israeli government took sixteen years to track down Adolph Eichman at the
little house in Buenos Aires where he had retired from a long and productive career of
burning, gassing and machine-gunning Jews. How long will it take us to put U.S. Attor-
ney General Janet Reno behind bars where she belongs?

Six years after the literal holocaust at Waco, Reno remains at large. When Hezbol-
lah or Hamas claim responsibility for an act of terrorism, our officials piously vow to
track them down and exact retribution, whatever the cost. When one of those same offi-
cials claims responsibility for the fiery deaths of 80 people, including twice as many chil-
dren as Dylan Harris and Eric Klebold murdered at Columbine High School, she goes on
to become the longest-serving Attorney General in the history of our nation.

But the times, they are-a-changin'.
In July, after documentary researcher Michael McNulty (a producer of the Oscar-

nominated Waco: The Rules of Engagement) received permission to examine the evidence
gathered by the Texas rangers in the wake of the conflagration, four incendiary devices
-- commonly referred to as "flash-bangs" -- surfaced. They had originally been misiden-
tified as homemade silencers, presumably in order to substantiate the ATF's oft-stated
(and, as yet, wholly unproved) claims that the Branch Davidians were stockpiling "ille-
gal" armaments. What's more, the evidence mapping reveals that these devices were re-
covered from the parts of the Mount Carmel building where the fatal fires started.

Naturally, Reno denied any knowledge of the incendiaries and continued attempt-
ing to shove the responsibility that she originally claimed off onto her victims, who, be-
ing dead, can't answer. But her case was horribly weak to begin with: It's hard to estab-
lish to the satisfaction of any neutral panel that cutting off the power to a building, wait-
ing until the tenants resort to kerosene lamps for lighting, then assaulting the building
with tanks and pumping flammable gas into the place doesn't constitute an attempt at
murder. Especially when your own cameras show your own people herding the victims
back into the fire with the aid of automatic weapons. Especially when many of the vic-
tims are women and children. And, most especially, when the whole mess is the result of
an unprovoked attack by your own people.

"Flash-bangs" are designed to stun and immobilize their targets. Being trapped in
a burning building does not combine well with having one detonated next to you. Fur-
thermore, the primer charges in the devices are known to start fires in small, enclosed
spaces. Spaces like the rooms at Mount Carmel, where kerosene lamps were tumbling
over and spilling as the tanks rammed the walls. There, the atmosphere was full of CS,
a "riot agent" that produces potassium cyanide when ignited, suspended in a flammable
delivery solution.
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As I write this, the FBI has finally admitted to using incendiaries on the morning
of the fatal fire. Reno is back-pedaling for all she's worth, announcing a new investiga-
tion into the siege and how it ended. One wonders if the "lost" evidence from the first
Congressional hearings into the matter -- things like the ATF's videotape of the initial
raid, the door from Mount Carmel Center, and other conveniently missing items -- will
resurface this time around. Do the calls for another round of hearings in Congress por-
tend a satisfactory resolution of the case (i.e. are the murderers going to stand trial, be
rightly convicted by a jury of their peers, and be led away in manacles)?

Somehow, I doubt it. The Clinton administration has invested far too much capital
in protecting Reno from the consequences of its policies and her actions. Clinton will
never admit that his troops fired the first unprovoked shots in a war that has so far
claimed the lives of over 200 people, including the victims of the Oklahoma City bomb-
ing, which supposedly took place as retribution for the events at Waco.

Reno would be an international fugitive if she was the Attorney General of Yu-
goslavia. She would be on death row if she had thrown a CS grenade into someone's
kerosene-lit house and then rammed it with her pickup truck after beating them uncon-
scious. But since she committed her crimes using the surrogate agents of the BATF and
FBI, and since those crimes reflected the official policy of a government run amuck, she
has her freedom. For now.

But what happens when and if those who value human life and human freedom
assume the place in government that rightfully belongs only to them? What is Ms. Reno
going to do when we elect an administration predicated on Bill of Rights Enforcement?

Will Janet Reno, former Attorney General of the United States and proud recip-
ient of the (no joke) Torchbearer Award, flee the country and attempt to live out her
natural life in the relative, if limited, freedom of an exile and a fugitive from justice? Will
she descend into the underground, adopting a new name and pretending to be an old
retired female impersonator, passing unrecognized on the streets except by fellow fugi-
tives like Larry Potts and Lon Horiuchi?

Is there a Garibaldi Street in Miami?
And if there is, would she be welcome there?
Reno's claim to fame, before her elevation to national power under the aegis of

the newly elected Bill Clinton, was her penchant subjecting children to everything short
of the rack to get them to fabricate stories of molestation. A number of her victims are
back on the streets, having served years in prison for crimes they didn't commit before
their convictions were overturned. No, I don't think she'll find hospitality forthcoming
on her old stomping grounds. After next year, she'll be out there somewhere, nervously
waiting for the other shoe to drop.

And it will.
You can run, but you can't hide, Ms. Reno. The wheels of justice sometimes turn

slowly, especially when happenstance puts someone like yourself temporarily in the dri-
ver's seat. But turn they must. Even a corrupt machine like the current one-party state
can't afford to have its legitimacy undermined to the extent that the actions of ATF and
FBI have undermined it on your watch.

You have the right to remain silent. Anything you say can and will -- sooner or
later -- be used against you in a court of law.
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It's Organic

Author's Note: Two pieces. The first piece was a 1999 letter to the editor of the Springfield,
Missouri News-Leader which I expanded quite a bit for my syndicated column "Tilting at
Windmills" (which appeared in several weekly newspapers in Missouri and California circa
1997-99). The second is a web-only expansion of the same argument.

Let's Put Organs on the Free MarketLet's Put Organs on the Free Market

The News-Leader reports that "too many people die waiting for an organ donation"
("Don't fear organ donation," November 3), and suggests that responsibility lies with our
"reticence to talk openly and become informed about what is an admittedly queasy sub-
ject." That may be part of the problem, but the News-Leader, like other commentators,
avoids discussing one obvious and eminently practical solution.

The transplant patient or insurance company pays the doctor who performs the
operation, the anesthetist who makes it bearable, the pharmaceutical company that man-
ufactures drugs to ensure the new organ isn't rejected, and any number of other parties
who provide goods or services to make the transplant possible. Everyone gets paid -- ex-
cept for the survivors of the donor.

None of the aforementioned parties performs their work solely out of well-inten-
tioned concern for the health of the patient. They all expect to be compensated. Yet the
spouse, parents or children of a recently deceased accident victim are expected to hand
over the heart, liver, kidneys or corneas of their loved one as a gift.

There is, of course, some merit in doing so. A lot of people will "sell" their organs
or the organs of their loved ones in return for the "payment" of gratitude and the knowl-
edge that they've helped another.

But how many more would take the necessary steps to become organ donors if
they knew that doing so would help their survivors make it through the perilous eco-
nomic times following the death of a family member?

If I offered you a $100,000 "life insurance policy," payable to the beneficiary of your
choice, on the condition that you designate your vital organs for transplant use follow-
ing your death, would you not be more likely to do the paperwork?

At this point in the discussion, I usually run into the objection that the selling of
organs is "unethical." Yet no one disputes the right of the physician to pay for her coun-
try club membership with fees received for performing the transplant, of the anesthetist
for making the monthly car payment from his salary, etc. In what way is it unethical for
the recently deceased to have arranged for his or her organs to save a life -- and to make
life more bearable or comfortable for his or her loved ones?
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A great many people do die every year while waiting for vital organs -- organs that
would almost certainly be available in plentiful supply if the prospective donors had an
incentive other than good will to motivate their donation.

A Reply to my Critics in re Organ DonationA Reply to my Critics in re Organ Donation

To Whom it May Concern:
I write a lot of opinion pieces. Some of them are published in various newspapers,

webzines, or on my personal webspace. I make a practice of replying -- politely -- to any-
one who cares to comment on my writings: a note of thanks for compliments, a polite
"agreement to disagree" to those who oppose my views, or a personal attempt to resolve
particular questions that are raised in their comments.

For the first time, I've found myself stymied in this practice. Recently I submitted
an op-ed on organ donation to the Springfield, Missouri News-Leader (this piece was al-
so sent out to the Tilting at Windmills e-mail subscription list and is available on the
TLKnapp.Net site).

A few days later, the newspaper published a reply from a person whom I am unable
to contact. The writer, Stephanie Scott of Clever, Missouri, does not appear to have ei-
ther an e-mail address or a phone number listed under her own name. Nonetheless, the
reply raises questions and issues that I would like to address; and since the News-Leader
doesn't exist for the purpose of printing an ongoing exchange between its readers on
specific issues, nor does it have a forum for such exchanges on its website, I am electing
to reply in this article, which I will e-mail to the News-Leader for forwarding if possible,
and which will be posted on the Tilting at Windmills site.

Since I have been unable to contact Ms. Scott to secure permission to reprint her
letter in toto, I will excerpt here, attempting to adhere to the "fair use" criterion. Those
who wish to read her letter whole can find it on page 9A of the Wednesday, November
10, 1999 issue of the News-Leader.

First, I will deal with Ms. Scott's immediate reaction to myself and my article. Scott
characterizes herself as "disgusted and appalled" by my ideas. I apologize for any discom-
fiture the piece may have caused, while pointing out that the remainder of her letter
establishes that she did not understand those ideas as I wished them to be understood.
That, of course, is my fault -- a writer should convey his or her ideas in a manner that
makes the reader understand them. Once again, I apologize.

On the other hand, Scott is only partially correct when she states that I "Undoubt-
edly ... [have] not been in the position to make the donation decision, nor can he com-
prehend the impact of that decision."

I have not been in the unenviable position of disposing of a deceased loved one or
his or her organs. I have, however, been in the position of deciding whether or not to
donate my own for a bone marrow transplant. A perfect candidate was found before it
even came down to testing my marrow for compatibility, but the possibility nonetheless
existed, and I had, in fact, decided to do so if necessary. Unfortunately, the transplant
was too late to save my uncle, who died of leukemia.

Now, on to Scott's assertions on my idea. "To say that my loved one's organs are
worth 'X' dollars is ludicrous." I made no such assertion in the article I wrote. As a mat-
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ter of fact, I did not approach the issue of financial compensation for organs from the
viewpoint of the donor's family at all. The approach I took was that of the donor himself:
if, I posited, while still healthy, a potential donor was apprised of the fact that his organ
donation in the event of untimely death could result in financial aid to his family, he or
she would be more likely to take the time to fill out a donor card, state his or her wish to
donate in writing, and discuss the matter with the loved ones who would be called on to
make this difficult decision after his or her death.

I stand by this assertion. Too many of us refuse to acknowledge the fact that we
are going to die some day. It's easy to put off discussing things like funeral arrangements,
wills and powers of attorney, and, yes, organ donation. Discussing these issues brings the
spectre of our own mortality to the forefront. It's easier to just ignore the issues -- but it
leaves difficult decisions to be made by bereaved survivors.

Now, let's talk about Joe Sixpack. He doesn't want to think about headstones and
funeral plots. He refuses to go see an attorney and put down in writing which kid will get
the guns, which one will get the tools, and which one will get the farm when he passes
on. And he isn't going to give a passing thought to whether or not his heart, liver, lungs,
kidneys or corneas might save a life, restore someone's sight, or improve the health of
someone who lived while he died.

But what if he knew -- what if he was told -- that his wife, whom he loves very
much and would want to provide for, would receive needed money in the event of his
death? Money that would cover funeral expenses. Money that would make up for the
income lost to the family by his passing? Money that might, in some small way, ease the
burdens of that wife, those kids?

I think a lot of Joe Sixpacks would sit down, fill out their organ donor card, and talk
with their loved ones about that decision. They would be doing it from the natural desire
to take care of their own -- and, in the process, they would hopefully be putting some-
thing better than money into a different account: An account of lives saved by their or-
gans, which otherwise would have proceeded from the accident scene or hospital room
to the crematorium or cemetery.

Ms. Scott states that she would find it offensive to to feel that she traded her de-
ceased loved one's organs for money and that, "If I were approached in that manner, I
would have declined."

Let me get this straight, Ms. Scott. You are saying that you would refuse to save
a life if your sister's husband, children, elderly parents or yourself were compensated in
any way for doing so? You would LET SOMEONE DIE rather than take money for sav-
ing his or her life? You are entitled to this sentiment, but it seems rather counter to the
compassion expressed in the portions of your letter preceding it.

But, if you insist, we can deal with this: I don't see that there would be any require-
ment that you accept this money. If you wish to refuse payment, that is your prerogative,
and I compliment you on your willingness to help without financial compensation.

Are you, however, claiming the right to impose this solution on all parties? On the
widowed homemaker whose household income has just disappeared with her husband's
death? On the teenager who won't be able to go to college because of his father's untime-
ly accident? On the father who is burying a daughter he had expected to outlive him, and
who doesn't have the funds for a decent cemetery plot, casket and headstone?
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Are you claiming the right to impose death on the patient awaiting a liver trans-
plant -- the patient who will die because that accident victim never had an incentive to
think about organ donation? Are you claiming the right to impose a life of sightlessness
on the blind child awaiting corneas that are buried in the ground? Are you claiming the
right to impose continued dialysis on a patient with kidney failure while two perfectly
good kidneys rot in a mausoleum?

Next item.
Scott asks if, given the application of my proposal, organs would become auction

items, going to the highest bidder. This strikes me as a valid concern, but I think it
can be addressed. Personally, I have no problem with "a market in organs." Generally,
when a particular item goes onto a legitimate market, the price steadily decreases. In this
case, an increased supply of organs, and an increased number of transplants, would al-
most certainly reduce the costs of surgery as more practitioners performed the lucrative
operations. The increased availability of organs would also mean shorter -- and there-
fore less expensive -- waits in the hospital for patients; and the increase in organ supply
would also pay off in shorter post-operative recovery as better matches, requiring short-
er regimes of drugs to stop tissue rejection problems, became the norm.

But I don't think we're going to see human hearts on the block at eBay any time
soon. More likely, the medical profession will get together and set a standard compen-
sation package. You won't get that heart by bidding $100,000 versus someone else's
$99,999. You'll get it by being the next person on the waiting list who is a viable tissue
match, and your insurance company will pay $X for it, just as they paid $X for the one
before it and will pay $X for the one after it.

The issue here is not one of "need versus greed." We all agree that an increase in
the number of organ donors means that more people can get the transplants they need.
Whatever it takes to make that increase possible is worthy of consideration. I respect the
right -- and admire the sentiments -- of anyone who, acting selflessly and out of love,
is willing to donate their organs and who will take the necessary steps to inform their
loved ones of this desire. On the other hand, I am not unaware of the powerful effect
that money has in causing people to do things they otherwise will put off and possibly
never do.
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Contra Caleb Carr

Published at tlknapp.net, January 2001.

I confess to being a Caleb Carr fan, and to delight at hearing that his latest book is a
foray into the realm of "speculative fiction." I read The Alienist and Angel of Darkness de-
spite, rather than because of, the fact that they were historical novels -- my one true love
is science fiction, but Carr's rendering of the world of 19th century New York sparked
my interest in a way that most non-sf books don't.

I also learned a lesson from his books that he himself seems to have forgotten: That
the problems of society are timeless and not anchored to available technologies or pass-
ing trends.

I was drawn to Carr's Salon commentary via a review of it that, in my opinion,
was less kind than the content of the piece required. From the review, I expected to see
a temper tantrum by a rejected writer, demanding that government raise the conscious-
ness of the great unwashed to a level more apt to be appreciative of his work. Instead, I
found a fairly thoughtful commentary on the nature of the Internet and the cultural and
societal questions its prevalence creates.

Nonetheless, Carr's suggestions are problematic and certainly not reflective of a
history that, having novelized in grand style, he might be expected to have a better un-
derstanding of.

Moving from perfectly valid concerns as to the effect of (largely corporate spon-
sored) information on the Internet ("[I]nformation," he rightly points out, "is not
knowledge") on an increasingly wired culture, Carr makes his first major error:

"Only two forms of regulation are available in the United States: governmental and
corporate," Carr says. And while somewhat less than enthusiastic about either form, he
finds that "[G]overnment regulation is admittedly imperfect and often infuriating; but
it must at least try to work toward the public good, or its authors will lose their pow-
er. Corporate regulation, on the other hand, knows only one purpose: profit." He leaves
out, of course, the "regulation" provided by a truly free market, in which consumers ex-
ercise choice among varied alternatives.

By way of defending his already flawed thesis, Carr points vaguely to past gov-
ernment involvements in the market -- antitrust, labor regulation and child labor laws.
This, of course, is where his account begins to diverge from history and fact; for as we
know, all three of these (as well as utility regulation, which is now coming home to roost
in California) were passed on behalf of and with the support of corporate interests, in or-
der to protect them from the new competition that the market was delivering.

Carr is correct in stipulating to two forms of "regulation," but incorrect in his iden-
tification. Government and corporate regulation are one and the same; to the extent that
government is involved in the market, it invariably serves the interests of the corpora-
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tions, which have at their disposal vast sums of bribe money ("campaign contributions"
and so forth) with which to purchase protection from competition and consumer choice.

The choice, then, is government/corporate regulation, or market regulation. Carr
argues in favor of the former, and bizarrely cites as an example the "success" of the Fed-
eral Communications Commission in its mission to secure delivery of the unmitigated
trash and pablum that the airwaves currently carry, versus the strong protection that the
First Amendment has offered to print media, resulting in the wide availability of things
like ... Caleb Carr's novels. The latest of which, by the way, I look forward to reading.

Beneath the perfunctory evocation of specters -- pedophile porn and the like --
on the horizon, I have to believe that Caleb Carr is sincerely looking for answers. The
problem is, there are no easy ones. It is likely that the masses, for the foreseeable future,
will continue to prefer glam-boy pop groups to real music, centerfold photography to
real art, situational comedies to documentaries, and romance novels to real literature.

I don't have the answers, although I can speculate that they lie in an increasingly
competitive marketplace of ideas -- one which the relative free expression of the Internet
encourages. One putative answer that I must rule out, however, is Carr's: turning the
temple over to the moneychangers, whether they garb themselves as corporate directors
or concerned legislators.
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Lies, Damn Lies and Republican Rhetoric

Published at tlknapp.net, February 28, 2001.

I tried to come up with an accurate, yet pithy, summation of George W. Bush's
speech to a joint session of Congress last night -- but it's so much better to let someone
speak for himself than to try to put words in his mouth. With that in mind, I think I'll
start off with an excerpt from the White House Press Release on the subject:

[The president's] budget increases spending for Social Security, Medicare
and entitlement programs by $81 billion, and increases discretionary spending
by another $26 billion, a four percent increase that means government spend-
ing will grow at more than the rate of inflation.

As late as yesterday, I still had friends telling me that the Republicans were the par-
ty of smaller government -- the party that would rein in federal spending -- that all I had
to do was wait and see -- that when I opined that the Republicans wouldn't do anything
to cut government, I was talking through my hat.

More Social Security. More Medicare. More entitlements. More discretionary
spending. Increased government spending, even accounting for inflation. Tucked into
subtle phrases in the speech, we find more spending for the failed War on Drugs, more
spending for welfare, more spending for, well, pretty much everything.

Is this what my friends mean by "smaller government?" Is this what they expected
when they told me last November that they had to vote for George W. Bush because he
was the only "smaller government" candidate who had a chance to win?

It's after midnight as I write this -- but when I'm done, I think I'll break out the
Rolodex, start ringing up my friends, and whispering two words into the phone:

"Harry Browne."
Yes, I know that the Democrats want even more spending and even smaller tax

cuts. That's beside the point. The GOP controls the House of Representatives, the Sen-
ate, and the presidency. They don't need Democratic support to pass the budget they
want. Compromise, at this point, is not a requirement.

Not a single Democratic vote is required to pass the next budget. Therefore, it is
reasonable to assume that the president's budget proposal -- specifics of which will be
released tomorrow -- reflects what he wants. Given the glowing early reviews from the
GOP's congressional leadership, it reflects what they want, too.

So, what do the Republicans want? In two words, more government.
Outside of some money for military pay raises and equipment improvements,

every one of Bush's spending proposals, as described in the speech, flies in the face of the
Constitution and of Republican rhetoric going back to Barry Goldwater's 1964 presiden-
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tial candidacy -- and unless the early trial balloons were false, those military spending
proposals aren't an increase, but a reallocation of current military spending levels.

Quoth Bush:

The highest percentage increase in our budget should go to our children's ed-
ucation. ... during the next 5 years, we triple spending, adding another $5 bil-
lion to help every child in America learn to read. Values are important, so we
have tripled funding for character education ... [W]e have increased funding
to train and recruit teachers.

Try as I might, I can't find the section of the Constitution that enumerates any fed-
eral power to provide for education. And unless I've missed something, the 10th Amend-
ment -- you know, the one that says the federal government can't do anything that it
isn't specifically tasked with doing in the Constitution -- doesn't seem to have been re-
pealed.

The Republicans know this, of course. They've been bellyaching for two decades
about it, and promising to eliminate the Department of Education and sow salt on the
earth where it once stood. This hardly seems an auspicious beginning to that process.
Perhaps Bush is hoping that all of the DoE bureaucrats will die of paper cuts incurred
while riffling through the fresh stacks of Federal Reserve Notes he's having sent over.

On almost every budget item mentioned in the speech -- from education to Social
Security and Medicare and beyond -- Bush proposes more spending and more federal
intervention in areas where the federal government has no business in the first place.

For the first time in nearly half a century, the Republicans control the machinery
of government. Their word is law. It's time to follow through on decades of promises
to be fulfilled "some day," and last night's speech is a clear indication that they have no
intention of doing so. "Some day" is here -- and the Republicans are fresh out of excuses.
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Non-Coercion: Concept and Context

Published in The Free Radical, a New Zealand Objectivist publication, July, 2001.

Every so often, the debate between philosophical Objectivists and political liber-
tarians kicks up. This seems to be one of those periods -- perhaps inspired by the re-
cent publication of David Kelley's The Contested Legacy of Ayn Rand -- and "Libertarian-
ism and Moral Disintegration" (Joseph Rowlands, Free Radical #46) incorporates a fairly
standard orthodox Objectivist line of attack on libertarianism.

The point at which bayonet meets barbed wire is, of course, on the principle of
non-coercion. This is the area where libertarian politics and Objectivist philosophical
tenets intersect.

To the Objectivist, non-coercion is a principle derived from a specific set of un-
derlying standards, applicable to politics in the philosophical sense, i.e. to relationships
between multiple individuals.

To the libertarian, it may be that as well -- but not necessarily, and if so, not nec-
essarily derived from the same set of underlying standards.

The problem, of course, is that Objectivism is an all-encompassing philosophy,
a set of ideas ranging in application and scope from metaphysics and epistemology to
ethics and esthetics and, yes, politics. Libertarianism, on the other hand, is a specifically
political movement.

This distinction is of the utmost importance, because within it lies the proper res-
olution of the debate.

"Although properly founded in morality," says Rowlands, "the non-coercion prin-
ciple is not a moral code. It is a political principle derived from a moral standard. By
treating this moral principle as a complete moral system, the libertarians create a num-
ber of problems for themselves."

And that is where Rowlands begins his fall into error. For libertarians, as such,
don't treat non-coercion as a moral code. They treat it exactly as Rowlands or any other
Objectivist does: As a political principle.

Let me say this again, for emphasis: non-coercion is a political principle, not a moral
code. Libertarianism is a political movement, and as such seeks the adoption of its bind-
ing political principle -- non-coercion -- as the standard of political behavior.

Concept formation is key to understanding. A concept is defined in terms of its
essentials, not by any stray factors that may be found in various examples of the concept
in reality, but not in others. While some tables are square, "square" is not an essential
element of the concept "table." There are round tables, oval tables and octagonal tables.

Libertarianism, in its essentials, is a political movement, based on non-coercion as
a political principle. Are there some libertarians who also adopt non-coercion as their
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root moral principle? Yes. There are also libertarians who don't. There are libertarians
who derive their moral principles from the ideas of Kant, Mill, Rothbard and, yes, Rand.

Libertarianism is not defined by the non-essentials, i.e. the differing moral bases of
those who call themselves "libertarian," any more than "grocers" are defined as a con-
cept by whether this cashier attends church or that produce clerk admires modern art.
Grocers are those who work in the grocery trade. That is their essential defining charac-
teristic. Non-coercion as the common political principle is the essentialcharacteristic of
libertarianism.

But how can this work? Does not a principle require a rational underlying frame-
work of support from which that principle is derived?

In a word, no -- at least not on the level that we speak of here.
Humans eat, and they rely substantially on a class of persons mentioned above --

grocers -- to provide food in trade for their consumption. The Objectivist does not ask
(at least most don't) if the produce clerk likes modern art or if the cashier attends church.
The Objectivist does not storm out of the store after catching the store manager brows-
ing Sartre in the toilet stall.

The Objectivist recognizes that all he has any right to expect of the grocers is that
they provide groceries of acceptable quality and price pursuant to voluntary agreement.
As for anything else, he rightly accepts them as autonomous and not only entitled, but
required, to exercise their independent, unforced judgment and arrive at the answers to
other issues as best they can.

Libertarianism provides political activism and work on the same basis as grocers
provide sausage and cauliflower. Unless the libertarian movement as such becomes en-
gaged in philosophical debate ranging outside the political, Objectivists have no legiti-
mate grounds to identify the non-political philosophical beliefs of particular libertarians
with the concept of libertarianism.

Which brings us back to another problem with Mr. Rowlands's examination:
"Some libertarians believe they can use the fact that libertarianism is practical as their
moral justification. This is untenable without a moral foundation. Why is practicality
good? Only morality can decide. Only a morality based on life can translate to the prac-
tical being good."

On the contrary, Objectivism holds that practicality and morality are ultimately
one and the same: That context and long-term analysis will always reveal the practical
and the moral as dictating identical courses of action. In the case of Objectivism versus
libertarianism, the unification of practicality and morality is evident:

Libertarianism and Objectivism share a degree of common ground -- agreement
on political principle. This common ground offers a practical basis for Objectivists to in-
troduce their ideas to individuals who are already in partial agreement with those ideas.
The introduction of Objectivist ideas to others is a moral goal, based on long term self-
interest in creating a larger community of rational individuals.

So why has this opportunity been perpetually scorned, wasted and even evaded,
ever since Ayn Rand's initial, irrational tantrum on the subject?

Irrationality -- the failure to properly apply reason to the facts -- becomes im-
morality when it is volitional (i.e. when it is based on a refusal to apply reason to the
facts, often even a refusal to acknowledge the facts). The only question remaining is
whether Objectivists fail to make common cause with libertarians through error -- or
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through evil. I have too much respect for too many Objectivists to immediately assume
the latter, but decades of irrationality demand either correction or repudiation.
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Homeland Security and Three-Card Monte

Published at tlknapp.net, September 28, 2001.

All of us libertarians (civil and otherwise) have our panties in a bunch over the
"Office of Homeland Security," and for good reason. Between President Bush's speech
announcing the creation of the office (appropriately delivered from between the fasces
adorning the wall of the House Chamber) and the current domestic situation, one would
have to be an idiot not to see OHS as a lineal descendant of the Gestapo, the Cheka and
the El Salvadoran death squads.

I've been doing a little reading, though, and I am fairly convinced that what we
are seeing here is our government's version of the old "three-card monte" scam. Some of
you may know this game as "follow the bitch."

It works like this: some street huckster calls you over and shows you three cards,
one of them being the Queen of Hearts. He shuffles them around and asks you to tell him
which one is the Queen; the first time, of course, you "win," but then money goes on
the table and you might as well just hand over your wallet and walk away. You're never
going to pick the right card again -- the huckster is just too good at palming the Queen.
You're left following the movements of an entirely different card.

In the case of the Office of Homeland Security, the potential direct damage to our
liberty is the card that has been put in front of our eyes. We follow its every movement,
completely convinced that it's the Queen of Hearts. Someone says "conscription" and we
look to the left. Someone mutters "have the National Guard set up random checkpoints"
and we look to the right.

The bitch, meanwhile, has better things to do. She's off schtupping the CEO of
Lockheed Martin while we follow the shill card and get stuck with the check for their
champagne breakfast.

In January of 2001, the U.S. Commission on National Security/21st Century (usu-
ally called the Hart-Rudman Commission after the two perennial political whores who
head it) released its Phase III report, "Road Map for National Security: Imperative for
Change." It is that report which calls for the creation of a National Homeland Security
Administration and it does, indeed, contain numerous "massive coronary" items for civil
libertarians.

Those items, however, seem to be the pretty wrapping intended to distract us from
the real content of the package. At the heart of the report's recommendations lies the
bitch: corporate welfare for defense contractors, unimpeded by even the minimal level
of scrutiny now applied.

Among the report's recommendations:
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• "The president should propose, and the Congress should support, doubling the U.S.
government's investment in science and technology R&D by 2010." (Goal #8; in
other words, give the defense contractors more money to play with).

• "Congress should modernize Defense Department auditing and oversight require-
ments by rewriting relevant sections of U.S. Code, Title 10, and the Federal Ac-
quisition Regulations." (Goal #32; the descriptive text makes it more clear: the pur-
pose of this goal is "to reduce the number of auditors and inspectors for the DoD
weapons acquisition system" by 50 to 60 percent; and to rid DoD procurement of
an "adversarial system" that requires defense contractors to "go to extremes in ac-
counting and business procedures" -- like, for example, being required to deliver
what they promise at the bid they make).

• "Congress should rationalize its current committee structure so that it best serves
U.S. National Security interests; specifically, it should merge the current authoriz-
ing committees with the relevant appropriations subcommittees" -- (Goal #48; it
doesn't take a rocket scientist to figure out that this is intended to reduce the scruti-
ny which defense contracts are subjected to at the Congressional level).

All in all, the report makes 50 recommendations. The vast majority of them are shill
cards -- thrown bones to satisfy military personnel with salary increases and an "im-
proved" GI Bill, the education lobby with more money for teachers, and so forth -- to
make the plan palatable. A few more are the ones intended to distract attention from the
actual purpose by rattling the sabre against civil liberties, ensuring that our attention is
focused there.

"The bitch" is the core agenda of "Imperative for Change" -- getting Congress and
everyone else out from between arms manufacturers and the government's checkbook.
It's not difficult to imagine Gary Hart and Warren Rudman sitting together over a beer
and chuckling at those silly civil libertarians. "By the time they get through with the im-
plied threat of bringing back the draft, and the silly recommendation that we call the Na-
tional Guard out to shake down schoolkids for zip guns, they'll never notice how much
money Congress gave to Acme Nuclear Warheads this year, or how much you and I are
making as 'consultants' for ramming this thing through."

If you have to ask "why," the answer is usually "money." The Hart-Rudman report
is too blatantly a welfare program for the military-industrial complex to ever have passed
muster in normal times. It had to go on the shelf until some momentous disaster arose
that would give its proponents the cover of "getting serious" rather than simply opening
up the cash register for their big campaign donors and frequent post-government em-
ployers.

The September 11th attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon were,
of course, opportunity knocking. The "amazing display of bipartisanship" that has man-
ifested itself around the prospective "Office of Homeland Security" isn't as remarkable as
it seems. Not that it ever is.

The tragedy, of course, is that this huckster doesn't let you put your wallet in your
pocket and go back home when you figure out that you're being conned. Even the shill
cards -- maybe especially the shill cards -- carry threats of their own, and no one is al-
lowed to stop "following the bitch."
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Did You Ever See a Meme Walking?

Published in Rational Review -- as the official "first message from the publisher" -- January
1, 2002.

If we're to believe William F. Buckley, Jr. (whose "Did You Ever See a Dream
Walking?" inspired the title and content of this essay), it's not really possible to define
conservatism. A little less government here, a little more there, until it is just right --
and then stay, dammit! Sometimes the state is our enemy. Sometimes the state is "the
proximate instrument of our deliverance." Which it is at any particular instant depends
largely on an undefined, amorphous conception of what those calling themselves "con-
servatives" happen to want at the moment.

Liberalism, too -- at least to the extent that that term was hijacked in Wilsonian
times and has been twisted beyond recognition by successive generations of power-seek-
ers -- has an extensive wardrobe, despite Buckley's claim of an innate sensitivity which
allows him to detect a liberal in the room "even if he hides behind the potted plant."

I'm pleased to inform you that I do not need a book to define libertarianism (as
Buckley's Up From Liberalism attempts to do with liberalism), or even a long essay to tell
you that I can't (as Buckley's "Did You Ever See a Dream Walking?" ends up doing).

Libertarianism as an idea can be defined in a paragraph, and L. Neil Smith did so
some time ago:

A libertarian is a person who believes that no one has the right, under any cir-
cumstances, to initiate force against another human being, or to advocate or
delegate its initiation. Those who act consistently with this principle are liber-
tarians, whether they realize it or not. Those who fail to act consistently with it
are not libertarians, regardless of what they may claim.

On the political level, the libertarian idea also finds succinct expression [in Com-
mon Sense, by Thomas Paine]:

Society is produced by our wants, and government by wickedness; the former
promotes our happiness positively by uniting our affections, the latter nega-
tively by restraining our vices. The one encourages intercourse, the other cre-
ates distinctions. The first is a patron, the last a punisher.

Society in every state is a blessing, but government even in its best state is but
a necessary evil; in its worst state an intolerable one; for when we suffer, or
are exposed to the same miseries by a government, which we might expect in a
country without government, our calamity is heightened by reflecting that we
furnish the means by which we suffer.
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Those two statements, taken together, are as concise a rendition of the libertarian
idea as I can offer without resorting to the even more succinct "play nice." They are, if
you will, the memes (pieces of verbally transmitted cultural information) which one is
likely to find as common to people calling themselves "libertarians."

To the extent that these statements are accepted, of course, they have far-reaching
effects. The purpose of Rational Review is to explore those effects and to persuade the
reader that they are either worthwhile or worth risking.

I believe that they are. For all the wringing of hands among those who advocate
larger, more powerful, more centralized, more intrusive government, the fact is that it
hasn't worked by any standard that values human life. Hundreds of millions died at the
hands of government in the last century. Untold wealth was stolen and squandered by
them. Where government goes, poverty, enslavement, death follow with it.

The correlation between government power and human suffering is close enough
to demand that we evaluate it as causation. And, having done so, reason demands that
we regard government -- at the extreme -- as a necessary evil and, in the normal course
of human lives, an unnecessary one.

Long-held ideas, of course, are difficult to dispel. No living American can remem-
ber the time when children were not schooled by government. Few can remember the
time when a citizen might walk unquestioned down any street, carrying the weapon of
his or her choice; or the time when a paycheck included all of the pay due, without with-
holding for income taxes or Ponzi-like retirement and medical insurance schemes.

And, not remembering those times, few are likely to connect the growth of gov-
ernment power with the decline of education, the rise of violent crime, the sprawl of
regulation or the disastrous conditions attending retirement and medical care in their
country.

The connection, however, is there, and the ember of understanding is preserved in
the meme of the libertarian idea. Carried down through the generations, bursting into
revolutionary flame when it comes head to head with encroaching state power at criti-
cal points, it finds expression in literature, political action and activism. It awaits only a
sufficiency of tinder and a gentle breeze to kindle itself into a fire that will sweep unnec-
essary evils before it and usher in a newer, better society.

That is the vision that motivates us at Rational Review. That is the power of the
libertarian idea.
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Under Old Management?

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, November 30, 2005.

My reading habits tend to launch themselves in odd, arbitrary directions based on
glimmerings, hunches or just plain old "hmm, this sounds interesting." I'm blogging this
just as much for myself as for y'all. It's easier to Google and find it here than it is to dig
through the stacks of books that keep threatening to push me out the door, and then dig
through the books themselves to find those sets of connections that brought up the "I
need to follow up on this" impulse in the first place.

First connecting thread:
In the past, I've held that the differences between political systems among the

world powers circa the 1930s were differences of degree, not of kind. Some a little earli-
er, some a little later, some in a tighter orbit around the organizing principle and some a
little further out from it, but still more or less the same prevailing ... oh, call it Zeitgeist
for the moment, but don't read too much into that, as we're going elsewhere quickly.

The above is not an especially controversial claim if we're just talking about Mus-
solini's Italy, Franco's Spain, Hitler's Germany and Tojo's Japan. And most people have
come to grips with the similarity between the "fascism" of those four and the "socialism"
of Stalin's Soviet Union. I'm not just talking about those five, though -- I'm also includ-
ing New Deal America, Churchill's Britain, etc. (and let's not forget Ireland under Ea-
mon DeValera). This is usually the point where the same people who freely refer to FDR
as a "socialist" start sputtering -- they don't like his social programs and "socialist" is an
easy term of opprobrium, but they draw the line at comparing, say, the US and Germany
circa 1938.

Still, let's look at it less from a "social programs" point of view and more from a
"what are the absolute limits of the power of the state?" perspective. A lot of of people
(even libertarians, unless they notice one brief reference to it in something by Ayn Rand)
don't know that FDR attempted to introduce labor conscription under the rubric of the
National Recovery Act, and was only stopped from doing so by the Supreme Court.
Few remember that today's Planned Parenthood was founded on the "eugenics" vision of
Margaret Sanger, who was awarded a medal by Hitler for her contribution to the theo-
ries underlying his monstrous racial programs. Most people write off factors such as the
wartime internment of Japanese and nisei, the virtual nationalization of industry, food
rationing and other horrors as temporary wartime measures necessitated by emergency
and therefore not of great philosophical import. While there's certainly a case to be made
for "wartime necessity," it's still true that, according to our own mythology, Americans
didn't bat an eye at this stuff, once Pearl Harbor opened that eye. A populace doesn't just
jump into that mindset ... insert the old "boiling a frog" analogy here if you like.
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Some kind of general political trend was cresting in the 1930s, and while it may
have reached its heights of horror in the camps of Stalin and Hitler, it was felt every-
where. What was that trend?

Second connecting thread:
I just finished re-reading Isaac Deutscher's three-volume biography of Trotsky

(The Prophet Armed, The Prophet Unarmed and The Prophet Outcast). I re-read it (the last
time was oh, a decade or more ago) for a particular reason: I wanted to trace the elements
of Trotsky's influence in the current "neoconservative" movement.

Briefly, the "neoconservative" movement has strong roots in Trotskyism, or at
least in the work of Trotskyites, from Irving Kristol's first New York "study group" to the
influx of Social Democrats/Shachtmanites into neoconservatism in the mid-to-late 70s
-- for example, Jean Kirkpatrick (Ronald Reagan's ambassador to the UN), Paul Wol-
fowitz (former assistant Secretary of Defense, now president of the World Bank) and
Joshua Muravchik (of the American Enterprise Institute) -- and all the way back to the
founding of National Review ... by right-wing enfant terrible William F. Buckley, yes, but
also by James Burnham, one of America's leading Trotskyites in the 1930s and founder
of the Socialist Workers Party.

That Trotskyites have had primacy of place in the neoconservative movement is
beyond question, but in precisely what ways and to what extent Trotskyism itself has af-
fected neoconservative theory -- and American political policy -- is a somewhat murki-
er matter. So, anyway, I wanted to know. While I was aware of the fact that Burnham,
while still nominally a Marxist, had written The Managerial Revolution, which had in
turn influenced Orwell's 1984 (indeed, Goldstein's book in Orwell's novel is alleged to be
a thinly disguised edition of Burnham), I was unaware of the roots of his theory going
further back even a little deeper in internal Trotskyite debate, to a tract called "The Bu-
reaucratisation of the World" by Bruno Rizzi.

With me so far? Those of you who knew all of this already, pat yourself on the
back for being more well-read than KN@PPSTER. Those are the threads. What do they
sew together?

Rizzi's work came to my attention via The Prophet Outcast, and a passage jumped
out at me that hadn't caught my attention all those years before on my first reading:

State control and planning were predominant not only in the Stalinist regime,
but also under Hitler, Mussolini, and even under Roosevelt. In different de-
grees Stalinists, Nazis, and New Dealers were the conscious or unconscious
agents of the same new system of exploitation, destined to prevail the world
over. As long as bureaucratic collectivism stimulated social productivity, Rizzi
concluded, it would be invulnerable.

Trotsky took exception to Rizzi. He held that even under Stalin, the Soviet Union
was a "workers' state," albeit a "deformed" one for the nonce, and therefore qualitatively
different from the Third Reich and New Deal America, which, if also "deformed," were
still (in Trotsky's opinion) capitalist. As a Communist, Trotsky therefore held that the
Soviet Union must be defended against all enemies by Communists, even while Stalin
remained in charge. This argument culminated in the breakup of the Trotskyite move-
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ment in the US. Against the background of the Hitler-Stalin pact and the Soviet inva-
sion of Finland, Burnham and Max Shachtman held that "revolutionary defeatism" a
la World War One's Zimmerwald movement, was the proper attitude toward all the
belligerents in the coming second world war -- that the Soviet Union was no longer a
"workers' state" but rather just another imperialist regime to be overthrown.

I'm waiting to find a reasonably priced copy of The Managerial Revolution -- it's
$38.50 a pop at Amazon -- to explore Burnham's take more deeply, but I believe that we
can follow this thread a little further without direct reference to it, especially given Or-
well's freely available 1946 essay on Burnham. Orwell summarizes The Managerial Revo-
lution as follows:

Capitalism is disappearing, but Socialism is not replacing it. What is now aris-
ing is a new kind of planned, centralised society which will be neither capital-
ist nor, in any accepted sense of the word, democratic. The rulers of this new
society will be the people who effectively control the means of production: that
is, business executives, technicians, bureaucrats and soldiers, lumped together
by Burnham, under the name of 'managers.' These people will eliminate the old
capitalist class, crush the working class, and so organise society that all power
and economic privilege remain in their own hands. Private property rights will
be abolished, but common ownership will not be established. The new 'manager-
ial' societies will not consist of a patchwork of small, independent states, but of
great super-states grouped round the main industrial centres in Europe, Asia,
and America. These super-states will fight among themselves for possession of
the remaining uncaptured portions of the earth, but will probably be unable to
conquer one another completely. Internally, each society will be hierarchical,
with an aristocracy of talent at the top and a mass of semi-slaves at the bottom.

We know that Burnham eventually served in the Office of Strategic Services in
WWII, and that after the war he came out not just as an anti-Stalinist but as an anti-
Communist. He went on to play a large role in the "rebirth" of American "conservatism"
-- a "rebirth" that looks, in retrospect, suspiciously like a complete re-crafting under
entirely new principles. As the Cold War blossomed, the Old Right ethos of "Ameri-
ca First" non-interventionism which had dominated the Republican Party before Pearl
Harbor virtually disappeared from "mainstream" conservatism. What replaced it? Back
to Orwell, this time on Burnham's second book, The Machiavellians (even more expen-
sive -- available used at $60 and up):

Where the second book departs from the earlier one is in asserting that the
whole process could be somewhat moralised if the facts were faced more hon-
estly. THE MACHIAVELLIANS is sub-titled DEFENDERS OF FREEDOM.
Machiavelli and his followers taught that in politics decency simply does not ex-
ist, and, by doing so, Burnham claims, made it possible to conduct political af-
fairs more intelligently and less oppressively. A ruling class which recognised
that its real aim was to stay in power would also recognise that it would be more
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likely to succeed if it served the common good, and might avoid stiffening into
a hereditary aristocracy. ... Here Burnham undoubtedly contradicts his earlier
opinion. In THE MANAGERIAL REVOLUTION, which was written in 1940, it
is taken as a matter of course that 'managerial' Germany is in all ways more
efficient than a capitalist democracy such as France or Britain. In the second
book, written in 1942, Burnham admits that the Germans might have avoided
some of their more serious strategic errors if they had permitted freedom of
speech. However, the main thesis is not abandoned. Capitalism is doomed, and
Socialism is a dream. If we grasp what is at issue we may guide the course of
the managerial revolution to some extent, but that revolution IS HAPPENING,
whether we like it or not.

Apparently Burnham liked it ("in both books," writes Orwell, "but especially the ear-
lier one, there is a note of unmistakable relish over the cruelty and wickedness of the
processes that are being discussed. ... it is clear that Burnham is fascinated by the specta-
cle of power ..."). And, apparently, he went to work to bring the "managerial revolution"
into the "conservative" movement, and the "conservative" movement into power.

In 1952, Commonweal (a Catholic magazine) published an article titled "A Young Re-
publican's View." In that article, the author -- a young Yale man who was serving a tour
with the CIA in Mexico, a tour he'd signed up for under the auspices of his favorite
professor, ex-Trotskyite (and ex-OSS/CIA operative) Willmoore Kendall, and Kendall's
friend, ex-Trotskyite (and ex-OSS/CIA operative) James Burnham -- set out a stark po-
litical vision for the conduct of the anti-Communist struggle.

... we have to accept Big Government for the duration -- for neither an offen-
sive nor defensive war can be waged given our present government skills, ex-
cept through the instrument of a totalitarian bureaucracy within our shores ...

In other words, Burnham's "managerial revolution" -- a "bureaucratic deformation"
of American polity under the guise of necessity for the defeat of Communism.

The young Yale man, of course, was William F. Buckley, Jr., who went on (with
Burnham's assistance) to found National Review, the de facto journal of record for the
"conservative movement" from the mid-1950s through the Reagan era ... indeed, until
the current administration, under which the even more overtly "neoconservative"
Weekly Standard has gained ground on it.

For 35 years, the formula worked flawlessly: Endless war without victory or defeat,
endless growth of the managerial class (which may simply be the "political class" referred
to in libertarian class theory as opposed to the Marxist variant), endless growth of gov-
ernment power, endless blurring of the lines allegedly separating the two "parties" with-
in the managerial framework.

Then, the stumble: One of the partners in the enterprise collapsed. The wheels came
of the Soviet Union; freedom threatened to break out; even as Europe worked desperate-
ly to consolidate its own managerial superstate, the EU, NATO seemed to be fading into
obsolescence. The warfare state as an idea seemed to be on life support -- no monsters
presented themselves for slaying, and the beast was reduced to feeding on feuds between
small Middle East dictatorships and would-be potentates in the Balkans. In the US, the
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Old Right seemed to be at the edge of renaissance. "Isolationist" Pat Buchanan racked up
surprising (and, to the neocons, disturbing) vote totals in presidential primaries as long
as he remained within the GOP fold. The Republican congress began to question Bill
Clinton's foreign adventurism ... and in 2000, a new president was elected on the plat-
form of "a more humble foreign policy."

The neoconservative vision was on the ropes -- it even looked for awhile as if the
"managerial" innovations of the New Deal might eventually come under siege. And the
warfare state? Burnt toast. The new president seems to have allowed the appointment of
neoconservatives to key defense positions to please his veep, placate a small constituency
which had served the GOP for 25 years, and because there was nothing to do there -- no
pretext upon which the managerial class could hope to crank up the war machine again
in any substantial way.

No wonder, then, that the neoconservatives grasped with both hands for the oppor-
tunity which presented itself when Osama bin Laden, the figurehead of an increasingly
marginal trend in Islamic politics, contrived to knock down the World Trade Center.
Over the course of only two years, the neoconservatives, operating from their remain-
ing bases of power -- the neocon press, "think tanks" like the American Enterprise Insti-
tute, and tailor-made bureaucracies such as the National Endowment for Democracy --
managed to turn the suppression of a rag-tag terror network (a military task of at best
middling difficulty) into what they like to call "World War Four."

While much has been made -- and much should be made -- of the similarities between
Trotsky's theory of "permanent revolution" and the Bush/neocon horror-hash called
"world-wide democratic revolution," it seems to me that we may have missed the point.
The situation we find ourselves in may be partially rooted in Trotskyite ideology, but it
is, in all probability, in greater measure rooted in a self-designated "managerial" class's
desperation for return to power and aspiration to total power.
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The Age of Reason? Child Molestation, Child
Porn, and Jurisprudence

This essay ran in the now-defunct Laissez Faire Electronic Times some time in the early
2000s. I re-published it at KN@PPSTER in October, 2007. It may be the most inherently con-
troversial thing I've written, so I should probably offer two observations: 1) If anything, I'm
less inclined toward allowing any rebuttable presumption of guilt than I as when I wrote this
piece; 2) Since writing this piece I've abandoned and become opposed to the entire concept of
"intellectual property."

Controversy versus Taboo
"Controversial" is insufficiently descriptive of the issues which this article raises

and attempts to dispose of. Libertarians are no strangers to contention and dispute, nor
do we shrink from supporting a minority position if that position passes the litmus test
of principle.

The problem with issues of child molestation and child pornography is not that
they engender controversy, but that they don't engender controversy. These issues long
ago exited the realm of public discussion. They are taboo ("excluded from use or men-

tion,"1 emphasis mine), except when their alleged practitioners are dragged out to the
literal or figurative pillory, at which time it is permissible for one to beat one's chest and
loudly declaim one's renewed dedication to that taboo. Or, of course, to remain silent (if
that -- silence may engender suspicion).

For lack of public debate, the parameters of taboo remain blurry. There's no con-
sensus of definition to balance a consensus of condemnation. This vagueness reacts in
deadly combination with the tendency of the state to translate social norms2 into en-
forced law.

A consensus that condemns theft, murder or any other number of ills can form
around a hard nucleus of debate as the meaning and scope of those terms and the ap-
propriate punishment for violation of them. The debate itself -- influenced by the wax
and wane of various advocacy factions taking part in it -- creates the parameters within
which legislation will operate. The "right" side may not always win, but all sides are free
to argue their cases.

Taboo puts an end to debate; an end to debate throws an undefined social consen-
sus at the state and that definitional vacuum is then stuffed full of the arbitrary and the
artificial. The consequences of this fiat will, almost certainly, eventually extend far be-
yond the parameters that the original taboo encompassed.

Nowhere is this effect more obvious than in the cases of child molestation and
child pornography.
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A Nod to the Taboo

That these issues are taboo is clear, and should be made more clear by the fact that, at
this point in the article, I find it necessary to issue a disclaimer. I am not, nor have I ever
been, a child molester or child pornographer; I've never been accused of being a child
molester or child pornographer; I've never in any way, as best I can tell, conducted my-
self in a manner that would place me within, or close to, either the arbitrary and artificial
parameters set by the state, or the "fuzzy" parameters which the taboo itself represents.

That these latter parameters are, indeed, fuzzy should be made clear by the fact
that, having read my disclaimer above, I find it necessary to partially disclaim the dis-
claimer. As a minor, I engaged in several sexual acts with other minors. While this is not
uncommon, in some jurisdictions (and, no doubt, according to the reasoning of some
factions which would exist within the debate, if there was a debate), those activities
might, have indeed, placed me in the class which the main disclaimer attempts to exclude
me from, or in the class of victim to such a class.

Child Molestation and "Age of Consent"

Within what we tend to think of as "the civilized world," child molestation is a nearly
universally condemned activity, generally defined as occurring when an "adult" engages
in sexual acts with a "child." I regard this condemnation as right and proper. So, I think,
will most of those who read this article. The condemnation is of sufficient universality
that it certainly constitutes a social norm.

There is, however, considerable (if generally unexpressed due to the prevailing
climate of taboo on the subject) variance of opinion on the matter of how "child" and
"adult" are defined. This variance of opinion is important, not because all such opinions
are correct or because one must be chosen, but because it is the missing element in the
parameters of the taboo, and the element which has been substituted for by legislative
fiat.

Dictionaries abound with definitions of "child" and "adult" and cultures, histori-
cally and at present, are rife both with standards, rituals and ceremonies for marking the
dividing line between them and for prescribing or proscribing particular behaviors of,
and interactions between, the two classes.

It's tempting, given the diversity of definitions and standards available, to abandon
any attempt to define "child" and "adult" and leave the state to its arbitrary postulates.
There is, however, a common thread that seems to cut across cultures and that will, I
think, serve us well in examining the whole issue.

In most cultures, "adulthood" implies that one is recognized as both free to exercise
all prerogatives available to a member of the society in question and as bound by all re-
strictions (as well as covered by all punishments) for exceeding those bounds.

And, in most cultures, "childhood" is defined in terms of not having yet achieved a
state which entitles and obligates one in those ways. It's a dependent definition. A child
is "not an adult."

The means of determining when an individual has crossed the line from "child-
hood" to "adulthood" may be as arbitrary as those of the state, or they may consist of
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some test or demonstration, or some combination thereof; this latter is properly exam-
pled by the Jewish customs of bar-mitzvah and bat-mitzvah, which take place at an ar-
bitrary age (13) but which follow an extensive period of instruction and testing in the
Torah and the obligations of a Jew and culminate in a demonstrative recitation and
speech at a "coming of age" ceremony.

I believe that the difference between "childhood" and "adulthood" is best described
as an individual having crossed the line between being unable to exercise the preroga-
tives of, and be held accountable for violations of the restrictions imposed upon mem-
bers of, the society in which he or she lives and being able to do so.

As an individualist, and as one who lives in a multi-cultural society with all that
that signifies, I further hold that the proper dividing line, for legal purposes, between
"childhood" and "adulthood" is marked by the question of competence.

There is, in fact, a basis in American jurisprudence for handling evaluations of
"childhood" versus "adulthood" on that basis:

• Persons over the arbitrary statutory age marking "adulthood" are, routinely, held by
courts to be incompetent and relegated to the care of guardians. These rulings may
stem from a determination that a person is inherently developmentally disabled, or
that he or she has become incompetent due to mental illness or age- induced men-
tal infirmity.

• Persons below the arbitrary statutory age marking "adulthood" are, routinely, ex-
tended adult entitlements ("emancipated minors" who take control of their own fi-
nancial affairs on the claim that their parents or guardians are administering those
affairs incompetently or for their own benefit) and adult consequences (juveniles
"tried as adults" for crimes of which they are accused) by the courts as well.

It seems clear to me that American (and, presumably, European and other "civi-
lized") jurisprudence recognizes, in some ways, that the distinction between "childhood"
and "adulthood" does not subsist in naming and enforcing an arbitrary age marker, but
in evaluating the competence of the individual in question in any particular matter.

This logic, however, is not generally applied to "age of consent." The arbitrary age
marker is sacrosanct; if a statutory "adult" is accused of engaging in sexual acts with a
statutory "child," the defense that the "child" in question is, for all practical purposes, an
"adult" may not be presented to a jury for consideration.

Time for another disclaimer: I have not thoroughly researched arbitrary statutory
ages and practices of jurisprudence in countries outside the United States. There are, ap-
parently, some countries which have no "age of consent" laws at all. The countries seem,
for the most part, to also be countries which have a large measure of extra-legal appli-
cation of religious writ to sex outside of marriage, however. I am limiting the scope of
this article primarily to the United States both because I suspect that I am addressing a
largely American audience and because it is not within my current ability to cover the
comprehensive, worldwide picture with the thorough research that it deserves.

Data on "age of consent" laws is available for your perusal at ageofconsent.com. I am
using those statistics, although I am told that some of them are rapidly being superseded,
because they represent a starting point which has, at one time or another, been verified
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as accurate. That some of the particular numbers may have changed is irrelevant to the
general case.

Within the United States, "age of consent" laws vary from state to state, with a low
of 14 (Iowa, Missouri, South Carolina) and a high of 18. This is quite a spread (pun not
intended), and underpins the case I am attempting to make.

Is there any particular reason to believe that a 14-year-old Iowan is inherently
more competent than a 17-year old North Dakotan to consent, or not consent, to sexual
relations with another person?

Is there something in the water that stunts the mental development of Oregonians,
leaving them incompetent to make such choices until they are 18? Something that is ab-
sent from South Carolina's water? South Carolinians are considered fully competent to
do so at 14 and 16, depending on their gender.

I don't agree that any of these arbitrary age designations have anything more than
a tangential relation to reality. They exist because child molestation is, properly, regard-
ed as a criminal act. They exist as arbitrary designations because child molestation has
taken on the characteristics of taboo -- since the issue can't be openly discussed, drawing
a number out of a hat has been substituted for crafting a rational system of differentia-
tion between "child" and "adult" where it is concerned.

This substitution of random fiat for rational differentiation carries with it several
side effects -- none of them good.

• Irrational laws are not generally uniformly enforced by the police. The Baton
Rouge police are not likely to haul in a 19-year-old female for having sex with her
16-year-old boyfriend. That's a good short-term outcome, of course ... but do we
want our law enforcement agencies selectively ignoring the law? And to what ex-
tent might a Baton Rouge police officer be corrupted by the knowledge that he has
an "offense" that he can hold over this 19-year-old to get, for example, sexual favors
for himself?

• It's difficult to get convictions on the marginal cases of offenses against irrational
laws. If that 19-year-old does find herself in court, the jury is not likely to see her
as a "child molester." They're likely to acquit, having judged not only the facts, but
the law. This, again, is a good short-term outcome. But jury nullification, while a
sound doctrine, is best kept to a minimum by not having stupid laws that juries feel
compelled to nullify. And what about the prosecutor who just got his head handed to
him? Having spent a portion of his budget on this case, and lost, isn't he less likely
to bring future cases of its kind to court? Will a real molester -- a 21-year-old who
gets caught having sex with an 11-year-old, perhaps -- walk free because of prose-
cutorial "gun-shyness?"

• And there are, of course, the actual convictions. While I submit that a 25-year- old
who has "consensual" sex with a 3-year-old indeed belongs in jail, I am not at all
convinced that an 18-year-old high school senior who is found in the back of his
car with his 16-year-old sophomore girlfriend, both sans culottes, deserves a stay in
the gray-bar hotel. We have enough criminals without manufacturing more.
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State, Minimal State and Free Society

My thesis, thus far, has depended on a conflation of society and the state as we
know it, or at the very least an assumption that the latter's rules and actions will be large-
ly dependent upon the former's norms. I regard this as a defensible construct, but it is,
nonetheless, a construct. A momentary digression, for the purpose of applying my thesis
to minimal states and free societies, is called for.

All but the most nihilistic among us recognize that any foreseeable future society
will incorporate, as one of its basic features, institutions of "law." The form and content
of these institutions may vary. Law and jurisprudence may be centralized monopolies of
the state, or decentralized, competitive sets of market offerings, but they will both exist.
All society results in dispute; therefore, all society requires means of dispute resolution.

Further, it seems likely that law and jurisprudence will incorporate, and evolve
along with, the norms, assumptions and taboos of the societies which they serve.

Finally, any foreseeable future set of societal norms, whether enforced by a central-
ized, decentralized or competitive market apparatus, is likely to include a proscription on
the activity I've herein referred to as "child molestation." Any future institution of law
or "jurisprudence" is likely to be called upon to dispose of cases involving allegations of
that activity.

In other words, the offense of "child molestation" does not go away with the dis-
appearance of the state as we know it, or with the disappearance of "age of consent" laws
as we know them.

Even in the most extreme alternative scenarios -- for example, one in which all law
becomes tort law and non-adults are considered property of their parents or guardians
rather than "people" -- the issue will continue to exist. Was a particular act a consensual
act between two people, or was it the act of a tortfeasor (the "adult") against the prop-
erty (the "child") of another? Some person or institution will be called upon to render a
verdict.

It is my argument -- or at least my hope -- that the modification in current think-
ing which I propose below will serve future institutions of law and jurisprudence and in
varying environments as well as it would serve were it adopted by current institutions
in the current environment.
Rebuttable Presumption Versus Arbitrary Statute

Imagine, if you will, a rope with two anchors. One of these anchors is the arbitrary
language of statute. The other is the institution of the jury. The rope itself is what we
might think of as the barrier of justice, held taut against particular actions when tension
is maintained between the institutions at either end, and occasionally raised or lowered
when one of those institutions acts to move it.

Arbitrary statutory language remains, to a large degree, fixed and immutable, at
least with respect to a particular defendant accused of a particular action at a particular
time. The legislature may change the law, but in most even nominally civil societies it
does not do so ex post facto or in response to the plight of a particular defendant. Its
movements are slow; their pace is dictated by the slow osmosis of changing societal
norms, across the barrier of elections and into the composition of the legislature itself.
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This process might be more immediately responsive to such changes in a market-driven
system, but it would still not be instant.

A jury, on the other hand, operates with respect to particular cases and is free to
raise or lower the barrier of justice when it perceives that the unique aspects of a par-
ticular case require it to so act. The jury is even free to effectively nullify the will of the
legislature (and when juries do so on a regular basis, they act as agents of the aforemen-
tioned osmosis).

Naturally the state, ever jealous of its status as the promulgator of arbitrary statu-
tory language, attempts to minimize the ability of juries to nullify that status. It does so
in many ways, among which are attempts to deprive jurors of knowledge of their author-
ity to nullify and, more importantly to this thesis, by creating an ever more tangled web
of arbitrary statutory language which juries do, naturally, at least take into account in any
given case.

In cases of alleged child molestation, the state attempts to bind juries with arbitrary
statutory language. "Your role," the state, in the person of a prosecutor or judge, says,
"is not to determine whether the law is right or wrong in this particular instance. Your
role is only to ascertain whether the arbitrary statutory language has, or has not, been
violated." The taboo is thus preserved: discussion of the real issue has been avoided. The
jury evaluates only the facts, leaving the law itself untouched and unquestioned.

My proposal, crafted by way of abrogating the line of taboo, is simple: there should
be, as there are in many other areas of law, rebuttable presumptions which the prosecu-
tion and defendant are permitted to address and which the jury is entitled to evaluate.

Let us examine the multiple bases involved in a complaint of child molestation.
There are several elements.

• Did sexual intercourse, or some other sort of sexual contact, occur? This is a ques-
tion of fact. If the jury finds that no such intercourse or contact occurred, that's
generally the end of the issue. Acquittal is nearly certain, for the good reason that
the allegations are baseless in their entirety.

• If sexual intercourse, or some other sort of sexual contact, occurred, did both or all
parties to said intercourse or contact consent? If one party plainly did not consent,
then the other parties are prima facie guilty of rape, sexual assault, child molesta-
tion.

It is on point two that the state intervenes on behalf of the taboo. Using arbitrary
statutory language, the state holds that persons below a given age x are inherently unable
to meaningfully consent to intercourse or other sexual contact. The state, in the persons
of the prosecutor and the judge, attempts to prevent the jury from evaluating the issue
of consent in cases involving alleged victims below the age of x.

My proposal, of course, goes to the abrogation of this arbitrary statutory admoni-
tion. In cases where the alleged victim claims to have consented to sexual intercourse or
other sexual contact, determining that alleged victim's ability or inability to meaningful-
ly do so is a process properly falling within the purview of the jury's deliberations.
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There should, in other words, be a factor of rebuttable presumption which prosecu-
tor and defendant are free to address.

In what direction -- for or against the ability of the alleged victim to meaningfully
consent -- should such a presumption be tilted?

Traditional American jurisprudence would put the presumption squarely in the
defendant's corner. It is the affirmative burden of the prosecution to prove that consent
did not and could not have taken place, not the defendant's to prove that it did or could
have.

I confess, however, to a certain arbitrary bent of my own.
I regard it as obvious that a two-year-old cannot meaningfully consent to inter-

course or other sexual contact and unlikely, in decreasing measure, that four-, six-, eight-
or ten- year olds could do so. Somewhere around the age of twelve, my personal arbi-
trary presumption begins to shift from doubt of ability to doubt of inability -- that is to
say that I consider it likely that some 12-year-olds might be able to meaningfully con-
sent to intercourse, and more likely, in increasing measure, that 14- and 16-year-olds are
able to do so. I regard it as obvious that an 18-year-old, unless he or she is in some way
mentally or emotionally incapacitated, is capable of rendering meaningful consent to in-
tercourse or other sexual contact.

Aren't my prejudices in this regard just as arbitrary as the state's edicts on the mat-
ter? Probably. However, I don't think it's especially arbitrary to posit some sort of contin-
uum which might be used as a referent for how the burden of proof and tilts and for how
the rebuttable presmuption equation changes.

In the case of a 20-year-old accused of molesting a two-year-old, I'd favor a rebut-
table presumption toward the prosecution's argument that said two-year-old could not
have consented. The burden of proof would be upon the defendant to prove, to the ju-
ry's satisfaction, that said two-year-old not only did, but could, meaningfully consent to
the activity for which the 20-year-old is on trial (assuming that the activity did, in fact,
take place -- if it didn't, acquittal is called for in any case).

In the case of a 35-year-old accused of molesting a 16-year-old. I'd favor a rebut-
table presumption toward the defense's argument that said 16-year-old was capable of
rendering meaningful consent. The burden of proof would be upon the prosecution to
prove otherwise (assuming that the activity did, in fact, take place and that said 16-year-
old did attest to having, or was established to have to have formally, consented).

As I've pointed out above, such presumptions are not alien to current jurispru-
dence. When a juvenile is arrested for a crime, a presumption exists that said juvenile is
a "child," and not responsible for his or her actions. Prosecutors, however, may attempt
to rebut that presumption by going to court and asking that said juvenile be "tried as an
adult." In such cases, what the prosecutor is arguing is that, contra the arbitrary statuto-
ry definitions, the person in question was capable of meaningfully judging the effect and
legality or illegality of his or her actions and is therefore fit to be held liable for those
actions.

The same presumption exists in cases of juvenile emancipation. While a person
below the arbitrary statutory age of "majority" is presumed a "child," said "child" may ap-
proach the court with a claim that he or she is fit to assume control of his or her life and
economic affairs -- that, contra the arbitrary statutory language, he or she is, in reality,
an adult.
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If a judge is competent to rule on such arguments, is not a jury competent to eval-
uate the same arguments as applied in the cases it hears? What, other than the suppres-
sion of discussion that accompanies taboo, militates against allowing a jury, rather than
the legislature, to exercise that power of judgment? Not a damn thing.

Child Pornography

Issues of child pornography fall outside of, or at least closer to the borders of, taboo
than child molestation per se. I can't say with any certainty why that might be -- unless
perhaps it is attributable to the robust nature of debate on freedom of the press/freedom
of "expression" -- but there exists at least some minimal basis of public discussion which
might serve as an effective basis for rational jurisprudence.

The current debate centers largely around "virtual" child pornography -- depic-
tions which are created digitally or artistically and in which no real children participate
in any way. This debate obviously -- or at least it should be obvious -- is a tempest in
a teapot. The advocates of suppression of "virtual" child pornography cannot produce a
victim; therefore they are going to face extreme difficulty in attempting to create a crime.
Equally obvious, from the standpoint of utility, is the fact that "virtual" child pornog-
raphy potentially reduces the incidence of child molestation involved in producing "the
real thing."

Let's turn our attention to the "real" child pornography: depictions of actual chil-
dren (defined either under arbitrary statutory language or under the argument against it
which I present above) engaged in sexual acts and purveyed for the purpose of catering
to a customer's prurient interest in same.

There are two fundamental distinctions -- one of offense and one of property --
which the state fails to make in its handling of child pornography.

The first distinction -- the distinction of offense -- is this: the offense involved in
child pornography is the act itself, not the depiction thereof. Child pornography is, by
definition, documentary evidence of rape, molestation or other sexual assault. A person
possessing it is a rapist, child molester or other kind of sexual assailant ... or an accessory
after the fact to rape, child molestation or other sexual assault. It is for these offenses,
not for the depictions per se, that their creators and possessors deserve to be prosecuted.
And, in the case of the possessor, possibly not even for that.

My last point should become more clear with the second distinction -- the dis-
tinction of property. It seems eminently reasonable to me to hold that a victim of rape,
molestation or other sexual assault is entitled, as a matter of course, to such restitution as
is possible. One form that this restitution could take would be ownership of, and rights
in, such depictions as might have been produced of the rape, molestation or other sexual
assault.

In the case of minors or children, a court might place them under seal and in trust
until such time as said children become adults and choose to take custody of their proper-
ty. It might further enforce the copyright laws against anyone purveying reproductions
of that property.

But, when the victim reaches majority (whether according to arbitrary statutory
language or some proceeding for establishing "adulthood"), he or she would be entitled
to take possession of their property and use it any way he or she deems desirable.
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Any way? Yes. He or she might choose to have it destroyed, or to keep it private,
or to reproduce and sell it to those whose prurient interests run to depictions of sexu-
al acts involving children. The child, now an adult, might finally realize real, bankable
restitution of at least one sort for the horrors of childhood.

But what about the people with said prurient interests? My argument on their be-
half is based in both principle and utility.

There is no argument of principle which would justify forbidding a person to view
such depictions as he or she finds satisfying unless, in doing so, he or she victimizes
someone. On the contrary, principle would dictate both that the former victim be al-
lowed to pursue such profit as is possible using the property gained as restitution, and
that the pruriently interested be permitted to purchase that property from its rightful
owner.

In terms of utility, the case is even more clear: For as long as the prurient interest
in question exists, a market for material which caters to that interest will exist. Do we
prefer that that market be served by further rape, molestation and other sexual assault,
to the benefit of rapists, molesters and other sexual assailants, or that it be served by for-
mer victims who profit thereby?

There are some, of course, who will hold that not suppressing said market will
encourage those with the prurient interest in question to act on that interest by commit-
ting rape, molestation or other sexual assault themselves. Proponents of this argument
have, for several decades, attempted to establish a causal link between pornography and
crime. Their efforts have been signally unsuccessful; and even giving those arguments
the benefit of the doubt, is it not likely that those with a tendency to view pornography
and commit crime will view pornography and commit crime whether viewing pornogra-
phy is itself a crime or not?

Here, of course, taboo plays a role as well. One cannot advocate on behalf of the
property rights of the victim, or on behalf of the prurient interest of the consumer,
without laying one's self open to accusations of weakness toward the perpetrator of the
crimes incident to production of "real" child pornography. With that in mind, I'll refer
the reader to my disclaimer above, and add to it that I have never engaged in the produc-
tion of, nor do I indulge in the possession of, child pornography of any sort.

Conclusion

The legitimate purposes of law are open to interpretation.
At the libertarian extreme, law is regarded as proper only to the defense of inno-

cence against aggression, and to retaliation/seizure of restitution where such aggression
occurs. It is clear that arbitrary statutory "ages of consent" and an across-the-board pro-
hibition of "virtual" or "real" child pornography militate against the libertarian concep-
tion of law's purpose.

In the political "mainstream," law is often regarded as a legitimate instrument for
enforcing societal norms. Such norms, however, can only be coherently translated in-
to law when open discussion of the norms themselves is possible. When taboo becomes
involved, there is an inherent distortion of societal norms, and that distortion in turn
results in laws which not only set off a cascading set of unintended consequences but
which militate against the effective enforcement of the norms themselves.
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It is only at the authoritarian extreme, where the imposition of law for the sole
purpose of extending political power prevails, that the current paradigm of "age of con-
sent" or the current regime of prohibitions on child pornography are congruent with
either principle or utility.

-----
NOTES
1. http://www.dict.org/bin/Dict?Form=Dict2&Database=*&Query=taboo
2. http://www.dict.org/bin/Dict?Form=Dict2&Database=*&Query=norm
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Without a Net: Compromise Versus
Calculation

Published in various venues, including The Libertarian Enterprise, in August, 2006.

Introduction: Order of BattleIntroduction: Order of Battle

If we place the ongoing "purist"-"pragmatist" conflict within the libertarian move-
ment under a metaphorical microscope, it immediately becomes apparent that what
we're looking at is not one conflict, but rather a bundle of conflicts composed of numer-
ous intertwined disputes with overlapping intra-movement constituencies for particu-
lar outcomes. While the movement can be reasonably viewed as split between overall
"purist" and "pragmatist" camps, the vast "No Man's Land" between them is a constant-
ly swirling milieu in which it's not always perfectly clear who is shooting at whom --
or why. Various constituencies raise their flags over specific coordinates and give battle,
hoping to temporarily claim some patch of territory for their concern of the moment or,
perhaps, to extend the lines of some larger alliance to encompass more of the disputed
field.

The hill upon which I intend to raise my flag -- the banner of the "purist" faction,
broadly defined -- in this paper encompasses the notion of "incrementalism." Whoever
controls that hill in turn overlooks, and may exploit, a key route across the plain of "re-
alpolitik."

May, I say, or might: The incrementalist high ground has been occupied, for some
time and without substantial opposition, by "pragmatist" forces which have declined to
actually sally forth versus the state, preferring instead to simply occupy it, hold a few
grandiose parades on its slopes, and deny its use to "purists" who might actually use it as
a base from which to strike real blows for liberty.

However, it's come to my attention of late that the hill is only weakly occupied:
• Its garrison's composition greatly resembles that of a Confederate "home guard"

militia regiment during the Late Unpleasantness, as described by an inspecting gen-
eral: "3 field officers, 4 staff officers, 10 captains, 30 lieutenants, and 1 private with a
misery in his bowels." To put it bluntly, for all their guff about holding the heights
over the plain of realpolitik, the "pragmatists" have thus far proven themselves
signally unsuccessful, to an even greater degree than the "purists" they disdain, at
achieving political victories.
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• The "pragmatist" garrison -- which had at its disposal the heavy artillery of genuine
incrementalism had it cared to use it -- chose to mothball that formidable weapon
and instead field a lighter piece, of shorter range and minimal power -- one more
suited to twirling, slapping and shouldering at ceremonies held for the purpose of
congratulating themselves on their superior political acumen than for actual use in
battle. The popgun I refer to is, of course, "compromise."
The hill is, in other words, ripe for a bayonet charge. It is occupied by troops who

are not interested in fighting, and who, if forced to, have at their disposal a weapon guar-
anteed to fizzle half the time and explode in its firer's face the other half. It is the "purists"
-- unabashed and uncompromising libertarians who may differ on how far to go but who
know which way they're going -- who have a rightful claim to, and know how best to ex-
ploit the advantages of, an incremental approach.

Forward, march.

TheThe FightFight ThatThat NeverNever Was:Was: IncrementalismIncrementalism VersusVersus AbolitionismAbolitionism

Things are not always what they seem. For years, "pragmatist" reformers in the lib-
ertarian movement have exercised a virtual monopoly on advocacy of incrementalism,
caricaturing "purist" abolitionism as its mutually exclusive opposite. Even a cursory ex-
amination of the two concepts, however, reveals that this is not necessarily the case.

Incrementalism involves setting (and achieving) incremental goals -- taking "baby
steps" in one's chosen direction. Incrementalism is a proposed means.

Abolitionism is the notion that wrongs should be abolished rather than simply min-
imized (and, at the abstract anarchist extreme -- no insult intended, that happens to be
where I live myself -- that all wrongs must be abolished in order for the abolitionist to
claim victory). Abolition is a proposed end or set of ends.

It is certainly possible to conclude (and some "purists" do) that limiting issues ad-
vocacy to abolition, and only abolition, is an appropriate means (perhaps even the only
appropriate means) to achieve abolitionist ends.

"Pragmatists," in turn, have exploited the possibility of such a reification of abstract
end into concrete means. By encouraging the erroneous conclusion that that reification
is universal within and necessary to "purism," they create two useful and reciprocally de-
pendent misimpressions:

1. That incrementalist means are not available to "purists;" and
2. That incrementalist means are therefore only available to "pragmatists."
The theory implied by these misimpressions disintegrates on examination. I could

fill a book with the documentary evidence of that disintegration, but I don't have to:
Even one example of a theory's failure invalidates the theory. I'll provide two:

• I consider the claim that Alan R. Weiss is a "purist" and an "abolitionist" to be in-
disputable. He describes himself as an "anarcho-libertarian," he writes for "purist"
publications including Rational Review and The Libertarian Enterprise, and he has
a long record of continuous association with "purist" associations and projects. In
2002, Weiss was elected to the Northwest Austin (Texas) #1 Municipal Utility
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Board. During his tenure on that board, he led a successful effort to reduce taxes as-
sociated with its operations by 50%, and then resigned. In other words, he used in-
cremental means (seeking and gaining electoral office) to accomplish an incremen-
tal objective (cutting a particular tax rather than eliminating that tax or all all tax-
ation), even though his strong preference would have been, and his ultimate goal
is, the elimination of both the board to which he was elected and the retention by
government of that board's powers.

• If you don't think I'm a "purist" and an "abolitionist," then you haven't been paying
attention. I have personally engaged in incremental political action numerous
times. I'd like to eliminate the US government. Having so far been unable to figure
out a way to do so, I serve as an appointed member of a federal board so that I can
affect its operations in a pro-freedom way. I'd like to eliminate my city's govern-
ment. Having so far been unable to figure out a way to do so, I have personally
managed two (winning) campaigns to keep one of its public offices (city marshal)
elected rather than appointed, and another (winning) campaign to elect a person
(Tamara Millay) to serve in that office who discharged the duties of that office in a
more liberty-friendly way than others might have been expected to.
QED, incrementalist means are not only available to "purists" and "abolitionists,"

but used by them, and are therefore not available only to "pragmatists."
Sadly, this issue should never have required the current argument. The de fac-

to "pragmatist" monopoly on incrementalism, and their use of it as an anti-"purist" cud-
gel, has been made possible only by an inexplicable "purist" reticence toward contesting
the matter. Nearly 30 years ago (at the latest!), "purist" icon Murray N. Rothbard -- the
bogeyman of the "pragmatists" -- was already explicitly endorsing incrementalism:

[I]t is legitimate and proper to advocate transition demands as way-stations
along the road to victory, provided that the ultimate goal of victory is always
kept in mind and held aloft. In this way the ultimate goal is clear and not lost
sight of and the pressure is kept on so that transitional or partial victories will
feed on themselves rather than appease or weaken the ultimate drive of the
movement. -- "Strategies for a Libertarian Victory," Libertarian Review, 1978

Must the libertarian necessarily confine himself to advocating immediate abo-
lition? Are transitional demands, steps toward liberty in practice, therefore il-
legitimate? Surely not, since realistically there would then be no hope of achiev-
ing the final goal. It is therefore incumbent upon the libertarian, eager to
achieve his goal as rapidly as possible, to push the polity ever further in the di-
rection of that goal. Clearly, such a course is difficult, for the danger always
exists of losing sight of, or even undercutting, the ultimate goal of liberty. But
such a course, given the state of the world in the past, present, and foreseeable
future, is vital if the victory of liberty is ever to be achieved. -- The Ethics of
Liberty, Part V: "Toward A Theory of Strategy For Liberty," 1982

Not only do "purists" have a rightful claim to incrementalist means but, as we shall
see next, "pragmatists" have severely undermined their own claim to those means by at-
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tempting to smuggle other, unsupportable, means into play under the rubric of incre-
mentalism.

Compromise: The Poverty of PragmatismCompromise: The Poverty of Pragmatism

As we've previously seen, there is no real, defensible "pragmatist" monopoly on in-
crementalism. That the "pragmatists" have postured as the possessors of such a monop-
oly raises the question of why they are so interested in controlling the term and denying
its use to "purists."

The obvious answer is that incrementalism is a visibly worthy political tool. Inso-
far as the "pragmatist"-"purist" feud manifests itself in demonstrations (or at least protes-
tations) of efficacy and success with the intent of recruiting libertarian newcomers to
one side or the other, the side which can (even falsely) claim sole possession of such a
tool benefits.

That there are less obvious answers is, well, less obvious. However, there's good
reason to believe that less obvious answers exist.

Assertion of a monopoly on incrementalism is simply not strictly necessary for
the purpose of demonstrating efficacy and success. Such a purpose could be more effec-
tively fulfilled by using incrementalism to build a record of electing public officials, win-
ning referendum votes, etc., and then stacking up the results versus those achieved by
the allegedly incrementalism-deprived "purists" for comparison. The "pragmatists" have
avoided any such comparison -- not only because it would explode their pretensions to
a monopoly on incrementalism but because it would explode their implicit claim that they
use incrementalism effectively, or for that matter at all.

The "pragmatists" have effectively used incrementalism as an advocacy cudgel in
intra-movement disputes, but evidence that they've used it in, um, "real politics" is sorely
lacking. The "pragmatist" case for primacy in the libertarian movement is a hodge-podge
of horror stories about "purist" failure and grandiose projects of future victories which
can be achieved only after the "purists" have been swept aside. What's missing from that
case is a portfolio of "pragmatist" successes: "We did this, and it worked."

Why would a movement faction assert a (fake) monopoly on a tool it doesn't even
use? Why would it insist, contrary to fact and evidence, that its opponents don't have
that tool in their kit, even though those opponents have visibly and successfully used the
tool numerous times? And why would it refuse to take that tool out of its own kit and
visibly use it to tighten some bolts or drive some nails?

The answer is that the "pragmatist" version of incrementalism is a counterfeit tool.
Its dark silhouette against the bottom of the toolbox drawer looks, in form, like the gen-
uine article. But when pulled out and examined closely, it turns out to be a "drop-forged
in Pakistan" fake. Deep down inside (in their pockets, next to the receipt for $4.95), the
"pragmatists" know that their tool -- compromise -- won't turn a bolt. And they know
that if they pull out their shoddy instrument and hold it up next to the "purist" version,
nobody who wants to turn a bolt will select theirs.

As defined above, incrementalism involves setting (and achieving) incremental
goals -- taking "baby steps" in the right direction.
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Compromise, on the other hand, involves trading steps in the wrong direction for
other steps in the right direction.

When pressed, many "pragmatists" argue that incrementalism and compromise
are not only not mutually exclusive, but that they are actually indispensable one to the
other. Suspicion on this point is natural, however, given the lengths of obfuscation to
which the "pragmatists" have gone in order to avoid reaching the issue.

That suspicion is well-founded -- for, as I shall demonstrate below, compromise
destroys, rather than augments, the utility of incrementalism. To put a finer point on it,
the inclusion of compromise as a means in libertarian strategy requires a radical and un-
quantifiable re-definition of ends.

Compromise's Calculation ProblemCompromise's Calculation Problem

In the larger libertarian movement, the difficult question of end-states is a constant
topic of discussion. Anarchist and minarchist factions do daily battle over the propriety
of particular and general long-term goals. As a practical matter, however, the discussion
has been framed in terms of "how to deal with a problem we'll have to deal with later."

The anarchist who wants to abolish the state entirely may disagree with the mi-
narchist who wants to retain an ultra-minimal "night watchman" state, but they are able
to co-exist beneath the "libertarian umbrella" because their goals are, for the most part,
commensurable. While the minarchist might only cut government's size, scope or power
in a particular area by 80%, where the anarchist would cut it by 100%, both agree that
pretty much every function of government should be slashed significantly.

Even if we posit a bigger "libertarian umbrella" under which other, additional
groups might cluster, that commensurability is present. The geolibertarian and the con-
stitutionalist may make exceptions in that which they subject to "libertarian measure-
ment," but those exceptions are defined exceptions. The constitutionalist may advocate a
specific level of taxation for the specific purpose of "providing for the common defense."
The geolibertarian may argue that a community "ground rent" is not taxation as normal-
ly defined. And so on, and so forth.

These kinds of exceptions may be problematic, and they may raise questions as to
which groups truly belong under the metaphorical umbrella or just exactly which piece
of ground falls or should fall under that umbrella's shade. What they don't do, however,
is make it impossible to answer those questions.

When compromise is introduced into a libertarian strategy, however, the quality
of commensurability disappears, and with it the ability to define any particular end,
let alone any end-state, as compatible or incompatible with libertarianism per se. More
specifically, the "pragmatist" justification for compromise relies on the adoption of non-
measurable or non-quantifiable goals.

While pro-compromise "pragmatists" are understandably shy about explaining
their reasons for advocating something they don't want to admit they are advocating,
some cues and clues are available.

When "pragmatist" Brian Holtz states that he stands for "minimizing the overall
incidence of coercion" or implicitly characterizes himself, in contrast to someone else,
as advocating "the policies and tactics that have the highest expected value in terms of
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minimizing the net amount of aggression suffered by humanity," we should pay close at-
tention to exactly what he's saying.

Ditto when Carl Milsted, head of the Libertarian Reform Caucus, asks "Why
should I never endorse an action that employing [sic] aggression even it results in a sub-
stantial net reduction in aggression?"

For the sake of uniformity, I'll refer to the goal which Mr. Holtz and Dr. Milsted
implicitly hold out for adoption as "reduced overall net aggression." It's a fine-sounding
goal, and one to which an approach of compromise lends itself well. Unfortunately, it's
also utterly impossible in most cases to determine whether, or to what degree, such a
goal has been achieved.

Mr. Holtz, Dr. Milsted, meet Dr. Mises:

Judgments of value do not measure; they merely establish grades and scales.
Even Robinson Crusoe, when he has to make a decision where no ready judg-
ment of value appears and where he has to construct one upon the basis of a
more or less exact estimate, cannot operate solely with subjective use value, but
must take into consideration the intersubstitutability of goods on the basis of
which he can then form his estimates. In such circumstances it will be impos-
sible for him to refer all things back to one unit. Rather will he, so far as he
can, refer all the elements which have to be taken into account in forming his
estimate to those economic goods which can be apprehended by an obvious judg-
ment of value -- that is to say, to goods of a lower order and to pain-cost. That
this is only possible in very simple conditions is obvious. In the case of more com-
plicated and more lengthy processes of production it will, plainly, not answer. -
- Ludwig von Mises, Economic Calculation in the Socialist Commonwealth, 1920

The notion of "reduced overall net aggression" requires a system for classifying all
of aggression's varying forms into commensurable units. It's relatively non-controversial
to assert that picking a pocket is less onerous than assault, which is in turn less onerous
than murder, but unitizing these forms of aggression for bulk comparison is a different
story entirely.

Does it take 2.5 armed robberies to equal a rape, or 3.1?
Is the prevention of two murders a fair trade for 100 unreasonable searches?
Even when aggression is nominally measurable in known units, it's not necessarily

true that the factor of aggression itself will be perceived or valued in terms of those units.
If I can reduce the taxes of Person A by two dollars in trade for raising the taxes of Person
B by only one dollar, is that a net reduction in overall aggression? What if Person A's
two dollars would otherwise have been spent on country club initiation fees while Per-
son B's one dollar would have otherwise been spent buying food for his starving child?
Would the decrease in aggression versus Person A truly be commensurate with the in-
crease in aggression versus Person B?

The value of a dollar may be uniform for certain purposes, but it is highly sub-
jective for most. Most people would agree that stealing a piece of 18 holes on the golf
course is less onerous than stealing a baby's bottle of milk, even if the dollar values of the
two say otherwise.
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Even leaving such questions aside, precisely why should Person A accept an oblig-
ation to be aggressed against more, so that Person B will be aggressed against less, spe-
cious "overall net" claims notwithstanding? Under what moral calculus should anyone be
considered fair game for aggression in any amount?

The unitization problem only grows worse on a political scale: For not only is it
impossible to quantify the "amount" of Aggression X versus that of Aggression Y on an
individual basis, but American polity deals with wholesale decisions which affect a pop-
ulation of 300 million individuals (excluding those outside US borders, who may also be
affected).

The idea that some central "Pragmatic Libertarian Planning Board" could accu-
rately forecast aggregate increases and reductions in the various forms of aggression
spawned by particular policy compromises and compare them to reveal which actions
would produce "reduced overall net aggression" is pure ... well ... I was going to say "sci-
ence fiction," but no science fiction author I know would touch the idea with a ten-foot
pole. Sapient space-faring beer-drinking anarchist squid are one thing, but there's a limit
to the suspension of disbelief.

The commensurable characteristic which unifies libertarianism, however narrow-
ly or broadly defined, is opposition to -- not redistribution of -- aggression. Assuming the
burden of aggression redistribution would rip the fabric of the "libertarian umbrella."
Treating aggression as a commensurable, tradeable commodity would mean that some
factions would be required to accept increased aggression on issues dear to them in order
to "pay for" decreased aggression in areas held dear by other factions. No libertarian
coalition could hold together under such stresses -- it would fall to pieces as soon as the
compromisers "traded" an increase in the top tax rate for legalization of marijuana, or
vice versa, or whatever.

A single focus on institutionalized aggression, i.e. the aggression of the state, and a
proposed solution of reducing -- never in any case increasing -- the ability of the state to
aggress, are indispensable to the success (nay, the survival) of any broad-based libertari-
an political movement.

"Pragmatism" is popularly defined as an emphasis on that which "works." Com-
promise does not, and cannot, work in the context of a libertarian political movement.
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Part 2

Your Partyarch Will Meet You at
Baggage Claim

My self-identification as a libertarian circa 1993 was fairly quickly followed by forays
into partisan politics -- first as state organizer for something called the Constitution
Party, later as a Libertarian Party activist.

Constitution Party? Yes ... but not the one you're thinking of. This Constitution
Party was founded by the late Aaron Russo, who later ran for the Libertarian Party's
2004 presidential nomination (I was his campaign's communications director). It lasted
about a year before coming apart at the seams in a fight between libertarians at its grass
roots and weird conspiracy theorist conservatives who took over its governing national
board.

I've been with the Libertarian Party on and off since early 1996, and am currently a
dues-paying and relatively active member. This is a collection of stuff I've written about
the party, what it should do, where it should go, etc. over the years. And yes, my opinions
on those topics are in constant flux.

Why the weird title to this part of the collection? Well, in 2000 or 2001, my
friend David Klaus offered to take me to Lambert Field in St. Louis to meet his friend,
Samuel Edward Konkin III. If you know who SEK3 is, you know he was the author of
the New Libertarian Manifesto, founder of the Movement of the Libertarian Left, and
very much against electoral politics in general and the Libertarian Party in particular. He
called libertarians who supported the LP "partyarchs."

So anyway, when we got to the airport, I tried to talk David into just going to the
information desk and trumpeting "Samuel Edward Konkin III, your partyarch will meet
you at baggage claim" when his plane landed. David vetoed that idea, but I've still always
wanted to use the phrase. So now I'm using it.

This section comprises material written about electoral politics in general and
the Libertarian Party in particular, starting in 2003 and wrapping up around the time I
dropped out of electoral politics for four years beginning in 2010.





Time for a New Dallas Accord? Anarchism,
minarchism, big tents and strange bedfellow

Published in Rational Review, January 3, 2003.

In 1974, a seldom seen phenomenon manifested itself in Dallas, Texas: Libertari-
ans, who only three years before had managed to form their own political party, agreed
on something for a second time.

The Dallas Accord seems to be lost in the fog of history. I don't know the names
of the principals who hammered it out, or in what official manner it might have been
endorsed, but it came down to an agreement that anarchists and minarchists would set
aside their fundamental disagreement over the legitimacy of government per se. While
working for more freedom and less government, the party would, in its official oper-
ations, make no comment on the ultimate question of whether government should be
dispensed with entirely or kept alive, albeit as a shadow of its former self.

The Dallas Accord was not insignificant, however much it may seem so to those
not familiar with the libertarian movement. As recently as 1998, a survey by Liberty
magazine found that 13% of libertarian respondents were anarchists. That's down from
31% in 1988, but it still represents an influential bloc.

The survey was heavily weighted toward members of the Libertarian Party, as it
was in large part conducted at that party's conventions in both 1988 and 1998. While
there were other respondent pools, it seems likely that some of the anarchist groups --
Movement of the Libertarian Left, the Western Libertarian Alliance, etc. -- were under-
represented. [see response from Liberty publisher RW Bradford at the end of this piece]

The issue boils up and simmers down, never quite going away and never resolving
itself in the form of a purge or a repudiation of the Dallas Accord. It's omnipresent and
the subject of ongoing discussion.

In recent years, however, the argument has been taken up by newer Libertarians
whose views don't readily fit the old mold. The Libertarian Party's appeal has expanded
beyond the anarchist/minarchist population to constitutionalists looking for a group
that, to the extent that it recognizes "social contract" at all, insists that it be adhered to;
paleoconservatives who have become disgruntled with the Republican Party's slide to
the "left;" and anti-authorian liberals who have become equally disgruntled with the De-
mocrats' slide to the "right."

I don't want to put down newcomers, mind you, especially for no other reason
than that they are recently arrived. I'm fairly new to the Libertarian Party myself, having
joined it in 1996.

And I understand that a political party is a dynamic institution, continually re-
shaped by the people who comprise both its active membership and its electoral base.
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Reforming and reshaping, however, require an understanding not only of where
one wants to go, but of where one has been. While it would be incorrect to say that the
LP is an anarchist organization, it would be equally incorrect to portray it as inherently
opposed to anarchism. History says otherwise.

I am an anarchist. I don't think anyone who didn't already know that will find it
surprising. I believe that, ultimately, government always does more damage than it does
good; that that's its nature. Eventually, I hope that we will arrive at the point where we
can choose to shrug it off entirely.

I also recognize that we aren't there yet; therefore, unlike some anarchists, I choose
to involve myself in the political process. Limited government is conducive to minimal
government; minimal government allows the question to be raised, in an environment
where it can be considered seriously: do we really need this institution at all? I don't ex-
pect that to happen within my lifetime, nor do I feel the need to pursue it as an immedi-
ate goal.

The Libertarian Party is a train that is going in my direction. I recognize that the
bulk of the passengers will be disembarking at stations somewhere east of the one for
which my ticket is stamped.

Some will get off the train when we've reached their notion of "limited govern-
ment." Others will keep their seats until we arrive at their conception of "minimal gov-
ernment." At each stop, those disembarking will have the opportunity to urge their fel-
low passengers to join them. At each stop, those hanging on for the whole ride will have
the opportunity to urge those getting off to buy another ticket and go a little farther
down the track.

I don't have to be a minarchist or constitutionalist or disgruntled paleoconserva-
tive or anti-authoritarian liberal in order to work with people who are. Nor should they
have to be anarchists to work with me.

I propose a new Dallas Accord -- one which actually requires more sacrifice from
the LP's anarchists than it does from their compatriots in the Party.

The Libertarian Party still shouldn't take a position on whether or not we'll have
a government when we get where we're going. There are plenty of other things to take
positions on -- things that command the unanimous, or near-unanimous, support of the
Party's membership and electoral base. Limited government vs. minarchism vs. anar-
chism can wait until the choice between them is relevant, i.e. until we've reached one of
them and must choose whether to stop or to stoke the boilers and keep chugging along.

The Libertarian Party should become an open organization, not only representing,
but welcoming, all people who want less government and more freedom.

That means doing away with the "membership certification," a pledge with which
I, as an anarchist, am comfortable, but which non-anarchists must be kept in the dark
about or fudge on in order to become signatory to it: "Members of the Party shall be those
persons who have certified in writing that they oppose the initiation of force to achieve polit-
ical or social goals." (Bylaws of the Libertarian Party, Article 7, Section 1)

There's an old saw about theatrical productions, the provenance of which I am un-
aware, but which holds true: If you show a gun hanging on the wall in the first act, it
must be fired before the end of the second. The membership certification, and the omi-
nous language of LP members who seek to expunge anarchists from the LP, are both
guns in that sense. If a new accord is not reached, one faction is eventually going to have
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to purge the other -- probably before even the most minimal goals have been reached --
weakening the party as an institution.

I can't speak for my fellow anarchists. We're anarchists, see? We don't have au-
thorities to speak for us. I can only speak for myself, but here's what I propose:

I will personally welcome anyone into the Libertarian Party who wants more free-
dom and less government. In return, I expect those among them who want more gov-
ernment and less freedom than I do, having purchased a ticket on the same train I did, to
refrain from throwing me from that train.

My presence does not stop them from reaching their destination (indeed, it could
be argued that my ticket purchase helped make it possible for the train to run at all).
Their presence does not stop me from reaching mine.

All aboard.

Shortly after the publication of the article above, I received the following response
from R.W. Bradford, publisher of Liberty magazine and, therefore, an acknowledged ex-
pert on the Liberty Poll, the survey cited. The correction is much appreciated. Bill replied
as follows:

Actually, the surveys were NOT weighted toward members of the LP at all.
While a portion of each survey was conducted at the LP national convention,
the bulk of responses came from non LP-members, at least in the 1998 survey.

The 1998 Liberty Poll was mailed to a list of individuals randomly selected
from Liberty's subscriber list. It was also published in the magazine and dis-
tributed at the LP convention. About 20% of responses came from the LP con-
vention. About 30% of Liberty's subscribers were LP members at this time, and
only about 85% of those who responded at the convention were LPers.

Because the respondents from convention attendees and from the survey
published in the magazine were self-selected, those data were kept separate and
compared with the responses from the randomly selected group. There were
slight variations among the three groups of respondents, but no substantial-
variations except, unsurprisingly, on questions that directly involved the LP or
political activism (convention responses were higher) and on questions involv-
ing reading habits (non-LP-convention responses were higher).

The 1988 Liberty Poll was also distributed at a national LP convention as
well as sent to a randomly determined cross-section of Liberty subscribers. As
with the 1998 survey, the responses were kept separate because of the self-se-
lection involved in the responses from the LP convention. And, as with the 1998
survey, the only significant differences between the two groups were on mat-
ters directly involving the LP, political activism, and reading habits.

None of this, of course, undermines your point, which I think is a good
one.

Regards,
Bill

Time for a New Dallas Accord? Anarchism, minarchism, big tents and strange





The Life of the Party: An Introduction

Published in Rational Review, January 23, 2003.

After the ecstasy, the laundry.
-- Zen saying

It's the stuff of folklore: in December of 1971, a few people got together in David
F. Nolan's Denver apartment and founded a new political party. The following year, that
party -- the Libertarian Party -- ran its first presidential ticket, receiving the vote of one
renegade elector.

Since then, the LP has had its ups and downs but, as of 2003, has firmly established
itself as America's continuing third political presence (not to be confused with the Green
shadow of the Democratic Party, the Constitution/U.S. Taxpayers shadow of the Repub-
lican Party or the Reform Party which, as a presence, isn't, well, present).

Third, however, is not the desirable position in a political environment based on
majorities, pluralities and "first past the post" electoral outcomes. In order to achieve its
goals, the LP must either become one of the top two, or else force one of those top two
to adopt its policy prescriptions.

A political party is a squishy kind of thing. Ask a Democrat or Republican exactly
what his or her party is or stands for and you're likely to get an earful of slogans or ref-
erences to particular politicians or issues -- but not the same slogans or references from
any two Democrats or Republicans.

The same is true of the Libertarian Party, as much as many might wish it were not
so. What is the LP? Is it its national committee, its headquarters staff, its newspaper, its
"members" (people who pay annual dues to the national committee), its affiliate orga-
nizations (state parties in the fifty states and DC), its registered voters, its platform, its
bylaws, its pledge, or all, some or none of the above?

More than three decades into its existence, the LP has yet to define itself beyond
the scope of some narrow and obvious bylaws provisions passed by national conven-
tions.

The LP's activists often attempt to define it by way of highlighting certain ideolog-
ical positions or demanding that it undertake certain courses of action deemed necessary
to success, but there is a political version of Newtonian physics at work within the LP:
for every action there is an equal and opposite reaction. Randites, Rothbardians, anar-
chists, minarchists, single issue enthusiasts and advocates of various syntheses compete
for the attention of Libertarians and for control of the Party's apparatus, such as it is.

The effect, all too often, is much like that of wave superposition. The various ele-
ments are all out of phase with each other just enough to produce a softening or muting
effect rather than a chorus or even a cacophany.
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For all intents and purposes, the Libertarian Party is invisible to those who are not
in some way intimately involved with it. Even at election time, Libertarian candidates
capture the attention of a small minority of voters and the support of only part of that
minority except in special local circumstances.

This problem is not unique to the LP. Every "ideological" party suffers from it. The
parties which eventually succeed -- which see their policy prescriptions implemented --
do so in one of two ways:

• By becoming "non-ideological" parties, focusing on issues and personalities of the
moment rather than abiding questions of principle, and absorbing the flotsam of
other political movements in disarray (the Republicans and Democrats); or

• By letting their ideology act as a grain of sand to another party's oyster, forcing that
other party to encompass the policy positions flowing from that ideology and even-
tually present those policy positions as its own "pearls" (as the Socialists did with
the Democrats in the early 20th century, and as the ex-Trotskyite "neo-conserva-
tives" did with the GOP after World War II).

A third route, not successfully implemented in the United States since, perhaps, Jef-
ferson's "second revolution," is to bring one's ideology to the fore and secure its adoption
by the people.

All three routes enjoy substantial support among Libertarian Party activists. None
enjoys unanimous support, and each meets with considerable resistance when proposed.

Introspection has been a weakness of the Libertarian Party in two ways. We
drown in introspection on ideological issues; yet when it comes to practical political in-
trospection, there is water, water everywhere, and not a drop to drink.

The party's activists and organs have attempted to address these problems in a
number of ways:

Advocates of different organizational modes ("membership recruitment," "local
organization," etc.) have made substantial arguments on behalf of those modes.

The Libertarian National Committee has undertaken "strategic planning" activities
in an attempt to map out a course of future success, and the loyal opposition has coun-
tered with such activities of its own.

Advocates of "silver bullets" also abound. "If only the LP could run a "celebrity'
candidate;" "if only the LP had $10 million to spend on a presidential campaign;" "if only
the LP would pour all of 'its' money into a single congressional or gubernatorial race;"
and so forth.

What is lacking in these approaches is that few of their advocates truly regard the
party's own history, or the history of other political movements, as relevant or signifi-
cant to the issues at hand. And, to the extent that they do, they tend to focus on narrow
slivers of those histories to the exclusion of information that contraindicates their pre-
scriptions.

There is an extent to which the Libertarian Party proposes, and must propose, a
whole new way of doing things. Our history as a party suggests, however, that we've al-
lowed our penchant for making such proposals to run far ahead of our ability to follow
through and turn propositions into real accomplishments.
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To which I must add, mea culpa. As an LP activist I, too, have spent too much of
my time surfing from wave to wave of ideological discovery and euphoria over prospec-
tive success, and too little on the beach of defeat analyzing how I got there.

When I launched Rational Review a little more than a year ago, I intended to
keep it out of party issues for the most part. In its second year, I'm abandoning that in-
tention (although, to be fair, at least one of Rational Review's editors abandoned it for
me almost before it was uttered).

In coming months, I intend, in this "Life of the Party" series, to outline a vision
-- and to publish articles by others outlining visions of their own -- for the Libertarian
Party's future success.

My own offerings will no doubt suffer, to one degree or another, from many of the
same defects I've pointed out in prior efforts. That's unavoidable -- if tacit assumptions
were so easy to escape from, someone else would have already done so over the course of
the last three decades. Nonetheless, I hope to create, over time, an online "symposium"
incorporating competing visions, interactive discussions and modular resources, avail-
able to all, for the purpose of advancing a long overdue period of introspection in the
LP.
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The Life of the Party, Part 2: The LP's Multiple
Personality Disorder

Published in Rational Review, January 30, 2003.
Do not wait for the last judgment, it takes place every day.

-- Camus
The political party, as a concept, can be described in any number of ways: With

reference to its organizational structure, its strategic approach, its platform or goals, and
so forth. Over the course of this series, I'll probably look at most of those elements. In
this particular installment, I intend to offer a proposition and to support that proposi-
tion by describing the Libertarian Party in terms of its strategic approach.

Resolved, that the Libertarian Party suffers from a case of multiple personality disor-
der.

By "strategic approach," I mean the overall method which a party uses to achieve
its goals. That method doesn't exist in a vacuum -- it affects, and is affected by, a party's
organizational structure and platform or goals. Nonetheless, the method can be, to one
degree or another, isolated and examined.

There are three broad strategic approaches with which a party might identify itself:
1) The electoral approach;

2) The ideological approach; and
3) The revolutionary approach.

An electoral party strategy is centered around winning elections: Mobilizing plu-
ralities or majorities of voters to elect that party's candidates to positions of power from
which they can then implement the party's platform (or, in some cases, mobilizing those
voters around initiatives and referenda to directly implement pieces of the party's plat-
form). The electoral strategy relies on putting together coalitions of "single-issue" voters
and/or creating a "big tent" that draws in, through one "policy door" or another, the nec-
essary plurality or majority.

An ideological party strategy is centered around rigorous adherence to principle
and refusal to sacrifice goals for electoral gain. In order for an ideological party to suc-
ceed, it must, through propaganda and education, rally enough of the populace to its
cause to a) create the pluralities/majorities that electoral parties rely on coalition/big tent
methods to get, or b) create a voter bloc that forces a succesful electoral party to adopt
its agenda.1

The primary historical example of the successful ideological party in American
history is the Socialist Party of the early 20th century. Socialists won elections in many
cases, especially at the municipal level, but did not achieve sufficient voter support to
become the nation's majority, or main opposition, party. Instead, their increasing popu-
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larity forced the Democratic Party to adopt many of the Socialist Party's policy goals as
its own. While the Socialist Party may have intended to be an electoral party, and while
its approach may have sometimes been electoral, it ultimately went down in history as
an ideological party -- and a successful one at that.

A revolutionary party strategy relies on armed struggle and/or resistance to
overthrow the existing political system and replace it with one more to that party's lik-
ing.

The Libertarian Party, for most of its three decades, has adopted elements of both
the electoral and ideological approaches (and, for all of that time, has eschewed the "rev-
olutionary" approach). There have been attempts -- Rothbard's "Leninist" strategy, for
example -- to force it into one mold, but those attempts have been successfully resisted.

There are some who would hold that a multi-pronged approach is superior: a
frontal assault via the electoral route, coupled with a flanking maneuver: fight our elec-
toral opponents at the polls, but also attempt to force them, through "spoiler" races and
such, to adopt our policy recommendations.

This is, in my opinion, is a mistake.
If the LP was a much larger organization, it might be possible for it to split its

forces in the face of the enemy, like Robert E. Lee at Chancellorsville, and get away with
it. However, it is not a large organization and will not become a large organization in the
near term so long as it retains its bent toward ideological purity.

A smaller force can only overcome a larger force by directing its entire effort at its
enemy's weakest point.

Right now, the LP suffers from a severe case of multiple personality disorder. It
is attempting to be both an ideological party and an electoral party, and the two are not
compatible.

The LP needs to decide what it is going to be -- an ideological party or an electoral
party (or a revolutionary party, but that seems unlikely).

That choice has ramifications:
• An ideological party can afford "purity tests." As a matter of fact, that is what de-

fines an ideological party. The LP's current platform is consistent with that of an
ideological party. If we're going to be an electoral party, then our "platform" has to
go. It needs to be replaced with something like what we now refer to as our "pro-
gram" -- a laundry list of what Libertarian candidates, if elected to office, would at-
tempt to accomplish during their terms instead of a manifesto for libertopia.

• The same reasoning applies to "the pledge." In the context of an ideological party,
the member certification required in the bylaws may have some value (assuming
that it is interpreted in the same way by all signers and that everyone who signs it
means it, neither assumption being safe). In the context of an electoral party, it has
no value whatsoever -- all it does is act as a "Beware of Dogma" sign driving away
the people who must fill the "big electoral tent."

• While an ideological party might still run electoral campaigns, those campaigns
would be of an "educational" and "spoiler" nature -- the enemy's weak points would
be for higher office where publicity opportunities and the chance to affect the out-
come in any way exist. An electoral party would eschew these campaigns for the
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most part, concentrating instead on winnable elections, most of which, for the
nonce, are to local and lower-level office.
There exists one mistaken notion that I would like to address: Being an electoral,

as opposed to ideological, party does not require "compromise" in the way that that term
is usually understood. It simply requires that party members and activists be willing to
work with each other to make progress in a particular policy direction.

For example, the medical marijuana advocate doesn't have to agree that the next
step will be legalizing heroin, and the no-drug-laws advocate doesn't have to agree to
stop working on drug issues once medical marijuana is legal. The bridge is crossed when
it is arrived at instead of never being arrived at.

The "big tent's" nature is not that it excludes the ideologically pure, but that it in-
cludes those who focus is on what the party proposes to do now (with now meaning "in
the next two years, if we're elected").

My opinion on what type of party the LP should be is as yet only softly formed.
I can live with an organization that goes in either direction. But it must, eventually,
choose a direction, Until it does, the tension between the two "personalities" will keep it
in one place (the distant third that it now occupies), or, at some future point, split it in
two literally instead of just strategically.

-----
NOTES
1. A third option exists for "ideological" parties: In polities where proportional rep-

resentation, approval voting or instant runoff voting are practiced, even relatively small
parties can hope to achieve representation in those polities' institutions. Unfortunately,
most American elections are still "first past the post" -- it's winner take all, and parties
that cannot rally a plurality or majority to their banner get nothing. For more informa-
tion on on approval voting, see approvalvoting.org.
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The Life of the Party, Part 3: The Schism
Organism

Published in Rational Review, February 19, 2003.

I can feel guilty about the past, apprehensive about the future, but only in the present can
I act. -- Abraham Maslow

No political party functions without internal conflict and schism. It's the nature of
the beast.

People who are motivated enough to become politically involved, and who affiliate
with the organization that they find most efficacious and expressive of their ideas, soon
learn that "most" is a relative term and that no party's membership is totally in agree-
ment on all issues.

They also learn that arguments between allies are often more bloody than argu-
ments between enemies -- precisely because the object of the former argument is control
of the tools needed to pursue the latter argument.

The Libertarian Party is no stranger to internal controversy. Libertarians are per-
petually sniping at one another and, occasionally, break out the heavy artillery. Our in-
ternal conflicts generally fall into one of four categories:

• Disagreement on the goals the party should have;
• Disagreement on what priorities the Party should set in pursuing its goals;
• Disagreement on the best methods of pursuing its goals; and
• Disagreement on the ethics of one's antagonists in any of the three preceding types

of conflicts.
I want to handle that last category first, because it has been the party's dominant

form of internal conflict for nearly a decade.
I see no need to re-hash "the Willis Affair" or the "Cisewski Affair" in detail -

- those who are unfamiliar with them can find out more about them at dehnbase.org/
lpus/library/misc/controv.html -- but those particular debates are characteristic of their
type and have given rise to new, branching variations of themselves.

The "ethics" conflict may, of course, arise independently of other considerations.
It is not necessarily true that accusations concerning the ethics of a Libertarian leader or
official will be inspired by another conflict. That, however, has historically been the case:
Factions divided by disagreements of other kinds have alleged not simply error, but un-
ethical conduct, on the part of their opponents, and have acted to remove the evildoers
from power, or even to drive them from the party.
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In some cases, of course, the allegations are proven correct and remedial action is
taken -- or not; the good guys don't always win. In other cases, the accusers prevail (or at
least persist) whether their allegations hold water or not.

Obviously, I favor remedial action where unethical conduct exists. Just as obvious-
ly, I favor dismissing allegations that have no basis.

The latter, however, is not a simple thing. Accusations, proven or not, take on
lives of their own. As Harry Browne aptly put it, "it's easier for a person to convince the
world that my sister is a prostitute than it is for me to prove that I don't even have a sis-
ter."

Leaving aside the fact that, in at least some respects, Harry did have a metaphorical
sister whose conduct matched the accusations, the point still holds true. If I accuse X of
wrongdoing, X may disprove my allegations, but a year later, the allegations will be more
clearly remembered than the rebuttal.

It is for this reason that "internal ethics" controversies are probably the most in-
sidiously damaging to the party: We can't afford unethical conduct, and we can't afford
the ongoing harm that false accusations of such conduct does.

One need look no further than Virginia for an example of this phenomenon.
For many years, Jacob G. "Bumper" Hornberger has had a well-deserved reputa-

tion as one of the LP's most fiery and charismatic activists. Nobody speaks to audiences
of all kinds like Bumper can. Few organizations publicize the libertarian perspective via
op-ed pieces as effectively as his Future of Freedom Foundation. And Hornberger has
also enjoyed a reputation as the LP's internal ethics watchdog, playing an important role
in bringing to light the "Mother of All Ethics Controversies," the "Willis Affair."

Unfortunately, at some point, Hornberger fell into a habit of making accusations
regarding the conduct of a fellow Virginia Libertarian that were simply unsupported by
the facts -- and then issuing "retractions" that didn't, well, retract, when called upon to
do so.

The victim of those accusations was himself a Libertarian activist with an equally
impeccable record of working for liberty -- now-former LP chair Jim Lark, who has
done yeoman's work in building student libertarian activism and who, under pressure
from all sides, worked tirelessly to hold the LP together while the "Willis Affair" was
hashed out.

When Hornberger announced his intention to seek the LPVA's nomination for
U.S. Senate, Lark objected ... from the same soapbox that Hornberger had utilized, lo
these many years, that of ethics.

Lark held that Hornberger's false accusations against other LPVA activists, himself
included, brought Hornberger's integrity -- and therefore his fitness to represent the LP-
VA on the ballot -- into question. That Hornberger had only grudgingly and partially
retracted those accusations (and at a much lower level of "volume" than he had originally
made them) added credibility to this contention.

It was only the absolute dedication of these two to liberty that prevented complete
schism in the LPVA. Hornberger withdrew his bid for the LPVA nomination and ran
as an independent. The LPVA didn't nominate its own candidate, which left LP activists
free, should they so desire, to support his candidacy.
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But how much more might have been accomplished had Hornberger never made
his accusations against Lark? Or had he volubly retracted them immediately upon pre-
sentation of facts proving them untrue, and apologized for his error?

Even given the heading off of a complete meltdown of the LPVA, everybody lost in
this conflict (everyone, that is, except the statists).

The LPVA was deprived of the services of a formidable candidate; Hornberger was
deprived of the formal backing of a substantial organization. For years in the future, the
names "Lark" and "Hornberger" will call forth partial memories in the minds of some LP
activists -- memories of allegations, certainly, but not always memories of retractions,
exonerations, penances or rapprochements.

Ethics controversies have no winners, at least at the time that they take place and
for some time after.

If allegations of misconduct prove to be true, the best that can be hoped for is that
the misconduct will be stopped and that the perpetrators will be punished and/or cease
and desist: that the stain will, eventually, come out of the rug.

If the allegations prove to be untrue, then it's just as bad-- the stain takes as long or
longer to fade, and nobody remembers that it turned out to be ketchup instead of blood.

How, then, should the Party handle ethics controversies?
A number of suggestions have been made, and some of those suggestions have

been adopted: Party policy requires disclosure of potential conflicts of interest on the
part of party leadership and staff, and forbids conflicting work to staff. Where those poli-
cies are violated, the whistleblower has no choice but to sound off, and the party's lead-
ership has no choice but to investigate the allegations and act on findings of misconduct.

The whistle having been blown, however, the whistleblower should be just as ag-
gressive, and just as loud, in retracting allegations that prove to be baseless -- and the
party's leadership, having investigated allegations, should be just as ready to publish the
results of investigations that don't find wrongdoing as of those that do.
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The Life of the Party, Part 4: The Party and
War

Published in Rational Review, March 5, 2003.

In the third part of this series, I began an examination of schism in the Libertarian
Party. This article is a digression of sorts ... and, at the same time, not. The party faces
imminent schism of a combination of types I have yet to examine dispassionately; schism
over goals, priorities and methods, all rolled into one. Dealing with that schism is as good
a way as any of explaining those types.

I had hoped to finish my examination of the phenomenon of party schism as a
whole before moving on to current particulars, but events have forced my hand. Last
weekend, at the convention of the Libertarian Party of Illinois, Justin Raimondo spoke
on "Libertarianism in the age of empire." In his speech, Raimondo threw down an ideo-
logical gantlet which the Party has no choice but to take up:

[W]e cannot be a republic and an empire, simultaneously. It is either Jeffer-
son, or Caesar. The oxymoronic "pro-war'" libertarians have chosen the latter,
and the rest of us -- the other 95 percent of the libertarian movement -- stand
with former. It is a parting of the ways that we must not spend a single moment
lamenting.

There is no place in the libertarian movement for the War Party and its
minions. The Libertarian Party must take decisive action against any "Liber-
tarian" candidate or spokesperson who endorses this war. Equivocation on this
question is equally impermissible.

While there are matters of detail on which I disagree with Mr. Raimondo (my per-
sonal anecdotal estimate is that the proportion of anti- to pro-war "libertarians" is closer
to 80-20 than 95-5), and while I regard many pro-war "libertarians" as being libertarians
who are in error rather than as "non-libertarians," the point is eloquently made.

And while I can recognize principled disagreement when I see it, the question is:
Can the disagreeing people, however principled, co-exist in the same political organization?

What Raimondo is saying is, "no, they can't -- at least not where the disagreement
is about this issue." And he's right.

I tend toward the "open party" paradigm -- if you want less government and more
freedom, you should be with the LP. That means that even though I am a "pro-life" lib-
ertarian, I can get along with "pro-choice" libertarians. And even though I am an "open
borders" libertarian, I can get along with "states have the right to regulate immigration"
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libertarians. I don't have to agree with them on those issues; I can work with them on
issues where more unanimity is involved and assume that, while they err on the issues
where we disagree, they will eventually realize their error and correct it.

On the other hand, there are certain "core" issues that the movement and the Party
simply can't afford to be significantly split on.

We can afford to have people in the LP who want drugs legal but regulated like
alcohol, or who want to "phase in" legalization, possibly beginning with medical mari-
juana. They'll eventually come around, and progress can be made on those more focused
goals while that happens. We can't afford to have a substantial faction advocate a con-
tinuation of the war on drugs and have that faction be seen as welcome in the LP. It just
doesn't work. It's a "core" issue. It goes to the heart of what the party is.

We can afford to have people in the LP who will accept "shall issue" permit systems
instead of holding out for Vermonty carry for concealed weapons. They'll come around
eventually; in the meantime we'll have made progress in the right direction. We can af-
ford people who come out on the victim disarmament side of the ridiculous "should pri-
vate citizens be 'allowed' to own nukes" debate, because it's not an issue that's really in
front of us at the moment, and by the time it is, they'll have figured it out. We can't af-
ford to have Sarah Brady as the keynote speaker at our national convention. We can't
afford a substantial victim disarmament caucus in the LP. It's a "core issue." It goes to the
heart of what the party is.

There's no way the impending invasion of Iraq can be squared with the LP's plat-
form or Statement of Principles. None. Zero. Zip. Zilch. Nada. I've watched a number
of people try, and I've so far seen only one mildly persuasive argument from a libertari-
an perspective on the issue -- J. Neil Schulman's. Schulman doesn't allude to the LP, but
instead uses Rand's "ethics of emergencies" and talks about a lack of "non-deprivatory
alternatives" -- a valiant, if unsuccessful, effort.

The question is whether the libertarian movement, and more particularly the Lib-
ertarian Party, can afford to clasp a significant group that is completely wrong on a core
issue to its bosom.

I didn't have an answer to that question until Mr. Raimondo's speech forced me to
get one.

I know that I will not endorse, donate to, vote for or otherwise support any can-
didate proposing to run for public office on the LP ticket, or for any party office, who
comes out in support of this war.

I know that to the extent that I am able, I will work to get anti-war candidates
to contest the primaries of any pro-war candidates who run for public office on the LP
ticket, and anti-war candidates to run for party office against candidates who identify
themselves as pro-war.

That's just politics, though. We'd all do the same on most issues, although possibly
with less vigor -- we choose between primary contestants and party office candidates on
the basis of what we think about their views in everyelection, without great damage to
the Party itself.

Taking it further would mean very publicly hanging out a "WARMONGERS
NOT WELCOME" sign on the LP itself. Qualitatively, the difference is the difference
between pointing at someone and saying "that libertarian is wrong on the issue" or, on
the other hand, saying "that person isn't a libertarian."
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It might mean the LNC passing a very specific resolution on the war that lays out
the correct position on it, as the party line, in no uncertain or debatable terms; LP News
publishing that resolution; people making speeches like Raimondo's at other LP events;
and caucuses working and raising money to quash any pro-war LP candidacies.

In other words, actions which are specifically intended to create a uniform, anti-
war image of the LP and make pro-war members want to go somewhere else (and anti-
war, pro-freedom individuals, realize that the LP is the Party they should come to, of
course).

I've been torn on whether it should go that far. I now believe, however, that it will
have to go that far.

Leading up to the 2000 elections, a lot of Libertarians had ideas on what the defin-
ing issue of the next decade would be. They were sound ideas as far as they went -- the
war on drugs, health care, Social Security, etc. -- but they were superseded by 9/11 and
what has followed.

War is, at this moment, and will likely be for at least the next decade, the defining
issue in American politics. That makes it a core issue for the Libertarian Party. The party
can't afford to be neutral on this issue. The party can't afford to be divided on this issue.
And the party can't afford to be wrong on this issue.

Better to get the split over now -- bid adieu to the 5%, or 10%, or any percent of
the party's membership which cannot tolerate an overt anti-war stand on its part -- and
move forward, than to limp ineffectually through the next decade trying to decide what
we are. If the LP doesn't take up the anti-war banner, some other party will, and that
party will be the majority party of the decade after that, assuming that the political sys-
tem as it stands survives that long (not a safe bet).

Right now, the GOP is wrong on the issue and the Democrats are divided on it.
My cynical side says that the LP will do its damnedest to snatch defeat from the jaws of
victory and screw around until the Democrats take the initiative away from us. It's even
possible that the Greens will successfully run with it.

Schism is never fun, but it is sometimes necessary. The alternative is the shame of
knowing that we, as a party, sacrificed principle -- and not even in return for gain, but
out of sheer moral cowardice. The price of failure to lead on this issue is nothing less
than another three decades -- or more -- of political irrelevance.
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The Life of the Party, Part 5: Malaise in the LP?

Published in Rational Review, June 9, 2003.
Let's not kid ourselves: failure gets old, three decades is a long time to wait for suc-

cess, and the fact that there's nowhere to go but up doesn't make climbing the hill any
easier. Malaise in the LP? Hell, yes, there's malaise in the LP. If there wasn't, I'd have to
question the sanity of Libertarians.

The proximate inspiration for this article is a piece from yesterday's St. Louis Post-
Dispatch by Jo Mannies ("Libertarians try to drum up interest in their candidates").

Ms. Mannies -- a reporter who has, over the years, gone out of her way to cover
the LP and its candidates with a rare objectivity -- interviewed several key Missouri Lib-
ertarians for the article: State chair Bob Sullentrup, executive director Greg Tlapek and
two-time US Senate candidate (whose last campaign I managed and who is, not coinci-
dentally, my mate) Tamara Millay.

The thread running through all three interviews is uncertainty and unease. Bob,
Greg and Tamara are among the hardest-working activists in the party. They aren't
six-month Libertarians who wandered over from another party and are leaving, disillu-
sioned, after learning that success isn't instantaneous or guaranteed. They aren't leaving
at all. They are, however, tired, and who can blame them?

This weekend was the occasion of the Missouri LP's state convention. Attendance
was down from previous years, and the empty chairs were a depressing sight, but in
some ways I wish that Ms. Mannies had had the opportunity to interview Bob, Greg and
Tamara coming out of, instead of going into, that event.

Why? Because low attendance or not, this convention was evidence that the fight-
ing spirit which animates the LP is still there. It's easy to put together a victory celebra-
tion. What's hard is putting one foot in front of another when the going is rough. And
that's what Libertarians are doing.

Yes, there is a malaise in the LP. Some of it is self-manufactured.
Membership numbers are falling. Never mind that they are falling away from a

level artificially inflated by aggressive direct mail recruitment and toward a more realis-
tic number representative of our strengths in grass roots activism. It's still a bitter pill to
swallow.

The LP has just emerged from serious internal scandal, and it's not possible yet to
be sure that we have emerged from it, although the signs are overall positive. That's hard
on morale as well.

The LP's membership has been engaged for more than two years now in an inter-
nal struggle over issues of war and foreign policy. The fact that the argument is necessary
does not make it any easier.
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Hanging over all other causes of the malaise, naturally, is the fact that, after 30
years of existence, the LP doesn't seem appreciably closer to accomplishing its goals than
it did at the time of its foundation.

We continue to elect (and re-elect) local officeholders; we have assumed a con-
tinually more prominent place in the political debate; we have pulled far ahead of other
third parties in terms of achieving political victories. And, ultimately, we have the facts
on our side.

But this is a lot like telling a man crossing the plains of western Kansas on foot that
he is actually getting closer to that mountain range in the distance. He is ... but it's hard
for him to tell. From day to day, the Rockies, although they loom large in the distance,
don't necessarily seem to loom larger. Nonetheless, he keeps walking.

The Libertarians who are sticking with the Party are much like that man.
Bob Sullentrup will go the extra mile to organize a meaningful convention, even

knowing that interest has flagged for the moment. Not because he's a glutton for pun-
ishment. And not because he likes being with the underdog. Because it needs to be done,
and because he isn't going to quit. Not yet.

Greg Tlapek will get in his car and drive for four hours to speak with a local prop-
erty rights group and tell them that the Libertarian Party is on their side. Then he'll drive
another two hours down the road to talk a prospective candidate into committing. Not
because he thinks that his efforts will, all of their own, change the fortunes of the LP.
And not for the money, either (the money is nothing to write home about -- as a matter
of fact, it wouldn't be enough to cover postage). Because it needs to be done, and because
he isn't going to quit. Not yet.

Tamara Millay will put her name on the ballot and spend the better part of a
year shaking every hand that comes within reach. She'll talk herself hoarse extolling the
virtues of freedom. She'll wear out her old car getting from hither to yon. Not because
she expects to be sent to Washington by the electorate in November. And not for the
glamor of it all, either, unless you find the notion of putting a thousand miles on a car
with a stuck-down window in 35 degree weather glamorous. Because it needs to be
done, and because she isn't going to quit. Not yet.

The LP may be getting smaller at the moment, but that's of little consequence. Less
important than the fact that some people are leaving is the quality of those who are stay-
ing.

The Jim Larks who will drive 750 miles to talk with 40 fellow Libertarians and
motivate them to continue working for freedom.

The Michael Badnariks and Gary Nolans who will essentially give up their lives
for two years to seek the presidential nomination of a party that is not going to win that
election, travelling from state to state in order to, as Badnarik puts it, "light the fires of
liberty, one heart at a time."

The Bob Sullentrups. The Greg Tlapeks. The Tamara Millays. I could name more
names -- but you know who you are.

You're the ones who aren't going to quit. Not yet.
The fact that you exist makes one thing certain: However distant victory is, defeat

is more distant still. However long success may take to arrive, failure is simply not an
option.
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The Life of the Party, Part 6: The Medicine
Show

Published in Rational Review, July 2, 2003.

Silver bullets come in all shapes and calibers, and Libertarians seem to suffer from
a congenital addiction to them. Every election cycle is characterized by mournful, pout-
ing claims that "if we only had a celebrity candidate" or "if we only had $10 million to
spend," or some other magic formula, the LP would "break through" into popular and
electoral success.

Politics is more complex than that. And, as I've recently come to realize more and
more, some of the silver bullets are themselves more complex. They seem, at first glance,
to actually constitute useful bodies of ideas; upon closer examination, they turn out to be
fairly pedestrian examples of the "if only" school of thought.

Having only been an LP member for a few years, I can't really say when the late
1970s school of "sales and marketing" pitchmanship first began to infiltrate itself into the
LP's internal culture. By the time I joined the party in 1996 it was all the rage, and has
remained so since. Over the last couple of years, more and more of its cultural child of
the 90s -- "corporate culture" schtick -- has taken a seat beside it in the party's internal
"how do we reach the public" debate.

Many Libertarians -- and the LP as an organization -- seem to have proceeded
from the basic understanding that the free market is a good thing to the inane idea that
political ideas are "sold" like so many Baby Bottle Pops®, National Enquirers®, timeshare
RV lots or cases of beer.

My background as a prole -- I spent a number of years as a factory worker -- in-
troduced me to both these schools of thought from a different perspective. I'll start with
the latter school -- "corporate culture" -- and work backward.

Both of the larger companies which I worked for as a plain vanilla worker (as op-
posed to a manager) flirted with "corporate culture." They hired the services of consul-
tants. They held seminars for management, and for the employees at large. They tin-
kered with their tables of organization and they fiddled with the company's daily routine.

From a worker's point of view, it was quite interesting. Each new fad generally
meant a couple of hours away from driving a forklift. Instead, I got to sit in a room, sip-
ping warm Coca-Cola and munching on stale donuts, while some yahoo held forth about
who had moved his cheese, what color his parachute was or how some acronym (JIT,
TQM, BR549) was going to change the world.

Then I'd go back and drive the forklift some more. A couple of months later, I'd be
back in the same room -- and, I swear, eating the same damn stale donut -- while man-
agement paraded the latest production and sales figures in front of me as "proof" that
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their latest magic bullet "worked." Sales for the fourth quarter were up 5%! Order cuts
(ie late order shipments) were down 10%!

Of course, these pep rallies always ignored the fact that sales had increased by 5%,
plus or minus half a percent, in all of the six preceding quarters; and that order cuts al-
ways went down in the fourth quarter, since the summer was characterized by a slimmer
workforce due to vacations.

A month after that, it would be back to stale donuts and warm Coca-Cola as the lat-
est acronym or metaphor was presented in 32-bit Microsoft PowerPoint glory. As far as
I could tell, the only real results from any of this were that some guy in middle manage-
ment kept his job, which amounted to Looking for the Next Big Thing; and that every-
one else in middle management had a new set of acronyms and slogans to pop off with
around the water cooler.

Of course, I was never content to be "just" a factory worker. There's certainly noth-
ing wrong with being a factory worker, mind you; it's just that the income and oppor-
tunity is limited. Which brings me to my experiences with "sales and marketing" cul-
ture. I occasionally cast about for extra income opportunities that usually involved sales
through multi-level ("network") marketing; and, in one case, during a layoff, ended up
being hired for an actual full-time sales job at a resort.

Believe me when I say that I have a great deal of respect for those who sell and
who make their living by selling. I find nothing repugnant in the notion that products
have to be marketed and sold, nor do I find claims that there are workable techniques for
marketing and selling those products to be the least bit controversial.

There is, however, a line of thinking in sales circles that runs parallel to the whole
"corporate culture" phenomenon: The idea that sales and marketing -- of anything -- can
be reduced to a set of easily applied, axiomatic principles. Just apply those principles and
you'll sell whatever it is you're selling, whether that's expensive laundry detergent or RV
timeshares. This line of thinking is, to my mind, incorrect. And, applied to a political
party, dangerously so.

Sales is not a science. It will never be a science. Sure, there are some techniques that
can maximize your chances of making a sale, but they're pretty much common sense:
Attire yourself suitably. Have a good product. Present it positively. But these techniques
only go so far, and they vary by product, clientele, environment and salesperson.

If I'm selling high-end mainframe computers to a large firm, I'm probably going to
want to wear a jacket and tie. If I'm trying to sell a "network marketing" opportunity to
a blue-collar family, I'm probably going to want to dress nicely, but not so much so that
I leave them feeling like I'm out of their league in my Armani suit and $300 shoes. If I'm
selling RV spaces at a vacation resort, I'm going to want to dress casually and athletically,
so as to convey the impression that "this is a fun place ... you're going to want to spend
your summer here."

Since I've mentioned RV timeshares thrice now, the reader will surmise that I've
been involved in that industry, and that surmise is correct. During a layoff from another
job, I applied at, and was hired by, a resort in southern Missouri which, in turn, was part
of a national timeshare chain. The idea was that we would spend four hours becoming
oriented to the resort itself, another four hours learning the mechanics of the program
we were selling, and a second entire workday being pumped full of "sales technique" be-
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fore they turned us loose on the gaggle of tourists who came running through each day,
having "won" a "prize drawing" for a set of steak knives or some such.

The first four hours were great. The place had volleyball courts, swimming pools,
the whole nine yards. It was something that I felt I could tell others was worthwhile.

The second four hours bothered me. The product did not feel, to me, like a good
value.

The second day was a disaster, and I quit the job at the end of it. We were treated
to a seminar on the latest rage in sales technique: "overcoming objections." Find out just
what it is that keeps the mark ... er, the customer ... from buying, and find a way around
it. That's it. That's all. Simple and scientific, right?

To summarize, I approached my supervisor, and asked him the following question:
"Sir, I'd like to make sure I have this straight. I'm supposed to approach the cus-

tomer and overcome his objections to paying $5,500 for an undivided interest in your
resort, plus $18 a month in maintenance fees in perpetuity, for the privilege of renting a
space for $8 a day to park his vehicle on for a week each year. In overcoming his objec-
tions, I'm authorized to lower that $5,500 to a bottom of $1,800, and to offer financing
with his vehicle as collateral. Is that correct?"

"Yep. That's it."
"I'm afraid I have to resign ... if I was an RV owner, I couldn't possibly see this as a

good deal, and I can't tell anyone with a straight face that it is."
"All right then -- thanks for giving us a try."
Now, I happen to know that that particular resort is still open, still operating on

the same type of sales plan and apparently doing quite well. It follows from those facts
that some people are able to sell "the plan." And it's possible that the whole "overcoming
objections" schtick is helpful to some people in selling it, although I suspect that the place
has since moved on to other, newer sales pitch teachings.

But there's more to it than that, I think. There are, in fact, "natural born" sales-
people who have a natural ability to love their product and a natural ability to connect
with people, make them feel comfortable with the salesperson and the proposition and
close the deal. Those salespeople will make a living whether they are hawking timeshares,
encyclopedias, used cars or satellite dishes.

Others won't -- and a shelf full of books on "how to close the deal" won't change
that. At the very outside, a deep, personal identification with a particular product might
animate them in such a way as to make them credible to their potential customer, per-
haps.

I've had some success -- not notable success, but I think as much as most Libertar-
ians -- in "selling" libertarian ideas to people. To the extent that I have had any success
at all, however, that success has been achieved far outside the parameters applicable to
selling RV timeshares.

Political ideas are not laundry detergents, hair treatments, aerobic exercise devices
or even, believe it or not, self-help programs. They are political ideas. A political party
is not a travelling medicine show with a pitchman to raise the ballyhoo, a few shills to
work the crowd and a selection of bottled waters that promise to cure carbuncles and
revive male potency. It is a political party.

To put a finer point on it, Dale Carnegie did not ghost write "Common Sense" for
Tom Paine. Thomas Jefferson did not run the Declaration of Independence past a focus
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group of average middle-class Americans to "get its negatives down." Zig Ziglar did not
work in the west wing of the Lincoln White House. Teddy Roosevelt was not a Double
Diamond Amway® distributor.

The LP has, over the course of several election cycles, been fully adoptive of the
whole "sales" culture. The proof of that culture's applicability to what we are doing is in
the pudding, and the pudding says: We get the same 1/2 of 1 percent now that we got
before we bought into it (sales culture infiltration alert -- we gotta get "buy-in").

In terms of electoral politics, it might be useful to look at what has been successful
over the same period. Can anyone summarize the sales backgrounds of the men who
"made" the last three presidents?

I can. Those three men were Lee Atwater, James Carville and Karl Rove. The sum-
mary of their sales backgrounds, so far as I can tell, runs as follows: Zero. Zip. Zilch. Na-
da. None of them, from the brief biographies I was able to track down online, seems to
have ever made his living selling products as we traditionally understand that process.

Now, I will be the last to say that sales and marketing techniques have no place in
the LP's strategy. They certainly do. One of the meritorious ideas now circulating, albeit
one couched in the whole freaky language of sales and marketing culture, is that of "iden-
tifying constituencies" to approach, and I hope that it is followed through on (although
I suspect that particular constituency being targeted is a dead-end path). But if we ap-
proach any constituency with the idea that we're selling RV timeshares ... we might as
well not bother.

The libertarian idea is simple, but it is not a "product" in the sense that a loaf of
bread, a vacuum cleaner or even a new car is. Political ideas and other important ideas
are adopted, when they are adopted, for what is presumed to be the life of their adopter;
and they play a central -- or at least important -- rather than peripheral role in that life.

The successful purveyors of ideas get across to their "prospects" that the ideas in
question are, or at least can be, life-changing; that they have consequences; that they are
important.

The signers of the Declaration of Independence did not offer "half off," "two for
the price of one" or a "money back guarantee" to their prospective "customers." They of-
fered their lives, their fortunes and their sacred honors. The libertarian idea is worthy
of no less a principled approach -- and, indeed, such an approach is required if we are to
ever succeed. Hucksterism won't cut close the sale.
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The Life of the Party, Part 7: Engaging the
Greens

Published in Rational Review, September 8, 2003.

There's no easy way to begin this article, so I'm going to just throw caution to the
wind and begin it in the hardest way possible -- with two allegations:

1) Too many Americans regard Libertarians as "disgruntled conservatives" -- people
who would be comfortable in the Republican Party "if only the GOP did what it
promised to do."

2) Too many Libertarians -- at the individual and organizational level -- give cre-
dence to this assumption in too many ways, from choices of rhetoric to choices of focus.

Please don't read too much into these allegations. I am not saying that Libertarians
have nothing in common with conservatives, or that "disgruntled conservatives" might
not find themselves more at home in the LP. However, to the extent that the commonal-
ities between conservatives and Libertarians take center stage, the Libertarian Party au-
tomatically limits its ability to forge an identity of its own ... an identity that it not only
deserves, but desperately needs if it is ever to aspire to something other than "also ran"
status.

This "disgruntled conservative" trap is one that the LP seems continually prone
to falling into. I've never figured out why. the candidacies of Pat Buchanan and Howard
Phillips in 2000 proved beyond any shadow of a doubt that the GOP's "religious
right"/social conservative core is not going to desert the Republican Party under any cir-
cumstances. What makes us think that becoming identified with that core, by aiming the
bulk of our rhetoric at the libertarian fringe of the GOP, is going to prove any more suc-
cessful?

Repeat three times after me: The Libertarian Party is not a party of "the right." Nor
are we a party of "the left." We're a different kind of animal entirely, and until we start
acting like one, we're just urinating into the wind. Until we start targeting multiple con-
stituencies, and forging our own constituency out of those constituencies, we'll continue
to get disappointing vote totals at the state and federal level and only scattered successes
at the local level.

"Because that's where the money is." -- Willie Sutton's reply when asked why he
robbed banks

Bob Sullentrup, chair of Missouri's Libertarian Party, often refers to the concept
of "the low-hanging fruit." What obvious activities can the LP undertake, and what ob-
vious targets are there for those activities, which will yield the biggest gains for the least
effort?
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Let me make it clear that Bob hasn't seen this article and may not endorse what I'm
saying in it; I'm quoting him because he makes sense. In application, the "low-hanging
fruit" I'm referring to here is a set of constituencies for the LP to target in the 2004 elec-
tion cycle. Where can our candidates and activists focus their efforts most productively?

The two constituencies which I believe are most attractive at the moment are a)
students and b) Americans who oppose US foreign policy. Student activists are "the next
generation" of LP activists; they're enthusiastic, motivated and deserving of cultivation
above and beyond the raw vote totals they represent. Most Americans who oppose the
Bush administration's foreign military adventurism have no political home right now --
but they're looking for one, and if we don't offer them one, someone eventually will.

These also happen to be the most attractive constituencies to the Green Party,
which makes it that much more important that we fight for them. The 2000 election
cycle was a watershed event for "third party" politics; it effectively left the LP and the
Greens in head-to-head competition for "the third party" vote" as the Reform, Consti-
tution and Natural Law parties collapsed. The 2004 election cycle may leave only one
"third party" standing, at least in some states. Where that happens, I'd prefer that the LP
be the beneficiaries rather than the victims.

Which, of course, brings me to the point of trying to tell others how to engage,
and defeat, the Greens. That means I get to toot my horn ("He who does not toot his own
horn, the same shall not be tooted" -- Mencken) and attempt to convince you that I've got
the inside scoop on the subject. I think I do.

In Missouri's 2000 Senate campaign, the LP candidate (Grant Stauffer) and the
Green candidate (Evaline Taylor) split the state's "third party" vote down the middle.
Taylor came out somewhat ahead; between the two parties, the Greens carried about
half the counties and the LP carried about half.

In Missouri's 2002 Senate campaign, the LP candidate (Tamara Millay) raked in
half again as many votes as the Green candidate (Daniel "digger" Romano), and, between
the two parties, the LP carried 111 of Missouri's 114 counties to the Greens' three coun-
ties -- and came close in two of those three.

The most striking results were in Boone County, Missouri, the home county of
the University of Missouri at Columbia. In 2000, Green candidate Evaline Taylor carried
Boone County over the LP's Grant Stauffer by 463 votes to 311.

In 2002, Daniel "digger" Romano beat Tamara Millay -- but only by 32 votes.
What's even more interesting is that the combined LP/Green vote in this left-leaning
area went up from 774 total votes in 2000 to 1,514 in 2002, even though total voter
turnout in Boone County went down from 59,656 to 48,742. The Greens beat the LP
773-741.

To recap, something caused the Greens and the LP to each receive, in 2002, almost
as many votes as the two parties combined had received in 2000 -- and to narrow the gap
between the LP and the Greens to almost nothing.

I was Tamara Millay's campaign manager.
It would be easy to read a bit too much into these results (the LP benefited from

the Reform and Constitution Parties' loss of ballot access after 2000, for example, and
Tamara did a lot of campaigning in rural areas where she wasn't necessarily "up against
the Greens"), but I do think that there are lessons to be learned, and Tamara and I did
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construct an "engage the Greens" strategy for the campaign -- a strategy which was im-
plemented mostly in the St. Louis area and in Boone County.

The two other counties where the Greens prevailed were St. Louis (the city, which
is a county -- it's a long story), where the usual 2-to-1 Green-to-LP ratio prevailed, and
St. Louis County, where the results, as in Boone County, narrowed considerably from
2000 to 2002.

Keep your friends close -- and your enemies, closer." -- Source Unknown
How did Tamara Millay "engage the Greens?" She did so in a number of ways,

some of them "friendly" and some outright competitive.
Tamara's campaign put together a number of events, with the help of local LP ac-

tivists -- and then included the Green candidate in those events. Her campaign paid for
radio time for a debate, and the Green candidate (and the GOP and Democrat candidates,
who declined) were invited to participate. LP activists in Columbia put together, and
the campaign paid for, a "victory party" at a campus hangout after the campaign's only
all-candidate debate -- and then invited digger to be there and flyered the UMC campus
with invitations to students to meet both candidates.

One of my theories -- and I believe it proved out -- was that if we could get Tamara
and digger next to each other to discuss the issues, most audiences would come away re-
garding Tamara's take on those issues as superior.

Another of my theories -- and I believe it also proved out -- was that the Green
candidate would get a bigger audience there than Tamara would by herself. Media bias
is real, and more people had heard of the Green Party, and heard it described in sympa-
thetic terms, than had heard of the LP or heard it described in sympathetic terms.

The result, particularly in Boone County, was nothing short of astounding. The
combined LP/Green event was crowded (at least 70 people), loud and enthusiastic -
- a great backdrop for several radio and television interviews that Tamara taped that
evening. It was especially effective when contrasted with the next room over, where five
or six dejected Democrats had gathered for their "celebration."

Tamara addressed political gatherings that have traditionally been "Green territo-
ry." She appeared at anti-war rallies. She participated in an execution vigil, highlighting
her opposition to the death penalty. She was arrested in an anti-war civil disobedience
action. She spoke at cannabis legalization events. Obviously, these actions won't appeal
to the sentiments or convictions of all Libertarian candidates, but for those who do share
those convictions, the events are "low-hanging fruit" -- a lot of these people (these voters
and activists) have never met a Libertarian candidate, and to meet one going full-tilt in the
same direction they are can make a big difference in their perception of the LP.

All of this activity was built on an earlier foundation of simple friendliness. The
Greens had to petition for ballot access in Missouri. We knew that they would succeed in
doing so, and we also regard freedom of ballot access as an issue of principle, so it did no
harm, and a considerable amount of good to help them collect signatures. We attended
a couple of the Party's "internal" events and talked openly with the Green activists about
our agreements and our differences. As a direct result, Tamara got an objective listing of
her issue positions in the Green Party's main piece of campaign literature ... in effect, a
"free ride," where the GOP and Democratic candidates were portrayed with a bit of bile.
Tamara and digger pulled no punches in the fight ... but they cooperated in building the
ring.
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Tamara also emphasized the importance of the campus. She showed up for
student-sponsored debates where the other candidates (including the Green) were not
present or only sent a "representative." She debated digger in a forum sponsored by a
black fraternity at a local college, the kind of forum in which, sadly, Libertarian can-
didates are seldom seen. She and I attended student activities that related to important
issues. If she wasn't able to speak, we were certainly able to hand out flyers to the en-
tering and exiting crowds. She made time, whether she had it or not, to give extensive
interviews to student journalists. Her campaign benefited immeasurably from the work
of campus Libertarians, especially at the University of Missouri-Columbia and Wash-
ington University in St. Louis. And the benefits were mutual. The student Libertarians
raised their profile on their campuses because they had a candidate who was willing to
work with, and for, them.

Once again, "engaging the Greens" was not the only goal of Tamara's campaign.
She spoke at gun rights events. She spoke at veterans' gatherings. She did most of the
things that Libertarian candidates do. But she also reached out in new directions. She
went "where the money was." She went after the "low-hanging fruit." In an election that
she knew she could not win, she looked for ways to have an impact and to create a last-
ing impression in places where Libertarians have, traditionally, not cast a long shadow.

The Libertarian candidates of 2004 should consider Tamara's example in the nar-
row sense that it provides a blueprint for engaging constituencies where we've previous-
ly been weak or even entirely absent. Those constituencies are important for two rea-
sons: they represent votes that we've never attempted to solicit, and they represent the
base of our main competitors in the "third party" arena.

The Libertarian candidates of 2004 should also make a supreme effort to involve
student activists and organizations in their campaigns -- benefiting the campaigns, but
also developing the enthusiasm and talents of "the next generation" of LP activism. Long
after the campaigns of 2004 are over, student activists who cut their teeth on those cam-
paigns will be doing good political work ... if we help them get started.
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The Life of the Party, Part 8: "We're in Deep
Trouble ..."

Published in Rational Review, October 1, 2003.

As most LP activists are aware, the Libertarian Party -- or, to express it more prop-
erly, the Libertarian National Committee, which oversees an organization composed of
affiliate state-based Libertarian Parties -- has spent the last two years attempting to dig
out of a state of financial exigency. A number of reasons have been cited for the LP's fi-
nancial woes, and a number of approaches have been taken to correct it.

I've commented on the LP's financial state (among other indicators of its health) be-
fore, but today I received a piece of mail that tells me it's time for some serious talk about
the situation.1 The envelope -- with the return address of the LNC -- bears the large,
red-letter legend: "We're in deep trouble ..." Inside are six pages of explanation from Joe
Seehusen, whom the LNC recently appointed Executive Director of the Washington of-
fice's staff.

The letter begins again -- in large print, but this time in money-saving black ink
-- with "We're in deep trouble." And it is at this point that I'm going to pause for the
briefest reply I can manage. Yes, Joe, we are in deep trouble. But not the kind that you
seem to think we're in, or at least not the kind that can be remedied with a simple infu-
sion of cash.

The trouble that the LP is in has several sources. Low cash flow is a problem, of
course, but more importantly it's a symptom of other problems.

I'd like to make it clear that my intent in this article is not, repeat not to pick on Joe
Seehusen. He's taken the helm of the LP's headquarters staff in the middle of this state of
exigency. He didn't cause it, and he may well be the man to fix it. This fundraising letter,
however, is not a good start. Here's why:

Excuses, excuses
As of late 2001, the LP was already well into what the LNC was beginning to rec-

ognize as a financial crisis. At that time, and subsequently, there's been a tendency to
blame that on ephemeral events: 9/11, a temporary halt in mail to LPHQ due to the "an-
thrax attacks" (the post office that served LPHQ was one which was closed down after
contamination was detected), the recession, etc.

That tendency still holds sway at LPHQ. Mr. Seehusen's letter relates the story of his
meeting with someone identified only as a "high-level political consultant -- a direct-
mail guru who has raised tens of millions for political campaigns and libertarian conser-
vative issues." According to Seehusen, the consultant's response was that the LP is suf-
fering from a "tripple whammy" composed of, you guessed it, 9/11, the anthrax scare and
the recession. According to this consultant, this "triple whammy" has "wreaked havoc on
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almost every nonprofit" and heads in the political fundraising industry have rolled to the
tune of 25% of those working in it.

Let's dispose of this nonsense right away. According to the FEC, political fundraising
by the two "major" parties went up, not down, in the 2002 election cycle compared to the
2000 election cycle. Up to the tune of 12% in federal and 21% in non-federal fundraising.
And, also according to the FEC, so far in the 2004 election cycle, the two "major" parties
have increased their fundraising over the 2000 presidential election cycle by an incred-
ible 109% (Republicans) and 48% (Democrats). Anecdotally, I've noticed an increase in
interest and participation in "third party" politics at the local level as well, in both the LP
and the Green Party; it seems likely that that increased interest and activism, if coupled
with honest fundraising efforts, is also yielding increased financial support.

Last time I looked, the LP was not a normal "nonprofit" -- it was, at least in theory,
a political party. And the other political parties are taking in money hand over fist, faster
than they've ever taken it in before. The national LP organization's problem is not some
kind of inexplicable downward trend in political contributions due to 9/11, the anthrax
scare or the recession.

The customer is always right
In his letter, Mr. Seehusen makes some sound comments on the need for "cus-

tomer service" from LPHQ. I certainly can't fault him for his commitment to make the
LP more "user-friendly," and I suspect that his plan on that front will result in more re-
peat contributors, simply because people like to be acknowledged when they support an
organization (not that I've ever had problems in that regard -- the LPHQ staff has always
been warm, helpful, thankful, etc. as appropriate when I've dealt with them).

There's more to "customer service" than being responsive in that manner, howev-
er, and I think that we can get down to brass tacks here as far as the real customer service
issue is concerned. It's not something that Mr. Seehusen alone is responsible for, and it's
not something that Mr. Seehusen alone can correct, but it's something that we had bet-
ter acknowledge if we want to survive as a party.

What has the LP done lately? More importantly, what has the LP done lately that
matters to the real "customer base" that the LP needs to appeal to -- the American voter?

Such a question has to be placed in context. The "customer base" we're talking
about has a limited attention span. The American people focus on two or three key is-
sues, and sometimes just one. For the last two years, the main issue on the public mind
has been the "war on terror" and its sub-iterations.

And what has the LP had to say about the "war on terror?" Not much -- and what
it has said has been at best milquetoast and at worst indicative of a party that is afraid to
take a stand on the issue. A party that doesn't get in the ring, mix it up and land some
punches on the pre-eminent issue of the day is not going to thrive. Nor does it deserve
to.

In a recent press release, Mr. Seehusen referred to the LP as having "staunchly op-
posed" the invasion of Iraq. I'm glad to hear that. Why didn't anyone else -- the voters,
for example -- hear it in the months leading up to the war?

In October of 2001, the LNC passed a resolution on the invasion of Afghanistan.
That particular resolution -- I was at the meeting as a regional alternate, and vigorously
opposed it -- could have been, and can be, read to endorse pretty much any position any-
one might care to take on the issue. During debate on the matter (I don't recall if this
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debate took place at the meeting or on the LNC's email discussion list), LNC Secretary
Steve Givot cautioned against a more strident approach, saying that the LP couldn't af-
ford to "marginalize" itself.

Earth to Steve Givot: 1/2 of 1 percent in the presidential election is marginal. The
LP has never proceeded beyond marginal, and it never will, so long as it pulls its punches
or attempts, even through inaction, to "move to the center."

As my friend L. Neil Smith put it (and it applies to organizations as well as indi-
viduals), "Great men don't move to the center; great men move the center."

The LP has avoided growing its customer base by refusing to have an identity that
might offend anyone. The LP has eroded its existing customer base by refusing to stand
on the issues that brought that customer base to it.

Not all Americans are looking for a new political party to affiliate with, but many
are ... and the Libertarian Party is refusing to give them any reason to affiliate with us.

A brief digression
It would be easy to mistake the last few paragraphs as a disquisition on why the LP

has lost "members" over the last four years. That's not the intent.
"Membership," as the LP has defined it, subsists in paying organizational dues.

This kind of "membership" was pumped up, from 11,000 in 1994 to 33,000 at the turn
of the century, by the simple expedient of unleashing barrages of direct mail on targeted
groups. Such techniques work ... as long as they are kept up. But someone who joins an
organization on the basis of a direct mail appeal is, like as not, going to be a short-term
-- one or two year -- member. The numbers kept growing through the 90s because the
LNC kept sending out solicitations that brought in more members above and beyond
those "short-termers" who had responded the first time and then allowed their "mem-
berships" to lapse.

To put a finer point on it, LP "membership" was a silly little numbers game for
the better part of a decade ... and when the direct mail assault stopped, the membership
dropped off. It's likely going to stabilize at around 18,000, or maybe a little lower.

That doesn't mean there's no place for "membership," but it's been over-empha-
sized as a criterion of success.

When I talk about satisfying "the customer," I'm talking about the American voter,
not the Reason magazine mailing list.

In order to build a real customer base -- a large bloc of voters who consistently
pull the lever for Libertarian candidates at all levels -- the LP has to get beyond the no-
tion that success is measured in terms of how many LP News subscribers stay with us.
We have to build political organizations at the ward, precinct and township levels. We
have to have robust state organizations that tangle with -- and, at least occasionally beat
-- their Republican and Democratic opponents in, or seeking, government office.

It's just that simple, folks.
This does require money ... but the LP has been putting the cart before the horse

for some time now.
Meanwhile, back at the ranch ...

The LP isn't failing to reach out to the voters for lack of money. The LP is failing
to raise money for lack of voter outreach.

In the late 90s, the LP experienced a brief halcyon period on the drug issue. After
25 years of standing uncompromisingly on its principles, the LP saw voters in California
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and other states start writing those principles into law. The battle isn't won yet by any
means, but the fact is that we wouldn't even be advancing had we not, as an organiza-
tion, taken the gloves off and pounded on the War on Drugs for all we were worth.

Foreign policy intervened to take the spotlight off of drug issues. People still care
about them, but they care about some other things even more now. The thing they care
most about, at this moment, is foreign policy.

The LP was well-positioned in 2001 to bring its foreign policy prescriptions into
the public arena and whip some Republican and Democrat ass. Instead, the Party, as an
organization -- including its national apparatus and most of its state affiliates -- cow-
ered in the shadows, offering, at most, a whispered "us too" as Americans marched in the
streets on behalf of the principles we supposedly stood for.

I believe the word Mr. Givot used was "marginalized."
If Libertarians want to know why the American people aren't rallying to our Par-

ty's standard, the answer is simple: nobody rallies to a banner that has been furled and
shoved in the closet beyond your old leisure suit and underneath the bowling ball you
haven't used in 20 years. For more than two years, the LP has been acting like the hes-
itant bullfighter in Ernest Hemingway's For Whom the Bell Tolls when it comes to ad-
dressing the issues that matter to the American people: "You take him, Paco -- I don't
like the way he looks at me."

Excuses, excuses redux
Since July of 2002, the new LNC has focused on Geoff Neale's "systems analysis" --

tinkering with the organization's accounting system, pondering the possibility of spend-
ing five times or so as much as is reasonable on a new database system, etc. -- and taking
"austerity measures" to cut costs.

The "austerity measures" are obviously necessary. You can't lose more than a third
of your members and contributors (even if that loss is due to natural attrition) and ex-
pect to continue with the same level of budgeting. Nor is a return to the hamster wheel
of Archimedes-style direct mail campaigns desirable.

The "systems analysis" may or may not have merit ... but it's definitely secondary to
doing the things that a political party needs to do.

"Austerity measures" and "systems analysis," however necessary or desirable they
may respectively be, do nothing to build the party as a political force. But building the
party as a political force would obviate the need for "austerity measures" and make avail-
able the money for "systems analysis."

Build it and they will come?
Well, maybe they will. That depends on what we build.
If we build an organization that ties itself to a "membership" paradigm with bur-

densome financial requirements and no real impact on politics, we can build and build
and build ... and they aren't going to come, or if they do, they won't stay. That's not what
people come to political parties for. People come to political parties because they want
to change the society they live in for the better.

If, on the other hand, we stop messing around and get serious about building real
political organizations from the local level up; if those organizations address the issues
that people care about; and if those organizations get serious about getting votes and
winning elections; then they'll come and they'll stay. And, just as the LP's current state
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of financial exigency is a symptom, not a problem, when the real problem is fixed, the
symptom will substantially disappear as well.

Mr. Seehusen is working industriously to build something. However, he needs to
pause for a moment and look at just what it is that he's trying to build.

The LP can continue to operate without the "blast faxing" service that Mr. See-
husen's letter says the bill is overdue for -- the bill should be paid, and the LP should
simultaneously talk to its state affiliates about forming a "fax tree" to get those faxes out
with more impact and with local contact information.

The LP can continue to operate without the latest fundraising software. A viable
political organization would have 51 state chairs (including DC) going through 51
Rolodexes above and beyond LPHQ's efforts, to raise funds on the basis of real activity.

If necessary, the LP could operate without a national staff at all. I'd hate to see that
happen, but it's coming to the point where the LP may not be able to operate with a na-
tional staff and a national committee that concentrate on the symptoms rather than the
problems and that shrink from taking the political fight to the enemy. They may not like
the way the bull looks at them ... but Paco's out of the office.

-----
NOTES
1. As I was writing this article, reports from the LNC meeting of September 13-14,

2003 (in Denver, Colorado) began to surface. These reports reflected an entirely differ-
ent financial situation for the LP -- accounts being brought current, UMP payments be-
ing caught up, etc. Not a "rosy" situation, but a dramatic improvement from the situation
reflected in the letter.

When I mentioned the letter on an LP-related mailing list, the reply was that this
fundraiser was created in May, and that the LP's situation has materially changed since
that time. Nonetheless, two copies of that letter arrived at my home, and other LP ac-
tivists report receiving it in the last week as well.

The dark interpretation of things is that this is a situation that I've encountered
before in LP circles: The mailing of fundraisers containing data that the senders know is
no longer factual or relevant. There's a word for this kind of thing. That word is "fraud."

On the other hand -- and this seems to be the case, as I'm learning in discussions
with friends who are looking into the matter -- it may just be the kind of mistake that is
understandable, but that the LP has been through before and should be taking extreme
corrective action on.

My understanding -- and I have no reason to believe that the people telling me
this are being false -- is that the fundraiser in question went out in "waves" to various
groups of LP members, donors, lapsed members, etc., with the last mailing occurring on
September 10th; and that the mailings had been "pre-arranged" with the mailing house
to go out as LPHQ was able to pay for them.

The problem with this mistake is that, although it doesn't stem from dishonest in-
tent, it still reflects badly on the LP. Let's review the situation: I'm a "lapsed" LP member;
for whatever reason, I've declined to send the LP renewal dues. I get a letter from the LP
indicating that it's in very poor shape. Is that going to make me want to send a check? I
don't think so. Top it off with finding out that the letter isn't true as of the time it was
sent, and that about wraps up the LP's relationship with my credit card.
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I'm willing to accept the "mistake" explanation ... but that just raises the question
of how many such mistakes the LP can afford to make.

Ultimately, this article is not dependent upon the facts of the LP's immediate finan-
cial situation. It addresses long-term needs, and the particular fundraiser it uses is just
a convenient anvil against which to hammer on those needs. Nonetheless, I apologize
if there are any inaccuracies relating to the factual situation of the LP's finances. Since
LPHQ is telling the Party's "members" one thing and the LNC another thing entirely, I
have no way of knowing what that situation is ... and that may be the most disturbing
factoid of all.
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The Life of the Party, Part 9: Californication,
LP-Style

Published in Rational Review, October 6, 2003.

I've never been a stickler for "Party loyalty at any cost." The proof of a political par-
ty is found in various puddings -- electoral viability among them -- and it doesn't sur-
prise or, usually, offend me, to see Libertarian activists go "off the reservation" in sup-
port of a non-LP candidate.

Of course, usually this occurs when an obviously non-libertarian candidate man-
ages to weasel the Party's nomination under intrusive state election laws; or when the
LP doesn't have a candidate in a race. Either of these is understandable.

"Libertarians for McClintock" is a different story entirely. It seems to be a uniquely
Californian variant of "screw the LP" (hence the title of this column, stolen from a Red
Hot Chili Peppers song). When I use the term "unique," I mean "unique as to time and
candidate," not "unique in source or message." "Libertarians for McClintock" is located
at the same web site that used to be "Libertarians for Campbell." This is the second elec-
tion (of which I am aware) in which the same group has abandoned the LP's candidate
in favor of a Republican candidate for office in California.

I was especially surprised -- and appalled -- to see none other than Steve Kubby,
the LP's 1998 candidate for governor of California, hop on board the "Libertarians for
McClintock" campaign in an article for WorldNetDaily. And, when I visited the cam-
paign's web site, I was equally appalled to see the names of other prominent LP members
and activists listed as endorsers.

Unlike some, I'm not inclined to question the libertarian credentials of those who
choose to endorse conservative candidates like McClintock or Campbell. I can under-
stand the reasons why one might be moved to do so, even if I disagree with those rea-
sons.

However, I am moved to point out that the Libertarian Party is a political orga-
nization, distinct from other such organizations, with a mission that includes running
its own candidates for office rather than endorsing the candidates of other parties. And
I'm also inclined to a certain, very specific sentiment: Those "Libertarian leaders" who
do choose to go around endorsing non-LP candidates in races where the LP has a non-
repugnant candidate should never, ever, ever, under any circumstances, be considered
by the membership of the LP for election to Party office or nomination as candidates for
public office under the LP banner. They've established that their loyalties are not to the
LP, but to another party (or, alternatively, that they can't be relied on to have any loyal-
ties at all).
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The "Libertarians for (insert name of conservative Republican here)" movement
seems to be related in some way to an organization that calls itself the "Committee for a
Libertarian Majority." I have to wonder how this organization hopes to promote a Lib-
ertarian majority by fighting on the side of the Libertarian Party's opponents.

It is a given that none of the three candidates for governor of California who are
registered with the LP (including the candidate endorsed by the California LP's execu-
tive committee, Ned Roscoe) is going to win the election. It's also a damn good bet, ap-
proaching certainty, that Tom McClintock won't win that election. The difference be-
tween supporting Roscoe and supporting McClintock isn't electoral victory or defeat for
one or the other. The difference between supporting Roscoe and supporting McClin-
tock is supporting the LP or the GOP. And those who support the GOP versus the LP
shouldn't expect to the LP to clasp them to its bosom or place them in positions of lead-
ership or representation with the LP label attached. Those who are currently serving in
such leadership positions should be ejected from them at the next opportunity.

Is this a major issue for me? You're damn right it is. The Libertarian Party en-
trusted Art Olivier with its vice-presidential nomination in 2000. The Libertarian Party
entrusted Steve Kubby with its gubernatorial nomination in 1998. The Libertarian Party
entrusted Dick Boddie, an activist I've always admired, with its nominations for US Sen-
ate in 1992 and 1994, and a US House nomination in 2000. Various "Libertarian leaders
for McClintock" are current officers in LP county organizations, entrusted with the daily
work of a the LP.

And what does the LP get, in return for that trust? "Screw the LP -- I'm endorsing
their opponent."

No, "Libertarians for (insert name of conservative Republican here)." Screw you.
It's time for you to decide which political party is home, and to live with that decision.
The LP was not built for you to use as a vehicle with which to promote its enemies, and
it is intellectually dishonest of you to use it as such while continuing to belong to, and
especially to "lead," it.
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Reform School

Blogged on KN@PPSTER in April of 2005 (as three separate posts). Context: After the 2004
election cycle, I decided to take a break from the Libertarian Party and explore "major par-
ty" politics. No, not the Republicans -- the Democratic Freedom Caucus, a libertarian group
that hoped (and perhaps still hopes) to swing the Democratic Party in a libertarian direction.
I gave it a year before returning to the LP, but maintained my interest in, and commentary
on, the LP during that period. These three pieces are about the Libertarian Reform Caucus,
a group that ended up partially succeeding in their efforts at the 2006 Libertarian National
Convention (which, in turn, moved me to form the Boston Tea Party (which gets its own sec-
tion in this book).

Reform SchoolReform School

Having decided some time back to take my own political activities in a different
direction, I'm somewhat hesitant to comment on reform efforts in the Libertarian Party.
However, Brad Spangler asked for my opinion on his own thoughts. And my thoughts
on the subject are too long to constrain to a mere comment response. So. Here we go.

The Libertarian Reform Caucus's prescriptions seem very internally focused on
the party -- on its platforms, its bylaws, its membership oath ... on the organization.

Brad's critique seems, at first blush, to take the opposite tack. He thinks that what's
needed is not a "softening" of approach, but rather a concentration on creating more
people who like the party's ideology.

What's missing here?
To explain, I'm going to have to descend into marketing-speak. I hate to do that,

because there's great potential for misunderstanding. A political party is not a sixpack of
beer or a food processor or a knick-knack. It is not obvious that the techniques used to
sell any of those things can be easily adapted to the use of a political party. Nonetheless,
there are parallels -- and one of the problems is that the analogies are misunderstood.

Both the LRC and Brad seem to think that the party is the product. It isn't. It's the
store.

The platform isn't the product, either. It's the store's mission statement. The by-
laws aren't the product -- they're the operations manual. The oath ... well, let's just leave
the oath alone for now. It's a subject of interest, but not especially relevant to where I'm
going with this.

The party is the store. The products on the shelves are candidates, policy proposals
and such.

You don't sell the store. You sell the products.
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You don't sell the store's mission statement. You sell the store's products.
You don't sell the store's policy manual. You sell the store's products.
And, in the case of a political party, we're talking mail order, not retail floor space.

The customer doesn't -- or at least shouldn't -- have to actually visit the store to get the
products. They're available at finer polling places everywhere.

Are we on the same page so far? Okay. Point two:
One of the basics of sales doctrine is that you sell benefits, not features.
Kentucky Tavern is straight bourbon whiskey. By volume, it's 40% alcohol (80

proof). It's bottled by Glenmore Distilleries of Owensboro, Kentucky. Those are its fea-
tures.

Kentucky Tavern tastes good, it's cheap and it gets me plonked (says the review:
"Bright amber hue. Fiery wood-accented aromas. A soft attack leads to a medium-bodied
palate. Slightly hot, woody finish. Straightforward.") Those are its benefits.

Read the two paragraphs above. Think real hard. Try to figure out which para-
graph describes my reasons for purchasing a bottle of Kentucky Tavern.

Harry Browne gets this one right with The Great Libertarian Offer. Instead of flog-
ging the features of libertarianism -- the ideological fine points, the philosophical high-
lights -- he tries to explain to his readers what's in it for them. If the book has a failing, it's
that Harry is still trying to sell the store -- the Libertarian Party or libertarian ideology
-- rather than the product. But at least he's selling benefits instead of features, and that's
a start.

Any approach that focuses on:
a) selling ideology (feature) instead of policy outcomes (benefits); and
b) selling the party (store) instead of its candidates and policies (products)

... is doomed to fail. Especially in politics, because there's a third element involved.
The fact is that most people aren't ideologues or intellectuals. It's difficult for those

of us who are ideologues or intellectuals to see that -- we assume that most people are
like us. That assumption is incorrect.

Ideologues and intellectuals are the shopkeepers of politics. We keep the store
open. We stock the shelves. We sweep the floors.

Most people don't want to "join" a party. They don't want to man the cash register,
unload the truck, put the food in the freezers or mop. They want to walk in, buy what
they came for and get the hell out. They are customers, not shopkeepers. They want to
vote for candidates whom they believe are on their side ... and then they want to go home
and tune in to the latest episode of American Idol.

There is such a thing as party identification, of course. Many people classify them-
selves as Democrats or Republicans. A few of them are the shopkeepers -- the ideologues
and intellectuals -- of those parties. Most of them are just frequent customers who've
developed a habit of going to the store where they think they're getting the best deal.
Just as they do most of their shopping at Wal-Mart or buy most of their burgers from
McDonald's, they "buy" most of their political representation from the GOP or the De-
mocrats. That might be habit -- daddy shopped there, grandpa shopped there, why go
anywhere else? Or, in all too many cases, it may be because only one party has a well-
stocked "store" -- candidates, policy proposals and signage to call attention to them -- in
the neighborhood.
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The LP can't count on habit to drive party allegiance, because the Democrats and
Republicans have a 150+ year head start. And all the neighborhood locations, signage
and advertising in the world won't get the job done unless you've got the goods. "Branding"
is only effective if there's something to "brand" that's saleable in its own right. Nike brand
shoes sell like hotcakes. Nike brand air wouldn't sell at all.

If the LP is to succeed, it needs to start recruiting customers instead of shopkeep-
ers. It needs to sell the products instead of the store. And it needs to sell the benefits in-
stead of the features.

Reform School, ReduxReform School, Redux

I don't know whether to ascribe it to a failure of animadversion on my part, or to
tunnel vision on theirs, or perhaps to something completely different, but the guys at the
Libertarian Reform Caucus seem to have badly misunderstood my point in this post.

"Tom Knapp," writes Carl Milsted, "... seems to think that the main thing we need
to do is improve our sales pitch."

Well, no. As Dr. Milsted points out, there's no dearth of pitch assistance in the
movement -- Advocates for Self-Government and other groups, both in and out of the
Libertarian Party, have been honing presentation styles for years.

I agree with the LRC that the problem isn't the pitch, except in the narrow sense
that libertarians need to learn to sell benefits instead of features. What I disagree with
the LRC on is what the product line should be.

The LRC is, to my mind, still trapped in an unsupportable proposition: that the
products to be sold are the party's ideology and the party itself -- that the key to success
is selling "membership" in an organization based on personal identification with that or-
ganization's ideology.

I disagree. To me, a party is the store and the platform planks are its aisles. While I
don't have a problem with putting a more welcoming sign out front, widening the aisles
a bit and sprucing the place up so that it's a more congenial place to shop -- all of those
things are good ideas -- I believe that the product line, rightly understood, is a party's
candidates. The widest aisles and the nicest sign won't do the LP a bit of good until it
learns to recruit, promote and support candidates who can consistently win election and
re-election to, and promotion in, public office. Such candidates will bring people into
the store, and some of those people will be glad to help widen the aisles and sweep the
floors as "members." But dragging them into a store with nothing saleable on the shelves
is pointless. They have one look around, and then they're off down the street to stores
which offer them electable candidates.

That's the nut of my disagreement with LRC's approach. I think that a reform pro-
gram focusing on platform and membership recruitment is doomed to fail. I do, howev-
er, wish LRC well.
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Reform School for GirlsReform School for Girls

Never mind the post title. I was at a loss, and it seemed like good search engine
bait.

The topic -- for the third post -- is the Libertarian Reform Caucus and the com-
ments made on the most recent one.

We still seem to be talking past each other, and I'm fast reaching the point where
the game doesn't really look like it's worth the candle. I agree to an extent with Brad
Spangler's latest, but not so much that I don't want to get a few last licks in before giving
it up. So:

"Technically, the platform IS the product," writes Dr. Milsted. "The candidates are
the salespeople -- along with the other promoters in the party."

Bill Woolsey -- who has experience as a Libertarian actually elected to office -- says
"I would think about how the party platform influences the recruitment of candidates."

And Tim West is more blunt: "Until the LP's most self damaging crap is gone, you
CANT have the best candidates for LP races because they will look at the turd that is our
current platform and correctly assess that the Party's own document will be used against
them. This simplay canno[t] continue if the LP is going to be effective politically."

Each of them had more to say than that, of course. That's why I included a link. I'm
just summarizing.

More to the point, though, I'd like to quote Tim again: "In other words, it's not
a[n] all-or nothing process." By which he means, there's more than just the platform.
There's a set of interrelated issues at stake. I can agree with that.

Instead of taking it from the top and re-hashing the whole argument, I'm going to
just throw out some assertions and see what rings true:

1. One problem with the platform is that it's the platform of an ideological party
rather than a political party. In a European-style parliamentary democracy,
that would not be an insuperable barrier to success, since the party would get
some influence via proportional representation. Call it 1-2% in the legislatures.
Not enough to simply pass the platform plank, but enough to wield some in-
fluence in coalition with other parties on various issues, and to extract policy
compromises for throwing in with coalitions to fill the executive branch min-
istries. Of course, we don't have, and aren't likely to get, a European-style par-
liamentary system here in the US any time soon, so the LRC folks may have a
point. Why not a platform more fitted to a party that has to compete in "first
past the post" races?

2. On the other hand, the whole thing strikes me as similar to putting a whole
lot of money into trying to rebuild a 1971 Dodge Dart and make it into a 2004
Lexus. Why not just go out and buy a Lexus, or build one from a kit or some-
thing instead of trying to retrofit an obviously unsuitable vehicle?

3. On the third hand, let's be honest with ourselves. Even if the LP's entire plat-
form was trashed and built anew tomorrow, and even if that platform incor-
porated every change that you felt was desirable, it would be at least another
35 years before anyone noticed. For better or for worse, the LP has had more
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than three decades to become identified (and often mis-identified) in the pub-
lic mind with certain things. The platform could be changed to mandate the
death penalty for marijuana possession tomorrow and in 2016 most Ameri-
cans would still hear the words "Libertarian Party" and think "drug legaliza-
tion." Or, just as likely, "Lyndon LaRouche."

4. On the fourth hand (I'm starting to feel like Shiva here), the fact is that Lib-
ertarian candidates can and do win elections, the existing platform notwith-
standing. Not enough elections, but it's worth considering that a more produc-
tive approach than quibbling over the platform might be to study and emu-
late what those candidates are doing to get elected (and, often, re-elected). Be-
cause, to be honest, if the GOP and Democratic platforms were trotted out as
attack pieces in campaigns, they'd be devastating too. The LP platform is not
especially inferior (they say "Moon Treaty," I say "Human Cloning," and that
guy in the corner says "Single-Payer Healthcare") -- it's just an easy target be-
cause candidates allow themselves to be identified with it instead of creating
their own public images.

But you know, all of the stuff above will sort itself out, or it won't. I don't think
y'all at LRC are seeing the big picture, but I could be wrong. The important thing is that
you're questioning the orthodoxy, and that's the first step to arriving at answers.

During my brief tenure as an alternate on the Libertarian National Committee, I
undertook to be "champion" of one of the Strategic Plan items. I think it was #19, and it
was the dictum "there are no silver bullets." There weren't any then, and there aren't any
now. Whether or not the LP can be reformed and made into a viable political party is
an open question, but if there are any correct answers to that question, rest assured that
there are several correct answers, and all of them necessary to your proposed reform.
Good luck. A major reason for my decision to leave the LP was my personal conclusion
that it wasn't ready to get serious about finding those answers yet. If you're able to in-
spire it to get serious, you'll have my everlasting support, my personal gratitude and, just
possibly, my participation. Good luck.
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Taking Stands is Part of Politics

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, July 10, 2005.

On a state Libertarian Party-related email discussion list, one long-time member
expresses his dissatisfaction with the LP's "Exit Strategy for Iraq" thusly: "It would make
much more sense for us to acknowledge a difference of opinion among libertarians, but
the anti-defense wing prefers a purge."

There are several things wrong with this statement, among them the fact that the
pro-defense wing of the Libertarian Party is firmly opposed to the non-defensive war in
Iraq, and that taking a position on an issue is not a "purge." But the biggest flaw is this:

Political parties take positions. That's what they do. When issues are divisive in so-
ciety, they're going to be divisive among parties as well, but ultimately a party has to de-
cide what it stands for ... and stand for it, even if that means that some members leave,
and even if they throw around terms like "purge" on the way out the door that they are
voluntarily walking through.

In the past, this particular poster has expressed no problem with the Libertarian
Party staking out firm positions. For example, he is radically "pro-choice" on the abor-
tion issue, and he firmly supports the "pro-choice" plank in the Libertarian Party's plat-
form.

Now, abortion is far more divisive for Libertarians than the war issue is. A hefty
minority of LP members are "pro-life" to one degree or another; depending on how
you quantify it, either three or four of its last five presidential candidates have been at
least nominally "pro-life;" the party came within a couple percent of deleting the abor-
tion plank from its platform in 2002. Yet our "can't we just admit we have differences of
opinion on the war and drop the issue" poster doesn't think that the LP should drop the
abortion issue ... because he's got the party advocating his position on it.

LP members are far more united in opposition to the war on Iraq than they are in
support of the "pro-choice" side of the abortion debate. The pro-war faction in the LP
isn't infinitesimal in size, but it is small.

Furthermore, the war issue is the preeminent policy issue of the day. Abortion is,
to put it bluntly, a minor side issue for the simple reason that it is vanishingly unlikely
that there will be any change whatsoever in the status quo created by Roe v. Wade. Those
who support abortion have nothing to worry about, and those who oppose it are wast-
ing their time if they put too much energy into it. It's a deadlock.

What this poster is saying is that the LP must toe his line on minor, irrelevant is-
sues upon which it is deeply divided, but that on major issues where it is substantially
united, it should simply keep its trap shut so that he doesn't have to make a tough deci-
sion on whether to support or not support it.
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That's a recipe for failure in politics. Political parties either aggressively address the
issues of the day, or they remain irrelevant. The LP had to take a position on the war.
Now it has. Taking a position is not a "purge." As the author of the resolution which re-
sulted in his state party's own first actual purge -- i.e. involuntary removal -- of a mem-
ber, our dissatisfied poster should know this.
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I Pledge Allegiance .. to What?

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, February 25, 2006.

As I do not terribly infrequently, I'm about to address a matter of some controversy
within the Libertarian Party: "The Pledge." And, as always, I'm going to issue a few dis-
claimers so that there's no misunderstanding of where I'm coming from:

• I am an anarchist. Please, make no mistake about that. Given my druthers, this here
society would be stateless starting some time yesterday. I'm not going to argue that
libertarianism and anarchism are incompatible, nor am I going to argue that they're
identical, because they are, in fact, neither. Anarchism is a subset of libertarianism;
many of its adherents plausibly claim that it is the only such subset which is con-
sistent, either internally or with reality, and I tend to sympathize with that assess-
ment, but a car with a blown engine is still a car.

• I am, for better or worse, a political libertarian. I often veer toward the anti-polit-
ical, but two things drag me back into electoral politics. The first, I'm ashamed to
say, is addiction. I can't stand to be on the sidelines when the teams are on the field.
I love working on electoral causes and for electoral candidates and campaigns. I'm
not going to stop doing so until and unless electoral politics as such ceases to exist
(and I don't expect it to do so in my lifetime). The second is that since it exists, and
since I expect it to continue to exist, it makes sense to me to influence it as best I can
to produce the best possible outcomes from the standpoint of increasing freedom
and decreasing the size, scope and power of government.

• Because I am an anarchist, I have no problem with certifying that I oppose the ini-
tiation of force to achieve political or social goals (which is the content of the Lib-
ertarian Party's membership "pledge"). However, since I want the Libertarian Party
to achieve political success -- to elect its candidates to offices from which they can
more effectively work to increase freedom and decrease the size, scope and power
of government -- I don't believe that it's wise to exclude from party membership
those who aren't anarchists and who will, if they understand the provenance and
meaning of "the pledge," decline to sign.
The recurring debate, of course, is whether "the pledge" is actually anarchistic (or at

least minarchistic to the exclusion of, say, coercive taxation), or whether it means some-
thing else entirely. I despair of ever putting this argument entirely to bed, but it doesn't
hurt to go on record with the facts every once in awhile and hope that some of the dis-
putants take notice. This morning, in the course of arguing the subject on an email dis-
cussion list, I had occasion to do a wee bit of jackleg historical research, and I think it's
worth sharing.
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The context: Often, when debating the meaning of "the pledge," Libertarians cite
David F. Nolan, the "founder" (with a few others, but generally recognized as the prime
mover in the founding) of the Libertarian Party, to the effect that "the pledge" was sim-
ply intended to let the FBI know that the members of this new political party weren't
bomb-throwing revolutionists who would shortly be assaulting the Nixon White House
with Molotov cocktails.

Now, as a matter of fact, I'm uncertain (and have been unable to easily determine)
when "the pledge" was adopted as a membership requirement. It may have been later, at
one of the LP's more organized conventions during the Ford, Carter or Reagan admin-
istrations, in which case, Nolan's opinion of its meaning may carry slightly less weight --
although there's no doubt that he was a moving force in the party throughout that pe-
riod, as he continues to be. But I'm willing to provisionally accept the notion that "the
pledge" was adopted at or around the time of the party's formation, either some time in
its first year or possibly even around the table in Nolan's Denver apartment at its first
organizational meeting. Let's use that timeline as a starting point.

I've stated the content of the pledge. In every form I've seen, it includes the very
specific phrase "initiation of force." That's important. That phrase has a history which
pre-dates the formation of the LP by at least a decade-and-a-half and possibly longer. It
is a phrase which carried great weight among the adherents of two particular schools of
libertarian thought throughout the 1960s: The Objectivists and the Misesian "anarcho-
capitalists" (i.e. the disciples/compatriots, respectively, of Ayn Rand and of Murray N.
Rothbard).

Nolan -- or at least those who cite him -- expect the rest of us to believe that the
occurrence of the phrase in the LP's membership pledge was a mere coincidence: That it
did not arise from the ubiquitous use of that phrase within the movement from which
the party emerged. Even at first blush, that assertion looks pretty untenable. Nonethe-
less, earlier today, George Phillies took it a bit further (on the aforementioned list),
which inspired my little research binge.

Quoth George: "[In the 1960s, I did] however, note that except in a few places
[O]bjectivism had a peculiar cult status, and it is therefore not surprising that Nolan, the
author of the party pledge, might not have taken the phrasings of the [O]bjectivists or
their politics foes, the anarchists, seriously."

The following is an extended and revised version of my reply:
Nolan himself says that he did take them seriously. In the very first paragraph of

the article which he wrote in 1971, promoting the formation of the Libertarian Party
("The Case for a Libertarian Political Party," published in the July-August 1971 issue of
the Society for Individual Liberty's "The Individualist" magazine, available online, Nolan
describes the movement to which he belongs, and which he hopes to form into a party,
as a coalition of "Randists, Miseists (sic), and elements of the old 'radical right.'"

If Nolan didn't take the Objectivists (Randists) and anarchists (Murray Rothbard
was the de facto leader of the Misesian anarchists) seriously, why did he describe them as
the core of the party he wanted to establish? And given the fact that he did describe them
in such terms, why the hell should anyone believe that the use of a term of art with spe-
cific, explicit meaning to those two groups would meaning something entirely different
when adopted as the membership criterion for such a party?
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Nolan's biography at the Advocates for Self-Government site specifically lists Ayn
Rand as a writer who "cemented his innate libertarianism." Is it possible that someone
who regarded Rand in such terms, and whose libertarianism took the form of political
action, would entirely miss the core principle of the political branch of her philosophy?

Whatever may be open to disagreement, there is one act of evil that may not,
the act that no man may commit against others and no man may sanction or
forgive. So long as men desire to live together, no man may initiate -- do you
hear me? No man may start -- the use of physical force against others.

-- from Galt's Speech in Atlas Shrugged (1957), and For the New Intellectual (1961), by
Ayn Rand

The recognition of individual rights entails the banishment of physical force
from human relationships: basically, rights can be violated only by means of
force. In a capitalist society, no man or group may initiate the use of physical
force against the others.

-- from "What is Capitalism?" in Capitalism: The Unkown Ideal (1966), by Ayn Rand
Next let's look at Rothbard -- leader of the second faction which Nolan wanted to

form a party around. The specific phrase "initiation of force" or "initiate force" seems to
be less prominent in his earlier writings, but his followers (who mixed it up with the Ob-
jectivists quite a bit) used the phrase to describe his holdings and to contrast them with
what they considered a heretical Randian reading thereof, and which are summarized as
follows in this quickly found, pre-LP, pre-"pledge" quote:

The fundamental axiom of libertarian theory is that no one may threaten or
commit violence ("aggress") against another man's person or property. Vio-
lence may be employed only against the man who commits such violence; that
is, only defensively against the aggressive violence of another. In short, no vi-
olence may be employed against a nonaggressor. Here is the fundamental rule
from which can be deduced the entire corpus of libertarian theory.

-- from "War, Peace and the State" (1963), by Murray N. Rothbard
The actual phrase "initiation of force" seems to have crept into Rothbard's personal

vocabulary later rather than sooner, but by 1973 (when he also became involved with
the LP, according to Justin Raimondo's biography, An Enemy of the State, although he'd
certainly been active in circles including LP activists before that) -- after the LP was cre-
ated, but I'm pretty sure before the pledge was codified in the bylaws -- he'd published a
book based on and flowing from the following premise:

The libertarian creed rests upon one central axiom: that no man or group of
men may aggress against the person or property of anyone else. This may be
called the "nonaggression axiom." "Aggression" is defined as the initiation of
the use or threat of physical violence against the person or property of anyone
else.
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-- from For a New Liberty: The Libertarian Manifesto (1973), by Murray N. Rothbard
Rothbard had previously explicitly described this "libertarian creed" extensively,

including in a 1971 editorial in The New York Times. While he may have been fairly ob-
scure within the context of 1971 America, he was by no means obscure within the liber-
tarian movement. He could even be reasonably described as a founder of that movement.
He had been a prominent figure within that movement for two decades and he'd con-
tested status as the most prominent figure within that movement with Ayn Rand since
the mid-1950s.

It strains credulity well beyond the breaking point to state with a straight face that
David Nolan, the other people around his table in Denver, or the 85 "founding" mem-
bers of the LP -- let alone those who presumably subsequently gathered in convention
and passed bylaws incorporating "the pledge" -- were blithely and completely unaware of
the history and tenets of the movement which they were trying to take into the political
arena, of the identities or ideas of that movement's intellectual leaders, whose writings
had largely formed their own views.

Taken in its obvious historical context, the pledge clearly derives from a Randian
and/or Rothbardian worldview and therefore -- at a bare minimum -- clearly and indis-
putably binds its takers to a no-coercive-taxes approach (which even the "Randian mi-
narchists" held to), and less clearly and less indisputably (but still arguably) to Rothbar-
dian anarchism.

The only way to get around that conclusion is to assert that the framers of the
pledge were a bunch of drooling morons who in some strange trance state spontaneously
and collectively forgot the entire content of the ideas they stood for, while simultaneous-
ly functioning efficiently enough to put together an organization to politically support
said ideas -- even running a presidential ticket as early as a year after the party's forma-
tion -- and who just happened to randomly pick words out of the dictionary which were
identical to nearly two decades of predominant phraseology relating to those ideas, for
the purpose of saying something entirely different.

As the folks at Alcoholics Anonymous like to say, the first step in recovery is ad-
mitting that one has a problem. Likewise, the first step in dealing with the issue of "the
pledge" -- whether one wants to keep it, alter it or abolish it -- is to treat it as what it is,
rather than what some, at this late date, would like it to be seen as.
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Harry Browne, 1933-2006

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, March 2, 2006.

Harry Browne was the first presidential candidate I actually felt good about voting
for -- the first one who wasn't just a "lesser evil," and the first one who didn't leave me
worried that I'd regret having supported him if he actually won.

I worked for Harry's opponents (Rick Tompkins and Don Gorman) in the 1996
and 2000 Libertarian Party presidential nomination races, but once the party had decid-
ed, I still believed that we had not only the best, but the only acceptable, candidate on the
ballot in November.

I'm sure that Libertarians from further back felt the same way about Ed Clark or
Andre Marrou, and that newer Libertarians experienced the same thrill when pulling
the lever for Michael Badnarik. But I joined the party in 1996, so for me the first great
presidential candidate will always be Harry Browne.

As often as we were on opposite sides of contests and controversies within the
party, it was simply impossible not to like Harry. As often as I disagreed with him on
strategy, it was impossible not to admire his gift for communicating libertarian ideas in
a reasonable, friendly, engaging way. I know a number of party members who got po-
litically active after reading his Why Government Doesn't Work and/or The Great Liber-
tarian Offer, not to mention a boatload of Old Guard libertarians who cut their teeth on
How I Found Freedom in an Unfree World.

Harry wasn't afraid to be right when the public was wrong or the party was divid-
ed.

He kept the LP right on the drug war before the medical marijuana dominoes be-
gan to fall, state by state and his position became "mainstream."

When he suggested during his 2000 campaign that bounties on leaders of "rogue
states" were preferable to war, he was roundly ridiculed, even by many of his own party.
But in early 2001, without irony or even acknowledgement, Republican congressman
Bob Barr introduced a bill precisely matching Harry's prescription.

After his presidential candidacies and after 9/11, he was a leader among libertari-
ans in principled opposition to US military adventurism, even while the vast majority of
Americans screamed for the blood they are now trying in vain to wash from their hands.

In 1998, the Curbstone Critic and I were privileged to escort Harry and his lovely
wife Pamela from the Springfield, Missouri airport to the state LP's convention in Bran-
son. The Critic -- who, due mostly to his acquaintance with me, regards libertarians as
a bunch of harebrained, drug-addled anarcho-hippies -- seemed charmed, although he
didn't experience a political epiphany or anything of the sort (the only specifics of con-
versation I recall are Harry's comments on the 17th Amendment and The Critic's lecture
on the geology of the Marshfield Plateau as we drove over it).
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At other times, the opportunity came up to converse with Harry for a few minutes
over a drink or between events at LP functions. He was always gracious. He always re-
membered me -- and, as far as I could tell, everyone else he'd ever met. When I stood in
for candidate Aaron Russo as a guest on Harry's radio show during the 2004 nomination
race, he tore me and my candidate apart ... without ever once speaking rudely or in an
accusatory manner. It was always hard to go up against Harry, even when he was wrong.
The raft of righteous zeal always seemed to break apart on the reef of his congenial man-
ner, to the frustration of his detractors.

The last time I saw Harry was in Atlanta in 2004, at the Libertarian Party's national
convention. He was signing copies of his latest book, Liberty A-Z: 872 Libertarian Sound
Bytes You Can Use Right Now. He greeted me by name and shook my hand. The following
year, he took over as president of Free Market News Network, with which I'm proud to
be affiliated as a contributing editor.

Harry Browne died yesterday. He was 72.
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Principles, Purposes and Parties

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, May 21, 2007.

I hadn't intended to reply to Dr. Carl Milsted's latest piece, "Party of Principle --
the Inherent Contradiction." We've been around similar trees several times.

But, what the hell. Third Party Watch excerpted Dr. Milsted's article, and, as I am
wont to do I got mouthy in the comments, and ended up writing what looks to me like
a fairly well-rounded article. I also think that a couple of older pieces (preceding, I think,
Dr. Milsted's public debut as a "reformer") might be of interest on the topic. My own
thinking has evolved some since writing them, but they are [web links elided] if you're
interested. And now, that extended comment (with one edit, noted by a strikeout and
replacement -- I mixed up two related words myself!):

Here's the thing: Dr. Milsted has it wrong from the second paragraph, as soon as
he posits winning elections as a "purpose" of the LP.

"Winning elections" is not a purpose. It's a goal, the achievement of which is sup-
posed to advance the purpose.

The purpose of the Libertarian Party is "to implement and give voice to the princi-
ples embodied in the Statement of Principles."

Dr. Milsted may not think that is the appropriate purpose of a political party. For
that matter, I may not think so, either. Nonetheless, that is the purpose of the Libertari-
an Party. If you don’t believe me, read the bylaws for yourself.

The purpose mentioned above is followed by the word "by," and that is followed
by a list of various activities which the party is to engage in to achieve its purpose.

Listed goal #1: "[F]unctioning as a libertarian political entity separate and distinct
from all other political parties or movements ..." This goal has arguably been achieved in
spades, and it has contributed to the purpose (giving voice to, etc.).

Listed goal #2: "[M]oving public policy in a libertarian direction by building a po-
litical party that elects Libertarians to public office ..." The LP has made some progress
on this goal -- not nearly enough, but some.

Listed goal #3: "[C]hartering affiliate parties throughout the United States and
promoting their growth and activities ..." The Libertarian Party has, or at least had (I've
heard that some have become defunct, but don't know it for a fact) affiliate parties in
all 50 states and the District of Columbia. Most of us would freely admit that the "sup-
porting their growth and activities" part of the goal has been achieved unevenly over the
years.

Listed goal #4: "[N]ominating candidates for President and Vice-President of the
United States, and supporting Party and affiliate party candidates for political office ..."
This would presumably really be a subsidiary goal of #2. The LP has engaged in various
support activities for its candidates, from "candidate training" seminars to ballot access
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assistance, over the years. Whether the goal has been routinely satisfactorily achieved is
a matter of opinion.

Listed goal #5: "[E]ntering into public information activities." Once again, how
well this goal has been achieved is a matter of opinion, and that opinion has varied over
time and between individuals.

BUT ... let's get back to listed goal #2.
The only reason to have that goal is to use it to fulfill the PURPOSE of the party.
Dr. Milsted frequently attempts to smuggle in the subsidiary goal as the purpose,

because if he can do so, he doesn't have to discuss the purpose ... something he doesn't
want to do, since the purpose is at odds with many of his stated goals.

The purpose of the party is to "implement and give voice to the principles" of the
following:

We, the members of the Libertarian Party, challenge the cult of the omnipotent
state and defend the rights of the individual.
We hold that all individuals have the right to exercise sole dominion over their
own lives, and have the right to live in whatever manner they choose, so long as
they do not forcibly interfere with the equal right of others to live in whatever
manner they choose.

Governments throughout history have regularly operated on the opposite
principle, that the State has the right to dispose of the lives of individuals and
the fruits of their labor. Even within the United States, all political parties oth-
er than our own grant to government the right to regulate the lives of individ-
uals and seize the fruits of their labor without their consent.

We, on the contrary, deny the right of any government to do these things,
and hold that where governments exist, they must not violate the rights of any
individual: namely, (1) the right to life -- accordingly we support the prohi-
bition of the initiation of physical force against others; (2) the right to liber-
ty of speech and action -- accordingly we oppose all attempts by government
to abridge the freedom of speech and press, as well as government censorship
in any form; and (3) the right to property -- accordingly we oppose all gov-
ernment interference with private property, such as confiscation, nationaliza-
tion, and eminent domain, and support the prohibition of robbery, trespass,
fraud, and misrepresentation.

Since governments, when instituted, must not violate individual rights, we
oppose all interference by government in the areas of voluntary and contrac-
tual relations among individuals. People should not be forced to sacrifice their
lives and property for the benefit of others. They should be left free by govern-
ment to deal with one another as free traders; and the resultant economic sys-
tem, the only one compatible with the protection of individual rights, is the free
market.

If you read the above to prohibit (for example) coercive taxation, you're reading it
right. Dr. Milsted doesn't have to like that, but that's the way it is.

"Winning elections" is a laudable goal -- but unless winning elections "implements
and gives voice to" the above, it does not support the purpose of the Libertarian Party.
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Dr. Milsted wants the party to have a different purpose than it does, among other
reasons because he disagrees with many of the implications of its current purpose ...

... but his way of advocating that is dishonest: Instead of hitting the issue head on,
he chooses to pretend that the party already has a different purpose than it does, and
hope that nobody calls him on it until can present the transformation of the party as a
fait accompli and let the broken rules fall under their own weight.

Oddly enough, I agree with Dr. Milsted on a number of things.
For one thing, I believe that the Libertarian Party should rethink its purpose early

and often, whether it chooses to change that purpose or not after doing so.
For another, I believe that the Libertarian Party should seriously consider whether

or not the various subsidiary goals listed in its bylaws are compatible with and/or ad-
vance the purpose. To take it a step further, I believe that the LP is in a three-way, not
two-way (as per Milsted) bind. It's trying to use "educational" tactics and a reformist
strategy to support a revolutionary purpose.

Dr. Milsted would ultimately like to see the purpose of the party changed, and
its tactics and strategy brought into supportive line with that purpose. He shouldn’t be
ashamed to say so.

On one point, he is right: We are never going to achieve the goal purpose in ques-
tion by "winning elections," nor will we "win elections" routinely and ubiquitously if
we approach elections as "the" way of achieving the stated purpose. Translation: In the
current system, American majorities aren't going to vote for the agenda outlined in the
Statement of Principles, nor for a platform which is correctly derived from that State-
ment of Principles, nor for candidates who unabashedly advocate said Statement and said
platform.

The LP needs to change its purpose, or change its tactics and strategies for achiev-
ing that purpose, or change the system. Maybe some combination of the three. Dr. Mil-
sted (surreptitiously) advocates changing the purpose. I'm torn between changing the
tactics and strategies or changing the system. The difference between Dr. Milsted and I
is that I don't try to pretend that the purpose is something other than what it is. That
pretense has been going around for some time, and like all pretenses, it serves only to
confuse the issues.
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A Modest Suggestion for LP Reform

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, June 9, 2007.

First off, credit where credit is due: I'm pretty sure that the originator, in rough
form, of the idea I'm about to propose is none other than George Phillies, currently a
candidate for the Libertarian Party's 2008 presidential nomination. George, correct me
in comments if I'm wrong on that ... and if you have an archived version of your own
proposal on the web anywhere, please link it.

I'll phrase the proposal first as two amendments to the bylaws of the Libertarian
Party, then explain it.

I move that the words "Vice-President" and "Vice-Presidential," along with any
preceding conjunctions ("or," "and," etc.) be stricken from the bylaws of the
Libertarian Party.

... and ...

I move that Article 12 of the bylaws of the Libertarian Party be amended with
the addition of a new section ("Section 6") to read as follows: "Each affiliate
party shall nominate a Vice-Presidential candidate to appear on the ballot of its
state, district or territory with that of the Party's nationally nominated Presi-
dential candidate."

I shall now argue in support of both motions.
• In an election campaign -- as opposed to in office -- the function of the vice-pres-

idential candidate is generally to stump for the presidential candidate, not to create
a personal reputation for his or her own credentials. 50+ vice-presidential candi-
dates can do 50+ as times much stumping of that sort. Remember Howard Dean's
"50-state campaign" proposal for the Democrats? This is a way for the LP to do the
same thing on the cheap (hold that thought -- we'll be coming back to it).

• The single exception to the above is the series of debates held by vice-presidential
candidates leading up to the general election ... a series of debates to which the Lib-
ertarian Party's vice-presidential candidate has never been invited, and to which he
is unlikely to be invited in the near future. And if an invitation is forthcoming? No
problem -- either send the vice-presidential candidate who appears on the ballot in
the state where the debate is to be held, or have the presidential candidate choose
one running mate to represent the party in all of those debates.
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• The Libertarian Party can claim no elected governors, US Representatives or US
Senators -- the kind of public officials who have the national reputation and name
recognition to campaign effectively as vice-presidential candidates on a national lev-
el. The LP does, however, have at its disposal a corps of local elected and appoint-
ed officials who at least have some reputation and name recognition in their home
states. These individuals would make ideal "one state vice-presidential candidates."
They could continue to serve in local office and campaign for the presidential ticket
in their own states, without having to travel great distances and with the leverage
of what reputation and name recognition they do have at their full disposal and at
the disposal of the presidential candidate.

• I referred to campaign finance issues above. Not only would having 50+ vice-pres-
idential candidates allow for a "50-state campaign" on the cheap, it would also con-
tribute to better financing of the presidential campaign. Here's why:

Until the presidential nomination is conferred, all campaigns operate indepen-
dently and are allowed to raise money to the full limits allowed under campaign finance
law. For example, in the 2008 cycle, a presidential or vice-presidential candidate (the
FEC treats them as the same animal) can receive a maximium contribution, from any
one individual, of $2,300 prior to the nomination. The presidential candidate can receive
an additional $2,300 after the nomination.

On the day after the nominations are conferred, the vice-presidential campaign(s)
legally merge with the presidential campaign. The vice-presidential candidate('s)(s') trea-
sury goes into the presidential candidate's treasury, and they are one campaign.

I see no difference in principle between mergers, in this fashion, of two campaigns
and 50-odd campaigns. There is, however, a possibility of great quantitative advantage.

Suppose I had, and wanted to contribute, $100,000 or so to the LP's presidential
campaign. I couldn't do it. I could contribute $2,300 to the presidential candidate before
the nomination, and another $2,300 after. I could also have contributed $2,300 to the
vice-presidential candidate before the primary. Total potential contribution to people
who actually end up running in the general election: $6,900.

But what if I could contribute $2,300 each to vice-presidential candidates in 50
states and the District of Columbia, plus a total of $4,600 to the presidential candidate?
Assuming that those vice-presidential candidates would not be spending much of their
money before the nomination, this would ultimately constitute a perfectly legal contri-
bution of up to $121,900 to the LP's presidential campaign(s).

[N.B. I'm leaving out US territories like Puerto Rico and Guam, who receive no
electoral votes ... but I'm pretty sure that similar campaign and contribution scenarios
would apply there as well.]

If there were even ten individuals in the United States who cared to do something
like that, the LP's general election campaign for the presidency would get a boost of more
than a million bucks ... most of it in the bank immediately upon nomination instead of
having to be raised in the few hectic months between the nomination and election.

And that million dollars would be augmented by the fact that the LP's presidential
slate would have 50+ candidates, rather than two, simultaneously campaigning all over
the country (cheaply! -- the vice-presidential candidate from Minnesota wouldn't have
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to be flying to Los Angeles to make a speech ... because the VP candidate from California
could drive up from San Diego to do so).

This is obviously not the kind of proposal that a strong national party, in true
contention for the presidency, would seriously consider. The LP, however, is not such a
party -- and this is a tactic which it might use to enhance its ability to eventually become
such a party.

The system in which we work has put in place many structural barriers to our suc-
cess. We owe it to ourselves to acknowledge those barriers and find creative ways over,
under or around them, rather than simply continuing to bruise ourselves by running up
against them in the same way, election after election.

It's too late for this tactic to be implemented in the 2008 election cycle. I urge the
delegates to next year's national convention in Denver to consider amending the bylaws
so that it is available to us for 2012.
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A Note from the Sausage Factory

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, June 10, 2007

Earlier today, I moved approval of the following resolution by the executive com-
mittee of the Missouri Libertarian Party:

Whereas the platform of the Missouri Libertarian Party advocates 75% voter
approval as the minimum standard for all tax increases or new taxes, it is the
sense of the executive committee that local ordinances which:
a) Are passed by representative councils or appointed rulemaking bodies
rather than by the voters, and

b) Levy indirect taxes on business owners by requiring them to act as proxies
for government law enforcement agencies at their own expense;

are contrary to the platform of the Libertarian Party and are therefore not
entitled to the support of the party or the party's members, supporters, candi-
dates for public office, or elected or appointed public officials.

The motion died for lack of a second.
In offering the motion, I sought to discharge my duty to the Missouri Libertarian Par-

ty by offering it the chance to distance itself -- quietly, gently and without undue con-
troversy -- from a particular piece of bizarre anti-libertarian nonsense with which the
media has associated it, by the mild expedient of endorsing its own platform.

In declining that opportunity, the executive committee has implicitly indicated that
it prefers that the matter be handled other than quietly, gently and without undue con-
troversy. While I consider that preference to be a regrettable error, I now reluctantly
comply:

I have known Doug Burlison for ~12 years. He was one of the most valuable and
appreciated volunteers in my own 1997 campaign for a seat on the city council he now
serves on. I have always considered Doug a friend, and a fine libertarian, and I still do.

BUT:
The Libertarian Party does not support requiring business owners to act as govern-

ment law enforcement agents.
The Libertarian Party certainly doesn't support requiring business owners to act as

government law enforcement agents at their own expense above and beyond their regular
tax bill, and under threat of fines and ultimately business closure should they fail to satisfac-
torily comply.

I do not know how it came about that Doug Burlison fell under the sway of an anti-
libertarian, anti-free-market, anti-business hate group (the "Minuteman Civil [sic] De-
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fense [sic] Corps") to such an extent that he would attempt to write their agenda into law
at the expense not only of that group's victims of choice (immigrants), but of the fellow
citizens who elected him to protect them from such depredations.

I do, however, know that the ordinance not only does not represent, but is in irrecon-
ciliable conflict with, the platform of the Missouri Libertarian Party -- and I am ashamed
that that party's executive committee declined to even weakly state that obvious fact in
its own self-defense. I apologize to my fellow Libertarians, and to the people of Missouri,
for my inability to dissuade the executive committee from this failure of responsibility.

I hope that Doug Burlison will reconsider both his associations with domestic terror-
ist organizations and his sponsorship of this rephrehensible legislation. And I pray that
the Missouri LP's chosen leaders will choose, in the future, to defend the party when it
is attacked, rather than cower in silence as they did today.
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Against Stockholm Libertarianism

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, June 19, 2007.

We should repeal all of America's 20,000-odd "gun control" laws. But of course,
we can't do that ... until we've eliminated homicide.

We should close down the war on drugs. But of course, we can't do that ... until
we've scourged away every last vestige of the human desire for intoxication.

We should eliminate Social Security. But of course, we can't do that ... until all its
current and future payees lie a-mouldering the grave, having never missed a monthly
check.

If I put any of these propositions up for debate, my fellow libertarians would make
short work of me. They'd have my head on a platter. It would be easy, because all three
of the propositions are ridiculous on their faces.

Under the present welfare system, a vote for open borders is a vote for higher
taxes for all. Someday, the Libertarian message of peace, liberty, and prosper-
ity reach [sic] the entire world. All people will then enjoy the freedom and high
standard of living we take for granted. In that day, immigration and open bor-
ders will be non-issues.

Sound familiar? That's George Phillies, candidate for the Libertarian Party's 2008
presidential nomination.

We must secure our borders before we can deal with the issue of how to deal
with illegal immigrants already in our country.

Heard something like that somewhere before? That's Wayne Allyn Root, candi-
date for the Libertarian Party's 2008 presidential nomination.

Physically secure our borders and coastlines. We must do whatever it takes to
control entry into our country before we undertake complicated immigration
reform proposals. ... taxpayers should not pay for illegal immigrants who use
hospitals, clinics, schools, roads, and social services.

Ring a bell? Hey, it's Ron Paul, Republican presidential nomination candidate. I'm
including him because despite his recent born again hard claims to represent conserva-
tivism, most libertarians regard him as one of our own.

It's not just presidential candidates, of course.
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The problem with so many libertarian formulations is that they do not respect
reality. Rather, they hold up the libertarian ideal, lament its unattainablility,
and refuse to debate the issue until the ideal is achieved. That's intellectually
lazy. It's also an affront to reality, the rational man's anchor.
And the reality is that the American welfare state is accreting, not shrinking.
The reality is that the more libertarians support the importation of impover-
ished minorities, with a tradition of aggressively manipulating the political ap-
paratus to obtain property not theirs --the more intractable the welfare state
will become.

-- Ilana Mercer, "The work open-border libertarians won't do," at Free Market News
Network

This is what is evident in the current debate about illegal immigration: The wel-
fare state is the underlying fundamental problem. Until that system is abol-
ished, until a revolutionary change occurs and no Peter is looted for the sake of
any Paul -- whether poor, rich, legal or illegal -- there will be no solution to the
illegal immigration problem.

-- Tibor R. Machan, "Welfare state and illegal immigration," in the Orange County
Register

In a world with radically different levels of economic freedom (and thus of
economic prosperity), relatively free and prosperous nations cannot allow
completely unrestricted immigration without risking serious socioeconomic
disruption.

-- Brian Holtz, "Iraq Exit, Social Security, and Immigration," Knowing Humans
Ladies and gentlemen, what we have here is a hostage situation.
It's a neat scam, this holding of one positive reform hostage, while around the

corner your political enemies hold its counterpart hostage as well. You won't let your
hostage go until they let their hostage go. And they won't let their hostage go until you
let yours go (and they'd really rather you didn't).

No muss, no fuss -- you've both successfully avoided responsibility. They've avoid-
ed doing something they don't want to do anyway, you've avoided doing something you
claim you want to do but are looking for an excuse not to advocate. It's the pleading
prayer of St. Augustine -- Da mihi castitatem et continentiam, sed noli modo! -- cleverly
disguised as practical political necessity.

There are probably as many extant definitions of libertarianism as there are liber-
tarians (even "Zero Aggression Principle" libertarians often disagree on what course that
principle dictates in various circumstances). Among the strangest of those definitions is
this "I stand for freedom -- just as soon as those other guys do, and not a moment before"
nonsense.

As popular as Know-Nothing bullshit -- festooned with "I'd love to advocate im-
migration freedom, but first you have to convince that guy over there to give up his
food stamps" hostage-taking camouflage -- seems to have become in what passes for a
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libertarian movement these days, I'm surprised we're not all running into each other at
Stockholm Syndrome Survivor conventions. Fortunately, there's a cure.
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Excerpt and Notes: Cargo Cult Libertarians

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, May 5, 2008.

This is part of an article I wrote some years ago, the rest of which is trapped in the
bowels of a mySQL database that used to run an obsolete version of one of my sites. I'm
posting it here because I intend to refer to it in comments elsewhere.

Excerpt:

The cargo cults are religions (or something resembling religions) which took
root in South Pacific Islands after WWII. Observing that Westerners had
such amenities as refrigerators, air conditioners, etc., and that Westerners
were brought shiny new things by airplanes, the cargo cultists hypothesized a
connection. They built elaborate replicas of technological devices -- refrigera-

tors of wood and bamboo which looked exactly like the Kenmore [TM] in your
kitchen, in the hopes that, if they looked and acted enough like Westerners, the
airplanes would arrive with shiny new stuff for them. Yes, this is an over-sim-
plification, but it'll do for the point I’m trying to make.
Cargo Cult Libertarians observe that successful Republican and Democrat po-
liticans wear suits and power ties, that successful Republican and Democrat
politicians exude confidence, that successful Republican and Democrat politi-
cians shy from the radical, and that successful Republican and Democrat
politicians take a smooth, milquetoast, middle of the road, "well, Bob" approach
in media interviews.

From this, they hypothesize that if they, as Libertarians, wear suits and
power ties, exude confidence, shy from the radical, and take a smooth, milque-
toast, middle of the road, "well, Bob" approach in media interviews and pub-
lic appearances, that they will magically become successful Libertarian politi-
cians.

Needless to say, it doesn't work that way. Voters who want cuddly, well-
dressed, moderate, confidence-exuding, "well Bob" politicians already have
them. We call them Republicans and Democrats. The LP's future, if it has one,
lies precisely with those Americans who sense a need for a radical, in your face,
"well, Bob, fuck the conventional wisdom" alternative.

Notes:
While I still think the above is solid, I also believe I drew some erroneous con-

clusions from it at the time. To clarify: I don't have anything against suits, power ties,
confidence or smooth rhetorical delivery per se.
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What I do have a problem with is the idea that any of those things trump, or can
be usefully substituted for, libertarianism in a libertarian campaign.

I don't believe that libertarian ideas can only succeed if they're disguised and smug-
gled in rather than openly advocated. I don't believe that libertarian ideas can be imple-
mented in the real world by jettisoning them at the first hint of controversy.

And I sure as hell don't believe that the Libertarian Party should submit to ex-
tortion on the part of Cargo Cultists whose main threat is "if you don't ditch your lib-
ertarian presidential candidates and nominate a Cargo Cultist, we'll .... TALK ABOUT
LIBERTARIANISM!" Just because Cargo Cultists find libertarianism embarrassing and
controversial, that doesn't mean that the rest of us do too.

Now, granted, my strong preference this year is to run a "mainstream" campaign
for Congress, focusing on issues that American voters care about and that large numbers
of American voters tend toward the libertarian side of: Ending the war on Iraq, cutting
taxes, repealing the USA PATRIOT ACT, ending marriage apartheid, etc. Not non-lib-
ertarian ideas, but rather the libertarian ideas that are most likely to elicit a positive re-
sponse. Leading with your most timely and popular positions just makes sense.

But ... I don't negotiate with terrorists. When the Cargo Cultists tell me that if my
party doesn't nominate one of their ilk for president they'll spend the summer and fall
hyping the issues they find embarrassing, my reaction is simple: Go for it, and right back
at ya.

To put it a different way:
• If the Libertarian Party nominates a libertarian (Steve Kubby or Mary Ruwart, for

example) for president, I'll happily spend the summer and fall campaigning on end-
ing the war on Iraq, cutting taxes, repealing the USA PATRIOT ACT, ending mar-
riage apartheid, etc., exactly as I expect that presidential candidate will.-

• If, on the other hand, the Libertarian Party nominates one of the Cargo Cultists'
preferred candidates [bolded material edited after initial publication] (Wayne
Allyn Root or Bob Barr, for example) for president, I may just forego my own cam-
paign aspirations and instead spend my time promoting the presidential campaign
... by circulating brochures featuring private ownership of nukes and legal heroin
for six-year-olds.
Go ahead. Try me.
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The Key Word is "Principled"

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, October 7, 2008.

The Libertarian Party Radical Caucus's Key Point #3:

Principled Populism -- The Libertarian Party should be a mass-participation
party operating in the electoral arena and elsewhere, devoted to consistent lib-
ertarian principle, and committed to liberty and justice for all. The Libertari-
an Party should trust in and rely on individuals to welcome a program of lib-
erty and justice and should always aim to convince people of the soundness of
libertarian principles. Simply repeating our basic principles and not proposing
transition measures is ineffective in the short run because only a small part of
the populace is interested in liberty in the abstract, and hiding or abandoning
our principled positions is ineffective in the long run because it fails to sustain
us as a movement and attract and retain new Libertarians.

As the economic crisis continues to develop in a way that calls for -- nay, demands
-- a "principled populist" approach, it's worth pausing for a moment to mourn the mon-
strous screwups of the last year or so with respect to the premise.

First the [Ron] Paul campaign got publicly pantsed over Paul's previous Rothbard/
Rockwell-inspired attempts to hook into the "populist" racist right.

Then the Libertarian Party nominated Bob Barr, a candidate whose admirers, for
the love of Pete, are now tagging him with a "populist" label ... and attaching the other
end of that label to George Wallace.

Principled populism pits the productive class against the political class, the awak-
ening masses against the power elites -- not the white middle class against the black un-
derclass or some mythical proud parochialism against some equally mythical indiscrete
cosmopolitanism.

To put it a different way, any "principled populism" of a libertarian variety is going
to have to weigh on the left, not the right, side of the political dichotomy as traditionally
understood if it's going to be successful or if success is even to be a meaningful term with
respect to libertarian goals.

The mission of the libertarian movement is not to make the world safe for a return
to Jim Crow or the maintenance of marriage apartheid by shilling for "states' rights."

The mission of the libertarian movement is to win freedom for people. In America,
that means from sea to shining sea, brother ... and for those of you who want to export
it, more power to you once we have it to export. You'll know we're there when you buy
the bayonets you're so eager to see the revolution carried abroad on with a voluntary
subscription check instead of a mandatory tax return.
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Make no mistake about it: The economic defecation is in a state of intersection
with the oscillating political blades. We've already seen how "right-wing populism" fares
against New Dealism. "Right-wing populism" = fail. The only way -- if there is one -- to
beat Franklin Delano OBushma in the upcoming fight will be to hit him, and hard, from
the left.

On the political side, key tactics might include things like agitating for repudiation
of US government debt to other governments and central banks (as well as banning
deficit spending), revoking corporate "personhood" and state-granted liability evasion,
etc. On the anti-political side, cultivating the emergence of gray and black markets,
barter and alternative currency schemes, etc. can loosen the political class's grip on the
economy's throat.

It's time and past time for libertarians to seize the populist hammer -- we're the
only ones rightly entitled to wield it in any case -- from the Dixiecrat pretenders and
start smashing the state with it.
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It's My Party and I'll Cry if I Want to

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, May 4, 2009.

Question: When does a libertarian call for bigger government?
Answer: Never.
Libertarianism persists as a phenomenon despite more schisms than you can shake

a stick at: Anarchist versus minarchist, deontological versus consequentialist, purist ver-
sus pragmatist, radical versus reformer, political versus anti-political ... you name it,
there's a schism for it.

What gives the libertarian movement such coherence as it possesses is that lib-
ertarians support "less state power." Some libertarians support a little less state power,
some libertarians support a lot less state power, and some libertarians support no state
power -- no state -- at all.

What libertarians don't support is more state power. Ever. Even in the biggest lib-
ertarian tent, that's the dividing line: Less is libertarian, more isn't.

So, when the Libertarian Party issues a press release calling on the US government to
exercise more power than it does at present -- more power than even Homeland Securi-
ty secretary Janet Napolitano thinks is called for -- something is obviously rotten in the
state of Denmark. Or, rather, something's rotten in Suite 200 of the Watergate, where
the LP keeps its national headquarters.

Disclaimer: The Center for a Stateless Society is an anarchist, anti-political orga-
nization. The Libertarian Party is a political organization with members from across the
nominally libertarian portion of the philosophical spectrum. There's no formal cross-af-
filiation between the two, and in fact some members of each organization would argue
that the other organization's existence damages the movement. I'm in the often (espe-
cially so at this particular moment) uncomfortable position of being affiliated with both
organizations.

In this case, it's difficult to dispute the argument that the LP has crossed the line
from libertarian advocacy to anti-libertarian advocacy. Its publicly stated position on "se-
curing the borders" to combat, of all things, the swine flu "pandemic" (a phenomenon
most associated with hysteria, not epidemiology) fails even the most broad-spectrum lit-
mus test of libertarianism.

The unfortunate reality is that when one institution associated with the libertarian
movement goes rogue in this manner, other such institutions are expected to respond.
Silence is presumed to constitute assent, and that presumed assent can quickly taint pub-
lic understanding of what our movement is all about.

Moreover, there are lessons to be learned from this incident. The press release is a
symptom. The Libertarian Party's systemic failure to uphold its own most basic princi-
ples is the disease ... and it's a contagious disease for which understanding is the vaccine.
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Last year, the Libertarian Party held its biennial national convention in Denver,
Colorado. At that convention, it adopted a new platform, including the following plank
on Free Trade and Migration:

We support the removal of governmental impediments to free trade. Political
freedom and escape from tyranny demand that individuals not be unreason-
ably constrained by government in the crossing of political boundaries. Eco-
nomic freedom demands the unrestricted movement of human as well as fi-
nancial capital across national borders. However, we support control over the
entry into our country of foreign nationals who pose a threat to security,
health or property.

The portion of the plank following the word "however" is the portion used to jus-
tify the LP's call for more state power on the border. It comes at the end of the plank. It
constitutes only one of the plank's four sentences. And it constitutes a minor exception
to the positions outlined in the plank.

Since that plank was adopted, the LP has issued two press releases on immigration.
One of those releases took a libertarian position (against the construction of a "border
fence"), but prominently mentioned the "exceptions clause." The other -- this one -- cen-
tered entirely around the "exceptions clause."

That clause, like a few others in the platform, was included and adopted for the
purpose of obtaining buy-in from "centrist" members of the LP -- those who want "a lit-
tle less government than we have now" and labor under a constant compulsion to "main-
stream" the party by moving it closer to the existing political center.

That's a dangerous compulsion. The libertarian movement -- in both its political
and anti-political manifestations -- isn't here to move to the center, it's here to move
the center. This incident graphically illustrates what happens when we confuse the two:
Lean toward the center, and you're likely to find yourself pulled right over the center
line into enemy territory before you know what's happening.

The jury is still out on whether political means can serve libertarian ends. This
week's evidence isn't promising. If the Libertarian Party continues to promote anti-lib-
ertarianism, one hopes its members will act honestly -- and change its name.
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Peckerwood Populism

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, September 24-25, 2009.

Part 1Part 1

I've used the term "Peckerwood Populism" a few times now, but haven't offered a
coherent explanation of it yet (until I attempted to do so from a standing start last night
on OverGround RailRoad). Since I expect to make defeating it a personal priority, I guess
it's time to offer more specifics about what I mean when I use the term.

First stab at a definition:

In terms of ideology, Peckerwood Populism is a marriage of libertarianism to
"states rights" conservatism. In terms of political strategy, Peckerwood Pop-
ulism is an attempt to gain support for that marriage by packaging it as a pop-
ulist appeal with (sometimes subtle, sometimes not so subtle) evocations of past
and present cultural and racial animosities.

The term "peckerwood" seems to have originated as a racial slur used by southern
blacks to describe poor southern whites. In the present day, some white separatist/su-
premacist groups have adopted the woodpecker as a symbol, presumably by way of af-
firming the stereotype of poor southern whites as themselves racist.

While the average Peckerwood Populist is probably not affiliated with overtly
white separatist/supremacist groups, he buys into that stereotype of the voter he's pur-
suing. He's pitching his product to blue collar white voters. He believes that a successful
pitch to that demographic will involve appealing to racism, xenophobia, homophobia
and, in certain areas, a twisted sense of cultural heritage -- "the Confederacy was right,"
"the South will rise again," "America is a Christian nation," "one nation, one language,"
etc.

The "populist" part of Peckerwood Populism is the construction of a populist class
theory. Any populist class theory pits one class (The Righteous Masses) against another
(The Power Elites). Peckerwood Populism tells blue collar white voters that they (and,
by implication, they alone) are The Righteous Masses, and that their aspirations are be-
ing suppressed and put down by a Power Elite composed of politicians who conspire to
empower blacks, immigrants, homosexuals, et al at the expense of "the regular guy," i.e.
the blue collar white voter -- in bulk, The Righteous Masses.

In terms of pedigree, Peckerwood Populism is a direct descendant of the Dixiecrat
movement and of Nixon's "Southern Strategy." As a matter of fact, it's what I had in
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mind when I referred to Bob Barr's 2008 Libertarian presidential campaign as "Dixie-
crat" in approach. There are reasons, however, to coin a new term for the phenomenon.

• The Dixiecrats are fading into history, and we're probably at the point where using
the term is as likely to create confusion (or, in some cases, arouse nostalgia) as it is
to be understood descriptively. The Dixiecrats' last gasp was probably Barr's glow-
ing eulogy to the late Jesse Helms; Dixiecratism proper was already on its deathbed
by the time Trent Lott got himself in trouble by opining that America would be a
better place if 1948 Dixiecrat candidate Strom Thurmond had won the presidency.

• The phenomenon is no longer specifically southern. Its center of gravity is moving
west and north. Its explicit appeal to racial animosity, while weakening in overall
power and becoming less explicit and more implicit, has spread. Its base of potential
popular support has been widened by appealing to anti-immigrant sentiment in the
border states and anti-homosexual tub-thumping in the "values voters" heartland.

• Over time -- starting in the 60s with George Wallace's presidential campaigns, as a
matter of fact -- the Dixiecrat and Southern Strategy phenomena have bled out of
the "major" parties and sought refuge in third party political organizations.

A new term is obviously required, and so I've come up with one. Maybe it will
stick, maybe it won't, but the phenomenon is real and to the extent that it is analyzed it
has to be called something.

My own interests, of course, run to the role of Peckerwood Populism in the Liber-
tarian Party specifically. It is by no means a new phenomenon in the LP. It's always been
there, usually as a minority undertone, but gaining in power as former Lester Maddox
speechwriter Neal Boortz became an LP poster child and as some libertarian ideologues
cast a baleful eye backward on the presidency of Abraham Lincoln as a way of explaining
the Republican Party's fundamental corruption (and falling from there into defenses of
the Confederacy which often went beyond the justifiable).

Peckerwood Populism became a major force in the LP last year under the auspices
of the party's presidential campaign. Bob Barr announced on national television that
"states rights is the essence of libertarianism" was one such incident. Vice-presidential
candidate Wayne Allyn Root gave a race-baiting interview to Reason magazine, an inter-
view almost entirely dedicated to portraying Barack Obama's successes as nothing more
than a result of identity politics.

Root is now seeking the Libertarian Party's 2012 nomination, and his current vehi-
cle in that quest is his book The Conscience of a Libertarian: Empowering the Citizen Rev-
olution with God, Guns, Gambling and Tax Cuts. I'm reading that book right now, and will
write a full review of it when I've finished it. At 80 pages in, it's hard to tell exactly where
Root is going with his message -- on his best day, Root is all over the map ideologically
and tends to peg the success of his pitch more on the quality of his personal communi-
cation skills than on the actual content -- but the numerous references to "states rights"
and self-identification as a "citizen politician" (i.e. one of The Righeous Masses rather
than a member of The Power Elite) aren't encouraging.

Whether Root is angling toward a full-blown Peckerwood Populist campaign,
or just trying to encompass what he considers Peckerwood Populism's more useful ele-
ments into a more expansive package, I can't say for sure. Either way, though, he's play-
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ing with some pretty nasty fire -- fire that will ultimately burn the Libertarian Party if
it's not put out.

Part 2Part 2

In the first part of this series, I tried to get a working definition of "Peckerwood
Populism" into play, and explain that definition a bit. Now I'm going to start riffing on
pieces of that definition to flesh it out. I'm going to start with this:

While the average Peckerwood Populist is probably not affiliated with overtly
white separatist/supremacist groups, he buys into that stereotype of the voter
he's pursuing. He's pitching his product to blue collar white voters. He believes
that a successful pitch to that demographic will involve appealing to racism,
xenophobia, homophobia and, in certain areas, a twisted sense of cultural her-
itage -- "the Confederacy was right," "the South will rise again," "America is a
Christian nation," "One nation, one language," etc.

I tried to choose my words very carefully, but let me elaborate:
I'm not saying that the average white, blue collar voter is a racist, a xenophobe, a

homophobe or a neo-Confederate.
For that matter, I'm not even necessarily saying that the Peckerwood Populist agi-

tator is a racist, a xenophobe, a homophobe or a neo-Confederate.
What I am saying is that the Peckerwood Populist agitator believes that the average

white, blue collar voter is a racist, a xenophobe, a homophobe or a neo-Confederate, and
believes that he can get his hooks into the voter by playing on those assumed sentiments.
The agitator may believe that because he's a racist, a xenophobe, a homophobe or a neo-
Confederate himself and assumes that white, blue collar voters share his views -- or he
may just be an opportunist who believes that he can tap into sentiments he doesn't nec-
essarily share for the purpose of raising money and getting votes.

Past flirtations with Peckerwood Populism exploded in the face of Ron Paul's
2008 campaign for the Republican Party's presidential nomination with the "Newslet-
terGate" scandal. Those flirtations seem to have been of the opportunistic variety. From
the linked Reason article:

The most detailed description of the strategy came in an essay Rothbard wrote
for the January 1992 Rothbard-Rockwell Report, titled "Right-Wing Pop-
ulism: A Strategy for the Paleo Movement." ... Rothbard pointed to David Duke
and Joseph McCarthy as models for an "Outreach to the Rednecks," which
would fashion a broad libertarian/paleoconservative coalition by targeting the
disaffected working and middle classes. ... These groups could be mobilized to
oppose an expansive state, Rothbard posited, by exposing an "unholy alliance
of 'corporate liberal' Big Business and media elites, who, through big govern-
ment, have privileged and caused to rise up a parasitic Underclass, who, among
them all, are looting and oppressing the bulk of the middle and working classes
in America." Anyone with doubts about the composition of the "parasitic Un-
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derclass" could look to the regular "PC Watch" feature of the Report, in which
Rockwell compiled tale after tale of thuggish black men terrifying petite white
and Asian women.

This was a very bad idea in so many ways. It was morally repugnant and it didn't
work, and if it had worked no sane person would have welcomed the outcome. The
thing was going to go one of two ways -- it could fall flat on its face and come back to
haunt its architects later, or it could succeed and usher in a new era of, at best, Jim Crow
Lite.

It did fall flat, and it did come back to haunt Paul, who had used his newsletters
to pursue it. It didn't cost him the presidency or the GOP nomination -- he was never
in a position to win either one -- but it certainly embarrassed him and took some wind
out of the sails of what was, by early 2008, a "Ron Paul R3VOLution" which looked a lot
more like a Rainbow Coalition event than a Klan rally.

Peckerwood Populism's second appearance on the 2008 election stage came not in
the form of past scandal but of current effort -- Bob Barr's 2008 presidential campaign
on the Libertarian Party's ballot line. The racist, xenophobic and homophobic elements
of that campaign were somewhat more subtle than the Ron Paul "NewsletterGate" flap
-- often taking "wink, nudge" form -- but they were visibly present.

At the LP's presidential nominating convention in Denver, Barr apologized for
his role in authoring the "Defense of Marriage" Act and shepherding it to passage. Less
than a week after his nomination, however, he was defending DOMA on "states' rights"
grounds -- and asserting that "states' rights is the essence of libertarianism" -- on nation-
al television.

When former US Senator Jesse Helms of North Carolina died in July of 2008, Barr
publicly eulogized him as "one of the finest, most courageous and deeply principled men
to ever serve in the United States Congress." Helms's record as a a racist political agitator
is just too extensive to go into in an already over-long blog post -- see Wikipedia for the
gory details.

When Barr decided to go on the attack versus Ron Paul and hold his own press
conference instead of attending the one he'd been invited to and said he'd be at, who did
he single out for an excuse? Not the (white) sitting congressman with his own racial per-
ception problem (Paul). Not the (white) Know-Nothing, protectionist, theocrat Baptist
minister (Chuck Baldwin). Not even the (white) congenital liar and "consumer advo-
cate" who became rich by manipulating stock prices through his attacks on "big business"
(Ralph Nader). None of those. Barr, said campaign spokesman Andrew Davis, "didn’t
want to dilute his message by being on the same stage as people like Cynthia McKinney,
who is completely opposite of what a Libertarian is" [emphasis mine].

What's Cynthia McKinney "like?" What makes her "the opposite of a Libertarian"
in a way that the others are not? According to a Freedom Democrats issues survey, McK-
inney voted with Ron Paul 80% of the time on civil liberties issues in Congress -- more
often than any Republican, and more often by a damn sight than Bob Barr, so it wasn't
ideological. It certainly wasn't a matter of stature or of tenure in public office, either --
McKinney had served more terms in the US House than Barr had, and neither Nader nor
Baldwin had ever held partisan political office. She was an avowed lefty and the candi-
date of the Green Party, but Nader is a lefty and had run for president as a Green before,
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too. She probably wasn't even the best known of the people on stage (Paul and Nader
probably both had a name recognition edge on her).

Only two things visibly distinguished McKinney from all others on the stage: She
was black and she was female. Wink, nudge.

Over the course of his campaign, it became abundantly clear that Barr's target au-
dience was white southern voters who didn't really want to pull the lever for John Mc-
Cain, but who under no circumstances would be voting for "someone like"Cynthia McK-
inney Barack Obama. Wink, nudge.

Barr's campaign never gathered enough momentum for his Peckerwood Populist
appeal to become an issue of intense public interest. Any future Libertarian presidential
candidate who does manage to attract significant attention, however, will likely be called
upon to "explain" that appeal ... and it won't be any prettier in reprise than it was the
first time around.

If the Libertarian Party goes for a repeat performance by nominating 2008 vice-
presidential candidate Wayne Allyn Root -- who carried his own share of the race-bait-
ing load in 2008 and has already begun positioning himself as a "states' rights" candidate
for the 2012 cycle -- it will no longer have the luxury of pleading ignorance or of por-
traying the Barr campaign as an aberration or an isolated incident.

It's certainly possible that Barr's Peckerwood Populist play was an exercise in op-
portunism rather than an expression of deeply held beliefs on his own part ... but I don't
see how that translates into anything like an up side. Peckerwood Populism is an old, de-
grading hand grenade with the pin already pulled. If you start tossing it around, you can
pretty much count on it exploding in your face sooner or later.
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David Nolan: An Appreciation

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, November 25, 2010.

The great project of David Nolan's public life was bringing libertarians together,
and bring them together he did -- ultimately, in one way or another, by the millions.

He was not the first person to propose a bi-dimensional system of political taxono-
my to replace the traditional "left-right" spectrum, but his 1971 implementation of such
a system, the "Nolan chart," is generally recognized as a breakthrough. As of 2008, Ad-
vocates for Self-Government had introduced 11.5 million people to the "Nolan Chart"
through the World's Smallest Political Quiz online (more than 4 million of whom locat-
ed themselves in the "libertarian" quadrant of the chart), and countless millions more on
the ground through "Operation Politically Homeless."

Also in 1971, he left the Republican Party and publicly called for formation of a
Libertarian Party, which he helped organize later that year.

Its first presidential ticket -- John Hospers and Tonie Nathan -- garnered the sup-
port of a "faithless" Nixon elector in 1972, making Nathan the first woman to receive
an electoral vote, 12 years before Geraldine Ferraro appeared on the Democratic Party's
ballot line. That faithless elector, Roger MacBride, became the party's 1976 presidential
candidate. The 1980 nominee, Ed Clark, polled more than 900,000 votes running against
Jimmy Carter, Ronald Reagan and John Anderson. In the 2010 general election, more
than a million voters pulled the lever for one or more LP candidates for Congress.

While anarchists and "left" libertarians tend toward a negative view of electoral
politics, and therefore of the Libertarian Party as such, few among us would deny the
LP's value as a gateway leading from politics to anti-politics. Many of us, myself includ-
ed, passed through that portal and tarried awhile, on our way from the "major" parties
to the revolutionary market anarchist movement.

And, lest it be missed or forgotten, let me point out that with Nolan "libertarian
politics" was always far more about the "libertarian" than the "politics." In proposing for-
mation of the LP, he listed six objectives, all concerned with building and growing a lib-
ertarian movement with a sense of its own identity. Only in the final sentence of his call,
seemingly as an afterthought, did he mention that "finally, there is always the possibility
that we might actually get some libertarians elected."

From the LP's beginnings to his own end, David Nolan urged his party to maintain
a distinctively libertarian identity and to treat elections as opportunities to educate and
propagandize, not as ends in themselves.

Last weekend, meeting in New Orleans, the Libertarian National Committee con-
sidered a resolution affirming the party's commitment to "the libertarian principles of
self-ownership and non-aggression."
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David Nolan wrote that resolution and requested its placement on the agenda. He
missed the meeting, citing illness.

As his fellow LNC members debated and ultimately passed his resolution, they
were unaware that he had died mere hours before, two days short of his 67th birthday.

He is survived by his wife, Elizabeth, and will be missed by many.
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On the Road to Nowhere with Johnson and
Paul

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, April 28, 2011.

Is it just me, or is the silly season of electoral politics -- the presidential election
cycle -- arriving earlier and earlier in each successive four-year stretch?

Last time around, it was nearly Memorial Day of the year preceding the election
before pundits started speculating about when the obvious odd man out would shut his
nomination campaign down (they also thought that odd man out was John McCain ...
don't bet the farm on the talking heads' predictions!).

This time, pretenders' heads were already rolling before the end of April. Some
potential Republican aspirants have wisely decided to spend more time with their fami-
lies instead of on the campaign trail. Others have already managed to get their feet stuck
in, or even sink neck-deep into, the fever swamp of "birtherism."

It's all theater. If only it were good theater. With 18 months to go, we're barely
halfway into the first act of a really bad play -- "Springtime For Hitler" meets "Spider-
Man: Turn Off the Dark," directed by Claudio Fragasso from a script by James Joyce.

Comes now the comic relief: Two declared or semi-declared Republican candi-
dates held out by supporters and opponents alike as "libertarians."

One of them, congressman Ron Paul, is a career pork-barrel politician with a plat-
form of equal liberty for all who aren't queer, swarthy or from the wrong side of one of
those imaginary lines his fellow politicians drew on the ground.

The other, former New Mexico governor Gary Johnson, believes in "humanitarian
war" and wants to keep a federal hand in social welfare programs by moving from direct
funding to "bloc grants."

But even supposing that either of these two "libertarians" was the genuine article,
the real elephant in the room (pun intended) is the essential nature of the state itself.

"The Democrats," wrote PJ O'Rourke in 1991's Parliament of Whores, "are the par-
ty that says government will make you smarter, taller, richer, and remove the crabgrass
on your lawn. The Republicans are the party that says government doesn't work and
then they get elected and prove it."

Over the next 18 months, libertarians will no doubt argue vociferously amongst
themselves about Paul and Johnson. The most often heard line from their supporters
will be that one or the other at least represents "a move in the right direction." The
strongest defense offered for their non-libertarian positions will be that "ideological pu-
rity" just isn't feasible in the context of an election campaign.

Both of those arguments miss the point entirely.
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A "move in the right direction" is impossible in a car that doesn't run -- and political
government is just that kind of car.

No amount of kicking the tires, raising the hood and tinkering with the engine, or
beating on the dashboard and yelling will make the engine turn over or get it into gear
and moving up the road toward freedom.

No matter how hard you push it, it will always weigh more than you and if it
budges at all its momentum will carry it in only one direction: Downhill.

Ron Paul and Gary Johnson can't drive you to freedom, even if they want to and
even if you can carry them to the car on your shoulders and joyously place them behind
the wheel. Their car's a lemon. It's a wreck. It belongs on blocks in the back yard, with
weeds growing through the floorboard and bees nesting in the engine compartment.

The only way to get to freedom is to walk -- away from the wreck, away from the
idea that you can get somewhere in a vehicle that's going nowhere. You can start now or
you can sit in the car with Ron Paul and Gary Johnson flashing the lights, honking the
horn, swilling MD 20/20 and listening to that old Abba cassette until the battery runs
down. Your call.
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The Libertarian Party's Identity Crisis

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, April 13, 2012.

Two years ago I finally gave up on electoral politics, leaving the Libertarian Party
after 14 years as an activist and occasional candidate. Each new crisis in the party's ranks
tends to confirm the wisdom of that decision. While I still have many friends in the par-
ty, and keep a close eye on its activities, these days I think of it more as an ongoing cau-
tionary tale than as an organization that might (or even should) get turned around and
pointed in "the right direction."

Electoral politics is a competitive sport, a winner-take-all game in which score is
kept not on the basis of accomplishing policy goals, but of winning elections. Sure, pol-
icy gets talked about a lot in the course of campaigns, but at the end of the day it's vote
totals and offices won or lost that everyone considers the metric of success.

The perception that "third" parties -- the ones who aren't Republicans or De-
mocrats and therefore have little chance of winning elections -- can afford to be more
"pure" in terms of holding to their principles precisely because abandoning those princi-
ples would gain them nothing anyway, has some basis in reality, but not as much as you
might think.

Every third party experiences continuous tension between its "purist" faction and
those who urge it to run toward the siren song of popularity, choosing candidates whose
positions drift from the party's "plumb line," but who are well-known, possess the cre-
dentials of prior political success, and so on.

When the so-called "pragmatic" faction prevails, we see something like 2008,
when the Libertarians nominated former Republican congressman Bob Barr of Georgia
for President of the United States.

In fairness to Barr, he had moved quite a bit in a libertarian direction since his
days as author of the "Defense of Marriage Act," his vote for the USA PATRIOT Act, his
admission that he'd rather watch his mother die in pain than see her use medical mari-
juana, etc.

And in fairness to the Libertarian Party, they took six ballots to settle on Barr at
their national convention precisely because many questioned how extensive and real his
"conversion" on principles was.

Ultimately, however, they did nominate Barr, and in a matter of days he went from
apologizing for his previous authoritarian tendencies to justifying them on television
with whoppers like "states' rights is the essence of libertarianism." Huge message fail,
and a "pragmatism" fail as well -- Barr ended up polling fourth best among the ten Lib-
ertarian presidential outings since 1972, middle of the pack, knocking down only about
525,000 votes that November. His candidacy produced no real increase in party mem-
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bership or popularity. The Libertarians sold their birthright, and didn't even get a pot of
(the right) message for it.

So here we are in 2012, and former New Mexico governor Gary Johnson looks set
to easily take the party's presidential nomination next month in Las Vegas. While a cur-
sory examination of his record marks him as likely less controversial among Libertarians
than Barr, he still bring significant deviations from the party line to his candidacy.

He's wishy-washy (even, per his recent interview with The Daily Caller, down-
right incoherent at times) on foreign policy, leaving the door open to "humanitarian"
war and continued US meddling in the Middle East.

He supports a tax plan (the so-called "Fair" Tax) that doesn't cut government
revenues, doesn't ameliorate redistributionist effects, creates a universal federal welfare
entitlement, and would likely destroy what's left of America's auto manufacturing and
homebuilding industries.

He proposes to accept federal government "matching funds" for his campaign,
something that all prior Libertarian presidential candidates have eschewed as "welfare
for politicians."

As usual, the "pragmatic" mating call comes down to "he will get more votes and
more publicity for us than we've ever had before."

The first claim is highly questionable. Johnson switched tracks to the LP after fail-
ing to rise above low single digits in the Republican primaries, and hasn't exactly set the
political world on fire since that change.

The second claim raises the Barr-like question "is all publicity good publicity?"
Why run a candidate to gain publicity for positions that contradict your party's plat-
form? It's like Coke running commercials for Pepsi.

The "pragmatic" approach sets up the offer as "sacrifice a little principle for a lot of
popularity," but always seems to end up demanding a lot of the former while delivering
very little of the latter.

At some point the Libertarian Party is going to have to choose between being lib-
ertarian and being a (conventional, electoral) political party. It can't successfully be both.
And it's pretty obvious that its strength lies in its principles, not its political acumen.
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Tonie Nathan, 1923-2014

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, March 20, 2014.

Theodora "Tonie" Nathan was the first woman -- and the first Jew -- to receive an
electoral vote in a US presidential election.

Not Geraldine Ferraro. Not Joe Lieberman. Tonie Nathan.
She was selected as John Hospers' running mate at the Libertarian Party's first na-

tional convention in 1972. Virginia Republican elector Roger MacBride -- who later
changed his partisan affiliation to Libertarian and was that party's 1976 presidential
nominee -- cast his vote for Hospers/Nathan instead of for Nixon/Agnew.

She died Thursday at the age of 91.
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Part 3

The Boston Tea Party

I founded the Boston Tea Party in 2006. It finally died, after a long bout with
silliness, in 2012. I was proud to appear on the Tennessee ballot as its 2008 vice-
presidential nominee. Instead of giving in to the temptation to shoehorn a "complete
history" of the BTP into this collection, I've selected a few pieces that explain why it
existed and a little bit of what it accomplished.





Time to Party Like It's 1773

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, July 5, 2006.

In the heat of the moment, I define the Boston Tea Party thusly:

The Boston Tea Party is a reaction to the Libertarian Party's decision, at its
2006 national convention, to abdicate its political responsibilities to the Ameri-
can people.

As of this moment, the Libertarian Party appears to have announced that, in the
2006 election cycle, it takes no positions on several frontline issues facing the American
electorate -- specifically, foreign and military policy and internal security.

Believing this to be true, believing the damage to be irreparable in time for the
Libertarian Party to exert a significant impact on the 2006 or 2008 election cycles, and
believing that the libertarian movement requires and deserves a political party which
stands behind its public policy goals, I've decided to run up a new flag.

"In the heat of the moment," however, does mean "in the heat of the moment."
It may be that libertarians can find some way to save the Libertarian Party from itself,
make it relevant and put its feet back on the path toward organizational success (and, as
a result, America's feet back on the path toward human freedom).

I hope that that's what happens. Really. As a matter of fact, I have not resigned, nor
do I intend at this time to resign, my membership in the LP. Since I am not a national
officer, I have no obligation to belong to only one national political party; and since the
Boston Tea Party has, as yet, no state affiliate in my state, I am free to support and serve
my state LP until such time as that changes and/or until the LP and the Boston Tea Par-
ty nominate opposing presidential slates which I'd have to decide between. Perhaps the
Libertarian Party will right itself in some unforeseen and unforeseeable way, and the
Boston Tea Party will slide back into, or never emerge from, obscurity.

Now that we're out of the heat of the moment:
What the Boston Tea Party started out as was a cool name (and a lucky domain

name snatch) in search of a purpose. Over time, the definition has evolved into some-
thing like this:

The Boston Tea Party is an attempt to prove that libertarian "purism" is com-
patible with organizational big-tentism and with an incremental political ap-
proach.
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One of my goals was putting an end to perpetual platform fights, and that goal was
easily realized: The party's platform is the "World's Smallest Political Platform," and the
interim bylaws specify that neither it, nor the relevant bylaws article, can be amended.

The platform is "purist" in that it plainly prohibits the party from supporting any
increase in the size, scope or power of government, at any level, or for any purpose, and
in that it proposes no "end state" for its advocacy of reductions in same. In other words,
it accommodates all possible end states from "less government than we have now" to
"anarchist or minarchist libertopia."

The platform is, however, amenable to incrementalism insofar as it does not spec-
ify what particular reductions in the size, scope or power of government the party will
propose and agitate for at any given time. Those decisions are to be made biennially and
entirely anew each time in the form of a short (maximum of five points) program. They
may be incremental or "giant step" in character -- the only condition is that they not
contradict the platform.

Finally, the platform is "big tent" in that it does not demand that party members
dedicate themselves, as a condition of party membership, to a particular end state or to a
particular reason or set of reasons for supporting the party's goals. When the "train" of
party progress reaches the "station" at which a particular member can no longer support
the direction in which the platform points, he or she may simply step off, having never
been required to advocate, as a condition of party membership, going any further than
he or she wishes to go.

What the Boston Tea Party is not, is finished. It is, at this moment, nearly entirely
my creation, and I am certain that aspects of that creation are defective. I have furnished
the Party non-negotiably with a platform and one bylaws article, and negotiably with ad-
ditional bylaws. I will shortly (assuming that there's enough interest to justify doing so,
and in accordance with what amounts to a "by the bootstraps" process outlined in those
bylaws) appoint interim officers to get things moving toward an organizational conven-
tion at which the negotiable portions of the bylaws can be modified, a program for the
2006 election cycle proposed and ratified, and a permanent National Committee select-
ed.

As a side note -- but a very intentional one -- I have tried to go out of my way
to make the Boston Tea Party inclusive even to those who believe that it's a bad idea,
or that I am a traitor to the Libertarian Party or the libertarian movement by virtue of
having created it, or that it should not be permitted by its members to continue to exist.
Membership requires only endorsement of the platform, not of the party. The conven-
tion procedure specified in the interim bylaws takes place online, which means that all
party members, regardless of their views, may participate rather than being imperfectly
represented by delegates. As such, it is entirely possible that the membership will choose
to dissolve the party. I don't regard this as a "risk" -- the site may belong to me, but the
party belongs to you. Do with it as you will.
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The World's Smallest Political Platform,
Version 1.1

This is something I was tinkering with -- and recommending to the Libertarian Party as
a solution to their anarchist/minarchist and abolitionist/incrementalist divides -- when the
Boston Tea Party idea came up. In fact, one of my main reasons for founding the Boston Tea
Party was to see if self-proclaimed incrementalists were willing to take yes for an answer.
They weren't. This is the "final version" of the World's Smallest Political Platform.

[Name of organization] supports reducing the size, scope and power of govern-
ment at all levels and on all issues, and opposes increasing the size, scope or power of
government at any level or for any purpose.
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Tea Time 2006: Notes from an
Unconventional Convetion

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, August 21, 2006.

When the going gets weird, the weird start new political parties ... and I did exactly
that last month. The Boston Tea Party's organizational convention will wrap up a few
hours from now, and this strikes me as a good time to report on that convention.

Cool factoid #1 -- As far as I know, this is the first political party convention to
be held entirely online. I say "as far as I know," because I'm not absolutely sure. Some
Google digging turned up references to something called the "National Disability Party"
planning an online convention in 2000, but I was unable to find any evidence that the
event actually occurred. I've also been unable to find any evidence that the NDP still ex-
ists -- or, per my references of last resort, Politics1 and Ballot Access News, ever did exist,
at least in terms of actually running any candidates for public office. These guys [Uni-
ty08] are making online convention noise, but they're late to the dance.

Buzzcrushers #1 and #2 -- I had hoped for the BTP to boast between 500 and
1000 members as of convention time. We're actually just over 250. Furthermore, even
though every member was eligible to participate in the convention, only about 10% have
done so. I've been to smaller "meatspace" party conventions (some state LP conventions,
for example), but still, I'd rather we'd had a larger membership by now, and more partic-
ipation in the event.

Cool factoid #2 -- We've elected our first permanent national committee: Tom
Blanton as party chair, Chris Moore as vice-chair, Michelle Luetge as secretary, and four
at-large committee members (Todd Andrew Barnett, Wendy Terry, Peter Borah and
myself). That committee takes office as soon as the convention adjourns.

Cool factoid #3 -- The party's program will be complete a couple of hours from
now. It will consist of a maximum of five points. Three points have already been rati-
fied, calling for US withdrawal from Iraq, repeal of the USA PATRIOT Act, and repeal
of federal prohibition of marijuana and hemp. Two others -- one concerning national
ID and one concerning taxation -- are still being polled.

Cool factoid #4, or Buzzcrusher #3, depending on your perspective -- A res-
olution mandating that the Boston Tea Party dissolve itself as a political party and re-en-
ter the Libertarian Party as an internal caucus is polling right now ... and appears to be
going down to defeat by about 80%-20% [note: I proposed that resolution].

Also still polling are a couple of bylaws amendments and a resolution adopting the
"interim" bylaws as "permanent" (which is presumptively the case anyway for lack of any
move to substitute another set -- I'm kind of proud that my quickly drafted bylaws actu-
ally stood up reasonably well in action).
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Now, of course, things should start getting really interesting.
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Release: Boston Tea Party Nominates 2008
Presidential Ticket

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, June 17, 2008:

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
06/16/08

POC Thomas L. Knapp
BOSTON TEA PARTY NOMINATES 2008 PRESIDENTIAL TICKET
CYBERSPACE -- The first American political party to hold its national convention

online has now nominated a presidential ticket online as well. In a 24-hour polling
process on June 15-16, the Boston Tea Party's members chose media consultant and con-
tent developer Charles Jay as their 2008 standard-bearer.

"I look forward to the challenge of spreading a message that directly relates to increas-
ing freedom and liberty," said Jay, 47, of Hollywood, Florida. "The Boston Tea Party's
platform and program represent the true fulfillment of what the Founding Fathers envi-
sioned."

Jay received the support of 76% of voting Boston Tea Party members in a nomination
poll conducted using "approval voting," in which voters may support more than one can-
didate. Second-place finisher Robert Milnes polled 14%, while "None Of The Above," a
required polling option in all party selection votes, received 24%.

"As someone who is not a professional politician, I see this as the continuation of an
amazing journey," said Jay, who appeared on Utah's ballot as the 2004 nominee of that
state's Personal Choice Party. "A tremendous learning experience and a great collabora-
tion between people who are committed to decreasing the size, scope and power of an
all-too powerful government."

Thomas L. Knapp of Missouri, the party's founder, received the vice-presidential
nomination in a four-cornered race with Todd Andrew Barnett of Michigan, Chris Ben-
nett of Illinois and NOTA.

The Boston Tea Party was founded in 2006. This is its first electoral outing, and its
ticket is expected to appear on the ballot in several states.

-30-
about 250 words
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Multiple Freedom Parties?

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, December 4, 2008.

Brian Holtz says the idea is dumb, and offers nine reasons why. Here are my re-
sponses to those reasons:

Having multiple liberty-oriented choices tells voters that libertarianism is too
incoherent to be worth understanding.

Depending on how a single party presents its message or otherwise comports itself
in the electoral arena, it could very well tell voters exactly the same thing. And in that
case a second party of the same type could be the antidote by presenting a coherent mes-
sage/comportment where the first one has failed to do so.

Of course, coherence in message, comportment, etc. are subjective evaluations. In the
judgment of some, the Libertarian Party failed on coherence of message in 2006 when it
deleted 3/4 of its platform (leading to the creation of the Boston Tea Party) and on com-
portment in 2008 when it nominated a recently-Republican presidential slate topped by
a "true conservative" (leading to the Boston Tea Party's decision to run a presidential
slate of its own).

Having multiple liberty-oriented choices tells voters that the freedom move-
ment is too poorly organized to be worth supporting.

Only if by "organized" one means "operated under strict discipline from a central
headquarters." If by "organized" one means "constructed for efficient operations," then
the newer of the two US freedom parties excelled the older in this election cycle.

The Boston Tea Party decided to run a presidential slate in late May. Less than
a month after that, it had nominated that slate and placed it on the ballot in Colorado.
Within another sixty days, it had placed that slate on the ballot in Florida and Tennessee.
By election day, it had procured non-trivial media coverage (including but not limited to
a Fox News Sunday interview, an Associated Press feature and the cover story of a large
city weekly) for that slate.

To put a finer point on it, in five months the BTP re-created in principle, although
not to scale, the organizational prowess which the LP had spent nearly four decades
building and which it allowed to disintegrate in 2008, flubbing ballot access through or-
ganizational incompetence in no fewer than four states.

To put an even finer point on it, had the LP been the lone freedom party in this
election cycle, the freedom movement would have had no example of proper organiza-
tion to show voters, but only an example of poor organization.
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Having multiple liberty-oriented choices vastly increases the cognitive/inves-
tigative burden imposed on a voter asked to cast her single vote for liberty.

This claim relies on an unsupported assumption: That the voter in question rec-
ognizes an "investigative burden" at all. Many voters don't, either because they are ful-
ly vested in the "major party" contest through a long process of indoctrination and are
simply not interested in alternatives, or because they consider it the parties' job to reach
them, not their job to investigate the parties.

In the latter case, it is not obvious that multiple freedom parties are a detriment.
For one thing, a donor dollar or volunteer hour is not necessarily fungible between

freedom parties -- it may be that that dollar or hour would never be made available to
Freedom Party A, even if Freedom Party B did not exist.

For another, not all investments are equal, and if Freedom Party B makes different
investments of the dollars and hours made available to it than Freedom Party A would
have, it may be heard of, investigated and supported by voters who never hear of Free-
dom Party A, and wouldn't even if Freedom Party A had that same dollar or hour at its
disposal.

Having multiple liberty-oriented choices tells politicians that pro-freedom vot-
ers are far from being a coherent caucus whose votes can be earned (e.g. by the
party not running an opposing candidate).

Even if were that case that pro-freedom voters are a coherent caucus in that sense
(and the evidence says we're not), that's not necessarily the message. Voters who are
willing to move between parties at all have various reasons for doing so. If two pro-gun
parties run candidates against an anti-gun candidate of another party, this still sends the
message to the anti-gun candidate's party that there are votes possibly available to it if it
runs a pro-gun candidate next time. If there's a difference, it's a difference in impression
of just how many of those votes are actually available, and how many of them are com-
mitted to one of those other parties regardless.

Getting liberty-oriented candidates on the ballot requires a threshold amount of
signatures/fees.

Once again, this assumes some kind of internal movement fungibility of funds and
support -- that if Party B did not exist, its donors and petition signers would automati-
cally make their money and signatures available to Party A. That's simply not the case, at
least not universally.

It also assumes a scarcity that's not necessarily present in all jurisdictions. In some
jurisdictions, a voter may sign only one candidate/party ballot access petition. In other
jurisdictions, no such limits exist.

Getting a liberty-oriented party ballot-qualified requires a threshold amount
of voter registration and/or votes in statewide races.
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I'll stipulate to this one with reservations.
Yes, it may be that the existence of two freedom parties will, in some jurisdictions,

damage the ability of either of those freedom parties to achieve/maintain ballot access.
On the other hand, if there are significant differences of opinion between Freedom

Party A and Freedom Party B, I don't see how it's the obligation of one to dissolve for
the purpose of facilitating ballot access for the other, any more than it's the obligation
of an anti-freedom party (for example, the GOP) to dissolve just so that there are more
registrants/voters available to a freedom party.

American elections generally do not allow fusion voting.

That's true -- but it doesn't seem like a good argument against multiple freedom
parties. Quite the opposite in fact.

Seeking fusion opportunities where they don't currently exist is a matter of building
larger numbers of voters who demand it and activists who are willing to participate in
initiative/referendum or legislative lobbying efforts to make it possible.

Generally, two organizations of the same type will boast a larger total membership
than a single such organization would have. In the case of the two US freedom parties,
there are some LP members who would not be members of the BTP even if the LP didn't
exist, and vice versa. If one of those two parties went out of existence, the size of the or-
ganized political wing of the freedom movement would decrease, not increase, because
some of the members of each organization are not interested in being involved in the
other. That means fewer voters organized in support of fusion and fewer activists to
make the effort to get fusion.

American elections do not allow approval voting, but instead uses plurality vot-
ing.

True (in most cases), but the situation is no different between freedom parties than
it is between other types of parties.

Politics is a contest. If Freedom Party A is frustrated in its quest for electoral victory
by the existence of a resolute Freedom Party B voter bloc, then its remedy is convince
Freedom Party B's voters that Freedom Party A offers them a better package than Free-
dom Party B.

And let's face facts -- in the current circumstance, Freedom Party B (the Boston Tea
Party) is not standing between Freedom Party A (the Libertarian Party) and victory.
Even in the states where the BTP presidential slate made the ballot this year, its vote
total did not prevent the LP's presidential slate from carrying those states.

Duverger’s Law suggests the natural tactical response of voters to plurality vot-
ing is to gather into two parties straddling the political center along its major
axis, or into one party for each natural cluster of voters in the political space.

I'm glad Holtz brought up Duverger's Law so that I didn't have to. It's the single
best argument for multiple freedom parties. Since the effect of plurality voting is to cre-
ate two groups of voters straddling the center, and since the center is not pro-freedom,
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the center needs to be moved.
It's going to take a radical party to move the center in a pro-freedom direction, but

that radical party is unlikely to become a home for the more moderate voters straddling
that new center. Therefore at least two parties (one radical, one more moderate) and
possibly three (if the center is moved far enough) will be required. Historically, for ex-
ample, see the emergence of the (moderate) Republican Party after the heavy lifting was
done by the radical (Free Soil, Liberty, etc.) parties; or the more social-democratic-lean-
ing (moderate) Democratic Party under pressure from the (radical) socialist parties.

Ultimately, I think the best case for multiple freedom parties is that a party with an
uncontested monopoly in a political niche is a recipe for inefficiency and inefficacy. The
monopoly party settles into a comfort zone and starts to lean less toward effective exter-
nal action and more toward distributing what small bounties it collects from the move-
ment around it as internal patronage. That's been the history of the Libertarian Party
since at least the early 1990s and possibly earlier. Competition tends to either destroy
such a monopoly party or else focus that party on excelling its upstart competitors in the
areas that matter.
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Part 4

Ron Paul

Oh, sigh. My first thought was to just leave Ron Paul's 2008 presidential campaign
out of this collection, just as I (mostly at least) left out various Libertarian Party political
candidates/campaigns for space reasons. But I was vociferously opposed to Paul's 2008
candidacy in a prominent enough way that leaving it entirely out might make it seem like
I was running from the position. And putting even a little bit of it in seemed to require
putting most of it in (some of it shows up in other sections because they had to do with
more than just Ron Paul and "the newsletter affair") And you know what? I still think I
got it right. So consider this a "warts and all" section if you disagree with it.





Straight from the Horse's Mouth

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, April 23, 2007.

A number of my friends have stated that they are supporting Congressman Ron
Paul's presidential campaign because "even though he's running in the Republican pri-
maries, he's running as a libertarian."

Today, I received a letter from someone who disagrees with that take on Ron
Paul's campaign. You may recognize the writer's name -- he calls himself "Ron Paul."

The outside of the envelope bears the slogan "Time for a real conservative."
In the letter inside the envelope -- it's a fundraiser, of course -- Congressman Paul

refers to himself and his supporters as "conservative" no less than eight times, according
to my quick count. According to the same quick count, he uses the word "libertarian" a
grand total of zero times.

Other inclusions and omissions may also be of interest to Paul's libertarian sup-
porters:

• Paul gives two paragraphs of the letter to foreign policy, but conspicuously omits
the word "Iraq."

• Paul's position on immigration -- which may well be "conservative," but can't by
any stretch of the imagination be described as "libertarian" -- gets five paragraphs.

• I know that there are principled disagreements among libertarians on abortion (I'm
pro-life myself), but when Paul mentions "overturning Roe v. Wade" -- without
elaboration as to why that might or might not be a good idea -- he does so with the
clear intent of portraying himself as more conservative, not more libertarian, than
his opponents for the GOP's presidential nomination.
I believe that it is fair to describe Ron Paul as a libertarian, our disagreements on

what that label entails aside. However, being a libertarian and running for president as a
libertarian are two different things entirely.

Ron Paul isn't running for president as a libertarian. He's running for president
as a conservative. He says so himself, repeatedly and unequivocally. If you're supporting
Ron Paul for president, you should be very aware that you are supporting a conservative
campaign, not a libertarian campaign. If you want to support a candidate who's running
as a libertarian, well, I've repeatedly pointed you at one of those.
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Incredibly Stupid Statement of the Day, 06/14/
07

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, June 14, 2007.

I'm not going to specifically source today's Incredibly Stupid Statement because it's
been made in many forms, in many forums, by many individuals. The particular itera-
tion I'll be using occurred on a semi-private discussion list for members/supporters of
the Libertarian Party Radical Caucus. I'd rather send people to the Caucus so that they
can subscribe to the list if it's their cup of tea than send people to the list directly. I'd also
rather go after the statement istelf than the particular individual who made it, especial-
ly since that individual is one among many who are making similar statements, and not
someone I'm looking for a fight with.

So, the statement:

There is absolutely no principled reason to denounce [Ron] Paul's [presiden-
tial] campaign.

Of course, generically speaking there are all kinds of principled reasons to denounce
anything. Different people espouse different principles. I may think that the principles
of, for example, Maoist communism are idiotic principles, but I would not mistake
a Maoist's denunciation of Paul's campaign for an "unprincipled" denunciation. Paul's
principles are at odds with (and, in my opinion, far superior to) the principles of Mao-
ism. Denunciation is the only principled response a Maoist could make to Paul's cam-
paign.

But, of course, I'm writing here from a libertarian perspective and a Libertarian Party
perspective -- so here's a revised and extended version of my reply to the statement on
the aforementioned list:

Au contraire. One might disagree with the principles involved, but any number of
principles could be invoked in denouncing his campaign.

Here are a few:
1. If one believes that the Republican Party cannot be reformed into a libertarian

party, and that on the other hand the Libertarian Party is the only vehicle
through which it is even remotely likely that libertarian ideals may -- sooner
or later -- be translated into public policy, then Paul's campaign is worthy of
denunciation by virtue of the fact that it will inevitably cause some people who
are looking for a libertarian political party to mistake the GOP for that kind,
or potentially that kind, of political party, at the expense of the LP.
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2. If one believes that libertarianism and conservatism are two different political
philosophies, then Paul's campaign is worthy of denunciation due to the con-
fusion it is raising on that question. Paul is very specifically running as a con-
servative. That's what he calls himself on the debate stage, and that's what he
calls himself in his campaign fundraising letters (in the fundraiser I received
from him he referred to himself and/or his supporters as "conservative(s)" nu-
merous times; the word "libertarian" appeared nowhere in the letter). The me-
dia, on the other hand, calls him a libertarian. This is bound to cause some
people to mistake conservatism for libertarianism or vice versa.

3. If one believes that party affiliation/loyalty has importance and/or meaning,
then Paul's campaign is worthy of denunciation due to the fact that he has
none -- at least not to the LP, anyway. In 2000, for example, Paul signed a let-
ter urging registered Libertarian voters in two California US House districts
to vote for Republican congressional candidates who were on the ballot oppo-
site Libertarian opponents. Paul has continuously exploited his prior LP presi-
dential candidacy as a tool for raising funds from Libertarians for his Republi-
can campaigns, and the LP has gone out of its way to avoid running candidates
against him in his US House District. That relationship has been a one-way
street. Paul uses the LP, but the LP has gotten very little use from Paul since
1988.
[N.B. Since I posted this reply to the list in question, a prominent Texas
Libertarian has opined that Paul has in fact been of great use to the LP
by, for example, speaking at its events and bringing larger numbers of
people to those events than would otherwise have attended. I'm not
necessarily conceding the point here (it's possible that Paul benefited
much more than the LP did from those appearances), but I'm certainly
willing to admit that this particular point may not be as open and shut
as my original post implied]

4. If one believes that putting a xenophobic or homophobic face on libertarian-
ism is damaging to the libertarian movement and the Libertarian Party, then
Paul's campaign is worthy of denunciation because that's exactly what it does.
Paul has received the most attention on foreign policy so far, but if you read
his fundraisers, you'll see that that's not been HIS choice. In those fundraisers,
he hasn't even able to bring himself to use the word "Iraq," instead throwing
out some very mealy-mouthed, coquettish stuff on foreign intervention and
then launching into his preferred position of emphasis: Immigration, an issue
on which he is firmly in the anti-libertarian Know-Nothing camp. Although
he advertises himself as a "constitutionalist," he sponsored an act intended to
legislatively invalidate the Constitution's "full faith and credit" clause where
marriage is concerned, for the specific purpose of depriving same-sex couples
of their rights.

5. If one believes that honesty is important, then Paul's campaign is worthy of
denunciation, because he lies ... or at least articulates different, mutually ex-
clusive policy positions to different audiences. For example, when speaking to
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libertarian audiences, and perhaps even to national non-libertarian audiences,
he opposes farm subsidies. But go to his congressional site, and you'll findpress
releases where he brags to his home constituency about how hard he is work-
ing to bring home the farm pork for them.

You may or may not agree with any of the principled reasons for denouncing Paul's
campaign articulated above, but that doesn't mean they aren't principled reasons (and
for the benefit of Brian Holtz, I don't think any of them would fall under the "Rothbar-
dian anarchocapitalist heresy" classification). It just means that they aren't YOUR prin-
ciples. They are, however, mine -- and to put as fine a point on it as possible, there are
no circumstances under which I will be voting for Ron Paul for president, even if he
receives the GOP nomination and even if the LP nominates NOTA. I hold nothing per-
sonal against those who see it differently, but I think they are mistaken and I don't intend
to be mistaken with them.
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Wow ... Just ... Wow

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, June 15, 2007.

We now know that we are under assault from thugs and revolutionaries who
hate Euro-American civilization and everything it stands for: private proper-
ty, material success for those who earn it, and Christian morality.

Rudy Giuliani? No.
Joe Lieberman? Uh uh.

Ron Paul.
And no, he's not talking about the "Islamo-Fascists." He's talking about Americans

with above average concentrations of melanin in their skin.
No, no, no ... don't even try playing the "context" card. Here's some "context" for you

(op. cit.):

The professional blacks may have cowed the elites, but good sense survives at the
grass roots. Many more are going to have difficultly avoiding the belief that
our country is being destroyed by a group of actual and potential terrorists --
and they can be identified by the color of their skin. This conclusion may not be
entirely fair, but it is, for many, entirely unavoidable.

If you want more "context," knock yourself out -- go ahead and read the whole
thing. But make sure to keep some anti-nausea medication close at hand. You're going
to need it.

Mea maxima culpa -- I've quaffed my share of the Ron Paul Kool-Aid over the years
and excused the appearance of Paul's columns in places like David Duke's web site and
Willis Carto's anti-Semitic rags on the premise that he releases them and opportunists
catch them and misuse them to establish a false association. I was wrong, and this is the
proof. This is straight from the horse's mouth. It was either written by Paul or ghost-
written for Paul. It was published in a newsletter owned by Paul, headed with Paul's
name and sold to fans of Paul on Paul's behalf. The unvaoidable conclusion is that this is
what Paul believes ... or at the very least that he's comfortable with having others believe
that this is what he believes.

Libertarians: We've been clasping a viper to our bosom. Hopefully the fangs haven't
punctured the skin yet, hopefully the poison is not yet irrevocably part of our move-
ment's bloodstream, and hopefully we won't find ourselves portrayed for the next decade
or more with that viper in front center focus. Either way, though, the FIRST thing is to
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throw the damn snake back into the brush instead of holding it aloft as a symbol of who
we are.

Hat tip: A commenter at SuicideGirls.
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Why I am Not a Rothbardian

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, December 8, 2007.

Having abandoned the core libertarian stance -- opposition to mass murder by
the State -- [Brink] Lindsay [sic] and his ilk are on their way out of libertari-
anism, as I've explained elsewhere, while [Ron] Paul and his "backward-look-
ing" brethren represent the future of the movement.

That's Justin Raimondo of AntiWar.Com, having a cow about Cato Institute Re-
search VP Brink Lindsey's criticisms of Ron Paul as quoted in The Nation.

Most of my reasons for not personally supporting Ron Paul's campaign have been
pretty clear, at least to myself.

For example, I believe that "major party" libertarian campaigns are a detour onto
a dead end road; that they're inherently a waste of effort that can't produce meaning-
ful change in the direction of more liberty. I believe that it's going to take a new party
(maybe the Libertarian Party, maybe not, but they're the only game in town right now
that isn't rigged in favor of more state power) to move us toward liberty, because the
fortunes of the Democratic and Republican parties are too tied up in their shared mo-
nopoly on power for them to risk their piece of that monopoly by breaking away from
the status quo in any significant respect.

That's my strategic problem with the Paul campaign.
My ideological problem with the Paul campaign is that Paul is libertarian on some

issues, and not on others. What I've been unable to figure out, until now, is why arguing
that point seems to not make a dent in the resolve of some that supporting Paul must
constitute a litmus test for one's libertarianism or deficiency thereof. And Raimondo has
just handed me the explanation.

... the core libertarian stance -- opposition to mass murder by the State ...

Well, no. The core libertarian stance is opposition to initiation of force, and the
core libertarian stance in the context of politics is opposition to initiation of force in in-
stitutionalized form, i.e. by the state (I don't respect the state enough to give it capitalized
proper name status, and seeing other libertarians do so is one of my pet peeves).

Initiation of force takes many forms. Yes, mass murder, including in the form of
aggressive war, is one of those forms, and the worst ... but there are others. Day in and
day out, the state steals little pieces of many, many more lives than it takes entirely. It
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steals some of your income. It steals some of your discretion as to what sexual behavior
is appropriate between consenting adults. It draws imaginary lines on the ground and
dictates who may cross those lines and for what peaceful purposes they may do so.

I'm Misesian to the extent that I recognize the applicability of calculation problems.
I can't tell you whether or not three thwarted border crossings, two criminal charges for
consensual acts of sodomy between consenting adults, and $20,000 in capital gains tax-
es are "less than," "equal to," or "greater than" one murdered Iraqi in some hypothetical
unit of force initiation. I'm happy to take the word of Justin Raimondo that the answer
is "less than" -- but I'm not willing to take the next step, because it leads off a ledge.

That next step is the Rothbardian proclamation, as trumpeted by Raimondo, of
"the primacy of foreign policy in determining the politics and direction of an ideological
movement."

I certainly give great weight to foreign policy issues, and have generally agreed
with Raimondo and with the editorial line of AntiWar.Com on those issues. But prima-
cy -- "the state of being first in importance?" No. At least not if that means in action what
Raimondo now seems to be saying it means: That it is the affirmative obligation of liber-
tarians to support a candidate who is libertarian on foreign policy, even if that candidate
is anti-libertarian on other issues.

That seems to be the gravamen of Raimondo's approach to the matter of libertari-
an non-support for Ron Paul, as well as the approach of the "paleo-libertarian" bloc. To
be honest, it strikes me as a mirror image -- admittedly distorted, but discernible -- of
the Eric Dondero line on supporting Rudy Giuliani: "Who cares about the war, dude?
C'mon -- he's pro-choice on abortion!"

In the absence of a "perfect libertarian" candidate (i.e. a candidate who agrees with
me in every respect on what it means to be a libertarian, and expresses that agreement
consistently in his or her policy positions, of course!), one obviously must make choices
between "less than perfect libertarian" candidates on the basis of issues (or just write off
electoral politics as a bad job -- which some libertarians have done and for which I can-
not blame them).

I certainly weight my preferences among these candidates heavily on foreign poli-
cy, to the extent that I simply will not support a candidate who supports the war on Iraq,
period, end of story. Far be it from me, however, to attempt to dictate the values of oth-
er voters. Back to Mises/Rothbard 101 -- value is subjective. I can't pick your values for
you, and neither can Justin Raimondo. You have to choose them yourself.

If Paul was distinguishable from other candidates by virtue of being the only pres-
idential candidate to oppose the war on Iraq, I'd probably vote for him, my other prob-
lems with his party affiliation and anti-libertarian policy positions notwithstanding. But
make no mistake about this: That party affiliaton and those anti-libertarian policy po-
sitions would make this a "hold my nose and go for the lesser evil" vote. I certainly
wouldn't consider the decision to cast or not cast that vote to be a litmus test on whether
or not I am a "real libertarian."

Thing is, Ron Paul isn't the only presidential candidate who opposes the war on
Iraq. I have a number of such candidates to choose from, even within the "major" par-
ties (Mike Gravel and Dennis Kucinich, for example). And, running on the Libertarian
Party line, I can choose between Steve Kubby, George Phillies and Christine Smith in
full confidence that any of the three, if elected, would make unilateral, unconditional and
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immediate withdrawal of US forces from Iraq a first order of business. Or hell, Cynthia
McKinney is seeking the Green Party line.

The electorate suffers from no shortage of anti-war candidates whom any voter
may choose to support or not support. Nor, in my opinion, are libertarians bound by any
a priori strategic or ideological constraints against choosing a candidate other than Paul
to support.

Even setting aside partisan/strategic considerations, I prefer a candidate who
doesn't hold the crossing of those imaginary lines on the ground hostage to his fear of
"cultural balkanization" or to his (anti-Rothbardian, by the way -- see the 6th of the Lib-
ertarian Party Rothbard Caucus's "ten points") "particular orderism." I prefer a candidate
who defends the rights of all people versus all states, not one who ascribes to some states
a legitimate power to decree who may or may not marry whom, even if the Constitution
must be damaged to implement that power. And I have plenty of candidates to choose
from who are sound not only on foreign policy, but on those other issues as well.

Even as I've written this piece, I've been struck by the notion that perhaps I am a
Rothbardian in at least some sense.

My logic is more Misesian that Raimondo's where values are concerned, and I
suspect he's somewhat skewed in his evaluation of others' actual valuations in any case.
Quoth he in the Nation article concerning the "beltway libertarians" at Cato:

As long as they can abort their babies and sodomize each other and take as many
drugs as they want to, they are happy. They don't care who is being killed in
Iraq and how many Iraqis are dying. That's their hierarchy of values.

... which, whatever my problems with some of Cato's line may be, I don't believe for
a moment.

Furthermore, I've not only preserved "primacy of foreign policy" as a voting con-
sideration (even if only through luck of the draw), but I've chosen a candidate who out-
Rothbards Ron Paul on "particular orderism" as applied to immigration.

Go figure. Perhaps Rothbard's biographer should crack his own book.
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What's Interesting About the TNR Expose ...

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, January 8, 2008.

... is its timing.
If The New Republic had published its article and excerpts from Ron Paul's newsletters

a month ago, Duncan Hunter would have outpolled Paul in Iowa. If they had published
those excerpts last Friday, Paul would have polled low single digits in New Hampshire
today.

Why did TNR choose to run their story on the day when Paul is likely to turn in the
best performance of his GOP presidential campaign before the dirt hits the public con-
sciousness? Elementary, my dear Watson: It's not Paul they're after ... it's the Republican
Party.

When Paul was still a "minor, bottom tier" candidate, this would have ended his cam-
paign (assuming he has sense enough to pour piss out of a boot), but it wouldn't have
hurt the GOP. But with a credible 10% performance in Iowa under his belt (hint: Bill
Clinton polled 3% there in 1992) and a likely 2nd- or 3rd-place finish in New Hampshire
tonight, he's fast becoming a credible representative of his party to the public ... and thus
any damage to him is going to impact the whole Republican field. And hey, I'm down
with that -- if Paul's campaign increases the GOP's drain-circling velocity, that's a good
thing.

On the other hand, the GOP is big enough to absorb a certain amount of this. The Lib-
ertarian Party and the libertarian movement will take less damage, but we're also more
fragile and less able to absorb and recover from it. And, well, it's disgusting to find a par-
ty and a movement I love dragged down into this muck.

Let's go ahead and get this out of the way: I told you so. You don't have to believe
me when I say I'm not gloating, but I'm not gloating. I wish that my fellow libertarians
had listened to me earlier, if for no other reason than that the necessary damage control
would have been much less difficult if so many libertarians hadn't worked so hard to pro-
pel the Paul bandwagon down the road toward this, its ultimate destination.

For one thing, when I first brought up the problems with Paul, the Libertarian Na-
tional Committee hadn't yet abandoned its fiduciary duty to the LP and violated the trust
of the LP's members by endorsing Paul as a prospective LP presidential candidate. Now
we have an official, if illicit, association that needs to be, um, dissociated. And that's not
going to be easy, even if the LNC has the collective common sense to be teleconferenc-
ing right now on an emergency motion to withdraw its "invitation" to Paul.

Unfortunately, I'm not as good at repairing ships as I am at pointing out the goddamn
icebergs before we hit them. I'll do what I can to help, but frankly I don't know what that
is.

For those who have been sticking their fingers in their ears, screwing their eyes shut,
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and screaming "anything bad that might be said about Ron Paul is absolutely NOT true,"
well, I guess you'll probably continue to do so. Here's hoping you're good enough at it
by now to not even notice how suddenly your victory parade float departed the roadway
and rolled right over into the dustbin of history.

For those of you who are interested in the truth, I've plucked three teaser quotes from
TNR's excerpts. Don't bitch at me about "context." I've already given you the link. If you
don't believe me, go look at the source material for yourself already. You should anyway.

From the March 1990 issue of Paul's newsletter:

Even absent Christianity (or AIDS), natural law proves that sexuality ought to
be restricted to marriage (between a man and a woman, I guess I have to say
these days.) Approval of anything else means societal disintegration.

From the June 1990 issue:

As Congressman Bill Dannemeyer (R-CA) noted, "it's a tragic message being
sent," that normality and deviance are equal. I miss the closet. Homosexuals, not
to speak of the rest of society, were far better off when social pressure forced
them to hide their activities.

From the November 1990 issue:

[David] Duke carried baggage from his past, but the voters were willing to
overlook that. And if he had been afforded the forgiveness an ex-communist
gets, he might have won. Liberals like Richard Cohen of the Washington Post
say he got so many votes because Louisianians were racist and ignorant.
Baloney.

This last one does raise some interesting questions. It seems to imply that as of
1989, Paul (or Paul's ghostwriter) believed Duke to have abandoned his past as a neo-
Nazi, Grand Wizard of the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, etc. and become "mainstream."
But ... as of 1989-90, Duke continue to be (and so far as I know, remains to this very
day) associated with the post-Klan racist organization he founded in 1980, the "Nation-
al Association for the Advancement of White People." Was Paul (or Paul's ghostwriter)
naive, lacking in basic research skills, or c) knowingly deceptive on this point?

For some time (until I found evidence of Paul's voluntary positive interactions with at
least one racist organization, as a matter of fact), I defended Paul against allegations of an
association with Duke, using the "one-way street" argument, i.e. that just because Duke
reprinted Paul's (free-for-the-reprinting) column, that didn't mean that Paul in any way
condoned or endorsed Duke.

Part of the extension of that argument in the context of Paul's presidential campaign,
of course, has been that Paul had no reason to publicly disavow Duke, since there was no
evidence that he had ever condoned Duke. Oops.
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Speaking of Smears ...

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, January 10, 2008.

Over the months, I've tried to write off the stormtrooper-like, bullying attitude of
some Ron Paul cultists. You know the ones I'm talking about:

Commenter: Ron Paul puts his pants on one leg at a time like everyone else.
Cultist: Why do you want to SMEAR Ron Paul?
Commenter: I'm not trying to smear him, I'm just saying he wasn't born of a virgin

or anything like that.
Cultist: SMEAR! SMEAR! That's all you're doing? How dare you imply that Ron

Paul's mother ever had sex? Why, you goddamn godless socialist, I oughtta ...
At first, most of the worst of that kind of thing came from people I either didn't know

at all, or already knew from prior experience to be marginal in the sanity department.
My more sane acquaintances in the Ron Paul camp didn't go that far. Yeah, they twisted
themselves into pretzels trying to make the real-life Ron Paul jibe with the uber-liber-
tarian image of Ron Paul in their heads and hearts, but they didn't get all wild-eyed and
frothy and hateful.

I sensed things were really going downhill a couple of weeks ago -- December 27th, as
a matter of fact -- when an author whom I don't know well, but have always considered
a reasonable guy and a fine libertarian writer, whipped out this bit of nonsense. Money
quote:

In my view, the "Ron Paul question" constitutes a litmus test for libertarians.
Simply put, the "Ron Paul question" consists of determining whether or not a
person supports Dr. Paul. If so, as I see matters, he passes this test and can be
constituted a libertarian; if not, his credentials are to that extent suspect.

After that eye-opener, I guess I shouldn't have been shocked by the reaction at
the LewRockwell.Com blog to The New Republic's expose on Paul and accompanying
newsletter excerpts.

But I was.
Substantive criticism of, or response to, the content? Nowhere to be found. Nothing

but the cry of "SMEAR!" (the only time I checked, it appeared on the front page of the
blog seven times) accompanied by some pretty vicious personal attacks on the TNR ar-
ticle's author. He's a pimply-faced youth. He's a Giuliani supporter. His education was
financed by some commiesymp outfit. The rag he writes for has a sordid history. 1

I have a feeling that much of this has to do with not wanting to answer what is quickly
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becoming the $64,000 question among libertarians: Who is the anonymous ghostwriter
credited with the racist and homophobic vomit that went out under Paul's name?

Wendy McElroy has asked him to identify himself. Kevin Rollins and Robert Capozzi
have asked Lew Rockwell to confirm or deny that he's the writer in question.2 For
which, of course, all three have been denounced for, you guessed it, "smearing" Paul,
Rockwell or both.

Why is the question important? Two reasons:
First, Paul has been evasive on the subject. "Ghostwriter" and "former aide" are, I be-

lieve, the terms he's used. Those terms imply -- and no doubt intentionally so -- a long-
severed relationship. If the ghostwriter is found among Paul's long-time friends and cur-
rent advisors, the newsletters take on a whole new relevance vis a vis Paul's campaign,
because now there's a live wire connecting that past to this present (actually, there's al-
ready one -- the lightbulb went on in Jim Henley's head before it did in mine).

Secondly, if Rockwell or another writer or writers associated with LewRockwell.Com
and the Ludwig von Mises Institute wrote that trash, it casts the allegations of a racist
orientation -- allegations which have been leveled at those institutions for years by folks
like the Cato Institute's Tom G. Palmer -- in a whole new light. As someone who de-
fended LRC/LvMI from those allegations for a long time, I'm mortified to discover that
I may have been very, very wrong.

Speaking of which, this shitstorm represents a real problem for radical libertarians.
The Mises Institute and LRC have, for all intents and purposes, been Radical Libertarian
Central since the Internet came of age, and they've been damn good at it. If they've
also been effectively a racist front organization, what we're looking at is the ideological
equivalent of 9/11, with the planes bearing down on us piloted by those we thought
were our own. It won't be a question of rescuing our betrayers, but rather of rescuing
the principles those betrayers have besmirched.

There is, I suspect, little joy in Auburn right now. That the crew at LRC is responding
to these events in much the same way that they've always mocked the Randroids for act-
ing is telling. Hopefully that behavior is driven by genuine shock and confusion rather
than by knowledge of their own culpability in what's fast turning into a combination
black eye, broken jaw and diagnosis of venereal disease for the libertarian movement.

-----
NOTES
1. And yes, The New Republic does, in fact, have a sordid history. But last time I no-

ticed, the owner of the publication hadn't publicly blamed that sordid history on un-
named ghost writers when confronted with it.

2. My guess -- and it's only a guest -- is that Rockwell edited the newsletters, and
that the most offensive excerpts were authored by Gary North. But I repeat, that's just a
guess.
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"Caesar's Wife Must be Above Suspicion"

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, January 12, 2008.

Quoth Eric Sundwall --

There seems to be an unwritten meme going around that Rockwell is responsi-
ble for the RP newsletters (Balko, Knapp, McArdle, now Holtz). The hope being
that blatant racist sentiment will undo a hardcore message and the hip and/or
'trinity'crowd can assume the mantle.

Wide, wide of the mark. Where a conflict exists between LvMI or LRC on one
hand and the "cosmopolitan" libertarians (Cato, Reason, et al) on "what it means to be a
libertarian," the odds are better than even that I agree with the LRC/LvMI crowd.

Matter of fact, what I "hope" is that Lew Rockwell and other distinguished writers
affiliated with LRC/LvMI had nothing whatsoever to do with that newsletter content.
If they did, they won't be the only ones with a black eye. Every radical libertarian who
has ever promoted, featured or cited their work -- including yours truly -- will have a
shiner, too.

I am a radical libertarian. I acknowledge that LewRockwell.Com and the Ludwig von
Mises Institute have stood at the forefront of the radical libertarian movement for many
years, and for some good reasons.

To the extent that the radical libertarian movement has "leaders," a good case can
be (and has been) made by the folks at LRC/LvMI that Ludwig von Mises, Murray N.
Rothbard and Lew Rockwell constitute a "dynasty" of radical libertarian ideological Cae-
sars, with Auburn, Alabama functioning as a radical libertarian Rome, the LRC/LvMI
web sites as their empire's gladatorial arenas ... and Ron Paul as the political wife of that
ideological dynasty's current scion.

This is not to say that Caesar should not defend his wife if she unjustly falls under
suspicion. However, Rockwell and company haven't actually defended Paul. Rather, they
have limited their response to fulminating against what they characterize as "smears"
without offering any substantive rebuttal or criticism of the allegations at all, or any an-
swers to the questions raised. The're free to do that, but they have only themselves to
blame if observers then conclude that perhaps Caesar is just as suspect as Pompeia.
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Mystery Solved

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, January 13, 2008.

The author of at least some of the racist and/or homophobic material which ap-
peared in Ron Paul's newsletters is: Ron Paul.

In 1996, Paul not only admitted to having written some of the stuff, but defended the
material. Some pull quotes:

"Dr. Paul, who is running in Texas' 14th Congressional District, defended his
writings in an interview Tuesday. He said they were being taken out of con-
text. ... Dr. Paul denied suggestions that he was a racist and said he was not
evoking stereotypes when he wrote the columns. He said they should be read and
quoted in their entirety to avoid misrepresentation. ... In the interview, he did
not deny he made the statement about the swiftness of black men. ... " -- Dallas
Morning News, 05/22/96

"Paul, an obstetrician from Surfside, Tex., denied he is a racist and charged
Austin lawyer Charles 'Lefty' Morris, his Democratic opponent, with taking
his 1992 writings out of context." -- Washington Post, 05/26/96

"Paul, who earlier this week said he still wrote the newsletter for subscribers,
was unavailable for comment Thursday." -- Houston Chronicle, 10/11/96

So, mystery solved -- and I apologize to those at LewRockwell.Com and the Lud-
wig von Mises Institute who have perceived me as launching on them, and especially to
one in particular who felt that I was tarring all those who write at those sites, even those
who were completely uninvolved with Lew Rockwell and/or Dr. Paul at the time the
newsletters were published, with an unjust brush. I didn't mean it that way. Mostly I was
just astonished with LRC's inability or unwillingness to deal with the whole thing ratio-
nally instead of retaliating with irrelevant character assassination. They're a bit touchy
over there, and they have reason to be. This is not the first time that Lew has been hit
with allegations of coddling and abetting racists -- allegations that seem to have at least
some basis in fact.

But this thing remains squarely in Paul's court. As George Phillies has pointed out (at
least privately to me -- if he's done so publicly, I'll link to it when I find it), the "ghost-
writer" excuse was never worth much anyway. To paraphrase George, when you hire a
ghostwriter his writing becomes yours. You paid good money for it, right?

Paul might have headed this off if he had been willing to take a ding on his vaunted
"consistency" card and just say "yes, I wrote those things. They were actually fairly stan-
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dard Republican rhetoric of the time and I was a politician riding that wave -- but it was
wrong to do that, I apologize for it, and I hope you'll agree that my record in Congress
and my message today reflect very different sentiments."

His unwillingness to do that got him the "consistency" ding anyway, and outed him
as a liar to boot -- either he was lying in 1996, or he's lying now. Of course, a lot of
politicians have survived such scandals, but Paul was marginal as a Republican presiden-
tial candidate in the first place. I suppose that white southerners could prove themselves
guilty of the worst suspicions that "cosmopolitan" yankees have about them by voting
for someone they perceive as "the sheet and hood lite" candidate in the GOP primary,
but I'm optimistic and don't believe that will happen.
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The Danger of the Paleo Flirtation

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, January 16, 2008.

The New Republic posted a second batch of Ron Paul newsletter excerpts yesterday.
A number of people, myself included, expected them to be more damning than the pre-
vious batch. A number of people, myself not included, ended up concluding that they
aren't. I'll get to why they are in a moment, but first some context:

Julian Sanchez and David Weigel of Reason explore the authorship questions some
more. I'm not as interested in authorship per se as I was at first1, but the article does lay
out some historical timeline material that goes in directions I am interested in. Namely,
it explores why one might or might not have expected to find this kind of stuff in "liber-
tarian" publications of the time.

During the period when the most incendiary items appeared -- roughly 1989
to 1994 -- Rockwell and the prominent libertarian theorist Murray Rothbard
championed an open strategy of exploiting racial and class resentment to build
a coalition with populist "paleoconservatives," producing a flurry of articles
and manifestos whose racially charged talking points and vocabulary mir-
rored the controversial Paul newsletters recently unearthed by The New Re-
public.

This raises a serious question in my mind: "What the fuck were those guys thinking?"
Let me explain:
Although I began self-identifying as a libertarian in the early 1990s, I entered the lib-

ertarian movement from the paleoconservative side because that was where I found the
opportunities to do so. My early movement involvements were with the militias and the
Constitution Party (Aaron Russo's short-lived project, not the current abomination it-
eration). It took me less than a year to get deeply involved, recognize the racism, homo-
phobia and other bizarre psychoses which permeated the "populist right wing" and the
dangers those psychoses represented, and get the hell out of there (and I suspect that Rus-
so was similarly motivated, although he cited his "Mad As Hell" project as the reason for
his exit from the Constitution Party). By early 1996, I had gone over to ideological anar-
chism and politically to the Libertarian Party.

Less than a year for me to get shut of the "paleo" impulse. And for Lew Rockwell and
Murray Rothbard? Much longer, if ever.

Now: I don't dispute the possibility that there might have been a point in time when
the libertarian and paleoconservative ideological trains found themselves sharing a short
section of political track. But that the putative heirs of Ludwig von Mises were possessed
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of such utter hubris as to attempt not only a long-term hitching together of those trains,
but a fueling of the hypothetically resulting powerful locomotive with the worst material
they could find ... well, that just creeps me out.

Now, to those newsletter excerpts. Why are the new ones even worse than the old
ones?

The racism in the first batch of excerpts was explicit, but read just the right way it was
possible -- barely possible, but possible nonetheless -- to write it off as a childish expres-
sion of rebellion against the excesses of identity politics and "political correctness." Yes,
it was wrong and it was vile, but the possibility existed that we were seeing the results of
poor judgment rather than of cold calculation.

In the newly released excerpts, that conclusion isn't available to us. These excerpts
include:

• The second revealed instances of the newsletter lauding David Duke, and in a
specifically racial context. The previous excerpt cited his "anti-establishment" ca-
chet and wrote off racism as the important factor in his popularity. The new ex-
cerpt addresses Duke positively in a piece that refers to "the blacks" in vile collec-
tivist terms multiple times. It's not plausible to write that off as mere coincidence.

• The first revealed instances of thes newsletter not only specifically and approvingly
quoting/citing a publicly avowed "white separatist" (Jared Taylor) but offering sub-
scription information for his magazine (American Renaissance) to the readers of
the newsletter. This belies the possibilities mentioned in the previous paragraph as
well. It bespeaks an informed interest in white identity politics rather than merely a
knee-jerk reaction to black identity politics.

• The first revealed instance of the newsletter bemoaning not just the existence of
black identity politics but the non-existence of a popular white equivalent. That the
author subsequently quails from the obvious followup (a raised-hand chorus of
"white power!") and instead segues to a stilted and weak-kneed plea that the reader
work to preserve "western culture" makes it very clear that that author knew quite
well what kind of fuse he was holding a match perilously close to ... and that he was
resisting the urge to light it off.
These excerpts take the plausibility out of my hypothesis that this might have just

been a case of a normal politician having temporarily fallen into some of the prejudices
of a particular time and place, later to be embarrassed when that old failing was exposed.
Rather, they point to a calculated intent to encourage and play on racist sentiments for
political gain -- a plan that Rockwell and Rothbard had previously publicly advocated, a
plan that was stump-stupid at best and indescribably evil at worst, and a plan that Ron
Paul allowed to be (thankfully unsuccessfully) implemented in his name.

-----
NOTES
1. The authorship question is no longer of particular interest to me because Paul ad-

mitted to authoring at least some of the material, and defended it, in 1996, before deny-
ing authorship and repudiating the material from 2001 on. Apart from outing Paul as a
liar at precisely the moment when he most needs to be perceived as honest, this estab-
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lishes that Paul knew about, and was conversant with, the material in question. Ghosted
or not, the material is Paul's baby.
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Just Sayin' ...

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, January 18, 2008.

As I've previously noted, I passed the point some time ago of writing "the author-
ship question" off as not especially relevant: It's not so much about whether Ron Paul
actually sat down with a legal pad or at a typewriter and wrote those newsletter passages
himself, as it is about the fact that they were published -- over a period of years -- under
his name, by a company in which he was a principal, and therefore presumably with his
knowledge and consent.

And let's face it: We don't, and can't, know the truth, the whole truth, and nothing
but the truth about the authorship. Paul has already lied about it. He admitted to writing
the stuff, and defended it, in 1996; in 2001, he reversed himself on both authorship and
sentiment. Barring the possibility that he possesses a time machine and is unaffected by
paradox issues in its use, he couldn't have been telling the truth both times.

However, Paul's defenders continue to rally primarily to one flag: "Paul did not
write those newsletter articles and is therefore not responsible for them." So, okay. Let
me stipulate to that for the sake of argument, and ask his defenders a couple of questions
about it:

Is Paul responsible for the legislation he has sponsored? How about the votes he
has cast for legislation sponsored by others?

Odds are that Paul didn't write any of "his" legislation. That's what congressional
staff is for. All he likely did with it was lend his good name to it and tout it, which is exactly
what he did with the newsletters. Ditto and even more so for legislation proposed by
others that he just supported and which didn't even have his name on it per se.

If Paul is not responsible for those newsletters because he didn't personally write
their content, then neither is he responsible for much, maybe even any, of his own con-
gressional record -- and with responsibility goes credit or discredit. If the newsletters
don't tend to discredit him as a presidential candidate, neither does his record in Con-
gress tend to credit him as one. So, I'll zip my yap about the former when Paul's support-
ers stop running their sucks about the latter.
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Paulitics 101

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, December 19, 2011.

Because I'm a vain, compulsive creature who keeps constant track of site traffic, I
noticed several hits this morning coming in via a link in a comment on this piece by ED
Kain at Forbes League of Ordinary Gentlemen. And because I really ought to blog some-
thing today, I think I'm going to push that bandwagon down the road a little.

I'm actually sort of re-growing a soft spot for Ron Paul after my period of disillu-
sionment with him.

I won't vote for him, mind you; but since I won't vote at all, I won't vote against him,
either.

I don't see any reason to retract any of the harsh things I've said about him, because
they are all true; but looking back at my meanness, I have, over time, realized that I had
a tendency to drop one key piece of context:

Ron Paul is a politician.
A SUCCESSFUL politician.

He's been making a mark on the political scene for going on 40 years now. And
successful politicians don't do that by actually being the plaster saints that adherents of
their personality cults want to believe they are.

It's a lot easier for politicians whose cultists worship their "pragmatism." That term
was custom-made for covering the multitude of sins that electoral politics entails. The
only sin it won't cover, in fact, is failure. And sometimes it will even do for that.

Take Newt Gingrich, for example. He's spend decades throwing every crappy idea he
comes across against the wall to see which ones stick. The "pragmatism" defense worked
pretty well for him when his surge required him to do some defensive tap-dancing,
didn't it?

Unfortunately for Paul, his cultists focus on items like "honesty," "principle" and "con-
sistency." The next successful politician who manages to really live up to those three
things over a career which spans decades will be the first to do so.

So let's talk about those newsletters (again).
Paul's political career began in earnest just as Nixon's "southern strategy" began re-

shaping the American electoral battlefield.
From that point on, and right up to the moment that Trent Lott came to grief for

opining, at Strom Thurmond's 100th birthday party, that America would have been bet-
ter off had the Dixiecrats won the 1948 presidential election, it was de rigueur for Re-
publican politicians (especially those from south of the Mason-Dixon Line) to scootch
their toes right up to, and sometimes over, the line separating "wink, nudge" identity
politics from full-blown, sheet-and-hood-wearing race-baiting.

And that is exactly what Paul did, especially in the late 1980s and early 1990s, as he
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turned the subscriber list of a newsletter that praised David Duke, entertained the racial
theories of Jared Taylor, claimed that 95% of DC-area black males were criminals, etc.,
into the powerhouse fundraising list that would send him back to Congress in 1996 after
a 12-year absence.

Paul was not alone in this approach. Ronald Reagan did not select Philadelphia,
Mississippi (the site of the 1964 murder of civil rights activists James Chaney, Andrew
Goodwin and Michael Schwerner) as the location for his "states rights"-oriented first
post-nomination speech in 1980 by throwing darts at a board. George HW Bush was not
courting the African-American vote in 1988 with those Willie Horton ads.

This was how Republicans campaigned at that time. And Paul, Murray Rothbard and
Lew Rockwell recognized that when they drummed up their "paleo strategy."

It was not, however, how Republicans campaigned by 2007.
I don't know whether Paul was lying in 1996 when he claimed authorship of those

newsletter articles and pleaded "lack of context," or whether he was lying in 2007 when
he denied authoring the articles and blamed them on an unnamed ghost writer. But he
was lying one time or the other. Big ding on "honesty" and "consistency," and a pretty
clear indicator that his only guiding "principle" in both instances was: WINNING.

The same can be said of his pork habits: Earmarking funds for his district, including
for projects and purposes that he describes as unconstitutional; but that's okay, see, be-
cause once he has the earmarks in there, he votes against the bill that he knows will pass.

And of other things, but I guess I'm getting away from the point here, and that point
is that if you assume Paul is just a typical politician of a certain age/era, he doesn't really
look that bad, does he? He only starts looking particularly crappy when you compare his
actual record to, e.g. Walter Block's panegyrics, the specifics of which no human being
could ever live up to.
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I Do Not Think it Means What You Think it
Means

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, December 25, 2011.

Shikha Dalmia has a piece in Reason today on "The Right Way for Ron Paul to Re-
spond to the Newsletter Controversy."

Refreshingly, in 629 comments (so far!), the word "smear" is used only 19 times.
Which means I've only been tempted to hit someone over the head with a squeegee ...
well, 19 times today.

Smear as a noun refers to "a slanderous defamation;" as a verb, it means to "charge
falsely or with malicious intent; attack the good name and reputation of someone."

The Ron Paul "newsletter controversy" is not a "smear" in either sense of the word,
and those who attempt to make it one -- and to shift responsibility for the newsletters'
content from their owner and publisher to those who happened to notice it -- do their
candidate a disservice. Ditto for those who keep screeching "that's old news" and "he's
disavowed that stuff and nobody believes he wrote it."

Ron Paul's newsletters had his name on them. The articles in question had his byline
on them. He owned the company that published them. He encouraged people to sub-
scribe to them, and bragged about publishing them, until they became a liability, after
which he offered up two different stories about them (at first the ugly quotes were "taken
out of context," then he hadn't actually written them, and hell, probably hadn't actually
read them). He accepted the money they earned and he used them to build the fundrais-
ing list that put him back in Congress after 12 years out of office.

The preponderance of evidence indicates that there was nothing accidental about any
of that -- that he was intentionally pursuing the Rothbard/Rockwell "paleo strategy" of
playing to the ugliest, most reactionary impulses still extant in America's white work-
ing and middle classes in the hope of rallying the old "southern strategy" and "Dixiecrat"
voting blocs to a putatively libertarian flag.

That's probably not something Paul can ever put totally behind him. It's a huge,
ugly black mark on his political resume. Muttering something about a ghost writer and
"moral responsibility," then doing the "I've already answered that" shuffle, as he has for a
decade now, isn't even a good start at trying to get beyond it. His handling of this thing
so far has been, in two words, Clintonesque bullshit.

If he can't put it totally behind him, he can at least partially defuse it with six words,
wrapped in the longer speech Dalmia recommends, and offered without qualifications,
disclaimers, excuses or attempts to minimize the importance of the matter.

Those six words? "It was wrong and I'm sorry."
Contra the claims of his supporters, I've been unable to find any instances of him pub-
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licly saying that. They may be out there, but if so they're not prominent.
Nothing's going to turn this negative into a positive, but taking it by the horns as

Dalmia recommends, with a real apology instead of a bunch of evasions and equivoca-
tions from him and cries of "smear!" from his amen corner, might turn it into just one
bullet point among many for voters to consider when evaluating "the Ron Paul package."
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The R3VOLution That Wasn’t: A Note to Paul
Supporters

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, September 5, 2012.

"I told you so" isn't a very gentle or polite opening for a conversation, so let's just
forget that I told you so both in 2008 and 2012 and treat those campaigns as phases you
had to get through on your own, without distraction and paying no heed to naysayers,
to get where you are now. The average Ron Paul supporter's energy and dedication cer-
tainly commands my respect and, I think, the respect of most others whose path toward
freedom didn't take them down that road.

Hopefully, you can now see that Ron Paul is not going to restore the old American
republic and lead you to liberty. Hopefully, you can see now that not only is it not going
to happen, but that it never was going to happen.

The deck was thoroughly stacked. Against Paul, against you, against any threat to
a status quo which has calcified over the last 120 years (starting with the introduction
of "ballot access" laws to narrow the November choice to two, and the evolution of pri-
maries and conventions toward a process that inevitably produces two look-alikes).

That status quo may break or crumble under external pressure, but it will never
soften to internal re-shaping of the type that a Republican presidential campaign pro-
poses.

Where to go from here? That is the question.
As a first step, I propose that you examine the two Paul presidential campaigns,

with the benefit of hindsight and an eye toward identifying their essentials. You'll find
that much of what you held dear back then can be jettisoned -- the partisan and political
compromises bolted onto the campaign's libertarian superstructure as armor or camou-
flage for the purpose of "working within the system." Now that you're about to abandon
politics, you won't need those things any more.

Auditing the Fed, resurrecting "states rights," attempting to appeal to a base of
social conservative voters who fear freedom so deeply that they'll swallow anything the
GOP establishment feeds them ... those tactics did not serve you well where you were,
and you won't need them where you're going.

Did I say you're about to abandon politics? Yes, I did. Six years, $70 million,
numerous lawless actions on the part of the Republican establishment and two heart-
breaking failures to penetrate the GOP's national convention, with a candidate eminent-
ly qualified for the presidency by what you thought were the relevant standards, should
be enough to convince you that "working within the system" isn't going to get the job
done. Welcome to the real world.
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The good news is that in that real world, you're part of the majority. Most Ameri-
cans either won't or can't participate in the state's quadrennial "election" ritual. President
Barack Obama took office with the express consent of less than one in four Americans.
Nearly as many voted for someone else. More than twice as many voted for no one at all.

While it's true that most of those non-voters are at best only marginally conscious
of the significance of their abstention, neither are they fully invested in the system you
sought to reform and now understand you must abolish. Even if they haven't joined your
army, they're bona fide potential recruits, unlike the diehard Republican voters you've
spent the last six years hectoring for support.

The first step, of course, is to become one of those non-voters.
The second step? Status esse delendam: The state must be destroyed.
If not now, when? If not you, who?
The R3VOLution is dead. Long live the revolution.
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Part 5

Israel

A whole section on Israel? Yep. My love-hate relationship with Israel goes back to
1991, before which I'd have to say I was reflexively "pro-Palestinian," mainly because
most of the people around me were and because I'd never bothered to think much about
it. Then I shipped off to Saudi Arabia for Desert Shield and Desert Storm.

Military deployments consisting largely of "hurry up and wait," I spent a lot of time
reading while overseas. Because I was a US Marine, it was probably inevitable that I'd
end up reading Leon Uris's first novel, Battle Cry (an autobiographical tale of Marines
in the Pacific in World War II). And because most of the available reading material
consisted of used paperbacks donated through the USO, it was probably inevitable that
I'd go for Uris's third novel, Exodus, copies of which seemed to constitute every third or
fourth book in the "take one" pile at the First Marine Expeditionary Force's recreation
center at "Camp 2 1/2" near Al Jubail.

Exodus, of course, was pure polemic ... and very effective polemic. I've spent quite
a bit of time in the intervening years getting past the effect it had on me, reading
numerous pro- and anti-Israel books and articles as well as purportedly "objective"
material. And I've written enough stuff on the subject myself that it seems worth putting
in one place for easy examination.





Context is Everything: American Libertarians
and Israel

Author's note: This piece originally appeared in Rational Review in, if I am not mistaken,
February of 2004. It's now archived as a "blast from the past" article at KN@PPSTER. I've
left it entirely intact, including the references to a future "part two" that never got written.

Libertarians are by nature a contrarian lot, and I've yet to see a real-world issue
that we can't mangle beyond recognition with a little debate. Nonetheless, the question
of the Arab-Israeli conflict holds pride of place among vexatious issues that divide the
freedom movement.

In a recent article, published in Liberty For All, Carol Moore makes a valiant at-
tempt to frame the Arab-Israeli conflict -- and, more importantly, the implications of
that conflict for the United States and for the freedom movement in the United States
-- in terms of universally applicable libertarian principles. My intention with this article
is not to argue the validity of those principles. I stipulate to them. Instead, I intend to
attempt to place the Arab-Israeli conflict in context, both with regard to the principles
themselves (part one of this series) and to the practical application of those principles by
an American freedom movement and, more specifically, the Libertarian Party (coming
soon).

A disclosure of interests is first in order: On balance, I consider myself to be a sup-
porter of Israel. I do not mean, by this, that I support the Israeli government per se (I'm
an anarchist; the Israeli government is a state; you do the math). Nor do I mean that I
support each and every claim that might be made by that government or its supporters.
I do, however, believe the following things:

• That, by comparison to the Arab states surrounding it, including but not limited
to the "Palestinian Authority," Israel is an oasis of freedom and respect for human
rights, including the property rights of Jews and Arabs alike.

• That Israel's response to attacks upon it -- both of a military and terrorist character
-- has been, if anything, restrained by comparison to those attacks.

• That the people -- as opposed to the state -- of Israel have valid claims to live where
they live and as they live, generally speaking. That is to say that while claim to title
of this house or that farm may be the subject of legitimate dispute, there is no valid
claim that "Israel is stolen land," with the Israelis playing the part of armed robber
to the Arab's hapless victimhood.
I will attempt to defend those claims in the argument below, but that defense will

be interwoven with a more general response to Ms. Moore's article in its entirety.
Ms. Moore begins with a cautionary quote from George Washington.
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"Excessive partiality for one foreign nation and excessive dislike of another
cause those whom they actuate to see danger only on one side, and serve to veil
and even second the arts of influence on the other," said America's first pres-
ident upon the occasion of his retirement from public life. "Real patriots who
may resist the intrigues of the favorite are liable to become suspected and odi-
ous, while its tools and dupes usurp the applause and confidence of the people to
surrender their interests."

Cautionary indeed, both as Ms. Moore intended to apply it and in another way. Is-
rael's is not the only party with its advocates and lobbyists. While the power of the Israeli
lobby in the US is formidable, the fact is that the Arab cause has its uncritical defenders
as well. On any campus, at any leftist gathering, in any political debate, Israel's opponents
may be found "actuate[d] to see danger only on one side," and denominating their coun-
terparts as "odious." So let us set aside the notion that libertarians who take one or the
other side (or neither) where the Arab conflict is involved necessarily function as "tools
and dupes" -- or accept the notion that while one side may, the other side may as well.

"[T]here seem to be mounting accusations of anti-Semitism by self-described lib-
ertarians, Jewish and gentile, towards libertarians throughout the movement who have
criticized the state of Israel or its partisans," says Ms. Moore. "Included for particular
criticism are those who speak up for the property and human rights of the Palestinians."
This phenomenon does, indeed, exist. So does its counterpart, that being the character-
ization of libertarians throughout the movement who have defended Israel or criticized
its enemies as being bigoted against Arabs, or even as active agents of Ariel Sharon, the
Likud Party, the Jewish Defense League and so forth.

Once again, the coin has two sides. The whole issue unleashes temper and exhausts
patience on all sides. It is, perversely, simple enough that it inherently draws people to
one side or another, yet complex enough that the arguments of each side quickly become
incomprehensible and therefore subject to not undeserved characterization as sophistry
by those on the other side.

From her initial, and not unreasonable, recital of the current state of the argument,
Ms. Moore proceeds to the enunciation of libertarian principles, followed by a summary
of "libertarian criticisms of Israel."

Ms. Moore's first stated principle is "individualism not collectivism." She ac-
curately summarizes that principle thusly: "Libertarians believe only individuals have
rights. We do not recognize the right of religious, ethnic, racial or ideological groups,
governments or groups of governments to use either private or state violence to enforce
some collectivist vision on the life, liberty or property of others. ... we do not defend the
sinister machinations of nation states, especially when their claims of 'self-defense' are
plainly bogus."

In the "criticism" section, I do not find any argument to this principle other than
the assertion, made without elaboration, that the Israeli treatment -- specifically, forced
relocation -- of Arabs constitutes "ethnic cleansing." I am willing to stipulate that forced
relocation of people based on their ethnicity meets that definition.

It is here, however, that context becomes critical -- for, if the forced relocation
of populations based on a collective designation of the individuals in that population is
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"ethnic cleansing," then Israeli conduct of that activity, while odious, is no more odious
than the same activity is when it is conducted by other entities against the same popula-
tion. Yet the accusations of "ethnic cleansing," on the part of anti-Israel libertarians, are
reserved exclusively for Israel. No mention is made of the fact that the 55-year diaspora
of an arbitrarily designated population of "Palestinians," many of whom have never set
foot on the land they refer to as home, has been lived largely behind barbed wire erected
by ... the Arab states.

Throughout the Arab world, "Palestinians" remain a people apart, collectivized
perhaps to some extent of their own accord, and to some extent by the state of Israel, but
also by Arab states. A "Palestinian" who has lived in Syria, Jordan, Iraq or Egypt since
1948 -- or who, perhaps, was even born in one of those countries -- is not an individual
in the eyes of those states. He is a "Palestinian," whether he is born in Cairo or Kuwait
City ... the latter being unlikely for some time now, given the collective expulsion of
those so designated by the Kuwaiti government following the 1991 war.

The astute reader will note, of course, that this is no defense of Israel. If "ethnic
cleansing" is wrong when Arab states do it -- and it is -- then it is equally wrong when
Israel does it. The key point here, however, is that among libertarians who oppose Is-
rael, short shrift is given to the fact that all parties are equally wrong. Condemnation is
reserved to Israel and Israel alone; the plight of the "Palestinian" population is entirely
the fault of Israel, and no one else is to blame, in any respect, for that plight.

In this matter, the affair is a wash. Yes, the state of Israel has, in some cases, treated
Arabs wrongly. Yes, the Arab states have, in some cases, treated an arbitrary collective
of fellow Arabs wrongly. The matter does not provide a clear answer to which side is
wrong, because, in this area, all sides are wrong. So, while libertarian principle might
mandate condemnation of Israel on this point, it mandates an equal condemnation of
other states -- a condemnation which is not typically forthcoming, or at the most is pre-
sented and then minimized, on the part of anti-Israel libertarians.

"Property rights should be inviolate," is Ms. Moore's second stated principle.
"Property rights are created when individuals or voluntary associations either trade for
land or homestead unused or voluntarily abandoned land (as opposed to land whose
owners have been driven off in recent times by war, massacres or empty promises). Lib-
ertarians support everyone's right of return to unjustly confiscated land. And they have
little sympathy for individuals or governments who use force and fraud to confiscate
property and then claim the right to defend their stolen loot."

Once again, a fair summation. And, once again, an unclear case.
It is indisputable that a number of Arabs have been displaced from land to which

they held defensible title. Who did the displacing and for what reasons, however, is
something that must be considered on a case-by-case basis. "Individualism not collec-
tivism," remember?

The libertarian case against Israel in this respect has been made on many grounds,
some defensible and some not. Some go so far as to blame the state of Israel for dis-
placements and attacks which took place before that state even existed (as with the Deir
Yassin massacre). Others, pointing to the threats of Arab states against Palestinian Arab
inhabitants in 1948 -- the subtance of which was "if you live in peace with the Jews, we
will kill you with them; if you leave, you can come back after we've driven them into
the sea" -- hold that the decision to leave constituted abandonment of the land, especial-
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ly insofar as those fleeing continue to cleave to the goals of the states which made those
threats.

The fact is that many non-Israeli Arabs may have defensible claims to property
now held by Israel or inhabitants of Israel. How many such valid claims may exist, I do
not know. Neither does anyone else. The Israelis and the Arabs continue to attempt to
deal with the matter via a collective approach that can never work, and the well has been
poisoned by the passage of time and by proven, patently false claims made by people on
all sides. Notable among these claims was that of "Palestinian" advocate Edward Said,
who described in great detail his childhood and family home in Jerusalem, from which
his family was "displaced by the Israelis." A convenient fiction, eventually exposed -- Said
was raised in Egypt, and his family neither resided in nor claimed to own the home in
question.

Can individual land claims be hashed out? It seems unlikely at this point, that most
of them can. Palestine has been a crossroads, a land of war, absentee landlords and dubi-
ous titles since time immemorial. The 1948 conflict was not the beginning of the Pales-
tine land disputes, nor, obviously did it end those disputes. It merely complicated a situa-
tion that was by no means clear to begin with -- as the British Mandatory authorities no
doubt found when they took it over from the Ottoman Empire, which had in turn inher-
ited it from Rome via the birth canal of several hundred years of Crusade and counter-
Crusade.

That Israel should be doing things it has not done to address the claims of displaced
Arabs is a reasonable argument. Its collective approach, itself eminently reasonable in
terms of how such things are done -- Israel offered faux "Palestinian" leader Yasser
Arafat 95% of what he'd demanded on behalf of "his" people (he's another Egyptian,
born and raised in Cairo) some years back -- has obviously failed. However, Israel's Arab
counterparts have not attempted to deal with the sitaution on an individual basis, either.
Their perpetual demand has been that Israel's entire population, without regard to any
legitimate claims members of that population might have to particular parcels of land,
walk into the Mediterranean and learn to breathe saltwater. That proposal can hardly be
considered the basis of a just or reasonable settlement.

So, once again, we are at an impasse. Yes, property rights matter. No, neither side
has found a way to come to terms with the other on the basis of respect for such rights.

"Might does not make right," says Moore. And she is absolutely correct. And
while rights are not additive on the basis of the formation of a collective, wrongs often
are. The Israeli response to Arab aggression -- to pogroms, to the seizure of lawfully
purchased and improved land, to riots in the streets of Jerusalem -- from the beginning
of the 20th century on was, indeed, a response. That it has taken on a life of its own is
not surprising. Once again, we see that all sides in this conflict have employed collective
might to seek resolution of individual problems.

It cannot have escaped Ms. Moore's notice that the response to David Ben Gurion's
1948 declaration ofa policy of respecting Arab property rights and according Arabs the
same human rights as Jews in the new state was the invasion of Israel by no fewer than
five Arab armies, all sworn to confiscate properties owned by Jews and to soak those
properties in their owners' blood.
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So far as I can tell, the problem that anti-Israel libertarians have with the Arab-Is-
raeli conflict is not that might has been used, but that Israeli might has fairly consistently
prevailed over Arab might.

Next, Moore moves to the holding "Military non-interventionism and no en-
tangling alliances." Strictly speaking, non-interventionism is not a libertarian princi-
ple -- it's a policy that arises as a consequence of libertarian principles when they are ap-
plied to specific contexts.

To wit, current systems of government violate libertarian principle at both ends of
intervention: They use stolen money ("taxpayer money") to finance their interventions,
and they aggress against innocents in the course of those interventions.

If government didn't initiate force to finance its interventions, and didn't initiate
force as an effect of its interventions, no libertarian principles would be violated by those
interventions. Removing a savage dictator, or whatever, would be the equivalent of de-
fending little old ladies from muggers, which could hardly be said to be "un-libertarian."
Whether or not it reflects sound policy is another question entirely.

That said, I'll stipulate to Ms. Moore's implied claim, that being that US interven-
tion in the Arab-Israeli conflict violates libertarian principles. It is financed with taxpay-
er money and, at some point or another, it undeniably takes the form of initiating force.
There's no way it can avoid doing so -- even if I were to argue that the Israeli govern-
ment never uses money to violate rights, the US also gives billions to Egypt and hun-
dreds of millions to the "Palestinian Authority" each year. At one point or another -- and
in all probability at several points -- the US is acting as the financier of thugs.

However, there's one problem with Ms. Moore's invocation of this principle: No-
body seems to disagree with it. The main villains in Ms. Moore's piece -- Ilana Mercer
and the late Irv Rubin -- are both clearly on record as supporting an end to US aid for
Israel. Moore tries to hedge her bet by asserting that some pro-Israel libertarians oppose
aid because they want to see Israel left unrestrained in activities she deems aggressive,
but that's a red herring. It doesn't really matter why someone advocates a policy prescrip-
tion implied by libertarian principles. It matters that they do so. If that were not the case,
then Ms. Moore would be guilty of being "un-libertarian" in every case where she was
non-interventionist even though intervention would be supportive of the "right" side of
a conflict.

Ms. Moore's fifth articulated principle is "Political self-determination and se-
cession." "Libertarians believe everyone, no matter their religion, ethnicity, ideology,
etc., has the right to secede from any political union or colonial or occupied territory on
their justly acquired land and to self-govern themselves on it," she says. And she's cor-
rect. Of course, when Jews in Palestine attempted to do exactly that (the formation of
Israel was preceded by half a century of peaceful immigration and land purchase/devel-
opment), they found themselves attacked at every juncture.

When the British offered the Palestinian Jews a tiny strip of land, consisting almost
entirely of already Jewish-owned land along Palestine's coast -- with provisions for buy-
ing the rest of it -- they accepted. It was the Mufti of Jerusalem who fomented riot and
rebellion to prevent this "political self-determination and secession."

When the United Nations dictated partition -- dual Jewish and Arab states, guar-
anteeing the civil rights of each others' citizens and clearly allowing for all to choose the
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government under which they would live -- the Palestinian Jews accepted the proposal
... and five Arab armies invaded to drive the Jews into the sea rather than accept their
right of "political self-determination and secession."

When Palestinian Arabs fled the newly-founded Jewish state, did the sponsors of
those five Arab armies honor their fellow Arabs' right of "political self-determination
and secession?" No. They stuck their fellow Arabs behind the barbed wire of "refugee
camps" (where they are kept to this day to parade before the cameras, thus illustrating
the "evil of Israel"), denied them the ability to take citizenship in other Arab countries,
and announced that the only acceptable area in which their fellow Arabs could acceptably
practice "political self-determination and secession" was on that whopping 10% of Pales-
tine where other people (the Jews) were already doing so.

Among the nations of the Middle East, Arabs have the most capacity for "political
self-determination" in Israel, where they are represented in, and sit in, the Knesset. Se-
cession, as with all states, seems to be right out, of course. Name a country on earth that
has progressed so far as to honor the concept. It's hardly fair to single out Israel as par-
ticularly villainous on that count. "Political self-determination?" Ask the Kurds and Shia
of Iraq, or any other ethnic or religious minority in any Arab country about that and see
which country looks best by comparison.

"Support for due process and opposition to collective punishment." Or, as
Moore puts it, "libertarians agree that people who bear no responsibility for a crime, be
it done by governments of other nations, or by members of a family without the consent
of the family, should not be denied due process or collectively punished."

Once again, Ms. Moore has a point. The Israeli government has violated rights in
this way many times, not least by evicting the families of its attackers from their homes
and destroying those homes.

However, as is becoming usual, I must point out that there can hardly be less due
process, and more collective punishment, than is found in the slogans "Perish Judea!"
and "drive the Jews into the sea!" When a bomb goes off in a Jewish store, is that not
"collective punishment?" Once again, Israel is not unique among the parties to this con-
flict on this issue.

"Freedom of Speech." This is an area of major concern. Israel has a long history of
censorship. That censorship generally extends to factual matters of military import, but
it is censorship nonetheless, and evil. Once again, however, Ms. Moore completely ig-
nores the habits of "the other side" in the conflict. The "Palestinian Authority's" censor-
ship guidelines forbid "writing about the President and his family in a critical manner."
They also prohibit the presentation of ideas from that president's political opposition.
The censorship is enforced with arrest and torture (Source: Palestinian Human Rights
Monitor).

"Freedom of speech," naturally, also includes the freedom not to speak. It's certainly
arguable that Israelis, and Americans via the foreign aid their government pours into
Israel, subsidize speech by their government that they'd rather not make. No refusenik
should be forced to support the Likud party line with his taxes. On the other hand, how
many Palestinians have been asked if they want to pay for the official press of the "Pales-
tinian Authority" to be used for the multiple print runs of Adolph Hitler's Mein Kampf
which are distributed among them as articulation of that "Authority's" views?
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Once again, Ms. Moore fails in any way to demonstrate that Israel itself deserves
to be singled out among the countries in the region for its activities. The fact that it's
"almost as bad" as some of them doesn't make it "worse" than any of them.

Ms. Moore seems to have a broader interpretation of "freedom of speech" in mind,
however. "Similarly libertarians defend one's right to focus on supporting the rights to
property and self-determination of any of the hundreds of separatist groups on the plan-
et, including those in the United States, without automatically being accused of support-
ing bigotry or terrorism."

Well, no. Freedom of speech includes the right to accuse others of supporting big-
otry or terrorism. In point of fact, Ms. Moore accuses pro-Israeli libertarians of support-
ing bigotry and oppression. She's free to do so. That's what free speech means. It is not
censorship to criticize anyone, or to hold that their views are bigoted or supportive of
terrorism, oppression or anything else. "Freedom of speech" is not "freedom from criti-
cism."

"The right to rebel against oppressors." Ms. Moore stresses her aversion to the
use of violence in such rebellion when avoidable, which is laudable. And the right to
rebel against oppressors is, indeed, important. However, it can hardly be said that legit-
imate "rebellion against oppressors" takes the form of bombing buses full of commuters
on their way to work, or killing three-year-olds at ice cream stands. Once again, Israel is
at least as sinned against as sinning, and probably more so.

Ms. Moore can point out Israeli transgressions all day long. Nobody, so far as I
know, has held that Israel is perfect and justified in all its actions. What Ms. Moore needs
to prove, in order to create a special place for Israel in the canon of libertarian criticism,
is that Israel's behavior is somehow qualitatively more onerous than that of its oppo-
nents. If it is not, then the only feature to distinguish Israel from those opponents is:
that its citizens are primarily Jewish. And that would bear out the allegations of anti-
Semitism to which she objects.In part two of this series, I'll address the remainder of Ms.
Moore's article -- the history of the "Palestine question" in the libertarian movement,
and what role that question should play in America's libertarian movement.
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Excerpt from The Halaunbrenner Grant

Author's Note: I've always wanted to write a novel. I've had various ideas and made various
starts in various genres. Circa 2004, I decided I'd like to write an update of the "whatever
happened to the Nazis?" genre that was so popular in the 1970s (e.g. Robert Ludlum's The
Odessa File and Ira Levin's The Boys From Brazil). Could there still be Nazi war criminals
at large in the 21st century? If so, what might they be up to? Well, yes, there were and are
Nazis still at large. The one I homed in on was Alois Brunner, Adolf Eichmann's assistant,
who survived at least into the early part of the new century, reportedly in Damascus. I wrote
about 20,000 words, publishing serially, chapter by chapter, on a site called Redpaper. Then
the site went down, the writing got harder for several reasons, I lost the early chapter files,
etc. All of The Halaunbrenner Grant which remains extant, so far as I know, is this extreme-
ly didactic excerpt that focuses on Israel.

"There are some things we need to get straight, Fred," he continued. "Your work is
your own, and all I ask is that we get the first look at it. But it is part of a larger purpose.
We don't screw around with meaningless things like non-disclosure agreements here,
for the simple reason that an honest man doesn't need one and a dishonest man wouldn't
abide by one. I'd like to tell you more about the Foundation, but I won't -- I can't -- until
I have your word of honor that you'll respect our need for that information to remain
secret."

Fred physically felt the other man's tension, mixed with his own. "I think I can
give you that word," he replied. "But there's one thing I have to know up front. Is this a
Mossad project?"

Alan stared across the table at him. "Would it make any difference if it was?" he
asked.

"Yes," said Sorensen. "I deplore the reality of the Holocaust and of anti-Semitism
since. I've done what I can to reveal and expose the realities and I have no regrets about
that. But I'm just not a government type, if you know what I mean. They tend to take
more than they give. And they tend to give a little, once, and then demand a lot, ever
after."

Weiss stood abruptly, and for a moment Sorensen was sure that he was about to be
roughed up and shown the door. Instead, to his astonishment, Weiss began to applaud
loudly.

"Bravo! Bravo! I knew from the moment I laid eyes on you that you were our sort,
my boy!" Beaming, he sat once again and leaned forward, taking up his glass of wine,
gulping a bit down and spilling the rest as he absently returned it to the table.

"I give you my word that neither I nor the Halaunbrenner Foundation are em-
ployed by the Mossad or the State of Israel," he said. "We've received limited cooperation
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from them -- after I had some well-placed friends lean hard on the right elbows -- and
we occasionally provide them very specific information of a very limited scope.

"Early on, the Mossad sent a 'resident agent' to take charge of the Foundation. I
showed him the door, and when he didn't get the message, I showed him my gun.

"The purpose of the Halaunbrenner Foundation is not to provide Israel or its func-
tionaries with political advantage, nor is it to protect the existence of the Knesset or to
provide justification for Israeli settlements in the West Bank, nor is it to lobby Wash-
ington for aid to Ariel Sharon and his cronies. The purpose of the Halaunbrenner Foun-
dation is to defend Jews from those who would kill them and to retaliate against those
who have done so ...

"On an individual basis. We aren't Israelis, we aren't Mossad agents and we aren't
even, strictly speaking, Zionists. Is that good enough for you?"

Sorensen nodded, speechless, then had a gulp of wine himself before remembering
what was expected of him.

"In that case, sir, you have my word of honor that whatever you have to tell me
will remain between us."

"Actually, I guess I inadvertently revealed the most important part of it in my little
diatribe," said Alan, "but I'll try to be a little more specific.

"Israel is a bad solution to a worse problem. Oh, I could make a fair argument on
its behalf, but I'm an individualist, not a collectivist, as strange as that may seem given
my self-identification with the Jewish people on the basis of my ancestry.

"I'm not a religious Jew. I don't keep kosher -- that's a good Italian sausage cooking
in the sauce over there -- I don't attend synagogue, I don't observe the Sabbath.

"I'm not a Zionist. I don't see anything particularly sacred about the land in Pales-
tine and I'll laugh in the face of anyone who tries to tell me that the way to solve a prob-
lem is to create yet another government. As a matter of fact, as best I can tell, govern-
ments have been at the root of the problem since the beginning.

"It was the German government that built the camps for the Jews. It's the Arab
governments that exploit the 'Palestinian' Arabs to perpetuate their forever war on the
Jews.

"Take it all the way back to Samuel. He tried to warn us about the nature of kings,
but we didn't want any of his guff -- we demanded a yoke on all our necks."

He paused. "Let's get another bottle of wine out and get dinner on the table. The
bread should be ready and I don't want the pasta to get cold."

Half an hour later, the three had finished gorging on spaghetti and garlic bread and
were halfway through the second bottle of wine. Alan wiped his face with a napkin, then
leaned forward and took off as if he'd never interrupted himself.

"I'm a Jew by ancestry, but more importantly I'm a Jew by choice. After the Baby-
lonian captivity, the Greek and Roman occupations and 2,000 years of diaspora, pogrom
and ghettoization -- all at the hands of government -- we got Hitler, the camps, and six
million dead. That's a powerful incentive for banding together for self-defense.

"You did a wonderful paper on the Warsaw Ghetto uprising. Those Jews weren't
jammed together in the ghetto because they wanted to be. Some of them were religious.
Some of them were atheists. Some of them were Zionists, some were Communists and
some of them just wanted to be left the hell alone.
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"But Hitler and his thugs wouldn't leave them alone, and the end result was that
they had to work together to resist and to survive, or at least to pass on the lesson that if
you won't stand up for yourself, no one else is going to stand up for you.

"There are two conflicts in the Middle East. One is between the Israeli government
and the Arab governments. The other is between five million individual Jews and an un-
known number of individuals who want to murder them.

"The former conflict exacerbates the latter. Government, by its very nature, is in-
capable of caring for the needs of five million individuals. It is structured to care for it-
self. It does things wholesale. A 'Palestinian' Arab throws a rock and the IDF moves in
with tanks and levels a whole neighborhood. Then people wonder why the argument
escalates.

"Our approach -- my approach -- is retail, not wholesale. If you're a Jew-killer, I
want to kill you first if possible, later if that's the only way.

"The purpose of the Halaunbrenner Foundation is to identify Jew-killers and kill
them, or at least give others the information necessary to do so. One at a time, ten at a
time -- but never nine Jew-killers and one innocent. That's the government way."
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Father Abraham Had Many Sons

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, November 16, 2009.

That's how the song and the story go, anyway. Two of those sons in particular,
Isaac and Ishmael, are said to have founded two divergent tribal lineages known today
as the Jews and the Arabs. And to the extent that those two ethnic groups today tend to
identify with particular religious beliefs, those beliefs still share a deity in common.

Where the line between history and mythology is, I won't pretend to know. But
whenever I notice the latest developments in the "Palestinian statehood controversy," I
think back to a point in the putative chronology at which the deity in question argued
forcefully, but to no avail, that Israel would be much better off remaining a stateless so-
ciety. Here it is, in 1 Samuel, chapter 8:

And Samuel told all the words of the LORD unto the people that asked of him a
king.
And he said, This will be the manner of the king that shall reign over you: He
will take your sons, and appoint them for himself, for his chariots, and to be his
horsemen; and some shall run before his chariots.

And he will appoint him captains over thousands, and captains over fifties;
and will set them to ear his ground, and to reap his harvest, and to make his in-
struments of war, and instruments of his chariots.

And he will take your daughters to be confectionaries, and to be cooks, and
to be bakers.

And he will take your fields, and your vineyards, and your oliveyards, even
the best of them, and give them to his servants.

And he will take the tenth of your seed, and of your vineyards, and give to
his officers, and to his servants.

And he will take your menservants, and your maidservants, and your good-
liest young men, and your asses, and put them to his work.

He will take the tenth of your sheep: and ye shall be his servants.
And ye shall cry out in that day because of your king which ye shall have

chosen you; and the LORD will not hear you in that day.
Nevertheless the people refused to obey the voice of Samuel; and they said,

Nay; but we will have a king over us;
That we also may be like all the nations; and that our king may judge us, and

go out before us, and fight our battles.

God as anarchist advocate. Whodathunkit?
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The Israelites just wouldn't listen ... and consequently the conditions of their exis-
tence went to hell in a handbasket. They ended up conquered, enslaved, passed back and
forth between the Babylonians and Persians and Greeks and Romans, and finally scat-
tered across the face of the planet for close to 2000 years -- a period of forced conversion,
ghettoization, persecution and, finally, near extermination, all at the hands of various
states -- before re-establishing a toehold in their land of ancient origin.

And what did they do with that toehold? Why, they proved that they hadn't
learned a damn thing. They decided that they absolutely, positively must, at any cost,
once again create a state of their own.

They wanted a state so badly -- despite the failure of their previous state and
despite the lessons of two millennia of persecution at the hands of states -- that they
whipped the armies of five existing states to get it.

And since getting it? The people who whipped five states have found themselves
utterly unable, for six decades now, to effectively suppress the aspirations of a dislocated,
poverty-stricken, demoralized stateless Palestinian Arab population, just as the combined
might of the Arab states and the British Empire and the Third Reich and the Soviet
Union had proven powerless to suppress 50 years of non-state manifestations of Zion-
ism.

If there's a God, and if that God is the one the Bible talks about, I rather suspect
that He's still an anarchist and waiting for His people to puzzle out the lesson He tried to
teach them so many years ago.
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Awake, O Zion

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, June 4, 2010.

"Israel does not need enemies," writes Leon Wieseltier in The New Republic. "It has
itself. Or more precisely: it has its government."

That's a mouthful right there. I wish Wieseltier had quit while he was ahead, but
no -- he tries to fob the problem off on one particular set of politicians: "The Netanyahu-
Barak government has somehow found a way to lose the moral high ground, the all-im-
portant war for symbols and meanings, to Hamas. That is quite an accomplishment."

Granted, Netanyahu's party, Likud, bears a disproportionate share of the blame
for Israel's increasingly pariah-like status among nations. Likud traces its roots back to
the 1935 split between David ben Gurion and Chaim Weizmann's "practical Zionism"
(which called for independent Jewish settlement in Eretz Yisrael) and Ze'ev Jabotinsky's
"revisionist Zionism" (which insisted on the creation of a Jewish state as the overriding
priority of the Zionist movement).

Before spawning Likud, the "revisionist" Zionists, after flirtations with Mussolini-
style fascism, gave birth to the Irgun and Lehi ("Stern Gang") terrorist organizations;
the former is best remembered for its massacre at Deir Yassin on the eve of Israel's War
of Independence, an atrocity which made reconciliation between Palestine's Arabs and
Jews seem untenable. The latter actually proposed to ally with Hitler's Third Reich in
1940 to push the British out of Palestine.

Likud, like its forebears, is a proto-fascist cult, built around worship of the state
and holding up the most brutal possible exercises of state power as its highest sacrament.

But Likud is merely a symptom, or at most a vector/carrier, of the real virus. The
disease is the state itself. The foundation of the state of Israel, and the subsequent mea-
sures required to maintain it and make its grip on power certain, killed most of what was
good in Zionism and relegated what little was left to the status of tourist attraction.

Take, for example, the kibbutz (farm) and moshav (village) movements.
In the early 20th century, the kibbutzim were the vital heart of the Jewish return

to Eretz Yisrael, reclaiming land from the deserts and swamps of Palestine, making it
bloom, living peacefully in cooperative society and taking responsibility for their own
security and defense.

By 1948, the kibbutzim had been drafted into the project of creating a new state.
New kibbutzes were built not necessarily on the best land for their own purposes, but in
spots most likely to influence the drawing of future state borders. As it became increas-
ingly clear that a state would be declared, they paid a heavy price fending off attacks, then
bore the brunt of much of the fighting in the War of Independence.

The moshavim were more a post-Independence phenomenon, but like the kib-
butzim their mode of living, characterized by mutual aid and cooperative agricultural
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society, declined in the 70s and 80s as the cult of the Israeli state grew more and more
internally burdensome and externally bellicose.

The establishment of the state of Israel was Zionism's downfall. For more than 60
years, that state has drawn on a balance of credit built up by others. It has claimed the
accomplishments of the "practical" Zionists and accepted reparations for the murder of
six million Jews in the Holocaust by a state the pre-Likud Stern Gang attempted to make
common cause with, a state based on tenets the "revisionists" openly admired! It has long
since exhausted those accounts. Anything good and righteous remaining in Zionism ex-
ists outside the context of the state of Israel, and suffers that state at its existential peril.

The IDF attack on the Mavi Marmara is only the latest incident in a long chain of
atrocities for which the Israeli state must eventually answer. As for the people of Israel,
here's hoping that they will eventually take notice of the deity's admonition to those who
petitioned Samuel for a king. It's time for Zion to rise up and cancel the state's claim on
its heritage and homeland.
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Newt Gingrich and the Invention of Politics

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, December 12, 2011.

"Remember there was no Palestine as a state," says Newt Gingrich, current fron-
trunner for the Republican Party's US presidential nomination ("Gingrich Describes
Palestinian People as 'Invented,'" Fox News, December 10). "It was part of the Ottoman
Empire. And I think that we've had an invented Palestinian people ..."

First, credit where credit is due: Gingrich is right.
Throughout recorded history, the region known as Palestine has been a football

kicked between empires (Egyptian, Assyrian, Babylonian, Persian, Greek, Roman,
Byzantine, various Caliphates, the Ottomans), its inhabitants usually denied anything re-
sembling a "national identity."

That began to change in the early 20th century. Local Arab leaders, responding to
the succeeding waves of Jewish aliyah ("ascent," return to their historic home) and hop-
ing to cut a new state out of the territory instead of acquiescing in absorption by existing
Arab regimes, attempted to counterpose a Palestinian national identity to incipient Is-
rael.

Had those existing Arab regimes succeeded in quashing the new Jewish state, that's
likely the last we'd have heard of "Palestinians" (except in the sense in which the term
was used prior to 1948 -- referring to Jews born in the region). Those Arabs would have
become Jordanians or Syrians or Egyptians whether they liked it or not, and that would
have settled the question for a long, long time.

It was Israel's victory in the 1948 war which allowed a Palestinian national identity
to emerge and harden in exile, nurtured by Arab "leaders" who'd missed their chance to
absorb and crush that identity and now found it a useful propaganda instrument.

All collective identities of this sort are invented, not least that of Israel, which its
citizens self-assembled in less than half a century, operating from the dream of Austro-
Hungarian journalist Theodor Herzl.

"Americans" were British colonists seeking "the rights of Englishmen" until, in the
second year of their revolution, Thomas Paine convinced them to invent themselves dif-
ferently.

Germany and Italy didn't come into existence as cohesive nations until they were
forcibly united by men like Bismarck and Garibaldi in the 19th century.

Look at any of the imaginary lines drawn on the ground by politicians around
the world -- "borders" -- and you'll find that those lines started with invented identities,
upon which power-seekers piggybacked their pretensions. Gandhi's India and Jinnah's
Pakistan, Bolivar's Gran Colombia -- you name it. Nations invent themselves constantly
and spontaneously, after which they're boxed in and drained of their inventive energy by
their own emerging political classes.
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To condemn Gingrich for taking notice of this fact is to both miss his point and
gloss over his real failure of imagination and character.

Minimized in most accounts of his statement is the fact that Gingrich supports
adding yet another Westphalian nation-state -- based, like all such states, on parasitic
exploitation of invented identity -- to the map.

That parasitic exploitation, statism, is no solution to social ills. In fact, it exacer-
bates those ills and prevents those who identify with each other from finding real solu-
tions.

Political government inhibits the constant, natural process of invention and re-in-
vention, attempting to freeze social and ethnic identities in place and channel their en-
ergy for the benefit of parasites. Parasites, like, in a word, Gingrich.

The first step toward peace -- in Palestine as everywhere else -- is abolition of the
state.
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Quick Takes on Israel From KN@PPSTER

August 05, 2005: Privily to Spy Out Our Liberty ...August 05, 2005: Privily to Spy Out Our Liberty ...

The AIPAC espionage scandal should have broken over Washington like a thunder-
clap, portending a torrential rain of investigation, recrimination and debate over the na-
ture of the relationship between the US and Israel. Instead, the whole affair has so far
manifested itself as mere sprinkles on the windshield of American politics. Very few
commentators -- with, of course, the obvious exceptions -- seem to understand, or care,
just how deep this rabbit hole goes.

Up front, let's get this straight: I consider myself a reasonably staunch supporter
of Israel. I support the right of Jews to live unmolested in Palestine and to create such
societal institutions (including, as long as we're going to have the damn things around
at all, their own states) which best serve to secure that right. I consider Israel more
sinned against than sinning in its conflict with the Arabs and, although its imperfections
abound, I regard it as a light of comparative liberty and civil equality in the region.

That said, spying -- on an ally or an enemy -- is a serious thing, and if you get
caught doing it, you'd better be prepared to pay the price.

For nearly 60 years, Israel has benefited immeasurably from US support of both
the governmental and private varieties. It is the single largest recipient of US foreign aid,
and much of that aid which doesn't go directly to Israel goes instead to buy off surround-
ing Arab countries and dissuade them from waxing militaristic toward Tel Aviv. Israel is
at the front of the line to receive the latest US military technology. In American politics,
our relationship with Israel is a "third rail" issue -- no politician who expects to be elect-
ed to high office dares utter even the most muted criticism of that relationship.

And what has the US received in return for its $10 billion a year and various and
sundry policy accomodations?

Over the last 57 years, Israel has attacked US ships, spied on the US, and attempted
to dictate US policy toward, and limit the sales of US arms to, other countries (most no-
tably the sale of AWACS aircraft to Saudi Arabia in 1981). The US has been drawn into
the Arab-Israeli crossfire several times, resulting in more than 200 American deaths dur-
ing the 1983 incursion into Lebanon and numerous targetings of American civilians by
Arab terrorists.

Lately, Israel has been profiting from "this special relationship" by selling sensitive
US military technology to China.

And now, they've been caught reading our classified information. Again. So far,
the trail on this particular spy ring leads back at least as far as 1999, and the implications
are quite strong that the information gathered has been used to substantially affect US
foreign policy -- with respect, for example, to Iraq.
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The standard retort to this kind of thing is that Israel is an "ally" of the US, and that
it doesn't really hurt us if they spy on us, since our interests are linked. This contention,
however, is a distortion of the very concept of "alliance." Even allies have separate, and
often divergent, interests -- and it's a given that Israel's espionage is undertaken for the
purpose of advancing Israeli interests whether those interests coincide with the interests of
the US or not.

At this point, I believe that it is time, and past time, to question the claim that
Israel is even an ally at all. If anything, the relationship is more reminiscent of tributary
province to distant imperial capital, with Washington and Tel Aviv respectively so situ-
ated. Which, of course, explains why the matter is raised so seldom and with such diffi-
culty.

It's time for Israel to start acting like an ally, or for the US to stop treating it as an
ally.

January 4, 2009: Gaza in BriefJanuary 4, 2009: Gaza in Brief

Want more of something? Subsidize it!
For decades, the US government has subsidized the defense of Israel to the tune of

billions of dollars per year.
Is it any wonder, then, that the Israeli government -- and the Arab governments

which also receive billions in "peace with Israel tribute" from Uncle Sugar -- always
make sure to keep a dire, even existential, threat on low to medium heat to justify the
continuation of those subsidies in perpetuity?

Or that they turn up the gas a little bit at key points ... points like, say, the weeks
before the inauguration of a new US president?

The point has long since ceased to be whether or not Israel survives or the "Pales-
tinians" get a state, if indeed that ever was the point. The point now is to make damn sure
those checks keep getting signed.

Israel isn't going to crush Hamas, because their meal ticket would expire if they
did. Hamas isn't going to settle, for the same reason. The show must go on.

High-quality theatre? Perhaps. But it's hell on the extras.

April 10, 2011: About That There "Israeli Genocide"April 10, 2011: About That There "Israeli Genocide"

From anti-Zionist/anti-Israel folks, I frequently hear that Israel is engaged in
"genocide" of Arabs living in the West Bank and Gaza (I won't say "Palestinians," since
Israelis are also Palestinians, or even "Palestinian Arabs" since many Arabs live in the
90% of Palestine that's part of Jordan).

Since I'm not omniscient, I can't completely discount the possibility that the Israelis
faked the execution of Adolph Eichmann and retained him to craft a "final solution" to
"the Palestinian problem." But if they did so, he failed to deliver anything like the results
he achieved on behalf of the Third Reich.

US Population Growth Rate as of 2010: 0.977%
Israeli Population Growth Rate as of 2008: 1.8%
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West Bank Population Growth Rate as of 2008: 2.25%
Gaza Strip Population Growth Rate as of 2008: 3.422%

Resolved, that if the population you're genociding is growing faster than your
own, you're not doing it right.

April 29, 2014: There's no "Could Become" About itApril 29, 2014: There's no "Could Become" About it

Israel is an apartheid state, complete with different sets of laws for Jews and Arabs
in Israel proper and fake "homelands" in Gaza and the West Bank, theoretically gov-
erned by their own inhabitants but in actuality governed militarily from Tel Aviv. That's
just a fact of reality.

Do I understand the reasons why Israel finds itself painted into an apartheid cor-
ner? Sure -- 50 years seeking a Jewish homeland, six million dead in the Holocaust, a
bloody war for independence and "national survival," subsequent bloody wars (some
more, some less for that same "national survival") tend to create a fortress "us versus
them, eternally" mentality.

But it is what it is, and to blame US Secretary of State John Kerry (who has
many actually blame-worthy qualities) for saying the same thing that Israel's founding fa-
ther, David Ben-Gurion, said in 1967, that former prime minister Ehud Barak said in
2010, and that pretty much everyone recognizes as either accomplished or impending
fact, is ... well, stupid (so is pretending that Israel is an "ally" of the US rather than just a
very demanding welfare client with a powerful political lobby; so US Senator Ted Cruz
(R-TX) is two for two on today's Stupidity Meter -- along with Kerry himself, who is
now backing down in public from what he thought he was saying in relative private).

The Israeli and US governments both claim to want a "two-state solution" -- Israel
co-existing with an Arab Palestinian state in Gaza and the West Bank. But they're not
serious about it. Any time the Palestinian Arabs start getting their act together for state-
hood, Israel throws a temper tantrum and the US government pronounces itself "disap-
pointed" at the Arabs' gall and temerity. The only "second state" Benjamin Netanyahu
is willing to accept is one which allows Israel to run its foreign and military policy and
unilaterally set (and re-set at will) its borders. Which, of course, is not a "state" at all, or
even a believable masquerade costume of one.

Israel claims to not want a "one-state" solution, but that is what it has -- an
apartheid one-state solution in which Jews are "more equal" than Arabs in Israel proper
and Gaza and the West Bank live under military occupation with, among other outrages,
Israeli "settlers" stealing their land at will.

As an anarchist, I prefer a "no-state" solution, but I'm not optimistic about that
happening any time soon. And no, I don't have any grand plans to offer for how Israel
might get itself out of this bad situation. But restoring the 1967 borders and butting out
of what happens on the other side of those borders, as every US president since at least
as far back as Nixon has urged, might be a good place to start.
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Part 6

KN@PPSTER Miscellany

"Blogging" became a big thing starting in the late 1990s. I'm often an early adopter,
but not in this case -- I didn't start KN@PPSTER until September of 2004. As of this
writing, I've put up more than 2,500 posts since then. Here are a few of them that easily
don't fit into any of the other major categories in this collection.





Right Before Our Eyes

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, November 8, 2004. Why isn't this in the Libertarian Party section?
Because it feels more like, well, "conspiracy theory." But I know what I saw, so ...

Did George W. Bush steal last week's presidential election? It was a given that if
he won, the accusation would be made, and it has been. And there's some evidence, at
least of the circumstantial variety, to support the claim. While the media falls all over it-
self to explain why last Tuesday's exit polls were "wrong," the fact remains that in states
with auditable vote counts, the exit polling matched the counts to within 0.1%. It was
only in states that used electronic voting machines, unencumbered by any "paper trail"
which could be checked, that the results inexplicably tilted in Bush's favor by about a 5%
margin over the exit polls.

The toothpaste probably can't be put back in the tube. The lack of auditable results
didn't just make theft possible -- it makes it untraceable unless some independent cor-
roboration (testimony from those involved in the fraud, for example, or the recovery
of physical evidence of tampering) can be found. We will never know who legitimately
won last week's election.

What we do know, however -- or at least what I know -- is that votes were, in
at least one case, systematically "disappeared." I know it because I watched it happen; if
the reader considers my testimony unreliable or non-objective, so be it ... but it is true
nonetheless. Eppure si muove, the demands of the Inquisition notwithstanding.

The victim of the vote theft which I witnessed was, as one might easily guess, Lib-
ertarian presidential candidate Michael Badnarik. I witnessed it only because I had the
distinct privilege of working on Badnarik's campaign team, and specifically on election
night, following incoming precinct returns. Here's what happened:

The election night watch party was held at Legends, a sports bar in Austin, Texas,
near the campaign's headquarters. While other Libertarians gathered to celebrated and
watch "the election results" on the bar's 30 televisions, a few of us undertook an oper-
ation of a type which has probably not been possible for Libertarian presidential cam-
paigns in the past. The Associated Press charges $15,000 for a live feed of incoming re-
sults ... an expense the campaign was not prepared to pay.

However, the Internet, like 9/11, has changed everything. We set up a whiteboard
on which to track Badnarik's performance by state -- his total votes "in the bank,"
the percentage of the return so far that those votes represented, and the percentage of
precincts reporting. And we set up four computers to follow the incoming results via
Yahoo!'s display of their AP feed, as well as by pinging the sites of the various Secretaries
of State directly. In this manner, we were able to track Badnarik's progress through the
evening. Additionally, one Libertarian had created a spreadsheet program to keep run-
ning track of overall "banked votes," and to project the final total -- the formula being,
of course, (V/PR)*100, where V is votes and PR is precincts reporting. If Badnarik had
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100 votes with 10% of precincts reporting, the projection would be for him to have 1000
votes with 100% of precincts reporting.

It is by no means apparent that such a projection formula is automatically accurate
for any particular state. A candidate may do well in rural precincts and not as well in ur-
ban precincts; one or the other type of precinct may be more likely to report early; he
may do better in early/absentee voting, and so forth; and therefore a candidate may be
seen losing or picking up votes versus the projection as the vote total approaches 100%.
But while the projection formula may not be accurate for any particular state, it proba-
bly is accurate "in the round" -- different kinds of precincts report at different times in
different places, some states count absentee ballots first and some count them last, etc.
On average, the formula is sound. A candidate might see his percentage go down in one
state, but it will go up in another, if the same criteria are at play.

What we saw instead was this: As each state hit 20-25% of precincts reporting,
Badnarik's "votes added" began to descend. This descent seemed -- I didn't keep running
track of each state as the trend didn't become apparent for awhile -- to be fairly uniform
across the country, but with a somewhat higher attrition in Arizona, Nevada and New
Mexico, states where he seemed likely to affect the disposition of electoral votes. Since
the polls across the nation close in one-hour increments by time zone, the effect was
staggered. It was probably about 9 p.m. Central time when Badnarik began dipping be-
low 1% in Massachusetts; and 11:30 or so when his projected totals began their nosedive
in California.

As of the first precinct reports from the Pacific time zone, Badnarik was tracking
at a projected total of about 1.2 million votes. This projection was already beginning to
descend; the key time marker in my mind is 9:30 p.m. Central, when campaign manag-
er Fred Collins asked for the numbers, preparatory to the evening's "thanks to everyone
and here's how we're doing" speech at 9:45. At that time, the projection was still well
over one million.

The descent was rapid, steep and formulaic. Someone, for some reason, was sys-
tematically "disappearing" Badnarik's votes from the later precinct counts with two spe-
cific goals in mind: To ensure that he affected the disposition of no electoral votes, and
to "norm" his vote total to about 400,000. There's really no other way to interpret what
happened.

I expected -- and my expectations were not disappointed -- rejection of this hy-
pothesis by some whom I initially shared it with. They pointed out that such a phenom-
enon seems to imply the existence of a massive conspiracy, the cooperation of hundreds
or thousands of individuals, and a sophisticated organization which it would be diffi-
cult to keep secret. They were right to point these things out. In reply, I can only quote
Galileo again -- Eppure si muove -- and in addendum the words of a character as fictional
as Badnarik's reported vote count: "When you have eliminated all which is impossible,
then whatever remains, however improbable, must be the truth."
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Just What is the Goal in Iraq?

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, October 16, 2004.

Something about the new US offensive against Fallujah nagged at me all day yes-
terday, but I couldn't put my finger on it. There's the obvious, which I've already men-
tioned and won't belabor, but something else, too.

I've figured out what it is:
U.S. troops detained Fallujah's top negotiator in the peace talks, witnesses said.
I guess I will belabor the obvious once again for a moment: 27 million Iraqis are

watching. No, the occupational forces and their collaorators can't be expected to just
stand down for Ramadan, but launching a major offensive going into Ramadan isn't
much of a heart- and mind-winner, either.

Others are watching, too.
Namely, the resistance.
Estimates of the resistance's size varies -- as of last November, DoD was saying

5,000. As of last month, they were saying 20,000. Most non-DoD sources think that the
Iraqi resistance is much larger and growing like Topsy.

The resistance is obviously composed of a multiplicity of groups, each with its
own agenda. Some of them are going to be "fight to the death" types who won't consid-
er reaching a modus vivendi with the occupation or its collaborators under any circum-
stances. It's not them I'm thinking about.

We've seen, with Moqtada al Sadr's Mahdi Army, that some of the resistance
groups have limited goals. They'd happily eject the occupiers if they could; failing that,
they're conditionally willing to ground their arms for a place at the Iraqi political table.

If, that is, the Americans can be trusted to honor the agreement. Al Sadr had to
drive this lesson home after the US violated its first ceasefire with him. I thought that
the affair had been entered into the "lessons learned" notebook. Apparently not.

Detaining envoys sent to negotiate agreements doesn't seem like the best way to
engender the trust necessary to halting hostilities.

To put a finer point on it, if Grant had kidnapped Lee and spirited him away,
the Army of Northern Virginia would have a) doubled in size as outraged new recruits
flocked to its banners and b) fought to the last man.

I'll let you in on a little secret: The US has no chance whatsoever of defeating the
Iraq resistance in toto. It can't be done, because the fighting itself brings new recruits to
the cause faster than they can be killed. The only chance of achieving "pacification," slim
as it is, lies in diverting most of the resistance into a political process and isolating the
diehards. The latter are a "vanguard" whose recruiting prospects will diminish once they
are no longer part of a much larger movement.
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So, how many of the resistance groups are likely to even talk to the US if the people
they send to do the talking are scooped up and hauled to Abu Ghraib?

What the hell are we trying to accomplish over there? The indications are that it
isn't anything resembling "pacification."
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A Realistic Conspiracy Theory

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, October 21, 2004.

Televangelist Pat Robertson is causing quite a stir with his statement that President
George W. Bush told him "Oh, no, we're not going to have any casualties" in Iraq.

Here's the story [inoperable web link elided] ...
And here's my theory:
Robertson could be telling the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth,

without it being (yet another) indication that Bush is a stark-raving nutsoid.
Bear with me for a minute here.
As you'll recall, the Bush administration preceded the invasion of Iraq with "preci-

sion strikes" intended to kill Saddam Hussein. As a matter of fact, I seem to recall that at
least one of those strikes occurred a little before the "magic deadline."

Is there any reason to believe that this was done ad hoc, without a plan in place to
exploit it if it worked, other than the fact that the Bush administration makes a habit of
doing things ad hoc without plans in place to exploit them if they work?

My tentative conclusion is that Bush already had a deal cut with one or more Iraqi
military leaders: If we could take Hussein and the Revolutionary Command Council out
of the picture, they'd assume control, lay down their arms and welcome the "liberators"
in to set up a new Iraqi government that the US could work with. If I'm not mistak-
en, some Iraqi commanders did keep their troops in barracks and surrender early, al-
though that may have been just propaganda or wishful thinking. Trying to discern real-
ity through the lens of CNN or Fox is like trying to bash a pinata during a tornado.

But if such a deal was in the works, it's entirely conceivable that Bush believed this
would be a bloodless coup with few, if any, casualties. He probably wasn't going to tell
Pat Robertson why he believed that, but he might have told Robertson that he believed
it.

Grain of salt as always, but let it never be said that I don't give Bush the benefit of
doubt when there actually is some.
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Veneration of Swine

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, February 22, 2005.

The best of the obits for Hunter S. Thompson have been one-liners from less well-
known writers who had nothing more to say than "he was honest; he got it right; he
made me want to, too." That's as good an epitaph as anyone could ask for. Put me down
for a "yeah -- what he said" where that is concerned.

The worst of them have tried to turn Thompson into a clever cynic cultivating a
baseless legend, or a misunderstood, cuddly bear pulling the old "rough exterior" trick.
Even if either or both of these were true -- and I don't believe them for a minute -- right
now is a piss-poor time to bring them up. When a legend dies, you don't start pouring
cold water right away. The doctor recommends some diesel fuel, and a match. You have
until the sun burns out to tear the man down. Pray shut up while we build him up some
more, first.

Early -- very early -- on Monday, when I learned that Thompson was dead, I swore
that I wouldn't let myself be stampeded into writing an obituary, a memorial or an ap-
preciation of my own. I had my reasons, the primary one being that I don't rate. A major
writer deserves to be remembered and lionized by his contemporaries, his equals and his
heirs. I'm none of the above -- just an admirer and occasional, not very successful, emu-
lator.

Unfortunately, Thompson's contemporaries dropped the ball, almost uniformly
resorting to the banal, the bitter or the brutal. He had no equals. And there are no heirs,
nor even any heirs apparent. That leaves it up to the Little People. Maybe one of us can
get it right. Or maybe not -- but it's open season and I figure I might as well take my best
shot.

But I don't know what to say.
I could say that Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas was the late 20th century's Huckle-

berry Finn, and I'd be right.
I could say that Thompson was more Hemingwayesque than Hemingway, right

down to the third act, and I'd be right, too. Res Ipsa Loquitur -- the thing speaks for itself.
If I learned anything from HST at all, however, it's that being right and getting it

right are two very different things. HST usually got it right. And I want to get it right,
too.

To me, it goes this far: At a time when half of America had its head buried in the
sand, denying that a new age had dawned, and when the other half was drowning itself
in the stagnant pools of Marcusianism and eastern spiritualism to try and explain or de-
fine that new age ("the sound of one hand clapping" -- what the fuck is that?), Thompson
opened up a six-pack of Dionysus's own whipass and went out to explore it for us.
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It doesn't really matter if HST was the HST revealed in his writing, or whether the
real HST was a man behind a curtain creating that HST for us and secretly longing to
be The Real Thing. I strongly suspect, nay, faithfully affirm, the former, but a difference
which makes no difference is no difference. What we saw was what we got, and now it's
all we're ever going to get, the mutterings of the dwarves notwithstanding.

It makes no difference whether or not he was a Renaissance Man, because he was
the Renaissance, man.

When it's all said and done, he stomped terra, and he kept doing so even when it
stomped back. He chose his life and he chose everything in it, up to and including the
hour and manner of his death.

And that was enough.
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What to do About "Real ID?"

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, May 19, 2005.

So, national ID -- the third leg of the police state tripod* -- nears perfection with
the passage of "Real ID." This is nothing we didn't see coming, of course. But what are
we going to do about it?

We can certainly talk about it. We can piss and moan, and point out the insidious
nature of the bill. And a lot of people are doing a very good job of that -- see Real ID
Rebellion for examples, inline and linked.

I think it's going to take more, though.
Don't get me wrong; agit-prop is certainly a big part of any attempt to roll back

this abomination, and a number of writers, including those at RIDR, are doing yeomen's
work on it.

It's just not enough, that's all. This one is going to require active resistance, folks.
A lot of the resistance to Real ID is stuff that we should be doing anyway. Avoid

doing business with people who demand government-issued ID -- including, where pos-
sible, banks (you may want to get an offshore account), federalized mass transit services
such as Amtrak and the airlines, etc. Use cash, gold or electronic currencies where you
can. Buy a pre-loaded debit card that can be reloaded on the Internet or at local kiosks --
and buy it before you're required to present your new internal passport for the privilege
of doing so. If possible, get it with a fake name (if you're doing that, don't reload it over
the Internet from home, with a card that has your real name on it, etc. -- keep it com-
pletely de-linked from your real identity. Use it to get cash from ATMs rather than to
make over-the-counter purchases that might result in ID checks).

More active resistance? It's certainly called for.
The first and most obvious resistance activity is invidual and obvious: Just Say No.

If you can figure out how to live without a driver's license -- and many, many people
have done so for many years -- then go without one. If you can get by with a license of
limited utility, then how about this: Most states don't require that one take the test every
time one renew's one's license. They just charge a fee. So, instead of going down to the
local bureau and letting them apply the "new standard" to you, just mail a check to your
state's Department of Revenue, with "driver's license renewal" written in the memo line.
Then keep the canceled check (or the uncashed check if it's returned) with your old li-
cense. You thus have proof that you've a) taken the test as required and been issued a
license and b) paid, or attempted to pay, the tax associated with the license. It may not
get you on a plane. It may not get you out of a traffic ticket. But it will probably work as
photo ID for buying a beer or a pack of smokes and such -- in other words, it will prob-
ably be sufficient for most businesses whose owners don't have government ramrods up
their rectums.
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A second possible response, of course, is counterfeiting the papers. In theory, this
is becoming more and more difficult, but I suspect that a combination of bureaucratic
corruption, police laxity and individual initiative will make it not only possible, but cre-
ate a growth industry. There's always the hope that employees of the issuing bureaus will
accept, um, "additional cash fees for expediting special services" such as creating a real
driver's license for a fictional person with your physical characteristics. Despite the more
precise biometric information the new cards will incorporate, most police officers aren't
likely to demand a fingerprint or DNA sample on a routine traffic stop, if your appearan-
ce matches the photo on the document. If the cards themselves can be counterfeited for
a reasonable fee, there's no particular reason why the Internet can't be used to exchange
the information that will allow forty, instead of one, "John Does" who look a lot alike
to use the same driver's license, with 39 of them simply being reproductions of the one
original.

The above, of course, will be difficult and legally risky. But then, so is living in
the police state. Do you prefer to take your difficulty and legal risk standing, or on your
knees?

Hopefully, as with the first American revolution, we can count on some external
assistance. Eastern European hackers have been bending and breaking US data facilities
for years, in addition to throwing viruses fast and furious at the average Windows user.
Perhaps they'll take up the challenge of compromising and corrupting the databases up-
on which Real ID will necessarily depend. Perhaps some kind of financial incentive can be
offered for them to do so. I'm thinking of the kind of thing described in Jim Bell's "Assas-
sination Politics" -- but instead of applying it to having the thugs killed, apply it to the
destruction of their work product.

Not that shooting the bastards isn't an option -- as Heinlein points out in The Moon
is a Harsh Mistress, a few dead ID checkers would encourage a more casual attitude to-
ward checking ID -- but let's not go there.

Yet.
-----
* Different authors offer different criteria for defining the police state. Mine are:

Compulsory indoctrination of the citizenry in the ruling group's ideology ("public edu-
cation"); the supercession of trial by jury with bureaucratic edict ("administrative law");
and the imposition of an internal passport system to facilitate surveillance and control of
movement (national identification standards").
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All Along the Watchtower

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, June 11, 2005.

"The purpose of securing the borders isn't to 'dry up' the alien smuggling industry,"
says McQ at Questions and Observations. "It's to keep people who are trying to enter il-
legally out of the US." This, in response to two Libertarian Party speakers who point out
that "opening the borders" would pretty much instantly eliminate the business of "coy-
otes" -- people who make their livings escorting people across the US border from Mex-
ico.

McQ continues: "Now we all know that most likely the majority of those trying
to enter the country are simply looking for work. But it cannot be denied that there is
going to be a certain element entering for less benign reasons. These include criminal
gangs of various types. It should be noted that the two LP candidates completely ignore
that aspect of the problem."

Well, no, they don't -- or at least their analysis covers it whether they intended it
to or not.

Millions of people try to get across the border each year to seek work and make an
honest living. The fact that they are turned away at legal points of entry is what creates
and sustains the "coyote industry." And that industry, in turn, is almost certainly where
the bad guys -- the criminal gangs, Islamist terrorists, etc. -- turn for help in infiltrating
the US.

With respect to national security and defense issues, "opening the borders" -- at
least to the extent of allowing innocent work-seekers to cross them at legal points of
entry without a hassle -- is the means of reducing the ability of the bad guys to get in.
Really.

Without their millions of basically harmless clients, the "coyote industry" wouldn't
be there for the bad guys, either. The coyotes make their money by dealing in bulk. Take
away the vast majority of their customers, and one of two things happens: Either they
find something else to do for a living, or their prices skyrocket for helping the few who
can't afford scrutiny at a legal border crossing to get in.

And, without the millions of work-seekers to track and apprehend, the Border Pa-
trol or whatever other force is used to monitor the borders would be able to focus its re-
sources on a much smaller problem. We are told -- and I have no reason not to believe --
that the waves of illegal immigration act as a vector to carry al Qaeda operatives into the
US. They lose themselves in a herd so large that they're unlikely to be discerned from the
others. So many people are coming across the border that it's impossible to stop them all
and sort them out. But get rid of the 99.99% of immigrants who aren't terrorists, and the
terrorists have no place to hide.
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Bottom line: Economic protectionists, whose primary objection to Mexican work-
ers entering the US is that they lower wages by increasing the labor supply, are part of
the problem, not part of the solution. The policies they advocate make it cheaper and
easier for criminals and terrorists to get into the United States.

I think that George W. Bush probably realizes this, although he's never come right
out and said it, primarily because he and his party are on Double Secret Probation with
those protectionists anyway. Last year, only one presidential candidate had the guts to
tell it like it was (and is).
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Things Change

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, June 26, 2005.

Sometimes I get cynical and forget that not all of the recent changes in American
society have been for the worse. Usually, there's something to remind me that things do
get better sometimes. This weekend was one of those somethings.

We homeschool, and Friday is "field trip day." But this week, we put the field trip
off until Saturday and took the kids to PrideFest: Civics, social studies and American cul-
ture in Tower Grove Park. It was, I'm sorry to say, too oppressively hot and humid for us
to stay as long as we would have liked (there was a multi-couple commitment ceremony
wedding scheduled for the afternoon). The kids got hot and cranky and we cut our time
there short.

But ...
I'm not even forty years old yet, and I can remember when it was simply considered

impermissible to acknowledge that homosexuality existed or that if it did that it was any-
thing other than an aberration.

I remember when calling someone a "fag" or a "queer" was considered the ultimate
insult.

I remember when people lost, or failed to get, jobs on the basis of the perception
that they might be homosexual. I knew teachers about whom it was whispered that they
were "light in the loafers" and it was obvious that they were under closer and more con-
stant scrutiny than their fellow teachers. That still happens some, I'm sure, but not as
often.

I remember when gay and lesbian groups were very cautious about giving out their
meeting locations and times from fear of being attacked. And I can remember a few of
those attacks (the firebombing of the Metropolitan Community Church in Springfield,
Missouri, for example -- by the same group that attacked the local synagogue).

I remember -- it was only 16 years ago! -- when a friend's house was burned down
while we were at a candlelight vigil for the victims of AIDS. He was one of the leaders in
a group supporting a university theatre company's decision to produce Larry Kramer's
"The Normal Heart." The "God Hates Fags" nutjobs were thick on the ground and still
thought they were in control.

And now, PrideFest is just another day in the park. Yeah, there's certainly a higher
concentration of same-sex couples in one place, and there's a festival emphasis on sexual
orientation, but there's nothing that's unusual in and of itself (including the festival em-
phasis -- ever been to a wet t-shirt contest? Much more focused on sexuality as such).

Even sixteen years ago -- even ten years ago -- a same-sex couple walking down the
sidewalk holding hands were doing something incredibly brave, for which they might
just find themselves in a fight. Now ... they're just another couple out for a stroll.
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It's still an uphill battle, as the nutjobs fight their last-ditch action to keep their
fellow Americans from exercising their right to marry ... but tolerance is winning.
Matthew Shepard is the exception instead of the rule. Being gay, lesbian, bisexual or
transgender is fast becoming just another one of those differences that makes no differ-
ence unless you're looking for a romantic or sexual relationship.

That's a good thing.
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Because They Can

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, July 21-23, 2005.

Because They Can, Part 1Because They Can, Part 1

Like most people, I occasionally allow myself to be lulled into complacency by ar-
guments for "decentralization" and "local control." The theory, such as it is, is that the
lower the level of government, the closer it is to the people and therefore the more
amenable it is to being reined in and kept from getting to big for its britches.

It doesn't take much to explode this theory. One need look no further than Kelo v.
City of New London -- the basis of a recent, and very bad, Supreme Court ruling -- to get
an idea of just how predatory local government can be.

But if you really, really, really want to see the whole nauseating spectacle up close
and personal, just attend a meeting of your own local governing body.

I live in a small city, albeit one right smack in the middle of a metro area. Fewer
than 800 people -- and the city ordinances, in book form, seem to weigh 800 pounds.
There's an ordinance telling you how many holes per inch your window screens have
to have. There's an ordinance prescribing placement of your garbage cans. Hell, there's
even an ordinance asserting that the city owns the land between the sidewalks and the
street -- and another one stating that property owners have to mow the grass on that
land in front of their homes (apparently nobody's told them about the Emancipation
Proclamation).]

One of these days, I'm going to comb through that ordinance book very carefully
and find out if it's possible to get a measure on the ballot to rename the city. Pyongyang
has a nice ring to it, don't you think?

So, how did such a little town get such a big case of bad law? To understand that,
one need only attend a meeting of the board of alderpersons. I've done so on several oc-
casions -- my significant other isn't on the board proper, but she is an elected city official.
Usually, I honyock around outside with the kids during the meeting, but occasionally we
go inside to see what's up. "Sausage being made" doesn't even begin to describe it.

How did we get so many laws?
Well, for one thing, it appears that local politicians have difficulty saying "no."

When an ordinance is being considered, it is given a bill number and, if passed, an or-
dinance number. On the agenda Tuesday night, I heard these being called out. For ex-
ample, "Bill Number 527, Ordinance Number 517." What this means is that (as of that
time), 527 bills had been moved ... and 517 of them had been passed. That's a rejection
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rate of less than one in 50. Break wind near city hall and there'll be a flatulence ordinance
on the books next week.

Not only do local politicians have a problem with saying "no" -- at least to propos-
als to regulate how bright the sun may shine and during what hours it may rise above the
horizon -- but they also seem to have a problem with ... um ... how shall I put this ... pay-
ing any attention to precisely what it is that they're passing. For example, at the Tuesday
meeting, the board adopted the county's new building codes. They did so by reading title
-- not the text -- of the ordinance twice, and then counting yeas and nays (there were
none of the latter).

I'm sure these were very long, very complicated codes. Hell, it took two minutes to
read the titles. The philosophy of local government seems to be that if something is too
long to read, digest and understand it ... just pass it and let the peasants bear the conse-
quences. Those building codes are the basis for home inspections in the city. In order to
get an occupancy permit, one's home has to pass those inspections. The logic in adopting
the county codes is that the city contracts with the county to do the inspections.

Now, these codes may make differences of thousands of dollars to any given house-
hold in the city. It seems to me that if the board is going to make decisions with that kind
of impact, it should probably take the time to know just exactly what the hell that impact
is before doing so. If they can't be bothered to understand what they're doing with the
inspection process, then the logical thing to do is to do away with the inspection process.
Fat chance. Actually let people live unmolested in their homes? Perish the thought --
surely humanity didn't rise from the primordial soup all the way to the Space Age with-
out the diligent supervision of the bureaucracy!

The saddest event of the night, however, was watching the board do its damnedest
to destroy a woman's livelihood for no better reason than that they could.

Because They Can, Part 2Because They Can, Part 2

Our city doesn't have a business district as such. What it has is frontage on one
commercial street, to the extent of three buildings, at the edge of town. In one of those
buildings, a lady recently opened a thrift store. It's cool. I like it. I try to take the kids
down once or twice a week to grab a few useless tchochkes -- and pick up some used
books as well, of course.

Fronting on the thrift store building is a wide concrete sidewalk -- actually, an
apron or porch of sorts. When the thrift store opened, it made perfect sense to put cer-
tain items -- bicycles, furniture and such -- out on that porch each day. It wasn't a mess.
It was a completely appropriate business display. It drew attention to the business. It
brought customers into the business who otherwise might not have even noticed the
business.

Naturally, of course, something had to be done about such a flagrant exercise of prop-
erty rights. What if it caught on? What if the other businesses (none of which sell the
type of goods that benefit from out front display, but who cares about facts?) emulated
her or suddenly got the idea that they might be within their rights to oh, say, wipe their
posteriors after defecating without a city permit in triplicate, five inspections and a spe-
cial town meeting? Anarchy! Blood in the streets!
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So, a couple of the apparatchiki dropped in, brandishing an ordinance that clearly
didn't apply, and intimidated the lady into moving her goods inside until the thing could
be sorted out. When she showed up at the next board meeting to mildly remonstrate
with them over what was clearly a severe blow to her business, they got serious. When
I say "serious," I mean "seriously pissed that a friggin' peasant would dare question our
authority to make her do whatever we damn well want her to do. Doesn't she know that
her job is to cough up her property taxes and keep her mouth shut?"

At this latest meeting, the board's purpose was to come up with an ordinance to
close the "loophole" that was represented by the unfitness of the cited ordinance to actu-
ally address the "situation" they wanted to "correct" (this must be done constantly, since
the serfs still haven't figure out that anything not mandated by city ordinance is obvious-
ly implicitly prohibited by city ordinance).

What the board ended up doing was adding businesses to the city's garage sale or-
dinance. Under that ordinance, citizens can have up to two garage sales a year of up to (I
think) three days each, for which they must get a cheap permit (I think it's a dollar).

Never mind that the purpose of the garage sale ordinance was to prevent people
from running businesses in the residential area, while the thrift store is in the er, ah,
business area. And never mind that the businesses buy, ahem, business licenses so that
they can, uh, do business 365 days a year. This lady had quite obviously pissed someone
on the board off (I'm pretty sure I know who) by failing to appropriately bow, scrape
and whine "yes, massa" when spoken to by a member of the political class. So, they took
away a significant part of her business for 358 days of the year ... because they could.

Like I said, the vote was unanimous. I was especially disappointed in one alder-
woman whom I thought had better morals, or at least more sense, than to stoop to this
kind of blatant and pointless bullying. I happened to be sitting about three feet from her,
between my two sons. When the vote had been taken, I leaned over to my seven-year-
old and said "Daniel? Remember awhile back when you asked me what evil was? You
just saw it."

The alderwoman did a bit of a double take. And she at least had the conscience
to look a little embarrassed for the rest of the meeting. But the damage is done. If this
woman loses all the money and effort she's put into building a business to provide for
herself and her family, the city board won't even notice ... because, you see, they classify
their "neighbors" into two sets:

1. Those whom they are trying to "help" by mandating everything from maxi-
mum grass length to minimum downspout diameter; and

2. Those whom they presume to regulate "for the public good," with said good
subsisting in whatever the politicians' collective mood happens to be on any
given day.

Neither group, of course, being nearly as important in and of itself than the personal
whims of the politicians themselves.

Unlike government at the federal, state, or even large county level -- where at least
the budgets and stakes are high enough that countervailing interests achieve some sort of
balance through lobbying and such -- at the small city level, there are virtually no checks
on government power.
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They do what they want, when they want, because they can. And, unless they hap-
pen to mess up and find themselves tangling with a Carl Drega or a Marvin Heemeyer,
they'll never even understand why they shouldn't.
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Stupid Drug Warrior Tricks ...

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, July 25, 2005. This post still gets hits every day, presumably from
junkies researching the "water extraction" process.

... or, "just because you're paranoid, it doesn't mean they're not out to get you."
I confess: I'm blogging this particular bit of trivia not only because I find it interest-

ing and instructive, but because I want to cover my own ass. I've been performing some
... interesting ... web searches, and when I say "interesting," I mean "the kind of searches
that I'm afraid might make me a 'person of interest' if Uncle Sugar really does eavesdrop
on Internet activities." If a bunch of masked thugs with guns and "DEA" on their shirts
show up at my house, I want to have things on the record beforehand.

So, it goes like this: My significant other received a prescription awhile back for
hydrocodone, an opiate-based painkiller (the original brand of this stuff was Vicodin).

Being the mordbid type, and also preferring to know just what is in our medicine
cabinet in case the kids get into it or something, I noted the prescription and decided to
find out just how bad this stuff is. Specifically, how much does it take to kill you? So, I
headed on over to Google and punched in "hydrcodone LD50." LD50 is an acronym for
"Lethal Dose 50," and refers to how much of a particular chemical it takes to kill 50% of
the people who ingest that amount. It's a good thing to know, if you know what I mean.
It lets me know, for example, what to do if one of the kids manages to climb high enough
to get into the medicine cabinet (which they can both do no matter how high that medi-
cine cabinet is), and if they manage to pick the "wrong" drug (which, in a given amount,
could be any of them from aspirin on up), and if they manage to get off the childproof
cap (you're kidding, right? When I have a problem opening a medicine bottle, I yell for
the six-year-old). Should I should be racing to the ER with them or just raising the roof
with them about how one never takes a pill without Mommy or Daddy knowing?

I was relieved to find that the LD50 of hydrocodone is huge -- as best I can tell,
something on the order of 375 milligrams of the drug for every kilogram of body weight.
For a 40 pound kid, that would mean almost seven grams of the stuff. The prescription
was for 20 tablets, each containing a whopping five milligrams of hydrocodone. In other
words, if I had four bottles of it, I could reasonably expect to have half a chance of killing
a 2.2 pound premature baby.

Yeah, I know -- I worry too much. So sue me. But there's more ...
When I looked at the bottle, I realized that this was not a bottle of five milligram

hydrocodone tablets, but a bottle of "five milligram hydrocodone/500mg APAP" tablets.
So, uh, what the hell is this APAP stuff? Back to Google.

APAP is acetaminophen (the stuff in Tylenol, a non-prescription analgesic) -- and
the search results made it pretty clear why the stuff is combined in pill form with hy-
drocodone. There are numerous web pages dedicated to performing what's called a "wa-
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ter extraction" to separate the hydrocodone from the acetaminophen so that one can get
high on the former without the latter causing one's liver to go berserk. No, I'm not going
to duplicate those instructions. If you want to be a junkie, you'll have to do the legwork
to be a healthy (or at least surviving) junkie yourself.

The LD50 of acetaminophen is pretty high, too -- I came across a bunch of con-
flicting estimates, but it looks like somewhere in the neighborhood of 800 milligrams per
kilogram of body weight ... but far smaller doses, especially if repeated, can cause severe
liver damage.

This is the FUBAR logic of the drug warriors: "We regard recreational drug use
as harmful to people, and we don't want people to hurt themselves. So, if they engage
in behavior that might hurt themselves, why, we'll just make damn sure that, uh, they
really hurt themselves."

The DEA's "schedules" -- drug classifications -- make hydrocodone more easily
available as the accompanying acetaminophen content goes up, and less easily available
as it goes down. I read a few contentions that the mixture was for "effectiveness ..." but
surely physicians would prefer flexibility to prescribe X milligrams of one drug and Y
milligrams of another, instead of having a pre-determined ratio forced on them in the
manufacturing process. No, this is about deterring junkies.

It doesn't work, of course -- recreational users just perform their "water extrac-
tions" and go about the business of getting high. All it does is add an additional layer of
risk for non-recreational users who may need the relief that hydrocodone offers, but who
may already have (or could develop) liver function problems and most manifestly do not
need acetaminophen in their diet.

I do my best to keep medicines well out of reach of my kids and to teach them to
never put pills in their mouths unless they've been told to by the doctor/Mommy/Dad-
dy. But with this particular prescription, the drug thugs have changed a potential case of
"don't you feel awful and dopey and don't ever do that again" to a potential case of "Jesus,
I hope we can get this kid to the ER before he dies and before his liver is so far gone that
he requires a transplant."

Assholes.
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Axiom Attic

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, January 26, 2006.

Interesting little tiff going, here. I'm not going to try to trace it all back to its start-
ing point, but a reasonable place to start is with Jon Henke's piece at QandO, "The Social
Contract Market." Which, of course, resulted in a typical and terse Billy Beck rejoinder,
and Henke returned fire. Some or all of this, in turn, inspired Dale Franks to weigh in,
with deconstruction (and yes, I'm aware of the perils of using that word in the company
referred to) from Beck following.

All very interesting, and thrown out for your enjoyment and edification ... but I'm
not going to follow it all the way down to metaphysics here. I don't have to prove the
validity of natural rights to invalidate Henke's case against natural rights. All I have to do
is establish that his case is contradictory to his own position.

Resolved: If "rights" are a "social construct" which exist only on the basis of "mutu-
al agreement," then the absence of such agreement explodes the construct. We may not
like what someone does, but it's not a matter of "rights," and what they are doing is not
"wrong." The desire of Anne Frank or Sharon Tate to live is of no more or less value
than the desire of Adolf Eichman or Charles Manson to see her dead. It's just a conflict
of preference, that's all. Anne Frank only has the "right" to live if the Nazis agree that she
does. Sharon Tate only has the "right" to live if Tex and Squeaky concur.

Is this what Henke believes? If so, he's a monster and worthy of no further con-
sideration. But although I don't know Jon Henke well, I do know him -- and I don't be-
lieve for a moment that he'd categorize the Holocaust or the Manson Family's rampage
as mere matters of preference. If I'm correct, then he must perforce believe that "right"
and "wrong" exist -- in at least some cases -- independently of some putative "social con-
tract."

Simply put, an individual's "rights" are those things -- conditions of existence or
freedom to act -- which it would be "wrong" for another to interfere with or destroy.

Granted, it is only in a social context that "rights" are revealed. If you're alone,
there's nobody else to reveal them by respecting them or violating them. The fact that
they are only revealed in that context, however, in no way implies that they only exist in
that context, any more than the exposure of a gold vein in a mine implies that the gold
didn't exist until the mineshaft was sunk across that vein or that it exists only where the
mineshaft crosses it.

Politics is the mineshaft in which rights are visible. However, they also exist in, and
are a product of processes which take place much deeper in, the earth that philosophy
digs up looking for such things. Beck takes it down to the metaphysical "center of the
earth." So I don't have to.
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Libertarians for Slave Labor?

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, March 31, 2006.

I admit to a little residual prejudice against allegedly "libertarian" Republican
politicians. Most of the alleged "libertarians" in Congress voted for the anti-libertarian
war on Iraq. Of the 22 members of (real libertarian) Ron Paul's "Liberty Study Commit-
tee," only two voted with Paul as much as 60% of the time, versus 30-odd Democrats
who vote with him 70% or more of the time (see Logan Ferree's scorecard over at Free-
dom Democrats).

Still, there are boundaries outside which I assumed that "libertarians" -- even
Republican ones -- would hesitate to stray. Using slave labor to keep American wages
down, for example. One of the foremost examples of congressional "libertarian Republi-
cans" proved me wrong yesterday:

Representative Dana Rohrabacher, Republican of California, dismissed argu-
ments made by President Bush and business leaders who say the United States
needs a pool of foreign workers. He said businesses should be more creative in
their efforts to find help and suggested that employers turn to the prison popu-
lation to fill jobs in agriculture and elsewhere.

"Let the prisoners pick the fruits," Mr. Rohrabacher said. "We can do it
without bringing in millions of foreigners."

Just to make sure that the Times wasn't pulling my leg or anything, I did a
little Googling and found another quote in the Richmond Times-Dispatch (among other
sources):

"The millions of young men who are prisoners in our country can pick the fruit
and vegetables," said Rep. Dana Rohrabacher of California.

Lest ye mistakenly assume that Rohrabacher had any other purpose than distorting
the labor market, here's another snippet from the Inland Valley Daily Bulletin:

"We do not need more people from foreign countries coming in and taking
American jobs -- even jobs in the fields," he said. "I say, let prisoners pick the
fruits. Let's not bid down the wages of American workers."
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Remember, somewhere between a third and half of the prisoners Rohrabacher
is referring to are political prisoners, in for disagreeing with Big Brother on what sub-
stances may be bought, sold or consumed, or for failing to cough up the protection racket
fee ("tax"), etc. Of course, I oppose slave labor in any case, but when we include the po-
litical dimension it becomes clear that we're talking truly Stalinist stuff here.

Call me contrarian, but I don't see how using slave labor by political prisoners to
keep wages artificially low (slaves get paid less than either migrant workers or the Amer-
icans who won't do the jobs at the wages offered -- but who will raise holy hell if they
have to pay more for their iceberg lettuce) is any more "libertarian" than ... than ... well,
than sealing the borders to keep wages artificially high (which is why Rohrabacher says
he wants to keep furriners out of "his" country). I am, however, continuing to see that
if you scratch the paint on a "libertarian Republican," you'll usually find a standard-issue
big-government demagogue underneath.

Addendum, minutes after post: It just occurred to me how similar this piece-
meal "reform" argument is to the French situation (see the MLL's letter of solidarity on
Brad Spangler's blog, especially the comment/argument section) -- at some point you
have to realize that the state's "solutions" to "problems" will always raise more "prob-
lems" of their own, usually worse than the original "problems" they were purporting to
address and inevitably "requiring" ever more absurd and anti-liberty "solutions" in turn.
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Malkin Versus "Homeland Security" (and
Reality)

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, April 26, 2006.

Strange: Living her life as a paranoid, xenophobic nutjob doesn't bother Michelle
Malkin a bit -- as a matter of fact, it suits her just fine. Not being considered "compas-
sionate," on the other hand, seems to bother her a great deal.

I'd like to help. Really. But I'm all out of "there, there, of course you're compas-
sionate" cards to send. So, I guess I'm stuck with addressing myself to the "paranoid"
part, as in "paranoid schizophrenic," as in "total dissociation from the real world." Sorry,
'chelle. When you start quacking about "bring[ing] the homeland security debate" -- or
anything else -- "back to reality," an intervention is clearly in order.

Here's some reality for you:
• The US has somewhere in the neighborhood of 100,000 miles of border and coast-

line.
• Estimates of illegal immigration rates vary -- duh -- but even the lowball figures are

in the million plus range per year.
Reality speaks quite clearly on one point: There's no way to secure 100,000 miles

of border and coastline (or even the 2,500 or so miles of border with Mexico) against a
million people trying to get across. Some of them -- the bulk of them, in fact -- are going
to get through. Period.

From a "homeland security" standpoint, of course, most of these millions are, or at
least should be, irrelevant. Unless you consider getting your lettuce picked or your toilet
cleaned a national security matter, they're no more of a threat than anyone else you pass
on the street (which is to say, some of them might be menaces, most of them aren't).
Granted, certain special interest groups would like the government to help them distort
the labor market by coercively excluding competition, but really stupid economic beliefs
do not, strictly speaking, constitute a "homeland security" matter either.

The reason the mass of illegal immigrants constitute a "homeland security" prob-
lem is that they are illegal immigrants. Instead of letting them walk in the front door, as
they gladly would and as we most assuredly should, we bow to the special interests and
slam that door in their faces.

If the US had a reasonable immigration policy -- i.e. "show up at a designated entry
station and if you're not a known criminal or terrorist, we'll point you to the taxicabs
lined up on the American side and send you on your way" -- they wouldn't be crawling
through the windows and knocking holes in the walls.
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And when a million-plus ordinary working stiffs are crawling through the win-
dows and knocking holes in the walls for the privilege of landscaping your lawn or
plucking your Thanksgiving turkey, those open windows and gaping holes constitute
the entry points for criminals and terrorists -- people you'd never let in through the front
door -- as well.

As it stands, US immigration policy constitutes a very real national security threat:
• US immigration policy creates a huge population among which criminals and ter-

rorist can easily hide. Ten murderers -- or ten al Qaeda hijackers or bombmakers --
don't stand out in a crowd of a million "undocumented" individuals.

• US immigration policy creates the market demand that drives the "coyote" industry.
A million customers a year seeking aid in crossing the border is big business. "Coy-
otes" don't care if the people they're escorting into the US are Mexican migrant
workers or Yemeni assassins -- business is business. But they wouldn't be in busi-
ness on any kind of large scale if Yemeni assassins were the bulk of their customer
base.

• US immigration policy makes it difficult -- nay, impossible -- to properly monitor
the borders for actual hostile activity. Is that group wading the Rio Grande at three
in the morning an al Qaeda terror team lugging a small nuclear weapon, or just an-
other one of the hundred groups of workers on their way -- at the same time, by
the same routes and in the same manner -- to jobs at poultry plants, on construc-
tion crews and in farm fields?

Bottom line: No reasonable amount of money, manpower or concertina wire is
going to stop economically motivated mass immigration. Any US immigration policy
framed on a position of general exclusion is doomed to fail and to damage national secu-
rity to boot. And nobody who continues to advocate such a policy in the face of the facts
deserves to be taken seriously on immigration -- or on "homeland security."
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Both Ends, Toward the Middle

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, May 2, 2006.

In his thoughtful proposal for a "Libertarian-Green Strategic Alliance," Kevin Car-
son mentions "cut[ting] taxes from the bottom up and welfare from the top down." He
also gives me more credit than I deserve for putting it that way.

Meanwhile, over on a Yahoo! Group discussion, both my name and Kevin's are
associated with a proposal for a "flat" corporate income tax. I can't speak for Kevin, but I
can (and hereby do) say that the idea isn't mine. I haven't looked into it closely enough to
say whether I could live with it or not, but I certainly haven't ever promoted it. I assume
the association was made in good faith ... but I'm beginning to see that when I say things
like "cut taxes from the bottom up and welfare from the top down," I should probably
explain myself more fully so as not to be misunderstood.

First, a proposition for libertarians -- Resolved, that barring revolution or cata-
clysm (neither of which we have the power to create), society as we know it will not
move from confiscatory taxation to no taxation, or from welfare state to laissez-faire,
instantaneously. Getting from here to there is going to be a journey, not a leap. We are
going to cut taxes before we end taxes. We are going to cut welfare before we end wel-
fare.

Second, a protestation of "purism" -- I do not advocate, and never intend to ad-
vocate, any increase in any tax on, or welfare benefit for, any person for any reason. I
accept incrementalism (steps in the right direction, large or small), but not compromise
(trading a move in the wrong direction in one area to get a move in the right direction in
another). You'll never hear me agree that it's okay to raise taxes on one group as a "trade-
off" for lowering taxes on another group, or to offer new subsidies to one beneficiary
in trade for reducing subsidies to others. Or, to shift policy areas and clarify it a bit, I'll
accept "medical marijuana" as a step in the right direction, but I won't support "trading,"
say, support for the death penalty for cocaine possession to get "medical marijuana."

If we're going to cut taxes, it makes sense to do so from the bottom up -- because
the primary rhetorical tool of anti-tax-cut advocates is that tax cuts "benefit the rich at
the expense of the poor." I'd rather get a bottom-up tax cut than wish for a top-down tax
cut. And, properly done, cutting taxes from the bottom up results in a tax cut for every-
one.

Cutting federal income taxes from the bottom up is simple -- just raise the personal
exemption. Doing so meets two important tests. First, it cuts everyone's taxes. Second-
ly, those cuts are most economically significant at the lower end of the income scale,
where the "class warfare" argument against "tax cuts for the rich" ring the most true. The
bizarre variable rate system does produce slightly larger tax cuts for people who make
more money, but not especially significant ones. The first step in my proposal would
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lower Bill Gates's income taxes by about $400 a year. I doubt that that $400 is as impor-
tant to Gates as the extra $105 a minimum wage fast food fry cook would get to keep.

I'm going to use 2004 figures for exemptions because they were the first ones I
found. I don't know if they changed in 2005. As of 2004, the first $7,950 (at least) of fed-
eral taxpayers' income was tax-exempt -- $3,100 as a "personal exemption" applicable to
everyone, and $4,850 as the "standard deduction" for those who chose not to itemize.
Those who itemized might be able to increase the exempt amount, but the first $7,950
of everyone's income was tax-free.

Let's take a look at the effect of a hypothetical personal exemption increase of
$1,150, to $4,250. This would make the first $9,000 of income tax-exempt. For rates, I'm
using 2005 figures, because they were the first ones I found. Hey, it's hypothetical any-
way. Don't sweat it.

The minimum wage is $5.15 per hour. An individual who worked 40 hours a
week, for 52 weeks per year, would have a gross income of $10,712 per year. Under
the old numbers, $2,762 of that income would be taxable, and the bill would be 10%, or
$276.20 (here are the brackets/rates for those who are following closely). With the ex-
emption increase, $1,712 would be taxable, so the bill would be $171.20. Bammo -- in-
stant $105 tax cut.

Now, let's look at someone who makes more money: Say, $100,000 a year. With
the current rates and the current exemptions, the taxable portion of that income would
be $92,050; with my proposed increased exemption, $91,000.

Figuring this gal's taxes out is more complicated, of course; she pays 10% on the
first $7,300 of taxable income, 15% on the next $22,400, 25% on the next $42,250;and
28% on everything above that (her income doesn't get into the 33% or 35% brackets). So,
at current exemptions, her tax is $20,280.50; with my propose exemption increase, it's
19,986.50, or a $294 tax cut.

Fair? Probably not. Proportionally distributed? Nope. But everyone gets a tax cut,
without jogging marginal rates around, crafting special deductions for favored groups,
and igniting class warfare rhetoric. For every $1,000 of increased bottom-up exemption,
every taxpayer -- convenience store clerk to factory worker to CPA to Bill Gates -- gets
a tax cut of between $100 and $350.

Cutting welfare from the top down is more complicated, as it involves a number
of programs -- but the proposition itself is simple. At one point in the recent past, Mis-
souri politicians were simultaneously claiming that the belt needed to be tightened on
the state's $4.x billion Medicaid budget ... and that the taxpayer should be happy to fork
over $600 million to build stadiums for the benefit of multi-billionaire sports franchise
owners. This kind of thing creates a big credibility gap. When the federal government
can come up with $78 million to subsidize advertising for Florida orange juice (and it
has), the argument that it can't afford to (or shouldn't) subsidize cups of that same juice
for school cafeterias rings pretty hollow.

The big "entitlement" programs are going to be a bear to tackle in any case. Until
and unless poor and middle class Americans can be truthfully and convincingly told that
they aren't subsidizing "the rich," they are going to remain deaf to demands that "the
rich" be allowed to stop subsidizing them.
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Cut taxes, from the bottom up. Cut welfare, from the top down. And when those
two efforts meet in the middle, they can slap hands, do a little victory dance ... and then
get back to work cutting right past each other.
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"The Rapture for Nerds"

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, May 12, 2006.

As of 1997 (as usual, the first year I came across in some quick Googling), Social
Security outlays totaled $350 billion per year. The number of recipients and the amount
paid out are increasing, of course, and over the next few decades, both will balloon mas-
sively as the "Baby Boomers" retire. I'm not even going to bother trying to find the scari-
est scenario. All of the likely outcomes involve massive tax increases on the non-retired
and/or massive benefit cuts to recipients and/or the complete collapse of "the system."
Any way we cut it, things are going to be bad for someone.

Or maybe not. Suppose that it was possible to increase benefits by an order of mag-
nitude while simultaneously cutting outlays on a like scale?

Yes, you read me right: Pay more recipients more money, while spending less. And
while I'm at it, let me throw in some additional bennies: Perfect health, near-absolute
choice of lifestyle and, um, immortality.

This idea -- which I'm sure is by no means original to me -- popped up awhile back
as plotted one of my as-yet-and-unlikely-to-be-written science fiction novels.

A little background:
Lots of people believe that humanity is approaching what they refer to as "the Sin-

gularity." Strictly defined, that means we're about to reach a point in technological de-
velopment where it becomes impossible to reliably predict what the future will look like
-- an era of "post-humans" whose abilities (and predispositions) we have no more capac-
ity to forecast than, say Cro-Magnon Man sitting around his fire would have been able
to describe what one of Intel's microprocessor plants looks like or how the New York
Stock Exchange works.

There are lots of views of what the Singularity (or Singularities) might entail, some
of them optimistic, some pessimistic, all of them great fun (especially Ken Macleod's --
the title of this post is a description of the Singularity from his novel The Cassini Division;
I just finished his wonderful Newton's Wake, which also plumbs hypothetical post-Sin-
gularity futures).

Most views of the Singularity involve one or more of the following elements:
• We reach a point in the development of artificial intelligence beyond which the AIs

we create are a) more intelligent than we are, and b) capable of improving them-
selves even further.

• We achieve the ability to upload human consciousness into a computer environ-
ment -- a virtual reality fully as convincing as our own.
The "post-humans" might be those artificial intelligences themselves -- and pray

let's not piss them off -- or they might be us, living in virtual bodies in a virtual environ-
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ment, with the processing power of those AIs at the disposal of, or integrated with, our
own minds.

Anyway, back to my unwritten novel: It's a murder mystery ... set in a virtual "re-
tirement home." We need not concern ourselves with the mystery part. The important
part is the idea of using the second "Singularity characteristic" to "fix" the Social Security
problem.

In my novel plot, the fix works like this:
Upon retirement, Social Security recipients are given a choice: They can receive

their paltry benefit checks, sit on the porch, age and die ...
... or they can lie down on gurneys, have their brains uploaded into a virtual envi-

ronment while their bodies feast on non-virtual, lethal barbituate cocktails ...
... and then party forever.
Inside the virtual environment, things are much different.
Their bodies are whatever they want those bodies to be. If Joe Sixpack wants to

spend eternity -- or the next few minutes -- as a twelve-year-old girl or a talking panda,
or just as Joe Sixpack at 30 instead of 70, that's his call.

They live wherever they want to live -- with easy transfers between the "upper-
crust Havana circa 1950" server and the "Vegas circa 1980" server available, of course.
Presumably it's even possible for them to fashion their own, individual personal realities
outside of a selection of "commons" areas in which they interact with others.

They receive "virtual money" -- basically as an allocation of processor time to gen-
erate what they want to "buy" within the system -- with value far in excess of the "real"
money they would have received outside.

And, of course, they can interface with the "real" world in a number of ways: Pre-
sumably Skype will allow "virtual" grandma to place a phone call from within the server
to "real" granddaughter "outside." There may be work which they can do for "real" mon-
ey from outside, allowing them to save and plan for temporary or permanent returns
as downloads into robotic, or cloned human, bodies. This is especially true if they have
mental integration with those "really smart AIs" mentioned above (and even more espe-
cially true if "uploading" is a necessity to achieve such integration, i.e. if people "outside"
just aren't capable of it).

Those are the benefits this particular class of "post-humans" receives. But what
about us on the "outside?" We benefit too:

• We'll probably be able to buy, operate and maintain the equipment to serve a thou-
sand or more "virtual retirees" for the amount that just one used to hobble to the
mailbox to retrieve each month.

• It's not just for old people. Got an incurable disease? Your health will be perfect
after you "upload." Alzheimer's? Let's preserve your personality before you forget
who you are. And, of course, the health care costs, hospital room availability, etc.
for those of us out here will improve dramatically.

• Reduced traffic. Our retirees in the virtual world may still want to weave their
Winnebagos down the roads at 40 mph and belching smog like factories. But they
won't be doing so on the "real" roads any more.

• Overpopulation? What's that? We'll have more people than ever ... taking up a lot
less room and many of them eating not a damn thing (actually, they'll be eating foie
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de gras every night if that's what they want -- presumably synthesizing that expe-
rience will be no more expensive than synthesizing the experience of a corporate
deathburger or of the cat food we're always hearing about -- but what they're eat-
ing will be cheap processor time, not expensive goose livers or bushels of wheat).
I like this Singularity/post-human stuff.
Of course, I won't count on it until it gets here ... but I figure that it's more likely

to eventuate than any of the politicians are to deliver on their promises to "fix" Social
Security.

And, of course, there's always the chance that these virtual post-humans will de-
cide that they don't need the rest of us, don't like us much anyway, and might as well
dispense with us entirely. But hey, that's just science fiction ... right?
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The "Fair" Tax

Two posts, blogged at KN@PPSTER on August 28 and September 1, 2006.

The "Fair" Tax is a Welfare ScamThe "Fair" Tax is a Welfare Scam

Over on one of the Yahoo! Groups I frequent, a poster wrote the following:

There is an old saying that says that the perfect is the enemy of the better. The
fair tax while not perfect is clearly much better.

Below, I extend and revise my reply, which I figure is both detailed and succinct
enough to make a good blog post/capsule argument (since I've been alluding to the "Fair"
Tax now and again, but haven't actually taken it head on). I've also linked some of my
claims to supporting source material:

Only if by "clearly much better" you mean it:
• Results in the theft by government of just as much money as the income tax (the

"Fair" Taxers boast that their proposal is "revenue neutral");
• Results in the same amount of, or perhaps more, redistribution of wealth than the

income tax (the "Fair" Taxers boast that their proposal is at least as "progressive" as
the income tax);

• Puts every American on the dole so that they're recipients of monthly government
welfare checks which the majority will likely fight tooth and nail to keep coming in
perpetuity (the "prebate"); and

• The "Fair" Taxers' arguments about eliminating the IRS aside, will require a bu-
reaucracy to administer (both to collect and to send out the welfare checks).
The "Fair Tax" is at least as bad as the income tax in every way, and worse in some

ways. It's not a tax cut. It's not a tax elimination. It's just a strengthening of the tax sys-
tem by linking it to a welfare program -- just like Social Security, which has been a "third
rail" issue in American politics for half a century precisely because millions of Americans
have a vested interest in keeping the checks coming.

It may not be politically possible to get the income tax straight-out eliminated right
now, but it is politically possible to get it CUT, which would be a far superior alternative
to the "Fair" Tax.

The Boston Tea Party's program calls for universal, bottom-up tax cuts as fol-
lows: "The Boston Tea Party calls for legislation adopting an annual, regularized increase
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in the personal exemption to the federal income tax of $1,000 or more, and the addi-
tional application of said personal exemption to all FICA/Social Security taxes paid by
employees and employers."

Members of Congress (mostly Democrats) routinely propose and vote for increas-
es to the personal exemption, so it's politically doable.

Increases to the personal exemption give EVERYONE who pays taxes a tax cut,
from the janitor at the local factory to Bill Gates.

Increases to the personal exemption remove people from the tax rolls and with-
holding treadmill entirely (every time the exemption goes up, more people's income falls
below the taxable amount).

Applying the personal exemption to Social Security payments would address the
extreme regressivity of the Social Security system. The poorest people pay proportion-
ately the most in Social Security taxes (since the requirement to pay is capped at a certain
income level in, I believe, the $60K range), and they receive the fewest benefits (due to
shorter lifespan).

Eliminating the income tax is the best option. Failing that, cutting it is. Replacing
it with a tax that doesn't cut taxes, doesn't remedy redistribution problems, doesn't elim-
inate (or probably even reduce) the associated bureaucratic and administrative costs, and
puts every American on government welfare is just a scam if the goal is to reduce or
eliminate taxation.

The "Fair" Tax ReduxThe "Fair" Tax Redux

My interest in the "Fair" Tax started out as an interest in the "omnipresent govern-
ment" aspect of it -- the massive welfare scheme entailed by the "prebate." To me, that
was enough to reject the whole idea. However, as I continue to read up on the proposal,
more and more negatives pop up.

• The transition period is going to be an economy-buster. And no, I'm not over-re-
acting. Let's take one example: Cars.

The "Fair" Tax is applied to new, but not used, cars. Even today, a lot of people
choose to buy recent-model used cars because the price of a new car drops dramatically
as soon as it leaves the dealership. Now ... add 30% to the price of new cars, but not to the
price of used cars, and see what happens to the auto industry. The effect of that differen-
tial will persist to some degree until the existing pre-"Fair" Tax fleet is in the junkyard --
by which time it's a reasonable bet that at least two of America's "Big Three" auto man-
ufacturers will no longer be in business, and that the real (i.e. inflation-adjusted) price of
used automobiles will be higher than the price of new ones is today.

Now, apply that same effect to pretty much every durable/resaleable consumer
good in existence. Go ahead. I dare you. Danny Fontana opined on the radio earlier, in
reply to my description of this scenario, that "that's just the market at work." I disagree.
The government topping off the price of one product, but not the other, with a 30% tax
is most manifestly not "the market."

• The transition period is going to re-tax anyone who has invested or saved in the
past and is now ready to spend his or her money. Let's take a hypothetical young
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worker in the late 70s or early 80s. He worked hard. He paid income tax on what
he earned. He wanted to make money and was willing to take risks to do so, so he
bought some shares in a young, growing company called Wal-Mart. Then, in the
1990s, as he began to think more in terms of stability and risk reduction, he sold
that stock, paid capital gains taxes on his earnings, and put the money away in a
Roth IRA ("no income tax when you withdraw!") or a savings account, or what-
ever. Well, guess what? When he withdraws that money and spends it, he gets
hit third time, for another 30%. We're talking about a full generation of getting
screwed in transition here, folks.

• And speaking of 30%, yes, that's the real rate. Sales taxes have always been described
"tax-exclusively." If you buy a product at the store for a dollar and the total comes
to $1.10, you're paying a 10% tax. The "Fair" Taxers do some fancy footwork by
describing their proposal "tax-inclusively." If you buy a product at the store for a
dollar, the total will come to $1.30 ... but oh, it's only a 23% tax rate if we pretend
that the tax itself is part of the price rather than a government gratuity heaped on
top of that price. This little piece of legerdemain allows the "Fair" Taxers to make
nearly a quarter of the tax magically disappear from view. Now you see it, now you
don't. But believe me, you'll feel it. Right in the wallet.

• Let's talk about enforcement. The "Fair" Taxers hold out the prospect of "eliminat-
ing the IRS." That may be technically true. Instead, we'll have 50 mini-IRSes -- one
in each state, collecting the tax, monitoring business compliance, and trying to keep
a lid on the black markets.
And, of course, we'll have a federal bureaucracy, too. Someone has to send the wel-

fare checks out. But there's more to it than that. Who's going to monitor the state IRSes
and ensure that Nebraska isn't raking off a little more than it's supposed to? Who's going
to track down the welfare cheats who keep collecting the "prebate" after Grandpa dies or
little Billy moves to Australia? Who's going to investigate interstate evasion of the tax?

On that last, let me throw another hypothetical at you:
The "Fair" Tax passes. The price of, say, new computers, goes up by 30% at the

cash register. So, I start a computer business. I buy the computers wholesale (no tax) for
re-sale. Then I cut open the boxes, take the machines out, turn them on, turn them off
(or, if I'm really crafty, stick a CD in their drives which loads the machine up with on-
the-fly-generated "personal information" to create the illusion that they are pre-owned).
Finally I re-sell them "for resale" (no tax) to another business I own (or have an arrange-
ment with) in the next state over, which stocks them on its shelves as "used" -- at the
same price as Best Buy's "new" machines, but without the 30% tax on top. Best Buy isn't
going to be happy. Neither is the Department of the Treasury. But ...

In the first state, I'm legit. I bought the machines for re-sale (no tax), I sold them
for re-sale (no tax). In the second state, it's going to be difficult to prove that they're not
"used" (no tax -- I may need to keep two sets of differing invoices/receipts, one in each
state, but that's not a big deal). It's going to take a federal agency to catch me at it. Does
it really matter whether we call it the "IRS" or the "'Fair' Tax Enforcement Bureau?"

If something sounds too good to be true, it usually is. The "Fair" Tax just doesn't
stand up to scrutiny. It's a welfare scam at one end and economic damnfoolishness at the
other. Libertarians should be saying so, instead of falling for it.
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Pro Bono Barratry

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, February 25, 2007
Somewhere in the neighborhood of 98% of criminal cases in the courts end in con-

viction -- and 92% of that 98% is due to the pernicious practice of conveyor-belt "plea
bargaining." Prosecutors have discovered that most defendants will bend over and take a
"gentle" screwing if they're offered a credible threat that demanding a trial will get them
the same result sans lubricant.

With that in mind, I find this story particularly disgusting:

Armstrong Teasdale LLP has announced that it has partnered with City of St.
Louis Circuit Attorney, Jennifer M. Joyce, to develop an innovative program
designed to support the community and give young attorneys hands-on trial ex-
perience. ... [several attorneys with the firm] will be sworn in as special pros-
ecutors under the program. After training with the Circuit Attorneys' Office,
these attorneys will assume a docket of felony criminal cases."

A St. Louis Post-Dispatch story of February 2nd, 2007, clarifies what this docket
will consist of. You guessed it ... "Firm will lend five associates to prosecute drug cases."

If Armstrong Teasdale wants to "support the community," the last place it should be
offering pro bono legal support is in the drug prosecution department of a prosecutor's
office.

The war on drugs has been a failure in every respect except one: It's a bonanza for
corrupt prosecutors. It allows them to bulk up their conviction rates at the expense of the
community in every sense of the word.

It's a plea bargain promoter's wet dream, since draconian sentencing laws and the
prevailing de facto presumption of guilt make it a virtual guarantee that the guy with one
joint in a baggie in his glove compartment will "plead out" rather than risk being treated
as a "trafficker." The biggest feed stock for this assembly line injustice is marijuana pros-
ecution -- more than 800,000 arrests every year!

Anyone who's ever sat through a preliminary hearing in a drug case (yes, I have)
knows that judges will bend over backward to cut through any inconvenient Fourth
Amendment obstacles and hand the prosecutor a "case" based on even the flimsiest of
evidence, after which the offer is made and the victim gets to decide whether to take the
easy way out (a fine and probation) or go up against an opponent with a judge in pocket
and, for all intents and purposes, an unlimited budget.

Bouvier's Law Dictionary defines barratry as "the habitual moving, exciting, and main-
taining suits and quarrels, either at law or otherwise." That's pretty much the whole
prosecutorial end of the war on drugs in a nutshell. More drug cases for a prosecu-
tor mean more easy "plea bargain" convictions and a better "conviction rate." They also
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mean more ruined lives, more seized assets, and more dangerous streets, but no biggie
... since they allow the prosecutor to piss and moan about being "overworked" while si-
multaneously piling up yet more of the same kinds of cases.

If Armstrong Teasdale wants to "support the community" with pro bono work, here's
an idea -- put those five attorneys to work defending drug cases. Give the victims a
chance to put up a real defense in a game that's rigged against them. Let them tell the
prosecutor to go pound sand when a "deal" is offered, and exercise their right to a speedy
public trial before a jury of their peers. Bring Jennifer Joyce's assembly line sausage-
grinder to a halt and force her to go looking for real crimes to prosecute. That would be
a public service.
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Congressional Pay: A Modest Proposal

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, January 10, 2008.

From the Fort Worth Star-Telegram:

Members of Congress are getting a 2.5 percent pay raise this year, according
to Tuesday's edition of the Federal Register. Lawmakers will receive salaries of
$169,300, a boost of $4,100. Their last raise was in January 2006.

I've been kicking around a constitutional amendment proposal for many years. I drag
it out now and again and tweak it a little. Not that it's important, since it would have to
be passed by 2/3 of both houses of Congress and that's never going to happen. Anyway,
here it is.

Section 1. The salary of members of the Senate and House of Representatives,
prior to the taking of any federal taxes, shall henceforth be fixed for each each
year in the amount of the average per capita income of citizens of the United
States for the prior year, as determined by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, less
the average of total per capita federal taxes charged against said average in-
come.
Section 2. No additional allowances or reimbursements shall be made for per-
sonal living expenses beyond the salary set pursuant to this article; however,
military barracks space of the variety and in the per-person space allotment
used for light infantry enlisted personnel, convenient to and within walking
distance of Congress's meeting place, shall be set aside and maintained to acco-
modate such members as may decline to procure lodging in the capital at their
own expense.
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William F. Buckley, Jr., 1925-2008

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, February 28, 2008.

Libertarian reaction to the death of William F. Buckley, Jr., is mixed. Billy Beck,
among others, never had much use for Buckley. Robert Poole and Tibor R. Machan ad-
mired him for some specific reasons while acknowledging his flaws.

My own assessment of Buckley is similar to James Leroy Wilson's. As Wilson aptly
puts it, Buckley was a "gateway drug." Up From Liberalism occasioned my divorce from
the statist left; observing his valiant attempts to resolve the contradictions in modern
conservatism convinced me it couldn't be done; and he accorded libertarian ideas a re-
spect sans total adoption which sparked my interest and pointed me in the right direc-
tion. Buckley may not have been a libertarian -- but without Buckley I wouldn't be one
either.

Also, the man could write. Unlike some who use a bunch of fifty-cent words as a
way of appearing erudite while saying nothing of importance, Buckley dipped into his
broad vocabulary for the opposite reason -- he often said a lot in one sentence, even if
you had to go look up "nugatory" and "usufruct" to figure out what the hell he was say-
ing.

I particularly enjoy his Blackford Oakes novels. Yes, they are Cold War stuff. Yes,
they are occasionally didactic. Those things (which I don't mind anyway) aside, they're
also revealing of the author's mindset. Buckley loved freedom. He hated tyranny. That
much is clear. That he couldn't find a way to fight what he hated while leaving what he
loved unsullied is not unusual. He tried. Millions of Americans never made the effort at
all, and it was only the fact that Buckley loomed large on the American political scene
which called his failure to our attention.

He died at his desk, still trying to get it right.
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Definitions for Dondero: "Islamo-Fascism"

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, May 9, 2008.

[Note: In discussion and debate with Eric Dondero, I frequently find myself
forced to repeat certain explanations of the obvious. This new, occasional fea-
ture at KN@PPSTER is intended to reduce the labor involved in that process by
allowing me to simply link to said explanations rather than laboriously typing
them into blog comments and such - TLK]

The highest value of Islamic theocrats is God.
The highest value of fascists is the state.
The central tenet of Islamic theocratic political movements is that the state must

be subservient to God.
The central tenet of fascist political movements is that the state is God.
Therefore, there is no such thing -- by definition there can be no such thing -- as

"Islamo-Fascism."
Debating US foreign policy with someone who quacks about "Islamo-Fascism"

is like debating pool cleaning techniques with someone who babbles about the magic
fairies who live in his pool's pump system and are ejected into the pool when the pump is
turned on. He's either ignorant of the nature of what he's seeing come out of the pump,
or he's bullshitting you, or he's barking mad. None of those conditions are conducive to
meaningful discussion or debate, and you are therefore best off seeking another inter-
locutor -- one who chooses to inhabit, and is capable of living in, the real world instead
of an imagined or manufactured alternative universe.
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Vince Miller, Requiescat in Pace

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, June 29, 2008.

Vince Miller was a true mensch and it has been a distinct privilege to have worked
closely with him for the last few years.

As president of the International Society for Individual Liberty, Vince rescued key
components of Free-Market.Net, where I had previously worked, when it went bank-
rupt.

In late 2004, he approached me and my compadres at Rational Review News Digest
about taking over daily production of Freedom News Daily -- one of those FMN com-
ponents and, so far as I know, the Internet's longest-lived libertarian daily news publica-
tion (it absorbed the older "Libernet" newsletter in the late 1990s). We've been happily
publishing FND as a co-branded edition of RRND ever since.

Last year -- I believe it was in March -- my family and I were honored to spend a cou-
ple of days in Chicago with Vince. This was the first time I had met him in person. We
discussed the future of FND and of ISIL's web presence, had lunch with Joe and Diane
Bast of the Heartland Institute, and saw some of the Windy City's sights together.

I wish I'd spent more time with Vince at the Libertarian Party's 2008 national conven-
tion in Denver. He was working the Laissez Faire Books booth (ISIL recently acquired
LFB, which had been on the brink of ceasing operations, and is bringing it back); I was
working on multiple LP campaigns. We never made time for a good long sitdown ... and
now we never will.

Vince appeared hale and hardy in Denver, but shortly after his return home to Beni-
cia, California, he fell ill with respiratory problems. The initial diagnosis was pneumo-
nia, but that was eventually corrected to "Valley Fever" -- a fungal infection native to a
nearby area of California -- coupled with Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome. Hospi-
talized, Vince was moved to ICU, breathing with the aid of a ventilator, and then things
began to go even more wrong -- first kidney failure, then liver. A last-ditch attempt to
treat the Valley Fever with steroids failed, and Vince died at about 8:15 am on Saturday.

I -- and I'm sure I can speak for the RRND/FND staff on this -- miss him already, and
the freedom movement will miss him sorely for many years to come. Vince was one of
the good guys, and one of the guys who got things done. ISIL, and before that the Lib-
ertarian International (which he founded and eventually merged into ISIL), live on as
monuments to his work for human liberty. I remain stunned by his sudden passing, and
apologize for my lack of eloquence. He deserves a better obituary, and I'm sure he'll be
the subject of many.
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Everybody's Got One, and They All Stink

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, November 6, 2008.

Excuses, that is.
Brian Holtz's is the argument that "public goods" and "the free rider problem"

trump the basic standard of civilized conduct -- non-coercion.
He unpacks it thusly:

Excludability is the ability of producers to detect and prevent uncompensating
consumption of their products. Rivalry is the inability of multiple consumers to
consume the same good. A public good is defined as a non-rival non-excludable
good, such as national defense. Because public goods are not excludable, they get
under-produced. The pricing system cannot force consumers to reveal their de-
mand for purely non-excludable goods, and so cannot force producers to meet
that demand.

This, per Holtz (and as originally argued by Samuelson), leads to a "free rider"
problem (since non-excludability means that one can consume the good without paying
for it), and thus to "market failure," justifying the classification of whatever it is we're
talking about as a "public good" and, if Mr. Holtz deems it a necessary good, excusing the
use of coercive taxation to make everyone -- those who want it and are willing to pay for
it, those who want it and aren't willing to pay for it, and those who just don't want it --
cough up "their fair share."

Except, of course, that that's bullshit. Here's why:
• "Under-" (or "over-") production is a subjective evaluation. "Under-production"

means "not as much of this stuff is being produced as Brian Holtz believes needs to
be produced."

Note that I'm stipulating to Mr. Holtz's honesty here -- he's not just trying to get
everyone else to pay for something he alone wants, but rather something he gen-
uinely believes everyone needs and is willing to pay "his fair share" of himself. But
that's a subjective evaluation, too. Brian Holtz thinks that everyone needs "national
defense." Maybe I think that everyone needs "on-call Swedish massage." I have yet
to see the stone tablets upon which the "everyone needsness" of either hath been
divinely chiseled.

• There are all kinds of non-rivalrous, non-excludable goods. Take a billboard adver-
tisement, for example. It's non-excludable and non-rivalrous -- the company (Store
X) that puts out the ad can't stop anyone passing by from looking at it (nor would
they want to!); and no matter how many people look at it, there's no less of it to
look at. If the billboard shows a nice pair of tennis shoes, and some of the people
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who look at it go buy those shoes at Store Y instead of Store X, that makes Store
Y a "free rider" -- they got the benefit of the billboard's existence, but they didn't
pay for its production or deployment. Does Mr. Holtz propose that tennis shoe bill-
board advertisements be deemed a "public good" and that Stores A through Z (or
maybe all tennis shoe manufacturers, or all potential customers) be taxed to provide
for production of said advertisements?

Non-excludability and non-rivalrousness do indeed exist, but they aren't magic
wands that make coercion to subsidize production of a good necessary or justifiable. The
very minimum additional factors required would be objective criteria for establishing a)
what is needed and b) how much of it is needed. Absent those two factors, non-exclud-
ability and non-rivalrousness are nothing more than overhead production costs that Mr.
Holtz doesn't want to pay all by himself. Which is fine -- until he decides to make every-
one else go in with him on them at gunpoint.
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Final Betrayals Watch: Bush Frees Ramos,
Compean

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, January 19, 2009.

As one of his final acts in office, President George W. Bush has commuted the sen-
tences of two evil, violent government thugs (hat tip -- Independent Political Report)
for beating a suspected drug trafficker when he tried to surrender, shooting at him (and
missing) when he ran, shooting at him again (this time finally hitting him in the ass)
when he stopped and tried to surrender again, then leaving him lying in the dirt and
running off to file false reports to cover up their crimes.

These goons got the bare minimum sentence that the law allowed the judge to hand
down after a jury, on the basis of evidence so irrefutable than even a usually reliably "pro-
tect cops at all costs" prosecutor couldn't find a believable way to avoid charging them,
convicted them of their crimes.

Ever since, they've served as martyrs cum mascots for the anti-America, anti-freedom
Know-Nothing lobby -- but the case against them was so airtight that even George "I'm
above the law, I'll wiretap without warrants and memory hole anyone I don't like as an
'enemy combatant'" Bush cringed from further debauching justice by springing them ...
at least until he was on the way out the door himself.

How many people who've harmed no one remain in America's prisons while these two
government gangbangers get handed a get-out-of-jail-free card?

How many future victims of abusive, out-of-control "law enforcement personnel" will
die instead of just taking a bullet in the butt ... and how many more future victims will
there be now that Bush has effectively notified "law enforcement" that if you have a gov-
ernment badge and gun, it's open season on the serfs?
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Why the Line-Item Veto Isn't Such a Good
Idea

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, March 4, 2009.

At first blush, it does sound really good: After Congress has stuffed a bill full of
"earmarks" -- pork projects that most of the 535 pols on Capitol Hill use to send mon-
ey "back to their districts" -- the president can go through and veto the bad stuff while
keeping the main body of the bill, the things that were clearly intended by it.

The up side of the idea is so obvious that it's hard not to just jump on board. But not
so fast. There are real problems with it.

First, the efforts so far to implement a line-item veto, including the current one, are
unconstitutional. The Constitution says the president can sign the bill or veto the bill;
it doesn't provide for an ability on his part keep parts of it he likes and discard the parts
he doesn't. If it did, there'd have been no wailing and gnashing of teeth over Bush 43's
ridiculous "signing statements," which amounted to nothing more or less than a rough-
hewn version of the line item veto ("lesseee, I like this part, check, don't like that part so
I won't do it, check").

The Supreme Court ruled on the formal line-item veto back in the Clinton Era. No
constitutional amendment, no line-item veto. So the current push is pretty much just
a dog and pony show, unless Obama can pull together an FDR-style SCOTUS packing
scheme to let him keep it, in which case we've got bigger problems anyway.

Secondly, like "earmarks" or not -- and I generally don't -- they're really just a (more)
corrupt spin on the usual legislative process. Congress says it wants to do X. It appro-
priates money to do X, and directs that the money shall be spent in this way or that way
to do X. All that distinguishes an "earmark" from the other "this ways and that ways" is
that any given earmark has generally been requested by one congresscritter, presumably
because it points some of that "money for X" in his district's or campaign contributors'
direction.

If you think that a line-item veto will only affect "real pork," or that it won't quickly
become a tool for fuckery, you're naive. It will affect every specific spending directive
from Congress.

The political effects aren't hard to forecast: The president's party will get its earmarks,
and those earmarks will help its congressional incumbents get re-elected. The opposition
party's earmarks, on the other hand, will fall under the line-item cleaver, advantaging
the president's party in subsequent elections.

The line-item veto would greatly enhance the power of the presidency. Under the
current system, the president has to either accept what Congress hands him, or stare
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them down in a full-blown veto override fight ... a fight in which he already has an ad-
vantage, since it takes 2/3 to force his hand, granted, but a real fight. Breaking issues
down to the line-item veto level of granularity would almost certainly give him carte
blanche to keep whatever he wants and discard whatever he doesn't want, because at that
level of granularity the discipline of (president's) party-line vote is likely to easily outgun
any particular issue's constituency.

The presidency is too powerful already. A president who has a House and Senate ma-
jority of his own party is even worse. Throw in the line-item veto and what you have is
a nightmare -- effectively, a dictatorship.
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Death Panels

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, August 11-13, 2009.

Why the "Death Panels" Claim is PlausibleWhy the "Death Panels" Claim is Plausible

When it comes to health care "reform," or any other issue for that matter, I have
no plans to rely on Sarah Palin or Michele Bachman for accurate and unbiased informa-
tion, any more than I'd ring up the DNC for a neutral evaluation.

On the other hand, methinks the Democratic left doth protest too much versus Palin's
"death panels" fears.

Salon.Com's Joan Walsh, for example --

Most of the health care screamers are sadly uninformed. and some are hugely
driven by lies and racism. Maybe more disturbing, the fact that the last GOP
nominee for vice president falsely claims that Obama is going to create "death
panels" shows the Republican Party has has arrived at a point of abject shame.

And "Southern Beale" --

You [Sarah Palin], who so carelessly bolstered a lie about healthcare reform
to score a cheap political point; you, the most craven of political opportunists,
who fearmongers about some dystopian socialist/fascist fantasyland; you, who
earlier this year were only too happy to accept free medical, dental and veteri-
nary care from the U.S. military for Alaska’s remote villages; you, dear lady,
are an idiot.

I can't for the life of me figure out what the hell else the Democrats would have ex-
pected people to think about the "end of life planning" references in ObamaCare four
years after the murder of Terri Schiavo at the hands of, well, "death panels," masquerad-
ing as state courts and ruling that Florida law and the 14th Amendment's guarantee of
equal protection were of no importance when stood up against a disabled woman's hus-
band's desire to kill her. Said murder and said panels wholeheartedly supported, btw, by
the same old usual suspects on the Democratic left who are now trumpeting "health care
reform" with "end of life planning" features.*
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Four years is a long time in politics. A lot of bygones will be bygones and a lot of trivial
matters will be forgotten in such a span. But murder in broad daylight will be remem-
bered for quite awhile, and it will come especially to mind when legislative language that
seems to make for ratification and repetition of past atrocities comes up for discussion.

-----
* Interestingly, Barack Obama himself initially voted in favor of the rule of law and

enforcement of the 14th Amendment's equal protection clause, but later decided that he
regretted having done so.

More on "Death Panels"More on "Death Panels"

It's another one of those issues that just ain't gonna go away, and the Democratic
left doesn't seem to understand why. So I'm going to try to explain it again.

First, let me set this up:
Yes, I oppose ObamaCare.
No, I do not believe that President Obama or any of the Democrats in Congress,

or the Democratic punditry, or the average Democrat on the street, wants a system in
which "death panels" decide who gets medical care and who gets a nice strong morphine
cocktail and a dirt nap.

In point of fact, the "end of life" stuff in the bill was co-sponsored by at least one
Republican (former Representative, now Senator, Johnny Isakson of Georgia), and he's
been clear that he didn't intend for it to imply "death panels." Rather, he just wanted to
make sure that people in "end of life" situations would be covered by ObamaCare when
it came to paying for discussions with their doctors about things like living wills, Do Not
Resuscitate orders, hospice care, etc.

I have no doubt that the Democrats (or at least 99.9% of them) who support Oba-
maCare also believe that that's exactly what the whole provision was about.

I say "was" because the Senate Finance Committee just excised it from the bill. That's
not going to end the discussion, though.

So anyway, it's not surprising that Democrats and other supporters of the health care
"reform" bill would find the whole "death panels" explosion surprising and dismaying.
However wrong-headed ObamaCare may be -- and it's plenty wrong-headed -- what it
isn't is an intentional secret conspiracy to save Uncle Sugar the cost of a year of Depends®

by having a nurses' aide smother grandma with a pillow, mkay?
BUT!
That doesn't mean that the whole "death panels" thing is paranoid and unreasonable,

either. Here's why:
First, as I've mentioned before, Terri Schiavo. Let me take a step back from my stated

opinion on the matter (that her death was murder most foul) and appeal to those on both
sides of the argument.

Maybe Terri Schiavo was in a permanent vegetative state, maybe she was just mental-
ly disabled but still "living" in a meaningful sense of the word. Maybe her physical death
was merely a formality, her consciousness having long since left the building, or maybe
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she was a helpless, but at least nominally aware, victim of a miscarriage of justice.
Either way, it is matter of record that she had no formal advance directive on file any-

where that could be found, that her husband's claims of an informal directive were ques-
tionable (having been stated only after he'd won an insurance lawsuit in which he told
the jury the award would be used to provide for Terri's perpetual care), and that it was a
government "death panel" -- in this case, a court -- which decreed that her feeding tube
would be removed and that her body would be allowed to die of starvation.

Can those of you who believe that she was in fact in a vegetative state and, for all
intents and purposes dead, understand why those who believe otherwise might impute
meaning to an "end of life" provision in a government health care bill that wasn't intend-
ed by the provision's authors?

Secondly, the UK. Their "single-payer" health system is, at this very moment, in the
throes of a public discussion on denial of care to the elderly and to those whose health
problems are "their own fault" (obesity, smoking-related illness, etc.).

To put this as simply as possible: To the extent that government is "in charge" of
health care, private sector options are going to be less accessible, even if they're not out-
lawed completely. Patients are going to have to take what the government gives them,
and the government will regulate what they are able to get.

Throw your hands up and scream when I use the word "rationing" if you want, but
there are only so many doctors, so many hospital beds, etc., the available amount of
those things will never be infinite, and therefore the people allocating the time of those
doctors, the occupancy of those beds, the distribution of limited quantities of expensive
drugs, etc. are going to have to make choices.

Pretend you're one of those allocators, and you face the following situation:
Two patients in front of you, more coming behind them. One bed, one surgeon, one

operating theatre available.
One patient is 19 years old and has just been shot by a burglar whom he encountered

in his home. It's touch and go, but his chances of survival are good, if he's on the table
ASAP.

The other patient is 91 years old, is in the final stages of pancreatic cancer which will
kill her within weeks or months, and just fell and broke her hip.

You are the decider. Which patient goes into the OR and under the knife, which one
goes to the nearest hospice and gets a morphine drip?

You're a one-man death panel. Someone is going to die. You have to decide who. And
yes, I'd save the 19-year-old's life too.

In a government healthcare system, the "decider" in that situation is going to be a
government "death panel" by definition. And assuming -- as any reasonable person must
assume -- that there will be financial limitations, limitations on the number of available
doctors, beds, meds, etc. in general, not just in rare situations as described above, it's not
a stretch to imagine that there will be ... guidelines ... for those panels to follow.

It's easier to tell 10,354 projected patients who are 85 years old or older and need hip
replacements "no" as a matter of policy than to let the inevitable "terminal elderly patient
with broken hip versus otherwise healthy young patient with treatable gunshot wound"
incidents pile up one at a time and handle them a la carte and on the fly. Bureaucra-
cies love guidelines, standards, etc. Such things let them avoid making difficult decisions
themselves and help them cover their asses for the decisions they do make.
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No, "death panels" are not a secret evil conspiracy intentionally inserted into this bill.
But they are an inevitability in implementation of any bill of the kind.
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Mark McQwire and "Performance-Enhancing
Drugs"

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, January 12, 2010.

From the ESPN story on Mark McGwire's admission that he used steroids during
his Major League Baseball career:

Told by Costas that certain Maris family members have said that they now
consider Roger Maris' 61 the authentic home run record, McGwire responded:
"They have every right to."

And yes, they do have every right to ... but the whole thing is just kind of silly.
McGwire used "performance-enhancing drugs" (steroids).
Maris used at least one "performance-enhancing drug" (tobacco) and died of a disease

(Hodgkins' lymphoma) associated with use of another (human growth hormone), al-
though if he was using HGH at any time in his career he was certainly among the earliest
to do so.

I wouldn't be surprised if both of them consumed coffee or cola before games, too.
Athletes have used "performance-enhancing drugs" ever since there have been ath-

letes and substances thought to enhance their performance.
I remember the 1998 season and the Jim Rome argument, which I hope he stands by

to this day, and which I consider dispositive.
The argument? "70."
In 1998 I was a factory worker, on graveyard shift via a 45-minute commute. That

meant that on any given weeknight, my radio would be tuned to the 50,000-Watt Blow-
torch of South Texas, WOAI 1200 AM, for "The Jungle" -- The Jim Rome Show.

The big issue at the end of the 1998 baseball season was "who should be the National
League's MVP?" Sammy Sosa had his advocates, and they'd make their arguments.

Or try to, anyway. Anytime a caller to Rome's show started in, Rome would cut the
caller off with one word: "70." End of argument.

Mark McGwire hit 70 home runs in 1998. Not Mark McGwire and a robotic arm.
Not Mark McGwire and a bat with cork in it. Not Mark McGwire and a ball with a metal
core and an electro-magnet on the far side of the left field fence. Mark McGwire, period.

I've never been a huge Cardinals fan.
St. Louis and KC were pretty much equidistant from my childhood home. KC had a

nicer stadium and I had better seats in it due to a story too long to go into here. Suffice
it to say that at Royals Stadium, Vida Blue spoke to me once when he came out of the
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bullpen, whereas at Busch Stadium, I saw nine tiny dots (the Atlanta Braves) whip nine
other tiny dots (the Cardinals). Also, I bet everything I had and then some on KC in the
'85 series (I was at a school with a student body composed mostly of St. Louis Suckers)
and they came through for me. And since the Cards' owners (aggregate net worth in ex-
cess of $10 billion) raped the taxpayers for their new stadium, I want nothing to do with
them.

Then there was the player strike, and I lost interest in Major League Baseball pretty
much entirely, and never really have got the bug back.

Except for the tail end of the 1998 season, that is. I tuned in to every Cards game I
could that August and September, for one reason and one reason only: To be watching
(or listening) when Mark McGwire hit home run #62. And yes, I was watching when
he knocked Steve Trachsel's pitch over the left field wall at 7:18pm Central Time on on
September 8th. You bet your sweet ass I was a Cardinals fan that night.

Did the steroids make the difference? I don't think so. Even if they bulked him up,
there's a lot more than muscle mass to hitting a home run. If you think otherwise, I in-
vite you to shoot yourself full of'em and see if you suddenly gain the ability to knock a
professional pitcher's fastball over a wall 330 feet away (for example -- that was the left-
field wall at the old Busch stadium) 62 times in a season.

Even if they did, I could argue that Roger Maris's cheek full of Red Man or pre-game
Coca-Cola made the difference, too.

"What was the record for home runs in a season as of the end of 1998?"
"Well, in 1961, Roger Maris --"

"70."
"Should Mark McGwire be admitted to the Baseball Hall of Fame?"

"Well, you know, he avoided questions on whether or not he used ste ..."
"70."
"70."
"70."
"70."
"70."
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Two Pieces on "Don't Ask, Don't Tell"

Blogged at KN@PPSTER on February 5 and June 11, 2010.

"Don't Ask, Don't Tell" -- a Threat to National Security"Don't Ask, Don't Tell" -- a Threat to National Security

Captain Joan E. Darrah (USN, Ret.) served as a naval intelligence officer for nearly
30 years.

Prior to her retirement, Captain Darrah served as chief of staff and deputy comman-
der at the Office of Naval Intelligence.

Captain Darrah is a lesbian.
She describes the effect of "don't ask, don't tell" in an op-ed piece published yesterday

on CNN Opinion.
Captain Darrah's article describes the actual impact of the policy on her -- and it's not

pretty -- but it doesn't describe one of the potential impacts of that policy on any airman,
soldier, sailor or Marine who's forced by the policy to live a secret life, and that potential
impact's corollary impact on national security.

If you're forced to keep a secret from your employer, you're vulnerable to extortion.
And if you're vulnerable to extortion, your employer is vulnerable to you.
Dose of reality number one: Homosexuals have been serving in the US armed forces

since the Revolution. They're serving in the US armed forces now. And they'll be serv-
ing in the US armed forces as long as the US armed forces exist.

Dose of reality number two: Homosexuality is no longer the taboo or stigma that it
once was. That's not to say that the age of gay-bashing and shunning is completely over,
but it's certainly moving in that direction.

It's now possible for gay men and lesbian women to live reasonably "normal" lives in
modern America. To date openly. To marry in some states (soon to be all of them). To
maintain legal arrangements similar to marriage in states that haven't caught up with re-
ality yet. To adopt.

Unless they're in the military.
If they're in the military, then they are vulnerable -- not because of their sexual orien-

tation, but because of the military's policy of requiring that that orientation be kept secret
on pain of discharge.

Because they are vulnerable, the military is vulnerable. "Don't ask, don't tell" makes
every man and woman in the military -- of any sexual orientation, because a false allega-
tion can be just as much a career-killer as a real one -- a potential vector for infiltration
by foreign intelligence services.

"You can bring some documents home in your briefcase for us to photograph, or your
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commanding officer can receive an anonymous letter that says you are a homosexual."
"You can dial the phone number I give you when your unit is mobilized, or I can post

pictures of you at a gay bar on the Internet."
If conservatives really cared about "national security," they'd be raising holy hell for

a policy of "we couldn't possibly care less about your sexual orientation." That they're
willing to create thousands of potential George Trofimoffs and James Hall IIIs in order
to maintain a dying form of bigotry as a military institution makes it clear that "national
security" is way down their list of priorities.

More on "Don't Ask, Don't Tell"More on "Don't Ask, Don't Tell"

Yes, I know it's strange for an anarchist to write in detail about needed changes to
the internal policies of state agencies. I'm doing so not because I support the existence of
those agencies or of the state itself, but for two other reasons:

First, I find the topic interesting.
Secondly, I've still got some personal/social investment in the Libertarian Party,

and some Missouri Libertarian candidates are currently discussing their answers to the
prospective question "where you do stand on 'Don't Ask, Don't Tell?'"

I've addressed one very narrow anti-national-security aspect of DADT in another
post, but let's take a broader look at the policy and why it's bad.

The first thing to keep in mind is that the United States managed to live without any
policy prohibiting homosexuality in its armed forces for 172 years -- from the formation
of the Continental Army in 1775, until 1947.1

Somehow the US managed to win the Revolution, the Indian wars, the Mexican War,
the War Between the States, the Spanish-American War, the banana wars, World War
I, World War II and a load of other minor skirmishes during that period. The only war
during that period that can really be called a US loss was the War of 1812, and I've nev-
er seen any literature purporting to tie that loss to an anomalous surge of homosexual
enlistees. There's even an argument to be made that the Continental Army would have
disintegrated with the Revolution un-won had not a flaming German queen, Baron von
Steuben, arrived to teach it close order drill and other basic tasks of a real army.

The record of US military prowess since 1947 isn't nearly as shiny -- losses in Korea
and Vietnam, quagmires-cum-losses in Iraq and Afghanistan, Pyrrhic victory in the first
Gulf War, a mixed record in smaller conflicts (wins in Grenada and Panama, loss in So-
malia, etc.).

US military readiness and capability have deteriorated, not improved, in the era of
"no homosexuals in the US military." Correlation is not necessarily causation, but we can
say for sure that the "no homosexuals" policies have -- at best -- not made up for other
anti-readiness/preparedness factors (the main one being the placement of military readi-
ness at the service of the military-industrial complex, such that the main purpose of the
armed forces is to transfer as much money as possible from your wallet to Lockheed-
Martin's bottom line).

Let's think about the mission of the US armed forces for a moment. I'm going to go
with the most basic mission, that of the Marine Rifle Squad:
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The mission of the Marine Rifle Squad is to locate, close with, and destroy the
enemy by fire and maneuver, or to repel the enemy's assault by fire and close
combat.

The mission of every military unit is either something like that, or something sup-
porting that.

Any military rule which doesn't directly contribute to the accomplishment of that
mission is, to use a term that most conservatives love to apply to "liberal" policies, social
engineering. It's the expenditure of taxpayer dollars for the purpose of achieving social
outcomes which would not take place in the absence of coercive intervention.

To paraphrase a well-known conservative radio host, the purpose of the military is to
kill people and blow things up -- not to provide your son or daughter with a paycheck,
educational benefits, healthcare, etc., and all in an environment in which he or she can
be sure beyond a shadow of a doubt that someone else's son or daughter isn't staring at
his or her ass in the shower.

If you're in the military, or thinking of joining the military, and you're concerned that
you might find yourself serving next to a homosexual ... get over it. There are homosexu-
als in the military. There always have been homosexuals in the military, and there always
will be homosexuals in the military. If the US government has a legitimate purpose --
and I'm not saying it does, but if it does -- that purpose is most manifestly not to "pro-
tect" you from being admired by people of the same sex while you collect a government
paycheck.

If you're not in the military but you're paying taxes that support the military, then if
the government owes you anything for your money -- it will insist that it doesn't and I
think you're a sucker for thinking you'll ever collect, but whatever -- what it owes you
in military terms is defense against attack or invasion from abroad, not the enforcement
of your prejudices regarding sexual orientation in the provision of that defense. So, like
I told the prospective recruit above: Get over it.

"Don't Ask, Don't Tell" is a particularly weak, ineffectual and arbitrary instance of
a bad, anti-national-defense policy. It's just as silly and useless -- except as a convenient
hook to hang demagoguery on -- as the instances that preceded it from 1947-1993, and
it needs to go.

Yours in liberty,
Tom Knapp
Honorably discharged US Marine infantry NCO

-----
NOTES

1. At this point, someone is going to pop up with a "nosirreebob -- sodomy has always
been against regulations in the US armed forces." And that someone is right. Sodomy
and homosexuality are not the same thing. Adultery has always been against regulations
in the US armed forces, too -- does that equate to a ban on heterosexuality? The sodomy
provisions of the Uniform Code of Military Justice do need to be updated to apply only
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to forcible acts or acts with a provable negative impact on unit cohesion/morale, but
that's a different subject entirely. Orientation and action are two different things.
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A Bit About Bourgeois Libertarianism

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, March 11, 2010.
Quote of the day: Jim Henley on a cultural chasm between brands of libertarianism:

[A]nti-anti-sprawl libertarianism will exist so long as there are libertarians
who hate hippies more than they hate central planning ...

Someone -- I think it may have been J. Neil Schulman -- slapped me around awhile
back for referring to "bourgeois libertarians."

My use of the term was meant to diverge a bit from Kevin Carson's "vulgar libertar-
ians" label, which he characterizes thusly: For vulgar libertarians, "[i]n every case, the
good guys, the sacrificial victims of the Progressive State, are the rich and powerful. The
bad guys are the consumer and the worker, acting to enrich themselves from the public
treasury."

I'd say that my "bourgeois libertarians" are a sub-set of Kevin's "vulgar libertarians."
I'm using "bourgeois" in the sense of "conforming to the standards and conventions of
the middle class" (Source: WordNet).

Vulgar libertarianism may, in many cases, be a failure of theory or ideology -- its ad-
herent may be incorrectly applying principles, or may be ignorant of this or that histori-
cal fact which is important to the issue, or whatever.

Bourgeois libertarianism is a failure not of theory or of ideology, but of imagination:
Bourgeois libertarians simply can't get their heads around the idea that a real free market
or a real free society might produce outcomes or phenomena that they aren't already fa-
miliar and comfortable with.

The bourgeois libertarian's Libertopia is the same house he lives in now, on the same
suburban street that house is on now, with the same brands of clothing in the closet and
the same shows on TV (minus Keith Olbermann, perhaps).

He still mails out checks for services -- they go to private contractors instead of gov-
ernment tax collectors, but the services are probably pretty much the same. The more ef-
ficient market means those checks represent a smaller percentage of his income, though,
so maybe he's added a sunroom to the back of that house, has a couple of extra pairs of
Nike® shoes in that closet, and watches a 52" plasma screen TV instead of a 26" CRT
model.

I have nothing against the bourgeois libertarian's personal aspirations and prefer-
ences, mind you. As a matter of fact, I share some of them. There's a lot to be said for
the lifestyle options available even in our relatively unfree (compared to Libertopia) so-
ciety. But the bourgeois libertarian reacts negatively and viscerally to the suggestion that
Libertopia may not turn out as a carbon copy of the present-day Peoria metro, only with
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private label police cruisers.
And so, bourgeois libertarianism tends to produce knee-jerk reactions in favor of

comfortable life-food like "suburban sprawl" as if those comfortable, well-known, beloved
phenomena had been produced by a free market ... when in fact suburban sprawl has been
a rider on the trend toward bigger, not smaller, government.
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Trivia Question

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, May 22, 2010.
Q: You purchase a house for $400,000. Four years later, the appraised value of that

house has fallen to $200,000. How much money have you lost?
A: Not a red cent.

At least that's the way I see it, as I explain in comments on this post by Jonathan Wilde
at the Distributed Republic. My most recent comment there either got eaten or is still in
an approval queue, so I'm going to reproduce the key points here:

You bought the house for $400k. Maybe you paid cash for it, maybe you took out a
mortgage. That's not especially relevant to my point, as I'm not arguing for or against
"strategic default" just this instant.

You have the house.
If the price at which the house will sell has gone down from $400k to $200k, you've

lost nothing -- unless you sell the house.
Even then, your loss is mitigated by the equivalent rent you'd have paid if you hadn't

bought a house, less the expenses you pay that a landlord would have paid if you were a
renter. The "Bruce Williams Standard Rent Formula" is 1% of the purchase price of the
house per month (that's what Williams tells landlords to charge). So, four years at $4000
per month (this assumes you'd have rented something equivalent to what you bought).
That's $192,000 you've saved, less property taxes and improvements/repairs that you'd
have expected the landlord to make. Call it $100k, which reduces your purely hypothet-
ical (unless you sell the house) loss by half.

If the price at which the house will sell has gone down from $400k to $200k, some-
thing else has gone down, too: Your property taxes. (Assuming that your local govern-
ment appraises with reasonable frequency and accuracy; not a safe assumption, of course,
but anyhoo ...)

Now, about "strategic default" ... even if you consider the house an "investment" rather
than a "domicile," and even if you take a bath on that investment, the bank didn't sign
on to be your co-investor and take your loss with you. They just lent you the money to
make the investment yourself. Your obligation to repay the loan is, it seems to me, inde-
pendent of whether or not the investment turns out to have been wise.

I can understand defaulting on a mortgage if you just have no other choice -- you're
broke, busted, can't make the payments -- and if that happens, then the bank's recourse
is to take the house from you, make as much of their money back as they can from it, and
put a king-hell dent in your credit score.

But walking away from a mortgage that you voluntarily entered into, that you can
pay, on a house that you decided to buy and that you do in fact do have possession and
use of? Guys, that's just bullshit.
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(Everyone Except) The (New York) Times,
They Are a'Changin'

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, June 25, 2010.
What if, 15 years after Johannes Gutenberg assembled and deployed the first mod-

ern printing press, every other house in Europe had hosted such a press in its living
room, with an unlimited supply of paper and ink moving continuously through the
kitchen to feed it?

That's what the first 15 years of widely available and accessible Internet access has
wrought with respect not only to the printed word and still images, but audio and video
as well. A solid majority of the populations of western industrial nations have the In-
ternet and its effectively limitless publishing capabilities at their fingertips. Outside the
"first world," access statistics range from a low of 8.7% in Africa to nearly one in three in
Latin America and the Caribbean [Source: Internet World Stats].

The spread of printing technology was obviously much slower, and the average per-
son's access to it much more limited, than that ... and look at the political, economic and
cultural changes which can be traced to it.

The freedoms secured by that first technological revolution serve, to some degree,
as guardians of the freedoms opened up by the second. From 1483 to 1729, the use of a
press to print Arabic script was prohibited in the Ottoman Empire "on pain of death."
But modern Turkey got widely available Internet access about the same time as everyone
else (1993), and today 26 million of its 72 million citizens are Internet users.

The reactions of the politically connected and the state-privileged to the second rev-
olution seem to differ in degree rather than in kind.

Just as 15th century clerics cried foul on the idea of a Bible in every home, to be read
by the masses instead of selectively quoted to them by approved religious authorities,
today's "professional" journalists howl against the proliferation of bloggers and citizen
journalists ... and for the same reasons. How dare the unwashed seek truth along any
pathway that doesn't lead through the toll booth of the authoritative?

And just as the printers (and to a lesser degree, the authors and composers) of yore
turned to the emerging state to protect what they deemed a new, "intellectual" class of
property, today's publishers (and, to a lesser degree, content creators of all kinds) seek
coercive recourse through government to maintain their ever more tenous control of
"intellectual property."

Frankly, it's getting almost embarrassing to watch.
I cannot, in the space of a column, cover all the theoretical ground over which the

subject of "intellectual property" is scattered. That's a book-length topic, and there are
libraries full of books on it. Instead, I'm going to just jump straight to the consequential,
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and I'm going to start with a quote from Jefferson Davis, first and only president of the
Confederate States of America:

If the Confederacy fails, there should be written on its tombstone: Died of a
Theory.

In the case of the late Confederacy, the theory is that one commonly referred to as
"states rights" -- the context of the quote above was his concern over his national gov-
ernment's inability to enforce various taxation, conscription and other laws on its mem-
ber state governments in support of its war effort to tear itself away from the United
States.

In the case of "intellectual property," the fatal theory is an illusion, false on its face, of
control.

"As a professional writer whose name is his commercial brand," writes J. Neil Schul-
man in a piece published right before I began writing this one, "I can no more allow
someone else to rewrite me as they like and put my byline on it than the Walt Disney
Corporation can allow someone else to publish cartoons of Mickey Mouse buggering
Donald Duck."

The problem with Schulman's claims as to what he can or cannot "allow" is that he
has about as much control over what's done with his work -- or with his name -- as I
have over the orbital characteristics of the moon. And, as the long, storied, pre-Internet
history of Disney porn demonstrates, he never really did have much control over those
things (for what it's worth, it took me about two minutes on Google Images to turn up
a cartoon conforming precisely to Schulman's description of that which Disney can't al-
low).

The current situation of those attempting to protect "intellectual property" claims re-
sembles that of the Dutch boy with his finger in a dike (yes, I know, you're off to Google
Images to look that one up too, you naughty, naughty thing, you).

The state's never been very good at protecting "intellectual property," and technology
has finally and forever outstripped its ability to do so by any means short of imposing to-
talitarian controls on all information exchange (and that probably wouldn't work either,
but they'd love to try it).

Content creators and distributors who don't adapt to this simple fact of life are going
to die of their theory. Let's hope they don't drag the rest of us down with them into yet
another dark age of state terror by courting those totalitarian controls in defense of a lost
cause.
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Yes, This is a Litmus Test

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, July 27, 2010.

People who refer to themselves as "libertarians" spend a lot of time arguing over
exactly what they mean by "libertarian."

Personally, I try to be fairly "big tent," figuring that people who once self-identify as
libertarian tend to get more consistently libertarian after doing so, if they're a) accepted
and b) encouraged to explore libertarian ideas, instead of just slapped around for what-
ever deviations they still cling to.

So, when I disagree on this or that issue with someone who self-identifies as a liber-
tarian, I generally try to frame that disagreement not as a negative verdict on the other
person's libertarianism, but rather as a possible error on their part as to how libertarian
ideas apply to that particular issue.

But the fact is that there are some people who call themselves libertarians who ... well,
just ain't libertarians. And the facts on some issues are so incredibly clear that it's pos-
sible to use those issues as litmus tests. If you're on one side of the issue, you may be a
libertarian. If you're on the other side, no, you aren't.

One such issue is -- to use the phrase fraudulently coined by its opponents -- is the
"Ground Zero Mosque."

We'll get to the fraud in a moment, but it's really a secondary thing, a side effect. The
important part in treating it as a litmus test is this:

If you support private property rights and freedom of religion, you may be a libertar-
ian.

If you don't support private property rights and freedom of religion, you aren't a lib-
ertarian.

Period.
Cordoba House, the project being fraudulently referred to as a "mosque" by those

attempting to prevent its construction, is planned for construction on private property
and with private funds.

The opponents of Cordoba House are attempting to stop its construction by per-
suading a government board to declare the building currently standing at the project's
prospective location "historic" so that the owners can be forced to "preserve" it and for-
bidden to demolish it and build a structure more to their liking there.

The opponents of Cordoba House oppose private property rights. Their opposition
to private property rights stems from their opposition to freedom of religion. They are,
therefore, not libertarians.

They're also either liars or idiots, and the evidence points strongly to the former.
Here's the skinny:

Cordoba House is not a "mosque." It's an "Islamic cultural center," which is no more a
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"mosque" than your local YMCA is a "cathedral."
The construction site for Cordoba House is not at "Ground Zero." It's two blocks

away, on Park Place between West Broadway and Church Street (and, FWIW, farther
away from "Ground Zero" than St. Peter's Roman Catholic Church or St. Paul's Chapel).

The opponents of Cordoba House generally claim to have knowledge of Islam beyond
that of us non-Muslims who don't obsess over who's worshiping where. For example,
they like to cite chapter and verse on the historical penchant of Muslim conquerors for
building mosques on prominent conquered sites.

If they know that much, then presumably they're not idiots -- and if they're not idiots
they also know by now that Cordoba House isn't a mosque. From that, it follows that they
are just lying about it because lying seems more likely to get them what they want.

If they can use Google Maps (and if they can blog, they can surely use Google Maps)
they also know that Cordoba House's construction site isn't at Ground Zero. From that,
once again, it follows that they're lying because they know that the facts aren't as emo-
tionally compelling as the fairy tale they're pushing.

The whole "Ground Zero Mosque" meme is fraudulent in the classic sense: It's an at-
tempt at theft by deception. By convincing people that a cultural center is a mosque, and
that "Ground Zero" is located two blocks north of where it's actually located, they hope
to build popular support for their call on government to steal some things -- a piece of
land, a building, and the religious freedom of the land/building's owners -- for them.

And fraud, a/k/a theft by deception, isn't libertarian either.
Update, 6:55pm, 07/27/10: I wasn't thinking of Wayne Allyn Root when I wrote this

piece (one reason for ending my involvement with the Libertarian Party was to mini-
mize the amount of time I have to spending thinking of Wayne Allyn Root, period), but
along he comes to drive home my point [hat tip: Jill Pyeatt].

Once you get past the "in a fetal position in a corner, laughing at Wayne Allyn Root
calling himself a 'leading Libertarian thinker'" phase, note that Root tries to frame a new
argument for governernment intervention:

If it turns out that this project is sponsored by a foreign government -- either
directly or through a state-sponsored organization that engages in terrorism -
- than [sic] the idea of this being an issue of religious freedom is a sham and
an argument can be made that our Constitution would actually prohibit this
mosque from being built.

The Constitution in Wayne's imagination, perhaps. The real one ... no. And a good
thing for the largest Christian denomination, too, considering that every last Holy Ro-
man Catholic church building in the US is "sponsored" by a foreign state (the Vatican).

Root participates in the fraud aspect of the issue, falsely referring to the cultural
center as a "mosque" and pretending that it's at Ground Zero in order to obtain valuable
considerations ("public pressure on the property owners to sell" the property to someone
besides the Cordoba House project, participation in protests, etc.).

Update, 07/29/10: I see that some people are continuing to refer to a "mosque" at
"Ground Zero," so I've gone ahead and made a very bad graphic (with a screen capture
of satellite photography from Google Maps) to clarify the geography:

[Sorry, no graphic for the book -- if you want to see it, visit knappster.blogspot.com]
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Per the legend, "Ground Zero," a/k/a the World Trade Center site, is outlined in
red dots. The Cordoba House site is marked with a blue "X."

As you can see, "Ground Zero" and Cordoba House are separated by three streets,
two city blocks, a 15-story building (a Post Office which now also houses the New York
State Department of Health) and a 21-story building (100 Church Street, a large office
complex).

Not only is Cordoba House not at "Ground Zero," it won't be visible from ground
level at Ground Zero, nor (at a planned 13 stories) will it be very visible from higher
up at Ground Zero since two taller buildings will block much of the diagonal downward
view.

I'll leave it to Islamic authorities to explain the difference between a mosque and
a cultural center with a prayer area, but where geography is concerned, calling this the
"Ground Zero mosque" is 100% hogwash.
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The Thing About Earmarks

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, November 16, 2010.
Ever heard the one about "a tale told by an idiot, full of sound and fury, signifying

nothing?"
The congressional earmarks saga is a tale told by charlatans trying to distract you from

the Really Bad Stuff.
For those who don't follow this stuff closely, here's a simple version of how earmarks

work:

1. Congress appropriates $130 billion for "Agriculture" (yes, that number is close
to the current figure).

2. The Honorable Gentleman from Iowa puts an item -- an "earmark" -- in that
appropriation requiring that the US Department of Agriculture $10 million of
that $130 billion to fund the [the Honorable Gentleman from Iowa's name]
Corn Research Center in Ames (I just made that up, but I wouldn't be sur-
prised if it resembles a real earmark).

The case against earmarks is that they:

• Are "pork" used by incumbents to buy re-election ("I earmarked $50 million in the
Defense budget to ensure that the little dials on the Army's radios would be manu-
factured right here in Secaucus").

• Promote corruption (Acme Guide Missile Systems, Inc. gives a congresscritter a big
campaign donation or a brown paper sack full of cash; said congresscritter earmarks
an even bigger amount in a way that forces it to be spent with Acme Guided Missile
Systems, Inc.).

• Result in silly/extraneous spending just to bring home the bacon (I seem to recall
reading that the late US Senator Robert Byrd [D-WVa] once earmarked money to
restore an old store as an "historic landmark" because it was the second location in
the US to sell Chanel No. 5 perfume).

All of these things may be true, but here's the case for earmarks:

• They generally constitute less than 1% of the federal government's total budget. If
that rate holds true for Agriculture, call it $1.3 billion total in that particular area.
All the rearing and pitching about them is mostly just a way to distract from the
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fact that Congress is spending $128.7 billion in non-earmarked funds on Agricul-
ture. Think maybe there's a little fat in that bigger piece of the budget puzzle? But
that doesn't get talked about, because everyone's throwing a fit about the Corn Re-
search Center or whatever.

• They limit the power of the executive. Instead of handing Barack Obama $700 bil-
lion for "defense" and turning him loose to buy lollipops for the Russians and bom-
bard Baghdad with packages of mail-order Swiss Colony cheese logs, Congress tells
him that at least some of that money has to be spent in very particular ways. Grant-
ed, it pretty much amounts to those cheese logs going to Boeing workers in St.
Louis instead, but any leash on the president, even one held by that bunch of repro-
bates down the street at the Capitol, is better than no leash at all.
So the two-part case for earmarks is a) they're not a big deal in the scheme of things

and b) they may have at least one mildly positive feature.
I agree that that's not a very strong case, but it's a case, at least.
The important thing to remember is that all the caterwauling over it is intended to

distract your attention from the 99% of the federal budget that isn't earmarked. It's pretty
much a more boring version of "teh gays are gonna GETTT YEWWW!" or "Osama bin
Laden may be under your bed right now -- take off your shoes and stand in front of the
porno scanner, please" or "the brown people who speak Spanish are going to take your
job if you don't give us another $10 billion to fight them off."

Watch the birdie.
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What's in a Word?

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, February 5, 2011.

The New York Observer's Dan Duray on The End of Blogging:

Whatever blogs have become, there seems to be universal agreement that the
format that made them ubiquitous -- the reverse-chronological aggregation
accompanied by commentary -- is not long for this world, and Mr. Denton's
scoop-friendly redesign would seem to be the best evidence of that. In fact, the
decline of the blog has come so quickly, one has to wonder whether we ever re-
ally liked the medium at all.

Which misses the point entirely. It's like asserting that the key to the printing press's
ubiquity was some particular characteristic of the D-K typeface that Peter Schoffer de-
signed for Johannes Gutenberg, rather than the fact that Gutenberg's invention meant
manuscripts no longer had to be copied out by monks in longhand. "Reverse chrono-
logical aggregation" was really just an incidental, if noticeable, feature of blogging. As
Robert Stacy McCain points out, the real key to blog ubiquity was:

that software companies had created free (or cheap) online publishing tools
which didn’t require advanced technological skill to use.

Blog software (and the content management systems it evolved into) made it easy and
inexpensive for virtually anyone to pop up a web site -- not just a home page with some
links and cheesy graphics and maybe some other pages nested beneath it (if you could
keep track of them and remember to link them and so on), but a site automatically orga-
nized and indexed in a way that made intuitive sense.

Remember what a revolution that was?
If you were on the net 15 years ago, you likely "marked up" your web pages by hand in

a text editor (or at best using a fussy "WYSIWYG" web editor which usually didn't give
you "what you saw" if it was any more complicated than "this is me and here are some
pictures of my cat"), then logged into a Unix shell account and uploaded them via FTP.
You had to keep your site organized manually and God help you if you lost track of what
you were doing.

If you worked for a commercial outfit, they might have a primitive CMS -- custom-
programmed for their site by programmers who charged hefty hourly fees for design,
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improvement, maintenance, etc. But if it was personal or if you were trying to start
something up on a shoestring, you spent a lot of time futzing around with the technical
side of things.

Now you log into Blogger or Wordpress or Drupal or Joomla or whatever and go to
town. If you do any manual HTML markup, it's because you're just used to that (I resem-
ble that remark). On the design end, pre-fab "themes" get the job done with little or no
customization unless you're getting bizarre (I recently had to learn and implement some
PHP because I am bizarre -- and whined incessantly about it the whole time).

I suppose it's possible that the word "blog" will fade into history, but the revolution
that word represents is permanent, barring worldwide technological catastrophe.
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In Which I Violate the Alleged Supreme Law
of the Land

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, July 5, 2011.

The validity of the public debt of the United States, authorized by law, includ-
ing debts incurred for payment of pensions and bounties for services in sup-
pressing insurrection or rebellion, shall not be questioned. -- 14th Amendment

Not only do I question its validity, I deny its validity, at least insofar as it implies any
claim that the word "public" obligates me in any way.

At no point have I authorized the Congress of the United States to borrow money in
my name or on my behalf. Nor have I at any time co-signed said loans, guaranteed said
loans, or agreed to repay any portion of said loans.

If the (occasionally rotating/shifting) group of 537 persons composing the US House
of Representatives, the US Senate, the Vice President of the United States and the Pres-
ident of the United States want to repay the debts they've incurred (or intend to incur if
they can get their act together), hey, that's just peachy (as long as they do so from their
personal wealth, rather than through some kind of program of organized theft).

If they want to default on it instead, that's between them and their creditors.
Maybe they can negotiate some kind of settlement.
That, however, is up to them. If Harry Reid, John Boehner et. al borrowed more than

they can repay, poor them. If their creditors were naive or too optimistically avaricious
in their speculations, tough shit. Not my problem.

This is my nth notice to both groups that I'm neither party to, nor do I consent to be-
come party to, the matter (note to those who believe that I have no choice in the matter:
Check your premises).
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No War, No Sanctions, No Intervention, No
Assassinations

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, January 19, 2012.

Clear, simple, to the point. A nice, simple set of values that all kinds of people
should be able to get behind.

It's the platform, manifesto, talking points, everything of No War on Iran: Na-
tional Day of Action, February 4th.

A lot of anti-war activities get bogged down in lengthy laundry lists of talking
points and arguments from the "top," before they ever reach the larger numbers of peo-
ple they're supposed to recruit or inflluence. They end up having something for every-
one to disagree with.

This thing leaves everyone free to make their own arguments and not have to an-
swer for someone else's stupid ideas. No war, no sanctions, no intervention, no assassi-
nations. Anything else you want, bring yourself.

"Radical anarchist KN@PPSTER" and "sane policy advocate KN@PPSTER" are
both down with the four points, for different but not really incompatible reasons.

From a policy standpoint, screwing with Iran is the silliest damn idea I've heard in
a decade characterized by silly ideas.

The US has fought and lost two full-blown wars in Asia (and smaller ones in Asia
and elsewhere) over the last ten years, draining its treasury and degrading its military (in
both the moral and practical senses).

Launching a third major war, against an opponent three times as populous, with
much greater regional support, and much more militarily advanced than either Iraq or
Afghanistan ... well, if you were looking for proof that the assorted War Colleges of the
US armed forces have "special needs" classes, just check out the number of different cray-
on colors used in drafting that contingency plan.

From an anarchist standpoint, war (and preparation for war) is one of the primary
instruments which the political class of every country, and their "transnational" partners,
use to savage the freedoms and empty the pocketbooks of their subjects for their own
benefit. 99% of the time, that's its only purpose. The other 1% of the time is when one
particular clique of the political class is in real existential danger from another clique or
cliques, and wants their subjects to bail them out.

So, get back to me if the war you're selling is revolutionary class struggle, produc-
tive (us) vs. political (them). Otherwise, I'm not buying. And this ain't that.

But that's all just me. I'm sure you have your own reasons. On February 4th, let's
set those other reasons aside and stand together for no war, no sanctions, no inter-
vention, no assassinations.
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A Brief Review of History for the Benefit of
Chuck Schumer

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, April 25, 2012.

The US Supreme Court is hearing arguments for and against Arizona's Know-
Nothing Appeasement Law this week. All of the sides are clearly wrong about one or
more major issues, but (as is so often the case) US Senator Charles Schumer (D-NY) gar-
ners the award for Dumbest Sound Byte of the Day:

Immigration has not and never has been an area where states are able to exer-
cise independent authority.

In point of fact, the states exercised the only political authority over immigration
into the United States from its founding until the late 19th century.

The US Constitution, as ratified, explicitly forbade the federal government to inter-
fere with state control over immigration for 20 years:

Article I, Section 9: The Migration or Importation of such Persons as any of the
States now existing shall think proper to admit, shall not be prohibited by the
Congress prior to the Year one thousand eight hundred and eight, but a Tax or
duty may be imposed on such Importation, not exceeding ten dollars for each
Person.

Additionally, the US Constitution, as ratified, forbade its own amendment to
change that for 20 years:

Article V: ... no Amendment which may be made prior to the Year One thousand
eight hundred and eight shall in any Manner affect the first and fourth Claus-
es in the Ninth Section of the first Article ...

That was not accidental. It was debated, and those favoring a federal immigration
power lost, primarily because such a power would likely have kept the Constitution
from being ratified both in the slave-holding south and industrializing (and therefore
immigration-encouraging) Pennsylvania.

After 1808, Congress and the states could have amended the Constitution to create
a federal power to regulate immigration, but they never did, so no such power exists:
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Amendment X: The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitu-
tion, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or
to the people.

And that's how it was, and how it was understood until the late 19th century. Con-
gress exercised power over naturalization (how one becomes a citizen), but never over
immigration. The closest it came to that was passing a few laws allowing federal port of-
ficials to enforce state immigration laws and collected fees or fines to cover the costs of
that enforcement.

In 1875, the Supreme Court pulled a federal immigration power out of its ... vivid
imagination ... in Chy Lung v. Freeman, and Congress passed the Page Act, which was a
very narrow bill forbidding the migration of unwilling Chinese women for sex slavery.

In 1882, Congress passed the Chinese Exclusion Act, which didn't rely so much on
the Supreme Court's ... vivid imagination ... of 1875 as it did on renegotiated provisions
of the Burlingame Treaty (which, being a treaty, is on par with the US Constitution as
"the Supreme Law of the Land").

But, in the main, the states retained near-exclusive control of immigration until
the 1890s, and the feds didn't get "comprehensive" on the issue until well into the 20th
century.

Is the Arizona law thoroughly anti-freedom, generally stupid, and specifically com-
pletely economically insane? Yes.

Is it unconstitutional? In a few ways, also yes.
First, to the extent that it claims to be an enforcement mechanism for federal im-

migration laws which, per Madison v. Marbury, are void by reason of being repugnant
to the Constitution.

Second, in its attempt to conscript employers as unpaid law enforcement agents
("involuntary servitude" prohibited by the 13th Amendment).

But to the extent that it's an immigration regulation law, not only is it constitu-
tional, but it's one of only two kinds of immigration regulations that can be constitution-
al (the other being immigration regulations created by treaty provision or constitutional
amendment).
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"The Libertarian Argument For ..."

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, October 31, 2012.
As is usual in a presidential election year, I'm seeing quite a few of those pieces.

Somewhere out there, I'm relatively certain, there's a libertarian (I won't challenge hir
credentials) who would make "a libertarian argument for" an Enver Hoxha / Idi Amin
ticket if asked to do so. And I guess that's okay, if you're one of those "minarchist" / "lim-
ited government" libertarians who still buys into the idea that electoral politics might
somehow be manipulated into delivering the goods.

But let's not get silly about it.
I received an email today -- forwarded from a group that I don't belong to, so I'm

going to be a bit cagey about revealing the author except to say that it's a prominent Belt-
way libertarian -- which included a particular claim that's also become nearly boilerplate
in recent election cycles:

[T]he future of the country as even potentially libertarian in the future will
hinge on the outcome of this election. ... ONLY the Republicans offer a fighting
chance to move the ball in a libertarian direction.

Well ... BULLSHIT. This is not only not the most momentous presidential election
in US history, it's not even the most momentous presidential election of the last two.
Frankly, it's a snoozer, no matter how much of a ratings-seeking snit Sean Hannity and
Chris Matthews manage to work themselves into.

And, let's be clear here, neither major party candidacy for the presidency of the
United States offers an opportunity to "move the ball in a libertarian direction." For that
matter, none of the "third party" candidacies do either.

The US superstate is long past the point of any kind of "rollback." Its momentum
and inertia are well over the runaway threshold. It is not going to be turned more than
a degree or two off its present course, and certainly not in the opposite direction, nor is
it likely to be significantly slowed in its speed along that course by any plausible electoral
development. It will stop when it crashes and explodes in flame and not a minute before.

The only worthwhile "libertarian argument" for Romney/Ryan is one of those
quasi-Hegelian "accelerate the collapse of the thing beneath the weight of its own con-
tradictions" thingamajabbers.

Each successive president lately tends to adopt the excesses of his predecessor and
add a few new ones of his own. So a Romney presidency might bring the final collapse
(and the attendant expanded opportunity to rebuild social relations in possibly better
form) a little closer, a little faster than would an Obama re-election (especially one, as
seems likely, close enough popular vote-wise that Obama won't be able to claim any-
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thing like a "mandate" ratification of his first term's actions).
But I wouldn't even take that argument to the bank. The reality is that it just doesn't

matter very much at all whether Barack Obama serves George Bush's fourth term or
Mitt Romney serves Barack Obama's second term.
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What's There to "Grapple" With?

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, February 19, 2013.
Florida law and SCOTUS rulings conflict over the matter of life sentences for mi-

nors.The courts and the politicians and the prosecutors and the defenders are all tangled
up in what to do about that.

It shouldn't be a big deal, because this is a simple issue. I'm not big on the death
penalty, but one of the few exceptions I'm willing to make is for politicians who legislate,
or prosecutors who invoke, the prosecution of minors "as adults." They're right up there
with Third World rebels who conscript child soldiers and require them to rape and kill
their mothers as a rite of passage. They should be shuffled off to Starke in leg irons and
orange coveralls and, as per Florida practice, be given their pick between electrocution
or lethal injection.

Like most states, Florida makes very specific distinctions in law between categories of
people designated "children" (or "minors") and "adults." If such distinctions are going to
be made, they need to run equitably in both directions.

If the law says you're "not old enough" to drive a car, vote in an election, have con-
sensual sex, marry without your parents' permission, enlist in the military, file a lawsuit,
incorporate a business, sign a lease, buy a copy of Penthouse, get a tattoo, smoke a cig-
arette or drink a beer, how the hell can you be "old enough" to be reasonably expected
to parse and comply with the 1013 chapters (split out under 48 separate titles) of Flori-
da statute, under threat of the penalties prescribed therein for those who are considered
"old enough" to do those other things?

You can't, and anyone who says you can is a lunatic, a cannibal or both.
They're kids, or they're not kids.
It's one or the other.
They can't be kids when you don't want them to puff on a Marlboro or make the

beast with two backs with their BFF on your sofa while you're out golfing, then magi-
cally transform into adults the instant they run an old lady down in the crosswalk or stab
the neighborhood crack dealer to death for a rock or two and some quick cash.

Florida is the fourth most populous state (After California, Texas and New York),
but has America's third largest prison population, with nearly twice as many inmates as
fourth-place New York1 (and somehow, even without -- or perhaps because it's without
-- all that incarceration, New York manages to keep its rate of violent crimes per capita
down to about 60% of that of Florida2).

Florida's politicians are looking for ways to cut the cost of keeping so many people in
cages.

Here's one: Stop putting kids in those cages.

-----
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NOTES

1. US Bureau of Justice Statistics.
2. Statistical Abstract of the United States, Violent Crimes per 100,000 Population --
2006.
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Step 1: Arrest Colonel Denise Lind

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, February 27, 2013.
Step 2: Charge her with violations of Article 92 (Failure to Obey an Order or Reg-

ulation), Article 98 (Non-Compliance with Procedural Rules) and Article 134 (the "Gen-
eral Article," specifically "conduct of a nature to bring discredit upon the armed forces")
of the Uniform Code of Military Justice.

Step 3: Give her the speedy trial she continues to allow the military to deny Bradley
Manning, then let her spend some quality time making big rocks into smaller rocks.

Article 98 is the most relevant one:

Any person subject to this chapter who --

(1) is responsible for unnecessary delay in the disposition of any case of a per-
son accused of an offense under this chapter; or

(2) Knowingly and intentionally fails to enforce or comply with any provision
of this chapter regulating the proceedings before, during, or after trial of an
accused; shall be punished as a court-martial may direct.

The "speedy trial" provisions of the Rules for Court Martial are not unclear: The mil-
itary had 120 days, from the date of his arrest, to arraign Bradley Manning. They took
638.

It doesn't matter if the prosecution, as Lind puts it, has "worked diligently" to build a case
against Manning. You throw someone in the slammer and keep him there without bail
after you have a case to prosecute, not for nearly two years while you try to figure out
whether or not you can come up with something to charge him with.

For the sake of comparison, Scooter Libby never served a day in jail even after he out-
ed a CIA agent and was convicted of perjury (just like Alger Hiss). Israeli spy Lawrence
Franklin bailed out twice prior to trial, and after he plead guilty ended up serving 10
months -- not in prison, but on "house arrest" -- and giving some speeches to high
school students about how breaking the law is bad.

Manning's been in jail for 1008 days now, and the prosecution still shows no sign of
having its head and its ass wired together. Apparently they have a problem. Their prob-
lem shouldn't be Bradley Manning's problem.
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That Ol' "As a Percentage of GDP" Dodge

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, March 5, 2013.
The Congressional Budget Office projects that in 2013, federal tax revenues will

reach an all-time high of $2.7 trillion.
The folks at FactCheck.Org have a quibble, though:

Bob Williams of the nonpartisan Tax Policy Center said it doesn’t make much
sense to talk about revenues only in nominal dollars. That doesn't account for
growth in population, inflation or the growth of the economy. Say, for exam-
ple, the population doubled, Williams said. You would expect the amount of
revenues to double as well. So revenues would increase without the need to raise
tax rates. But spending would have to go up to provide services to twice as many
people.

"Provid[ing] services to twice the people," as in Williams's example, does not neces-
sarily mean providing twice the services, nor does it necessarily mean twice the cost. As
a matter of fact, it almost certainly means neither.

Just because the population got bigger, that doesn't mean the borders got any longer
or that they cost any more in man-hours or equipment to "secure."

It also doesn't mean the armed forces had to get bigger or have more planes, tanks,
guns or bombs. Nobody else's borders got any longer, or their territory any larger, either.
The oceans are still the same size, too -- it takes exactly as many Carrier Strike Groups
to patrol them as it did before.

And if the population of Unfriendlystan got bigger too, so what? A 10-megaton nuke
(just for example) will kill 98% of the people unlucky enough to be living within its
13-mile blast radius. It doesn't care if there are 10,000 of them or 100,000 of them.

Even in the areas where costs do rise, they probably don't double. Does the phrase
"economies of scale" ring any bells?

So the government is sending out twice as many Social Security payments, yeah, and
the total cost of the payments themselves doubled, true, but the administration shouldn't
cost anything like twice as much. So they had to stick another computer in the SSA
building to run more direct deposit routines. That doesn't mean they had to double their
work force, or build a new building twice the size, etc.

Yellowstone and Yosemite will be the same size next year as they were last year. It
doesn't take twice the staff to usher twice the number of visitors through the gates. If
there are 100 people standing by to watch Old Faithful erupt today, it takes the same
single tour guide to give the lecture as it took when there were 50 people there a year
ago today. Yeah, they may need a larger maintenance and cleanup crew, but not double
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(twice as much trash may have to be picked up, but that there shrub doesn't have to be
trimmed twice as often).

There will still be 435 US Representatives, not 870, and 100 Senators, not 200, and
they will still operate in one Capitol building, not two. There will still be one President
and White House, one Vice-President and Naval Observatory, and so on, and so forth.

Just because the population of my household -- or the income they earn -- doubles,
that doesn't mean the costs have to. Sure, they'll go up, but they won't double. It costs
the same amount to light the living room for the evening with two people in it as it
does with one. The rent or house payment doesn't change, nor does the cable bill or the
phone bill unless we just really want an extra phone line or more DVRs or something.
It costs the same amount to mow the yard or have it mowed (if we mow it ourselves,
though, there are twice as many people to split the work -- more leisure for all!). I may
spend more on food, but I'll probably spend about the same amount to refrigerate that
food until I cook it, and the same amount on or electricity to cook it with, and less than
double the amount of water on washing dishes, doing laundry, etc.

Trying to calculate taxes "as a percentage of GDP" is 100% pure Grade A horseapples.
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"At War With the Concept of Secrecy Itself"

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, August 24, 2013.
The Atlantic's Mark Bowden says that like it's a bad thing.

It's not.
There are three ways of looking at this. Being an anarchist, I look at it the third way,

but let's start with the first two ways.
The first way of looking at it: Governments are not entitled to keep secrets, period.

If they expect their subjects to fund government operations, on the dubious claim that
"the people are the government, and government officials are public servants," then the
people / the public are the bosses. The idea that an employee has a right to keep the de-
tails of his or her work secret from the employer is absurd. Any citizen should be able
to walk into any government office at any time, look at anything he or she wants to see,
and demand and get truthful answers to any question he or she cares to ask. If that's not
the case, then the aforementioned claim goes from "dubious" to "complete bullshit."

The second way of looking at it -- a way to which I do not personally subscribe, but
which is the only other possibility in any way compatible with the whole "government
of, by and for the people" fairy tale -- goes something like this:

Sure, government has a legitimate need to keep secrets in order to pursue certain im-
portant public safety objectives such as -- to quote Bowden again -- "the need to pre-
serve the element of surprise in military operations or criminal investigations, to permit
leaders and diplomats to bargain candidly, and to protect the identities of those we ask
to perform dangerous and difficult missions."

Keeping such secrets, however, is a privilege which can and should be taken away
when it's abused. And the public disclosures of Chelsea Manning and Edward Snowden
establish, beyond any reasonable doubt, that the US government has abused that privi-
lege routinely and on a massive scale, mostly for the purpose of hiding its other criminal
activities. So, it's time to yank that privilege.

The third way of looking at it, of course, is the anarchist way, which means it's the
correct way:

Governments are nothing more or less than gigantic criminal conspiracies, over-
grown street gangs with no claims whatsoever to legitimacy. They are funded by theft
and the basis of all their operations is aggression. They're no more entitled to keep their
activities secret than any other gaggle of murderers, rapists and thieves is.

Any way you cut it, this government is not and never was entitled to keep those secrets.
The good news is that it's getting increasingly difficult for governments to keep se-

crets at all, and that trend is not going to reverse.
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Feeling Thinner

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, September 4, 2013.
Among modifiers to the descriptor "libertarian," the distinction between "thin" and

"thick" libertarians seems to have made itself a permanent part of the vocabulary.
I consider myself a "thin" libertarian (and hey, my weight dipped below 230 pounds

recently, so it could happen!), and lately I've ended up in several protracted discussions
on the meaning and import of the thin/thick dichotomy with some of the "thick" lib-
ertarians I work with at the Center for a Stateless Society. After those discussions, it
feels like a worthwhile task to publicly set down my own views on the subject.

Advance disclaimer: These are my own views, and they're actually not meant to be ar-
gumentative per se. I understand that words mean things. I also understand that some-
times a word will mean different things to different people and that that's okay. The
"marketplace of ideas" tends to result in some definitions becoming more or less popular
and having more or less staying power. So this post is really descriptive of what I think
and why I think it, and not intended to say that what someone else thinks is wrong.

I'm not going to write a long essay on thickness itself. Charles Johnson (the real
Charles Johnson, aka Rad Geek, not that chartreuse sports object guy) has al-
ready done so. Instead, what I'm going to do is describe my version of libertarianism,
which is very thin, and then explain how I think "thickness" relates to it.

So, plain and simple, I define libertarianism solely in terms of the non-aggression
principle. I've seen that principle stated in various forms and formats, but the version
enunciated by protagonist John Galt in Ayn Rand's Atlas Shrugged will do for purposes
of this conversation:

Whatever may be open to disagreement, there is one act of evil that may not,
the act that no man may commit against others and no man may sanction or
forgive. So long as men desire to live together, no man may initiate -- do you
hear me? no man may start -- the use of physical force against others.

There are a lot of ways to get to the non-aggression principle (the Wikipedia article
above lists six).

There are also reasonable arguments as to how it applies to this or that situation (and
the existence of argument and counter-argument on any given application tends to refer
to different understandings either of the facts or of underlying definitions/holdings that
precede the principle itself).

But when I refer to a "libertarian," I mean someone who either uses the non-aggres-
sion principle as the starting point and non-negotiable criterion for analyzing and re-
solving political (and interpersonal -- see below about that) conflicts and claims (a "pure"
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or "strict" or "conscientious" libertarian), or someone whose approach to analyzing and
resolving such claims tends -- probably asymptotically -- toward non-aggression (some-
one who, probably viscerally, "leans libertarian" but who for whatever reason is "work-
ing the problem backwards").

To me, that's the beginning and end of libertarianism.
But keep in mind, I do not expect libertarianism to answer every question.
The non-aggression principle doesn't tell me whether to prefer vanilla ice cream or

pistachio. It doesn't tell me whether homosexuality is just part of the normal range of
human behavior or an aberration. It doesn't tell me whether I should take a cosmopoli-
tan attitude toward personal interactions or avoid cocktail parties where I might meet
people of other races, religions, etc.

All it tells me is that I don't get to initiate force: I don't get to force you to eat pistachio
ice cream, or to buy ice cream for me. I don't get to throw you in jail for being ro-
mantically/sexually attracted to the "wrong" sex. I don't get to tell the person throwing
the cocktail party that he can't have a mixed guest list of black and white, Protestant or
Catholic, etc.

Now, to "thickness."
The first thing I'm going to do is write off "entailment thickness" as not being "thick-

ness" at all. "Entailment thickness" involves opposing the initiation of force even if the
entity initiating force is not the state. In my view, "entailment thickness" is just, well,
libertarianism. Yes, most libertarians publicly express their support for libertarianism in
the realm of politics, but they would also hold that the non-aggression principle prohi-
bits beating your spouse, mugging passersby, etc. As Johnson puts it in the article linked
above, "in the end, it is dubious how far thickness in entailment really counts as a form
of 'thickness' at all, since at bottom it amounts only to the claim that libertarians really
ought to be committed to libertarianism all the time."

The other forms of thickness Johnson describes -- conjunction, application, grounds,
strategic and and consequential thickness -- I do not consider to be essential to, or part
of the definition of, libertarianism, because they neither follow necessarily from, nor are
required by, the non-aggression principle.

Rather I consider such "thicknesses" to be accessories or add-ons to libertarianism.
And just like if you are a person, you are a person whether you are wearing a tie-dye,
shorts and a beret or a double-breasted suit and homburg, if you are a libertarian you are
a libertarian whether or not you adopt any particular "thick" prescriptions at all.

Now, as it happens, I adopt a number of "thick" prescriptions, and those prescriptions
happen to mostly match the "thickness" of most of my comrades at C4SS. The difference
between us is that they consider their thicknesses to be part of their libertarianism, while
I consider my thicknesses to be a collections of things that are compatible with, but do
not constitute part of, my libertarianism.

One reason for that is that "thickness" can go in various directions.
As an example -- which kicked off the latest email round-robin on "thickness" -- check

out this essay, copied from Italy's Canada's Ludwig von Mises Institute site (NOT affili-
ated with the LvMI most Americans are familiar with!) to the author's personal blog.

The essay, whether you agree with its general point or not, is libertarian. That is, it
eschews the initiation of force, instead calling for shunning and public disapproval of a
behavior. It is a "thick" paleo essay. The author has added his preference for a specific
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standard of public behavior to his libertarianism. That preference is "conjunction thick-
ness." Johnson again:

[W]e might consider the extent to which there are social or cultural commit-
ments that libertarians ought to adopt because they are worth adopting for
their own sakes, independent of libertarian considerations. For example, it
may be worthwhile for libertarians to all be kind to their children, because
(among other things) being kind to your children is a worthwhile thing to do in
its own right. You might call this "thickness in conjunction," since the only re-
lationship it asserts between libertarianism and some other social commitment
(here, kindness to children), is that you ought to accept the one (for whatever
reason), and also, as it happens, you ought to accept the other (for reasons that
are independent of libertarianism).

The author of the piece would prefer, for principled but not specifically libertarian
reasons, to live in a society where Miley Cyrus doesn't "twerk" Robin Thicke in public.
He thinks that the whole incident was sick and wrong. But since the "twerking" wasn't
an initiation of force, he doesn't seek to e.g. put Cyrus in stocks and have a letter branded
on her forehead; that would be anti-libertarian. Instead, he recommends that she be
"slut-shamed" and "shunned."

There are "thick libertarians" of other stripes who, for principled but not specifically
libertarian reasons, oppose "slut-shaming," and probably some who actively approve of
Cyrus's performance. Those "thick libertarians" are libertarians because they oppose ini-
tiating force against Cyrus, not because they oppose shaming or shunning her, or be-
cause they think "twerking" is cool.

I have my own thoughts on Miley Cyrus and "twerking," but don't feel the need to
share them. My purpose in bringing up the incident and the blog post is to illustrate that
different kinds of "thicknesses" produce radically different opinions ... but that the peo-
ple expressing such "thicknesses" can all be libertarians.

One analogy I used in the email discussion was to cattle. Libertarians displaying dif-
ferent kinds of "thickness" are not, in my opinion, analogous to different breeds of cattle
-- Hereford, Angus, etc. Rather they are analogous to a cow wearing a tricorn hat, a cow
wearing a tutu, and so forth. That is, their thicknesses are optional and variable charac-
teristics which have no bearing at all on the cows' identities as cattle.

Among my interlocutors/debate counterparts on this whole thing are Professor
Roderick Long, head of the Molinari Institute/C4SS. I have not reproduced his argu-
ments in this piece for two reasons: First, the post is getting too long, and second, I am
not sure I grasp his arguments well enough to reproduce them in a way that doesn't dis-
tort them. I hope he'll show up to make those arguments in comments.

So anyway, there you have it -- my post on thin vs. thick libertarianism.
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Here We Go Again ...

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, February 14, 2014.
When Jack Phillips refused to bake a wedding cake for David Mullins and Charlie

Craig, the couple had a number of reasonable ways to respond.
They could have tried to persuade Phillips that his position was unreasonable and

that smart business owners do their best to increase, not decrease, the amount of money
they bring in.

They could have exposed Phillips in the press, on social media -- heck, even with pub-
lic street protests; why not have their wedding on the sidewalk out front? -- likely cost-
ing his business, Masterpiece Cakeshop, a good deal of revenue not just from same-sex
couples but from pretty much everyone who disapproves of that kind of bigotry.

They could have found a competing baker with fewer hangups and boosted THAT
baker's business at Phillips's expense.

Instead they turned Phillips into a martyr, using the power of the state to deny him
exactly the same freedom of religion and association that principled opponents of mar-
riage apartheid have been seeking on behalf of LGBTQ people for years.

They also objectively perpetuated anti-LGBTQ discrimination by sending it into hid-
ing: Now instead of flying their homophobia flag way up high where it can be seen and
appropriately responded to in the marketplaces of both money and ideas, people who
don't want to bake cakes for, rent hotel rooms to and so forth to the non-hetero-monog-
amous will just say "sorry, our schedule is full that week" or "we don't have any rooms
available."

And as far as the dangerous and capricious state power Mullins and Craig invoked in
achieving that ugly outcome is concerned, here's one of the results. And here's another.
[Book note -- the "here's" were links to new state "religious freedom" laws] Neither of
these laws would be needed in anything resembling a free society.

It took a lot of work to make anti-marriage, anti-family politicians look like the good
guys on the side of freedom and all that is right and good (and they most definitely are
not the good guys on the side of freedom and all that is right and good), but Mullins and
Craig brought the production off with style and panache.

Thanks a heap, assholes. It's probably not possible to derail the train of marriage free-
dom and social tolerance, but you gave it the good old college try, didn't you?
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American Justice

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, March 31, 2014.

Close to 30 years ago -- I don't remember exactly which year -- I was late to work
one morning. My car had broken down, and the co-worker who had agreed to pick me
up each morning (until Friday, when I would get paid and be able to buy the part I need-
ed) didn't show up. I dragged in a couple of hours late after finding another ride.

When I arrived at work, I got the word -- that co-worker had called in to let the boss
know he'd been arrested. He didn't say for what. We found that out later in the day when
it was mentioned on the radio news. He'd been arrested for sexually molesting his young
daughter.

The matter wrapped up pretty quickly. He sat in jail until, within a couple of months,
he entered a guilty plea and asked (with the supporting testimony of his wife, who had
reported him to the police in the first place) to be put on probation and to enter in-
to "treatment" so that he could continue working and financially supporting his family
(with the understanding that there would be no contact with his daughter, of course).

No dice. He was sentenced to several years in prison. And I doubt there were many
people who considered the sentence unjust.

So this morning, I read about another case in which a man was accused of raping his
young daughter and eventually pleaded guilty.

He didn't sit in jail until trial -- he put up $60k in bail. And after pleading guilty he
was sentenced to ... probation.

Why?
Well, not because he needs to work to financially support his family. He's unemployed

and lives off a trust fund.
The judge, rather, found that he would not "fare well" in prison, and would likely do

much better living comfortably in one of the two mansions he owns.
Well, gosh ... lots of people don't "fare well" in prison. But for some reason, those

who don't have trust funds and own mansions seem to end up there anyway.
I'm not a big fan of the idea of warehousing people in prisons. There are lots of good

reasons not to. But I can't see how any of those reasons apply more to Robert H. Richards
IV than to other criminals. What am I missing?
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There is no "The" ...

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, April 9, 2014.
... before the words "libertarian philosophy."
While the words "libertarian" and "libertarianism" have a few centuries of history

and meaning shifts, apparently beginning as a term to distinguish Christians who be-
lieved in free will rather than in predestination, for the last half century or so -- at least in
the United States -- one particular meaning has gained overwhelming mindshare among
those who use the word to describe themselves:

"Libertarianism" is the non-aggression principle, and "libertarians" are those who
hold to that principle.

Of course, people get to the non-aggression principle via different (and possibly con-
tradictory) routes, and proceed from the non-aggression principle to different (and pos-
sibly incompatible) elaborated sets of ideas. And of course any or all of those people may
be in error at some point in that journey. "Libertarian" is not a synonym for "correct."

So when Sheldon Richman writes ...

I continue to have trouble believing that the libertarian philosophy is concerned
only with the proper and improper uses of force. According to this view, the
philosophy sets out a prohibition on the initiation of force and otherwise has
nothing to say about anything else.

... my response is to notice the word "the" and say "well, there's your problem."
Every philosophy encompasses everything -- metaphysics, logic, epistemology, ethics

and esthetics -- either explicitly or implicitly. The most fully elaborated, explored, for-
malized, systematic philosophies try to do so explicitly, but your personal philosophy ad-
dresses each of those elements, too, even if you've never consciously thought that per-
sonal philosophy through to figure out precisely how and why it does so.

Thing is, libertarianism is not a philosophy. It's a single constraint. "A" libertarian
philosophy is a philosophy which incorporates that constraint. There is no "the" libertar-
ian philosophy ... there are many libertarian philosophies, all of which presumably deal
with matters other than proper and improper uses of force, using tools other than the
libertarian constraint itself.
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Support Capital Punishment? Own It.

Blogged at KN@PPSTER, April 24, 2014.
I'm fine with the death penalty if it's levied by the victim of a violent crime, or

someone acting in that victim's defense, at the scene and time of the crime and consis-
tent with self-defense.

I don't support allowing state officials to kill when it's not "in the heat of the mo-
ment" -- i.e. when the perpetrator of a crime has already been subdued and caged. The
math isn't hard on that: I don't support letting the state exist or do anything, so killing is
definitely right out.

But if you do support state-levied capital punishment, insist that your agents stand
up and be counted instead of hiding from their own actions like embarrassed cowards.

The Oklahoma Supreme Court has rejected two death row convicts' demands to
know who is providing the drugs with which a doctor (in blatant violation of the Hip-
pocratic oath and any sane canon of medical ethics, by the way) will kill them.

One idiot pol, state representative Mike Christian, wants to impeach the court's mem-
bers for even taking up the case. His fellow idiot pol, Oklahoma Attorney General Scott
Pruitt, bellyaches that it's a case of "intimidation used by defense counsel and anti-death
penalty groups" (because employees of the most powerful street gang around strapping
someone to a gurney and lethally poisoning him isn't "intimidating," right?).

But I think this is being looked at from the wrong angle:
It isn't about the inmates, it's about the public.
Even if you think it's OK for politicians to steal your money and use that money to kill

people, surely they should at least have to do so openly instead of secretly -- if for no other
reason than that secrecy in state killings looks like a very, very slippery slope to stand at
the top of. It's stump-stupid to let sociopaths like Mike Christian and Scott Pruitt dispose
of human lives in the first place. It's even more stupid to let them hide their methods.

If a compounding pharmacy doesn't want to lose the business of customers who op-
pose pharmacists assisting in killing people, that pharmacy shouldn't assist in killing peo-
ple. Moaning that their company's identity should be kept secret so they don't have to
face the consequences of their business practices? World's smallest violin tuning up, peo-
ple.

If a doctor wants to take a paycheck from the state for killing people, that doctor's pic-
ture and name should be pasted up on the nightly news so taxpayers know who they're
paying (and so patients who prefer real doctors to pusillanimous money-grubbing killers
for their healing needs are forewarned).

Ashamed to be a paid killer for the state? QUIT. Otherwise, own it.
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Part 7

C4SS Miscellany

In 2009, my long-time friend and comrade Brad Spangler brought me on board as
a writer at the Center for a Stateless Society. I'm still there today as a Senior Fellow,
Senior News Analyst and Media Coordinator. As the name of the institution implies, we
are anarchists -- left-wing market anarchists, to be precise. We want to abolish the state
and free the market.

My main job at C4SS -- in my opinion, anyway, and our organization is set up to
let each of us concentrate on what we think matters -- is helping our writers craft op-
eds that can be submitted to, and hopefully published by, "mainstream media." As I write
this, we've documented more than 2,000 media reprints, citations of and quotes from
C4SS material. I've written my share of that material and, I hope, have helped the other
authors get the job done.

Some of the material in this section is longer form, written before our focus on
newspaper op-eds. And some of it is op-ed, short form (800 words maximum, 500 words
being optimum in my opinion). I don't know if it represents the pinnacle of my writing
(I kind of hope I have a few decades left to improve my work), but it does represent
where I am at and what I am doing right now.





The Best Defense

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, April 24, 2009.
Governments everywhere spend lots and lots of money on something they refer to

as "defense."
The US government in particular shells out more each year than the next 20 largest

governments combined on "defense," which accounts for the bulk of its "discretionary"
spending -- about 4% of Gross Domestic Product. Yup -- for every $25,000 you earn,
you're expected to toss $1,000 in the "defense" kitty.

Contra Republican complaints of "defense" cuts by the Obama administration,
President Obama's budget proposal calls for a $21 billion increase (to $534 billion) in US
"defense" spending in 2010 ... $6.7 billion more than the Bush administration had pro-
jected.

This "defense" spending doesn't include the costs of actual ongoing military oper-
ations, by the way -- those are covered by "emergency supplemental" requests. For the
wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, that extra "defense" spending has so far come to about $1
trillion, and Obama promises to ask for another $130 billion in 2010.

US "defense" spending is effectively at least 25% larger than budget numbers in-
dicate, and probably larger than that. Gore Vidal once estimated that when additional,
hidden "defense" spending is traced to other parts of the budget, it ends up constituting
90% of the US government's discretionary spending.

Two things you get when your government spends so much on "defense" are more
enemies and more wars.

Politicians are loath to just leave a military establishment as large and expensive as
that maintained by the United States lying around -- soldiers in domestic barracks, ships
in domestic ports. They want to use it, if for no other reason than to provide a continu-
ing justification for its existence. Theodore Roosevelt's "big stick" isn't something politi-
cians can bring themselves to carry at their sides while speaking softly ... rather, they're
constantly tempted to wave it around while yelling at the tops of their lungs.

The US "defense" establishment maintains bases in more than 100 countries
around the world, enabling American politicians to tinker in those countries' (and their
neighbors') internal affairs. Its Carrier Battle Groups patrol the world's major water-
ways, available for instant placement at chokepoints and off coasts in order to exert yet
more international influence.

While the ability to project force over the horizon is a valid object of actual de-
fensive preparations, the US government's version of it in no way constitutes "defense."
Rather, it constitutes international meddling from a posture of threatened offense if
American politicians don't get their way.

Needless to say, this doesn't always sit well with the objects of the US government's
meddlesome intents. The more common reaction is outrage, often accompanied by vio-
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lent expression of same. At which point our "leaders" -- more in sorrow than anger, of
course! -- invoke the "necessity" of war for America's "defense."

And, of course, there are other states inclined to compete with the US for "super-
power" status which will, they hope, allow their politicians to dictate terms to all and
sundry on affairs which may or may not be, strictly speaking, any of their damn business.

What do your "defense" dollars buy?
They buy a standing army available for use by politicians to pursue politicians'

goals.
They buy an active navy available to spread politicians' malign influence far beyond

the water's edge.
They buy a nuclear arsenal with which politicians hold you hostage to "Mutual

Assured Destruction" -- your life being a price they're willing to pay in pursuit of their
dreams of control.

If those "defense" dollars buy you any actual defense at all, it's merely a defense
against rule by other gangs of politicians, gangs for all practical purposes interchangeable
with the gang you've got. And such a defense, even if you cared to have it, would still be
outrageously expensive at half the price.

An effective defense against standing armies serving other gangs of politicians is
as simple as "a gun and ammo in every house, and a couple of days at the range each year
to get, and stay, competent." Of course, your gang of politicians quails from that, since it
constitutes a potential defense against them as well.

While defensive seapower is a bit more complicated, it's been handled by market
entities -- "privateers," for example -- in the past, and could be again. And there's no
particular reason why private enterprise couldn't handle nuclear deterrent functions as
well.

What do you get for your "defense" dollars? A lot of stuff you don't need or could
get more cheaply elsewhere. A lot of other stuff which makes you more, not less, vulner-
able to attack.

War is the health of the state. The best way to oppose either is to oppose both.
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The Problem with Privatization

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, May 15, 2009.
Over the course of the last 25 years or so, "privatization" has gone from innovative

idea to over-used buzzword to standard government operating procedure (often de-
scribed as "public-private partnerships").

Last week, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration announced its own
privatization initiative: NASA intends to pay private firms to provide interim rockets
and crew capsules while it develops a government replacement for the shuttle program.
Other recent privatization trial balloons cover everything from Internet governance at
the international level to foster care at the state level.

The idea behind privatization is that the private sector -- the market sector -- op-
erates more "efficiently" than government, providing cost savings to the taxpayer. Com-
pany X, we're told (probably truthfully) can produce the widget for a buck, where a state-
owned and operated factory would require two bucks to produce the same widget.

That, of course, raises the question of what we need government for. Why not
just buy the things we want on the free market in the first place, rather than passing our
money to market providers through the hands of inefficient government bureaucracy,
driving the total cost back upward toward that "inefficient government" price?

Convinced anarchists need no more justification than that question to reject pri-
vatization outright. The unconvinced, however, may require more evidence for the un-
acceptability of privatization. That evidence is abundant.

Privatization, as it is currently practiced, strengthens the state and weakens the
private sector. While it was originally sold as bringing "market values" to "public sector"
operations, in practice exactly the opposite has happened.

First of all, "privatization" is a misnomer. When a government project is "priva-
tized," the state generally retains substantial authority over that project -- and takes a
substantial financial rakeoff for "administration" and "oversight." The retained authority
keeps the whole project soaking wet in the smelly liquid of politics, and the rakeoff, as
previously mentioned, pushes the real price back upward from "market prices" toward
"political prices."

Secondly, the enterprises attracted to, and most likely to garner contracts for,
privatization schemes aren't necessarily the most efficient market enterprises. Rather,
they're the enterprises which hire the best lobbyists and wield the most political influ-
ence. In this respect, "privatization," rather than being a cure for government failures, is
a vector for infecting the private sector with the same diseases.

Finally, there's a flip side to the "public-private partnership." While the state re-
tains substantial authority over the projects, the contractors get tagged with substantial
responsibility for the outcomes.
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When a privatized project goes south -- when it comes to light that inmates have
been abused in "private" prisons, or prospectively when one of NASA's "private" crew
capsules loses atmosphere in orbit -- our bureaucrats will point their fingers straight at
the "private" contractors and hope we forget the piles of government standards those
contractors were required to operate under.

The market entities, if there are any involved, take it in the shorts; more likely,
these "market entities" are actually politically connected enterprises who'll be back for
another dip from the well after things blow over and fade into memory, but they at least
get a public spanking to keep up appearances.

The government entities, on the other hand, move forward with their reputations
unstained and their budgets untouched.

Privatization, as currently practiced, is a "heads the state wins, tails the state's sub-
jects lose" proposition. If a privatized project founders on scandal or capsizes on cost, it's
all the market's fault and the state should get more directly involved. If a privatized pro-
ject "succeeds," the state takes the credit and throws more "privatization" bait into the
water, bringing more of the "private sector" into its happy, spendthrift "public sector"
family.

The alternative to privatization as currently practiced -- let's call it "sham priva-
tization" -- is real privatization: Taking the provision of traditionally "public" services
away from government altogether. The nugget of truth at the core of sham privatization
schemes is that yet, the market really is more cost-efficient than government. At every-
thing.
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Steal This Column

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, August 31, 2009.
"Build a better mousetrap and the world will beat a path to your door." Maybe so,

maybe not ... but if so, chances are very good that at least some of the path-beaters will
make the journey for the purpose of serving lawsuits.

There's a lot of big money in play right now, pushing an expansive definition of
something euphemistically referred to as "intellectual property." That big money got to
be big money by using government to restrain trade and ban competition. But in the age
of the Internet, the whole idea of "intellectual property" finds itself going mano a mano
with reality -- and losing.

Like so many bad ideas, "intellectual property" seemed like a good idea at the
time. The theory was that giving authors and inventors "rights" to their written works
("copyright") and commercially valuable products or processes ("patent"), would encour-
age them to write and invent even more.

Under England's 1710 "Statute of Anne," authors were given control over publi-
cation of their works for 14 years. Patents go much further back in history -- a one-year
patent law is said to have been on the books in the Greek city of Sybaris as far back as
500 BC.

Fast-forward to 2009. Under US law (the Copyright Term Extension Act of 1998),
copyright now extends for the life of an individual author plus 70 years; for a corporate
work, 125 years from creation or 95 years from publication, whichever is less. World
Trade Organization agreements dictate a minimum patent duration of 20 years.

As copyright terms have been extended, technology has developed which makes
them less and less enforceable. Copying a book in 1850 or a record in 1950 was an ex-
pensive proposition, profitable only with a large capital investment in printing presses
or machines to stamp vinyl. Movies? Fuggedaboudit -- your customers would need their
own projectors! And if the enterprise got busted, all that money was down the hole.

Cassette tape began to break down that wall for music; the VCR for movies; pho-
tocopy for print media; and finally the Internet for pretty much everything.

The reaction of the industries which had made bank on printing books, pressing
records and distributing movies wasn't to seek new revenue models.

Their first reaction was to come up with various schemes to make it harder to copy
stuff.

When that failed, their second reaction was to go back to the state for more "pro-
tection." They got it in the form of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act, which crimi-
nalizes not just infringement on a particular copyright, but any technology which could
allow anyone to infringe on any copyright. Which, of course, hasn't made a dent in
copying, although it's allowed the industries to make some copiers' lives miserable.
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Patents have gone down a different path. The most visible symptom of their failure
is the deluge of frivolous patents (Amazon tried to patent the idea of ordering a book
by clicking your mouse). An entire industry of "patent hoarding" has emerged in which
charlatans file patents on obvious and routine processes (one guy, parroting Amazon,
sought and received a patent on the idea of placing a bet by clicking your mouse) then
threaten to sue users of that process unless they buy a "license." The idea is that the vic-
tim will cough up rather than pay the costs of protracted litigation. "Nice process you got
there ... be a shame if anything happened to it."

Thomas Jefferson got it right, I think, in his letter of August, 13, 1813 to Isaac
McPherson:

If nature has made any one thing less susceptible than all others of exclusive
property, it is the action of the thinking power called an idea, which an indi-
vidual may exclusively possess as long as he keeps it to himself; but the moment
it is divulged, it forces itself into the possession of every one, and the receiver
cannot dispossess himself of it. Its peculiar character, too, is that no one possess-
es the less, because every other possesses the whole of it. He who receives an idea
from me, receives instruction himself without lessening mine; as he who lights
his taper at mine, receives light without darkening me.

"Intellectual property" was an unsustainable idea, an idea at odds with nature and
reality, from the start. And government, of course, managed to bring out the worst in it
to boot. If it ever was about protecting authors and inventors, no more -- now it's about
protecting corporate dinosaurs from the necessity to adapt.
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Cannibal Care

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, September 11, 2009.
ObamaCare in brief: Government feeds you to the insurance companies, while si-

multaneously feeding the insurance companies to you. The state takes home a doggie
bag.

That's the substance of President Obama's proposals in his Wednesday speech to
Congress.

First, feeding you to the insurance companies:

[U]nder my plan, individuals will be required to carry basic health insurance
-- just as most states require you to carry auto insurance. Likewise -- likewise,
businesses will be required to either offer their workers health care, or chip in
to help cover the cost of their workers. There will be a hardship waiver for those
individuals who still can't afford coverage, and 95 percent of all small busi-
nesses, because of their size and narrow profit margin, would be exempt from
these requirements. But we can't have large businesses and individuals who can
afford coverage game the system by avoiding responsibility to themselves or
their employees. Improving our health care system only works if everybody
does their part.

Nothing complicated there. It's a poll tax, payable directly to the insurance indus-
try, courtesy of Uncle Sugar. You can pay "voluntarily" or you can pay with the mugger's
gun visibly drawn and pointed at you, but you'll pay whether you want insurance or not.

Next, feeding the insurance companies to you:

Under this plan, it will be against the law for insurance companies to deny you
coverage because of a preexisting condition. As soon as I sign this bill, it will be
against the law for insurance companies to drop your coverage when you get
sick or water it down when you need it the most. They will no longer be able to
place some arbitrary cap on the amount of coverage you can receive in a given
year or in a lifetime. We will place a limit on how much you can be charged for
out-of-pocket expenses, because in the United States of America, no one should
go broke because they get sick. And insurance companies will be required to cov-
er, with no extra charge, routine checkups and preventive care, like mammo-
grams and colonoscopies -- because there's no reason we shouldn't be catching
diseases like breast cancer and colon cancer before they get worse.

So much for freedom of contract. Insurers will be forced to sell to anyone who
wants to buy, in perpetuity, regardless of whether or not the deal is profitable for them.
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Do you prefer a low premium and high deductible? Too bad. "Arbitrary caps" are
illegal -- except for the one on the customer's expenses -- and since care you may not
want or need is mandated for coverage, you'll get (and pay for) the policy Obama wants
you to have, not the policy you want.

Finally, the doggie bag:
If you're "too poor," or the policies are "too expensive," you can take advantage of a

"public option" subsidized by taxing the insurance companies (and, indirectly, their cus-
tomers) on the policies everyone else has been forced at gunpoint to purchase. That's the
doggie bag. The "public option" won't be good insurance -- most of its revenues will be
spent creating sinecures for bureaucrats -- but it will be there. And if ObamaCare man-
ages to lurch forward from the starting line at all, its proponents' real goal is to eventu-
ally dispense with what little is left of "private sector" health care entirely and pull every
last American into this "public option."

Now for the really bad news:
Not only will ObamaCare not deliver the promised result (affordable health care

for all), it won't even deliver what I described above.
Even if Congress can be persuaded to pass a turkey of a bill incorporating these

monumentally stupid and destructive ideas, the insurance companies and their K Street
lobbyists have other ideas and all the money in the world to get those ideas amended into
the law as time goes on.

At the end of ObamaCare, "the excluded middle" won't just be a logical fallacy
you've heard of, it will be an apt description of the world you live in. The "individual
mandate" will remain and the insurance companies will make bank on it. The "public
option" will remain too -- as a place for insurers to dump customers who aren't prof-
itable. All those "a free unicorn and ice cream for everyone at insurers' expense" parts?
Silly citizen ... unicorns are for people who can afford lobbyists!

In health care as in all other areas, government is a cannibalistic enterprise in
which the privileged elites get treated to lunch. You? You are lunch.
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The Problem with Constitutionalism

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, February 3, 2010.
This may be the only place you ever hear what I'm about to say, so let me say it

up front: Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi (D-CA) may be the most honest member of
the United States Congress. Per CNSNews.com:

When CNSNews.com asked House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) on Thurs-
day where the Constitution authorized Congress to order Americans to buy
health insurance -- a mandate included in both the House and Senate versions
of the health care bill -- Pelosi dismissed the question by saying: "Are you seri-
ous? Are you serious?"

Pelosi's office provided the usual "interstate commerce clause" cover later, but the
moment provided a peek into the mind of a typical American politician.

The claim that then-President George W. Bush referred to the US Constitution as
"a goddamned piece of paper" has been credibly called into question, but there's a gener-
ous dollop of verisimilitude in that claim. Maybe he said it, maybe he didn't, but it's hard
to believe that he didn't at least think it.

Believe it or not, politicians -- even the ones who claim to -- simply don't understand
the Constitution as limiting, or even placing any conditions on the exercise of, their
power. In the normal course of business, they consider it merely a formal affirmation of
their omnipotence. On the rare occasion that they actually find themselves challenged by
it, it becomes a "word search" puzzle which, correctly solved, opens their way to wher-
ever they care to go.

The conservative niche marketing device commonly known as "constitutionalism"
-- a device which massages the libertarian impulse in a way that makes it an ideal fetish
for "smaller government" types to wave at anarchists -- boils down to the notion that
government could be made to "work" if only we herded it back into the corral of consti-
tutional limitations.

While that's a very debatable notion, it's one we don't really have to reach, because
the question it raises is answered in the negative at the word "if." Government can't be
herded back into the Constitutionally OK Corral. It trampled down that corral's fences
long ago; the corral no longer exists. Any time you see some random piece of gov-
ernment standing in the area that the fences used to surround, what you're seeing is a
mere temporary coincidence of the running battle between that piece of government
and some other. Government is an animal run wild. That it happens to occasionally run
across the area its old pen used to cover is to be expected.
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Even the House of Representatives' leading "constitutionalist" politician goes the
"goddamned piece of paper" route when the Constitution gets between him and his
deepest desires. Yes, I'm talking about Ron Paul (R-TX).

When Paul decided that he wanted to "protect" marriage by providing for the out-
lawing of it, he authored a bill (the "Marriage Protection Act") which if passed and en-
forced would have exempted the states from the 14th Amendment's "equal protection
clause" as that clause bears on the earlier "full faith and credit clause."

As a "constitutionalist," Paul no doubt knows (in his brain) that the Constitution
can only be changed by amendment, requiring passage by 2/3rds of both houses of Con-
gress and ratification by 3/4ths of the state legislatures. But he really, really, really want-
ed what he wanted, so instead of listening to his brain, he listened to his heart: "Are you
serious? Are you serious?"

Maybe he agonized over it; I'd like to think he did. Lesser legislative lions just pour
their "beliefs" into legislation, and the Constitution be damned. For example, earlier to-
day US Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC) justified an attempt to repeal the Sixth Amend-
ment (2/3rds of both houses of Congress ... cough ... ratification by 3/4ths of the state
legislatures ... mumble) by announcing that "we believe we're at war."

Beliefs are fun things, but they don't trump facts. The Constitution empowers
Congress to declare war. If it hasn't done so, then the United States is not, in any legal
sense, at war. That hasn't happened since the long-concluded wars declared in 1941. The
current conflicts in the Middle East and Central Asia were "authorized" by Congress in
pieces of legislation which included specific language to clarify that they were NOT decla-
rations of war.

Constitutions can't protect you from government. It's a wild, savage animal, and
the only way to protect yourself from it is to take it around back of the barn and put it
out of your misery.
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Gas Stations in the Sky: $35 Billion in the
Corporate Welfare Pipeline

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, July 23, 2010.
Readers should take note of this advance warning: My math may be bad. I'm work-

ing with big numbers and dubious, sometimes unclear statistics.
In April of 2010, US customers purchased/consumed 273,090,000 barrels of gaso-

line (source: US Energy Information Administration).
A barrel is 42 gallons, so that's just shy of 11.5 billion gallons of gas.
Also in April of 2010, the average price of gas at the pump was $2.84 and 8/10ths

of one cent per gallon (source: op. cit.).
So, US consumers spent about $32.75 billion dollars on gas in April.
In the meantime, two mega-corporations -- Boeing, an American firm, and EADS,

a European concern -- continue to vie for a US government contract to build gas sta-
tions in the sky (air-to-air refueling tankers for the military) at an "estimated" (in Eng-
lish, "lowball") cost of $35 billion.

$35 billion is a pretty big number, so let's break it down into something more man-
ageable: $115 from every man, woman and child in the US.

For gas stations.
In the sky.
Well, hey, it's for "defense," right?
Of the top 15 global government big "defense" spenders, five (Brazil, South Korea,

Canada, Australia and Spain) each spent less than $35 billion on "defense" in 2009. Not
less than $35 billion on gas stations in the sky. Less than $35 billion total.

Italy spent $35.8 billion on "defense" in 2009. Not just on gas stations in the sky --
that's their whole army, navy and air force.

India -- a nuclear power with a blue-water navy (including aircraft carrier and
nuclear submarine components), a long history of border tensions with another nuclear
power (Pakistan), a big bristly neighbor (China) and a population nearly four times as
large as that of the US -- spent $36.3 billion on "defense." Not just on gas stations in the
sky, but altogether.

Meanwhile, the US government will spend somewhere in the neighborhood of $1
trillion on "defense" in fiscal year 2010.

Given that the US hasn't fought an even nominally defensive war in more than
60 years, does it strike anyone as oh, maybe a little odd that its politicians feel the need
to spend 40 times as much on "defense" (half again as much on gas stations in the sky
alone!) as South Korea, which has technically been at war for nearly 60 years?

Odd, perhaps, but not especially surprising. The raison d'etre of the state is the re-
distribution of wealth from the pockets of the productive class to the portfolios of the
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political class. In the United States since World War II, that political class has been partly
composed of, and wholly dominated by, what President Dwight D. Eisenhower dubbed
the "Military-Industrial Complex."

It's not so much that $35 billion must be spent on gas stations in the sky as that
gas stations in the sky constitute an excuse for redistributing $35 billion from you to
the shareholders, employees and political allies of Boeing or EADS (my guess is Boeing,
but who knows? -- the American and European political classes are increasingly transna-
tional and commingled). The only thing that makes the tanker fight stand out is that two
loud mouths are fighting for the opportunity to lock onto one corporate welfare teat.

And of course, if it wasn't "defense" it would be something else. In other countries
where "defense" doesn't play as well, the redistribution is funneled through health and
"social welfare" bureaucracies or internal police/security apparatuses or, where the state
has become strong enough to get away with it, simply seized without bothering to drum
up a plausible excuse.

Governments, like cancers, take many forms. The one thing they all have in com-
mon with cancer, and with each other, is that they grow and thrive at the expense of
their hosts' health and, eventually, lives. In the conflict between the productive class and
the political class, it's to the death, and it's us or them.
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The Valley of the Shadow of Wikileaks

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, August 7, 2010.
Leave it to the US Department of "Defense" to continue fighting a war it's already

irretrievably lost.
On Friday, the Pentagon "asked" online whistleblowing facilitator Wikileaks to

"do the right thing" by erasing all classified US government documents from its servers
and handing over any copies. I put the "asked" in scare quotes because although that's
how CNN headlined it, the actual story used the far more accurate "demanded."

Pentagon spokesman Geoff Morrell hinted at a range of threats which might be
deployed versus Wikileaks should his demand be rejected. "If doing the right thing is not
good enough for them," he said, "then we will figure out what other alternatives we have
to compel them to do the right thing."

War Party mouthpiece Marc Thiessen hints in the Washington Post ("Sorry, Time,
Assange is a criminal, not a journalist," 08/07/10) that Wikileaks spokesman Julian As-
sange may be (may already have secretly been!) indicted under the 1917 Espionage Act,
World War One's prototype "national security state" legislation under which a number
of individuals were imprisoned for criticizing US military policy.

Other options presumably -- the current US regime is fond, to the point of obses-
sion, of the phrase "everything is on the table" -- include everything from "cyber-war-
fare" to actual military action against Wikileaks servers using special operations troops
or drone aircraft.

Let's leave aside for a moment -- but only for a moment -- the fact that this demand
is the equivalent of stomping one's foot and screeching that some huge quantity of tooth-
paste, currently gumming up hard drives around the world, must be recalled to a single
location and put back in the tube. From a technical standpoint, it's simply not going to
happen, as anyone at the Pentagon who's used a computer since ... oh, 1983 or so ... could
have told Morrell if he'd bothered to ask before making himself look silly in public.

That practical consideration is important, but let's not allow it to distract us from
the moral context of the larger situation.

The state (any state, but in this case the United States) claims a right to keep secrets
from those whom it governs, from those upon whose consent its purported "legitimacy"
rests, from those who are taxed to pay in the first place for the activities which generate
those secrets.

Ixnay on that aimclay!
It's the equivalent of the janitor telling the building owner "it's none of your busi-

ness whether or not I cleaned the toilets, and if you try to have a look yourself I'll hit you
over the head with my mop and lock you in the broom closet. Now hurry up and sign
my paycheck, I've got a date tonight."
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That the US government considers publication of the Wikileaks Afghan War Di-
ary even remotely controversial shatters the whole "consent of the governed" myth. The
state doesn't work for you and in this matter it's not even pretending to.

That it's the disclosure of this particular type of bundle of "state secrets," i.e.
"defense"-related material, which evokes the most hysterical reaction from the bureau-
cracy tells us a lot about whom the state really does work for.

The primary function of the state -- all states, everywhere, at all times -- is to trans-
fer wealth from the pockets of the productive class to the coffers of the political class.

Since the end of World War Two at the latest -- at least intermittently earlier,
but whole hog since then -- that political class has been dominated by what President
Dwight D. Eisenhower termed "the Military-Industrial Complex."

The Military-Industrial Complex is an overlapping, interlocking mass of individ-
uals, firms, political lobbies and government offices with one thing in common: The
livelihood of the Complex and the livelihoods of the individuals comprising it are en-
tirely dependent upon the forcible transfer of wealth from your pockets to theirs via a
perpetual regime of "war and rumor of war."

If it wasn't already obvious that the Military-Industrial Complex and its members
scruple not at all to lie, cheat, steal or kill pursuant to the maintenance of that regime,
well, Geoff Morrell just told you so, didn't he?

Morrell and Company have met a worthy foe -- and you have gained an equally
valuable ally -- in Wikileaks.

They can't say they didn't expect this. The US "national security" establishment
has spent the last 20 years fretting over the potential of "stateless / non-state" actors and
networks to subvert its power. Wikileaks is that potential fully realized.

The state has been put on notice: From here on out, it walks through the valley of
the shadow of Wikileaks. The toothpaste is out of the tube, and out of the tube it shall
stay. If Wikileaks should be destroyed -- or for that matter even if it isn't -- ten similar
projects will spring up to take its place.

The Era of Secret Government is over.
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Why So Serious?

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, September 10, 2010.
A key element of state control in George Orwell's 1984 is Newspeak. It's not so

much a language as a method for the destruction of language: Steady, purposeful reduc-
tion of vocabulary such that no words are left for the expression of concepts which call
the imperatives of total state power into question. As one of its architects, Syme, puts it,
"It's a beautiful thing, the destruction of words."

Lacking the power enjoyed by the Party in Orwell's dystopia -- the authority to
simply strike words from acceptable usage by ukase -- today's real-world cultists of the
omnipotent state are forced to settle for mutilating, through ubiquitous abuse, the con-
cepts underlying those words.

Take, for example, the very old and useful English word "serious."
Here's a typical definition, from the 1913 edition of Webster's Dictionary: "Impor-

tant; weighty; not trifling; grave."
In modern political usage, however, "serious" has come to mean "falling within an

ever-narrowing set of political and social parameters deemed acceptable by the person
using the word." The edge from which the parameters narrow, of course, is the edge
closest to any reduction of, or even halt to the expansion of, state power.

Propose a tax increase and you're "serious."
Propose keeping taxes as they are and you're probably "serious."
Debate whether or not to extend a set of infinitesimal tax cuts (such as US pres-

ident George W. Bush's tax "cut" package, set to expire this year, which came to a tiny
fraction of 1% of the US government's budget when it was passed, which comes to an
even smaller fraction of that budget now, and which was actually not a "cut" at all but
merely a deferment of collection -- the money was still spent and added to the govern-
ment's debt) and you're dancing on the edge of "seriousness."

A substantial tax cut? "Unserious."
Elimination of the income tax? "Manifestly unserious."
Elimination of coercive taxation? "Fundamentally unserious."
It seems to me that substantially cutting, or even eliminating, a tax (or taxation

in general) would necessarily constitute an "important; weighty; not trifling; grave" pro-
posal. "Serious," however, no longer means "important; weighty; not trifling; grave." In-
stead, it means "something I'm willing to consider."

If you say anything the supporter of constantly and rapidly increasing state power
doesn't want to hear, you're not "serious" and therefore no attention need be paid you
... even if you're generally a supporter of constantly and rapidly increasing state power
yourself.

For example, if you're US President Barack Obama and you favor responding to
the possible existence of an Iranian nuclear weapons program with extended and ex-
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panded international sanctions rather than with a third ongoing US military adventure
in Asia, complete with a freshly stocked buffet of fat no-bid contracts for The Right Sort
of People, the editors of the Wall Street Journal will deem you "unserious about Iran."

"Serious" is a moving target, see, and it moves only in one direction. The wrong
one.
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Cyber World War One

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, December 8, 2010.
After losing the Democratic Party's primary in 2006, US Senator Joe Lieberman

formed a new party and sought re-election on its ticket. In doing so, he bucked an Amer-
ican branding fad: While many candidates refer to their campaigns as "Smith for Amer-
ica" or "Jones for Arizona," Lieberman called his "Connecticut for Lieberman."

Freudian slip or refreshing honesty? Either way, it goes to the heart of Joe Lieber-
man's character: Everything's all about him. The highest purpose of the voters of Con-
necticut is, in his opinion, to provide him with a Senate sinecure. And that sinecure's
purpose is to extend the reach of his power beyond Connecticut to the whole of the
United States and beyond.

All of which is par for the course with politicians, but the events of the last year or
so reveal the true extent of Lieberman's ambitions and the lengths to which he's willing
to go to realize them. The "Internet Kill Switch" proposal, the SHIELD Act, his abuse of
office to bring pressure on companies like Amazon.com, all of these boil down to one
simple and unavoidable truth:

If the price of keeping Joe Lieberman in power is you staring over a plow at the ass
end of a mule all day and lighting your home with candles or kerosene at night before
collapsing on a bed of filthy straw, that's a price Joe Lieberman is more than willing to
have you pay.

He's not comfortable with America's 21st century unless the key features of its po-
litical system resemble those of western Europe's in the 12th (right down to the Cru-
sades, even), with Lieberman as lord and you as serf. The Internet stands astride his road
to that ideal, and therefore the Internet must be reined in or, as a last resort, dispensed
with altogether.

Nor does Lieberman stand alone. He's merely the most visible and forthright ad-
vocate of the new medievalism. If push comes to shove, I'll be surprised if more than a
handful of sitting or aspiring US Senators or Representatives recoil in horror from the
prospect. Descent to brute force when confronted with limits to power is a feature of,
not a bug in, the idea of political government.

As I write this, we've seen the opening shots in the first all-out "cyber war" -- The
State vs. Everyone Else, Round One.

It's not terribly surprising to see the state's privileged pets and hangers-on -- the
corporations -- lining up on its side. Amazon, Paypal, Mastercard, Visa, and so forth are
stumbling over themselves to appease their masters. Not only do they know which side
their bread is buttered on, they know how easy it would be for Joe Lieberman and Co. to
have them figuratively (for now) dragged to the basement of the Lubyanka for a bullet
to the back of the skull.
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Things don't look good at the moment. They'll get worse before they get better.
Wikileaks figurehead Julian Assange is in the enemy's clutches. The US Department of
Homeland Security conducted a test seizure of Internet domain names last week to see
if they could get away with it or if some shred of the rule of law might be successfully
invoked to hold them back (to all appearances, the last tattered remnant of that fiction
has now gone with the wind). The state, directly and through its proxies, has its hands
on freedom's throat.

My gut feeling is that we're only feeling the first weak squeezes and haven't seen
anything like "bad" yet. Recent invocations of the Espionage Act of 1917 by Lieberman,
Dianne Feinstein, John Ensign and other Senators and apparatchiks provide the clearest
clue as to their intentions. The next year is probably going to look like the love child of
Comstockery and the Palmer Raids, in high tech format and on steroids.

But, believe it or not, we're winning, the bad guys are losing, and there's no chance
whatsoever of it coming out any other way. The Wikileaks archives, instant target of
Lieberman's ire, remain widely available to anyone who want them. Nothing short of a
"scorched Internet" policy can change that ... and most of the people I know aren't will-
ing to turn the clock back to the Dark Ages just to make Joe Lieberman happy. We'll see
him scuttling for the airport in a bid to flee the country first.

There are only two ways Cyber World War One can end. One is with Joe Lieber-
man's surrender (almost certainly highly conditional and pushing most of the real issues
off into the future, more's the pity). The other is with not one stone atop another inside
the DC "Beltway." Your call, Joe.
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The Thin Black Line

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, December 8, 2010.
In "But what kind of stateless society?" Jeremy Weiland raises -- in a constructive

manner -- several important issues surrounding what the Center for a Stateless Society
does and how we do it. I encourage you to read the entire piece. This is intended as a
general response, not a fisking. I'm going to start from two premises:

Premise 1: Since its birth as a movement, anarchism has had to contend with the
problem of competing visions (the example that comes immediately to mind is Fernando
Tarrida del Mármol and Ricardo Mella's "Anarchism Without Adjectives" plea).

We're united in our opposition to the state, but divided on what we anticipate re-
placing it with.

That's not going to change. Not today, not tomorrow, and not in whatever state-
less future we bring about ... if, indeed, we succeed in bringing about such a future at all.
The society in which debate has ended is not stateless, it's dead.

Premise 2: The fact that our disagreements are going to be perpetual and vehement
does not preclude mutually beneficial alliances centered around our agreements, or sup-
port for projects which advance goals we share.

To my mind, the libertarian left constitutes such an alliance, and the Center for a
Stateless Society such a project.

The Alliance of the Libertarian Left is "united by an opposition to statism and mil-
itarism, to cultural intolerance (including sexism, racism, and homophobia), and to the
prevailing corporatist capitalism falsely called a free market; as well as by an emphasis
on education, direct action, and building alternative institutions, rather than on electoral
politics, as our chief strategy for achieving liberation."

By that measure, the Center for a Stateless Society is undoubtedly an institution of
the libertarian left.

That doesn't mean we agree with everyone else on the libertarian left.
We're anarchists, not minarchists.
We're market anarchists. That term seems to be a major stumbling block with

some other left anarchists who aren't quite sure what to think of us or whether to sup-
port our work.

Cold comfort time: I can't explain "market anarchism" to you in a soothing way,
because it's a term that's still defining itself.

I can tell you a few things that market anarchism isn't.
While it's obviously retained a good deal of Rothbardian influences, market anar-

chism is not "anarcho-capitalism." That's become a pretty well-defined philosophy over
time, and "market anarchists" differ in significant respects from it. For example, we re-
ject the concept of the "corporation" as an "artificial person" with "limited liability" and
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other characteristics that, because they require state privilege, must perforce require a
state.

While some market anarchists are unabashedly influenced by Ayn Rand, market
anarchism is not Objectivism. Even setting aside the fact that Rand and "official Objec-
tivism" reject anarchism, market anarchists hew to Ludwig von Mises's subjective the-
ory of value, as opposed to Rand's "objective" elitist mutant gloss on the Labor Theory
of Value. What's a thing worth? Whatever it's worth to you. Or to me. And if there's a
difference between the two, there's a basis for voluntary mutual exchange.

Which brings us, I think, to property. Yes, market anarchists endorse the concept
of property, but we differ among ourselves on what might rightfully be so classified.
Ownership of one's self and one's labor is certainly a bedrock concept that enjoys una-
nimity among market anarchists. A consensus against the whole notion of "intellectual
property" seems to be emerging in the market anarchist movement (and elsewhere). I
expect we'll be arguing among ourselves about tenure in land for the foreseeable future.

Perhaps the best way of looking at market anarchism is as a means rather than an
end. As Jeremy put it (paraphrasing Hayek) in an email exchange with me, when market
anarchists say "markets," "we don't simply mean transactional economics but the entire
constellation of voluntary activities in society."

For us, everything should be a matter of voluntary interaction and exchange. If that
means that we have a worker-owned cooperative producing widgets over here, a joint-
stock partnership hiring labor to produce gadgets over there, etc., that's just fine. We'll
see how those ideas work out ... once we're rid of the state, and once the social and eco-
nomic distortions produced by the state have had a little time to wash out of the fabric
of human activity.

Which brings me full circle, and finally to a chance to quote and dispute Jeremy.
"[W]e cannot," he writes, "simply rally around a black flag; revolutionary consensus re-
quires us to be honest about the change we seek, and to ally on the basis of that honesty."

In my opinion, yes we can -- si se puede! -- simply rally around a black flag, at least
for certain purposes.

In my opinion, the sole revolutionary consensus that figures greatly in what we
ought to be doing, at this point in time, is "perish the state."

There are many of us (although not enough, and I'll return to that in a moment),
and we have many viewpoints, but the one thing we all agree on is that the state has to
go.

I'm not trying to minimize the importance of airing our disagreements. Nor am
I going to try to tell you that you should support the Center for a Stateless Society if
we're saying things that you just can't agree with or which militate against some specific
change you seek.

Nor am I unmindful of the fact that the Center's authors, myself included, do occa-
sionally fall into the trap of, as Jeremy puts it "narrow agorist or market fundamentalist
language." Sometimes we let our bad sectarian selves run a little wilder than is appropri-
ate to polite ecumenical anarchist society.

We're not perfect. We're not going to be perfect. There are several of us, with sev-
eral viewpoints, and last month alone we put out more than 30 full-length op-ed pieces
for submissions to newspapers. Every carpenter occasionally brings the hammer down,
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with full force, on his own thumb. Or, as once happened on a framing crew I worked
with, runs a nail gun across someone else's foot.

Even when we get it right from our perspective, we're sometimes going to get it
wrong from yours. There are too many of us for all of us to be happy with everything
everyone else does.

Which brings me back to how many of us there are.
I can pinpoint the exact number: Not enough.
Last time I looked, there were about 6.9 billion people on this rock. I'd be surprised

if as many as 100,000 of them are anarchist activists, if as many as 100 million of them
are consciously ideological anarchists of any variety, or if as many as another 800 million
have ever been confronted with and consciously considered the anarchist idea (THE an-
archist idea: Perish the state).

But even if those -- to my mind inflated -- numbers proved out, that would leave
six billion people to reach.

We -- me, you, everyone reading this piece -- are a thin black line standing be-
tween those six billion people and "a boot stamping on a human face -- forever."

The Center for a Stateless Society is one squad in that thin black line, and our mis-
sion is to get the -- strike that "the," how about "an" or even "any?" -- anarchist message
in front of as many of those six billion people as possible via the "mainstream media."

That's what we do. That's all we do. All things considered, I think we're doing it
pretty well and getting better at it every day.

When we mess up, feel free to criticize us. When a Center writer's vision clashes
with yours, speak up (especially if you're willing to do so in outwardly focused op-ed for-
mat and let me submit it to 2,000-plus newspapers!).

If you don't do those things, we won't learn new ways of doing things or get better
at the things we do.

But so long as we work hard to successfully convey the single consensus message
possible among anarchists -- "perish the state" -- I hope you'll support us as well.
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After Wikileaks, There's No Way to Go But
Forward

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, January 3, 2011.
What will the stateless society look like? A perfectly reasonable question, and one

that anarchists must answer convincingly (or at least plausibly) if we want the rest of you
to take our ideas seriously.

Fortunately, there are already a lot of answers floating around out there. Unfor-
tunately, many of them don't pass the plausibility test. They range from the fuzzy utopi-
an stuff that makes such an easy target for anarchism's critics (see, for example, Brian
Palmer's "What do anarchists want?" Slate, Dec. 29) to what I've referred to elsewhere as
a "bourgeois libertarianism" that conflates the free market with actually existing capital-
ism and assumes an anarchy that looks a lot like Peoria minus tax collectors (like Gary
North's "In Praise of Shopping Malls," LewRockwell.com, Jan. 1) .

I'm not sure you'll find my answer to the question more attractive, but I do hope
you'll find it more plausible. What will the stateless society look like? The envelope,
please:

Not like this.
If past revolutions have proven anything at all, it's that the results almost never

match the revolutionists' visions. To put the worst possible face on this unpredictability,
I assert that Abbe Sieyes in no way anticipated the Terror when he published What is the
Third Estate? nor did Lenin anticipate the earliest excesses of the Cheka, let alone Stalin-
ism and the Gulag, when he penned his "April Theses."

The current revolution -- and make no mistake, it has begun -- differs from past
ones in certain respects which should mitigate both the fear of future terrors and the ac-
tual probability of their occurrence.

The first major difference should be obvious: Past revolutions aimed to replace
existing states with new ones, while the anarchist revolution aims to end the state alto-
gether.

While the state is hardly the sole source of terror, it is the preeminent institutional
source. Terror is an essential trait of statism. You might be able to have terror without
the state, but you can't have the state without terror (for those who wish to invoke
the American Revolution as a counter-argument, no dice: "Loyalists" had their property
seized and were exiled; the ink was barely dry on the Constitution when George Wash-
ington himself led an invading army through Pennsylvania, rounding up farmers for the
"crimes" of resisting taxation and erecting "seditious [liberty] poles" of precisely the same
variety that Americans had rallied around in the Revolution).

The second major difference is that the anarchist revolution "builds the new so-
ciety in the shell of the old." As opposed to filling a perceived vacuum with whatever
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comes to hand, the stateless society's new institutions are coming into existence along-
side the existing ones. You get to test drive the new car before sending the old one to the
junk yard.

The closing days of 2010 saw the opening shots of the first world "cyber war," and
-- consciously or not -- the white hats in that war have acted as agents of transition to-
ward a stateless society.

Wikileaks stripped the state of its ability to conduct its depredations in secret;
"Anonymous" came out as the first large-scale voluntary, non-state defense/retaliation
agency versus the state's attempt to regain that power or to punish those who smashed
it. Both of them brought to the fore a major question which none of us are any longer
free to refrain from considering if we desire to live unmolested:

Given that technological advances have effectively destroyed the modern construct
we call "privacy," can we any longer afford to suffer the existence of an institution with
a modus operandi (going at least as far back as William the Conqueror's Domesday Book
of 1086) of using the collection of personal information as an instrument of our enslave-
ment?

There's no way open to us but forward. "Once the moving hand hath writ," and so
on.

2010 saw the utter destruction of a mainstay of state power: Secrecy. It's not com-
ing back. And that means that in 2011, we shall necessarily see the state leaning ever
more heavily on its remaining crutch: Terror.

If "not like this" isn't enough for you yet, let's talk again a year from now.
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Government Shutdown Theater

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, February 26, 2011.

"Government shutdown." For sheer beauty, I can't think of another two-word
phrase in the English language that even comes close.

And, as American media breathlessly relate, that's what we're going to get come
March 4th unless Congress and the Obama administration manage a meeting of the
minds on spending.

Well, no, not really. But kind of. Sort of. In a way.
When the organs of of American government come to loggerheads on the federal

budget, a temporary shutdown of "non-essential services" ensues until one side caves.
Oh, no, Br'er Bear! Please don't throw me in the briar patch!
Unfortunately, the compromises usually come fairly quickly. Government shut-

downs generally go a few days. The record is three weeks. We've seen 15 of these shut-
downs since the Carter administration, which should tell us something about how non-
traumatic they really are.

If they lasted a bit longer, perhaps more people would think to ask why "non-es-
sential" services are operated by government and financed through coercive taxation in
the first place.

If "essential" services were shut down, perhaps more people would re-evaluate just
how essential those services are -- or at least whether or not political government is the
best institution to trust with their operation and maintenance.

So what, pray tell, is the distinction between "essential" and "non-essential?" Here's
an easy way to tell:

If the shutdown of a service irritates and inconveniences ordinary people, but
doesn't really reduce the power of politicians, that service is "non-essential."

If shutting down a service would actually reduce government's control over your
life, it's "essential."

During a shutdown you can't get a passport from the government. Your ability to
travel is "non-essential." If you show up at the border, though, there will still be a cus-
toms official waiting there, demanding to see said passport. The government's ability to
control your travel is "essential."

The dividing line between "essential" and "non-essential" is fuzzy and only begins
to resolve as the length of the shutdown increases.

Early in a shutdown, Social Security and tax refund checks continue to be issued. If
the shutdown drags on a bit, the politicians begin to make noises to the effect that these
two activities may grind to a halt unless they get their way -- and that it will be the other
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side's fault, of course. At no point in a shutdown, however, will Social Security or federal
income taxes cease to be collected.

Your needs are at least potentially "non-essential." Their revenues are not just "es-
sential," but sacrosanct.

It's all just bad dinner theater ... but I'm not sure we'll get to see the whole play this
time, more's the pity.

The very real "government shutdowns" taking place in the Middle East are making
even American politicians nervous. They seem to suspect that you may not be that in-
terested in reprising the role of damsel in distress, awaiting rescue by congressmen in
shining armor, yet another time.

What if they held a government shutdown and the public response was a collective
yawn? "Yeah, whatever. Take a long lunch. And, you know, really, don't bother coming
back."

Or perhaps a Bangles combeback: "Walk Like An Egyptian," anyone?
The whole point of the play is to convince you that you need them. You don't.

Keep that in mind as this "shutdown" kabuki plays out.
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Why We Fight

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, July 26, 2011.
Late last year, I called the first shots in Cyber World War One. I got the timing com-

pletely wrong. In fact, I was off by about 27 years.
The real first shot in that war -- heard 'round the world and widely lauded, but its

implications not really understood -- was fired in 1984 by Stewart Brand: "Information
wants to be free."

Developments since then bring to mind the words of another great orator, words
which I shall now hijack and mangle for my own purposes: Information cannot endure,
permanently half slave and half free. It will become all one thing or all the other.

The war for humanity's future is primarily a war for control of the use and ex-
change of information.

Its three major fronts, in no particular order: The status of "intellectual property,"
freedom to communicate, and transparency, or lack thereof, of institutions of gover-
nance.

Its combatants: On one side the state and its hangers-on. On the other side, the
rest of us.

This war has actually raged for centuries, sometimes "hot" and sometimes "cold."
Its "hottest" manifestations have been the totalitarian states characterized by opac-

ity of governance, ruthless suppression of unauthorized communication, and tight con-
trol of literature, entertainment and technology. The Soviet Union, Baathist Iraq and the
Kim dynasty's North Korea are prime examples.

On the "cold" side we find the non-totalitarian, but increasingly authoritarian,
Westphalian nation-states in which governance has crept rather than sprinted toward
opacity, in which communications were left relatively free so long as they represented
no substantial threat to the state's monopoly on force, and in which control of literature,
entertainment and technology were a matter of slow jockeying for position by corporate
behemoths with the capital to engage in expensive production.

So why has the war recently gone "hot" in the "free world?" One word: Technolo-
gy.

The personal computer drastically decreased the costs associated with producing
and manipulating information.

The Internet drastically decreased the costs of communicating and disseminating
that information.

The combination of those two things is even now bringing forth a renaissance in
manufacturing machinery and method which promises to drastically reduce the costs of
producing and distributing physical goods.

Our side -- humanity's side -- went from throwing rocks to developing not just the
longbow, but the machine gun and the suitcase nuke in a mere 30 years or so.
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The other side has noticed, and they're putting everything into an all-out offensive
to crush freedom with finality while they still believe they can.

The "intellectual property" industries are working overtime to quarantine as much
information as possible behind monopoly patent and copyright paywalls, while chivvy-
ing their toadies in the halls of state to reinforce those walls, string barbed wire atop
them, and put machine gun towers on the corners.

Even absent the whisperings of the RIAA, MPAA and other "intellectual property"
lobbies, politicians fully realize the mortal danger the Internet represents to their con-
tinued rule, and are moving with what passes for alacrity in a dinosaur-type institution
to counter it.

Absent a super-weapon like Joe Lieberman's proposed "kill switch," they've so far
contented themselves with seizing domain names on "intellectual property" grounds, ar-
resting hackers who expose government's inner workings, and attempting to co-opt cy-
berspace into their "national security" theatrics. But doubt this not: We'll be seeing the
equivalent of Hitler's V2 rocket or Oppenheimer's "Little Boy" and "Fat Man" just as
soon as they can be developed and deployed.

Yes, it really is a war. If you don't believe me, ask the US Department of Defense
about its "comprehensive cybersecurity strategy." Or Julian Assange, still under house
arrest after months of fighting trumped-up charges filed specifically to keep Wikileaks
from continuing to expose things your governments don't want you to know. Or the
alleged members of Anonymous abducted around the world for landing blows on the
anti-humanity establishment.

Why do we fight? Because war for control of information is war for control of
your mind -- war to fully and finally enslave, or free, the human race. It's the state or us,
people. The stakes are too high NOT to fight. And it's time to decide which side you're
on.
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Debt Ceiling Debate: A Night at the Theater

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, July 27, 2011.

As the latest arbitrary deadline for raising the US government’s “debt ceiling”
approaches, the two wings of America’s ruling party are increasingly desperate to pin
blame on each other for the current political impasse and possibly impending default.

In dueling speeches last Monday night, US President Barack Obama and House
Speaker John Boehner waxed eloquent, lecturing their American audience on concepts
like “responsibility” and “obligation.” They were, however, both deliberately vague in
their use of pronouns: Words like “we” and “our.”

That’s because behind their apparent divisions, Obama, Boehner and the parties
they represent are as one in their desire to delude the rest of us into continuing to accept
their “obligations” — the trillions of dollars they’ve borrowed already and trillions more
to come — as our own.

And, of course, to delude their creditors into believing that that you and I are co-
signers who will continue to pick up the check, in perpetuity, for the political class’s fol-
lies.

Politicians and creditors alike are united in cautioning all of us that “catastrophe”
will follow any default by the government of the United States on its — wait, make that
“our” — “obligations.”

Really? Catastrophe for whom?
You and I take it in the shorts no matter what happens.
For the better part of a century, we’ve “invested” — mostly at gunpoint — more

of our wealth in political government than in any other single human activity. It was a
poor investment. That wealth is gone, frittered away by politicians doing political things.
We’ll be lucky to get any significant portion of it back: Pennies on the dollar if we liq-
uidated the state’s physical assets, auctioned them off and found some way to equitably
distribute the proceeds to the (surviving) “investors.”

In fact, political government is a less than zero sum game. It doesn’t just move
wealth around, concentrating it in the hands of the political class, it actively works to
destroy whatever wealth can’t be so concentrated. Every dollar you pay in taxes is turned
against you by the regulatory state to reduce your ability to earn additional dollars.

Even if we abolished the state today, we’d have to write off quite a bit of wealth
that’s just plain gone — thrown down a rathole, burned up in cockamamie schemes, nev-
er to return. Of course, every day we wait to do so, our loss grows.

But then, to top it all off, these jokers have been borrowing even more money in
your name over the decades, assuring lenders that they’ll find a way to take that wealth,
plus interest, out of your hide too … eventually.
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The current episode of political theater — the “debt ceiling debate” — isn’t really
about whether or not the politicians will “allow” themselves to borrow more money in
your name. That’s no more in doubt than that a wino will drain that next bottle of Thun-
derbird … if he can get his hands on it.

It’s about that there aforementioned “eventually.”
It’s about whether or not you’ll continue to play your assigned role of “Mr. Mon-

eybags.”
It’s about whether or not you’ll help the political class induce suspension of disbe-

lief in its creditors.
It’s about whether or not you’ll vocally and convincingly beg the political class to

continue milking you, shearing you, harnessing you and driving you.
It’s a really bad play. It’s enjoyed far too long a run on history’s stage. Isn’t it about

time we walked out on it?
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The 9/11 Cult: Embracing the Glamour of Evil

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, September 10, 2011.

Like all religions, the religion of state thrives on rites, rituals and relics, striving to
put its god -- political government -- at the center of human existence. Seldom has this
been more apparent than in the run-up to the tenth anniversary of the terror attacks of
September 11th, 2001.

Pursuant to a New York Port Authority program launched in 2010, the globe is
now dotted with shrines to 9/11. No fewer than 1,300 of them, in fact, pieced together
from the twisted steel ruins of the World Trade Center complex.

Most of these shrines are placed so as to draw positive attention to "first respon-
ders," especially police departments. "First responders" have become the parish-level
clergy -- the domestic omnipresence -- of the 9/11 cult, endlessly parading in their cler-
ical vestments and administering minor sacraments such as the warrantless search and
the no-knock raid.

The cult's foreign missionary effort, carried out from hundreds of bases abroad by
mid-level clergy, resembles nothing so much as the Aztec custom of mass abduction and
human sacrifice.

The higher clergy of the cult are, of course, jealous of their own prerogatives. Mere
"first responders" need not pencil in time to attend the 10th anniversary ceremonies at
Ground Zero: They're not invited. The big 9/11 observances are tributes to the politi-
cians whose policies made the attacks inevitable and who have since continuously dou-
bled down on those policies.

In traditional Christianity, the leader sacrificed himself that the followers might
live forever and the gentiles gathered in as well. The 9/11 cult's approach is precisely the
opposite: It is the followers and the foreigners who are sacrificed that the political class
might thrive.

In Catholic communion, the wafer and wine become the body and blood of Christ,
representing his sacrifice on your behalf. Behold the 9/11 cult's miracle of record: Tran-
substantiation of the Ski Mask, in which you and your labor become wafer and wine,
consumed at gunpoint by holy muggers for the perpetual vivification of the state.

Not that the 9/11 cult is in any way unique: Its power is in its relative youth and
vigor, not in any special difference between it and the larger religion of political govern-
ment. The paths to its shrines are not yet as well-worn as those to Arlington National
Cemetery or Marx's grave, nor are its slogans yet as faded and banal as "Remember the
Maine" or "all power to the soviets." But its principles remain eternal and unchanging.
Moloch's face and figure may evolve, but his blood thirst remains unquenched, the fire
in his belly never cools, and his moral imperative always boils down to "let us prey."
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The state is a covenant with death and an agreement with hell. To abide it is to
embrace the glamour of evil and accept mastery by sin, to willingly submit to continual
baptism in the innocent blood of kin and stranger alike. If you're looking for meaning in
the pomp and ceremony surrounding the anniversary 9/11, look no further than that.

Ceterem autem censeo, status esse delendam.
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Marriage: The State vs. Contract and Religion

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, January 9, 2012.

2012's Republican US presidential candidates are, to a man, opposed to legal recog-
nition of same-sex marriage.

The worst of them, former US Senator Rick Santorum, says he considers marriage
a federal issue and wants a constitutional amendment enshrining marriage apartheid --
state privilege for heterosexuals, exclusion of homosexuals -- in law.

Even the best of them, US Representative Ron Paul, has sponsored legislation (the
fraudulently named "Marriage Protection Act") that would leave state governments free
to discriminate against same-sex couples in defiance of the US Constitution's Full Faith
and Credit and Equal Protection clauses. But Paul, at least does make a nod toward the
standard libertarian position that marriage really isn't any of political government's busi-
ness.

The same-sex marriage debate is a perfect showcase for the anarchist argument
against political government itself. For marriage is two things, neither of which require
a monopoly state to enact, support, preserve or regulate.

One facet of marriage is a personal -- usually, but not always, religious in nature
-- commitment between two (or more!) people who've decided to merge their lives in
important ways. When they "get married," they're simply announcing to their friends,
family and interested public that they intend to move forward with their lives as a couple
(or group! -- but from here on out I'll assume two people) rather than separately.

The other facet of marriage is contractual. When a couple marries, they merge
their property in certain ways. The types of mergers involved vary. Under political gov-
ernment different states handle "marital property" in different ways. There may be pre-
nuptial agreements which set up rules for what is merged or not, and how. But any way
you cut it, a marriage is also a business partnership in which properties become inter-
mingled and have to be sorted out in some way in the case of dispute, divorce or death.

State involvement in marriage is not only unnecessary, it does active damage to
the institution itself.

On the personal, spiritual and religious side, the state places barriers in the way of
couples making the commitment they've chosen. At a minimum, there's the bureaucrat-
ic ritual of applying and paying for a "license" to set up housekeeping. At a maximum,
if the marriage doesn't pass muster with the licensing laws, some states go so far as to
threaten to jail clergy who officiate at the ceremony! It's the equivalent of Congress dic-
tating baptism by dunking instead of sprinkling, or the FDA requiring disclosure ("this
product may contain the body of Christ") on communion wafers.
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On the contractual side, state involvement imposes a "one size fits all" template on
marriages, then withholds the protections and benefits of that template from those mar-
riages it declines to recognize.

If couples in state-licensed marriages want to vary from the state-imposed con-
tract, they have to procure extensive (and expensive) legal services to dispose of their
property as they want rather than as the state's template specifies, then hope they can
make that disposition stick versus a legal process which defaults to the template.

Couples in unlicensed marriages -- and yes, folks, they are "real" marriages, just like
tooling down the road without a driver's license in your pocket is "really" driving -- like-
wise have to jump through expensive legal hoops to set up relationships analogous to the
state's template, like powers of attorney and so forth, that would have been automatic
had they not been denied a license.

Families, churches and other societal institutions are fully competent to decide for
themselves whom to recognize as "married" for purposes of social and religious inter-
actions. They don't need the state to tell them how it's done. They've been doing it for
millennia.

And, absent the state's "one size fits all" template, market competition would al-
most certainly produce fitting contractual frameworks -- including arbitration protocols
for property disputes in case argument or divorce -- in record time, with a much greater
range of choice, and at lower prices than the state's "justice" system will ever offer.

Like everything else it touches, political government makes a mess out of marriage.
Those who decry "the breakup of the American family" need look no further than the
courthouse, the statehouse and the Capitol for the culprits.
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I'll Take "The Deck is Stacked" for $400, Alex

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, June 4, 2012.
Various statistics get thrown around and it's hard to tell which are the most accu-

rate, but roughly 98% of criminal prosecutions in the United States end in either convic-
tions (6%) or guilty pleas pursuant to prosecutorial "bargains" (92%).

Now, if you really believe that only one in 50 Americans accused of a crime is in-
nocent, there's something wrong with you, but that's not really the point of this column.
The point is that America's prosecutors are apparently so frustrated by the 2% that "get
away" that they recently went all the way to the Supreme Court of the United States for
more power, and got it ... not just contrary to common sense, but in direct violation of
the US Constitution's prohibition of "double jeopardy."

Here's the relevant constitutional language: "[N]or shall any person be subject for
the same offence to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb."

It's a pretty simple concept. If you're charged with a crime, and you get a fair trial,
and if you're acquitted by a jury of your peers, it's over. You're done. You're free. The
prosecutor can't keep charging you and trying you over and over again until it gets the
verdict he wants.

Alex Blueford was arrested in Arkansas and charged with a panoply of offenses re-
lating to the death of his girlfriend's infant daughter -- murder, manslaughter, negligent
homicide, etc. The purpose of the multiple charges for the same act was to give the jury
options. If they didn't think it was murder, they could convict on manslaughter. If they
didn't think it rose to the level of manslaughter, they could convict on negligent homi-
cide. And so on, and so forth.

The jury found Blueford not guilty of murder, but deadlocked on the next step
down (manslaughter). At that point, per the US Constitution, Blueford was free and
clear of the murder charge, although he could be re-tried on the charges which the jury
had "hung" on.

But the Constitution doesn't matter -- when the issue reached the Supreme Court,
a majority ruled that, on technical detail (the "not guilty" verdict on murder was not read
in court; the judge just declared a mistrial), Blueford could once again be put in jeopardy
of life and limb for murder.

It seems like such a small thing, doesn't it? After all, Blueford's just one in 50 who
doesn't take a plea bargain, get convicted, or find himself charged with something dif-
ferent (a favorite government trick since the Rodney King case has been to charge those
acquitted of a crime in state courts with "violating the civil rights" of their alleged victim
in federal courts; same offense, just a different angle). Surely the prosecutor could have
written off that murder charge and moved on to other things.

But no -- the United States has long since passed beyond the point in its political
evolution where the government will ever allow itself to be denied what it seeks. And
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if the rules threaten to so deprive it on any point, however minor or inconsequential,
politicians in suits or politicians in black dresses will step in to correct the matter.

This latest outrage is not an anomaly. It's an inevitable outcome of placing rule-
making authority in the hands of political government. The possible outcomes of state
rule are total power or extinction. One of those is better for the state. The other is better
for the rest of us.
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Election 2012: Mitt Romney's "Free Economy"

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, October 4, 2012.

Those seeking stark contrasts in Wednesday's debate between between US Pres-
ident Barack Obama and Republican presidential nominee Mitt Romney presumably
came away disappointed. The repeating sequence ran something like:

Obama: "X."
Romney: "Well, yes, X, but I'll do X better and smarter than you because I'm Mitt

Romney and you're not."
Romney's best laugh line came after Obama asserted that his "small government"

opponent wants to take America back to the bad old days of 2008, when only 80,700
pages of new regulations were added to the US government's Federal Register, as op-
posed to the much more robust 2011 period when that number rose to 82,419 pages.

"Regulation," replied Romney, "is essential. You can't have a free market work if
you don't have regulation. ... You couldn't have people opening up banks in their -- in
their garage and making loans. I mean, you have to have regulations so that you can have
an economy work."

Romney's objection to government regulation isn't that it's inherently bad or that
it doesn't work. It's that some of it may be wrong-headed (e.g. designating a few banks
"too big to fail") or that the regulations may not be specific enough to allow for regime
certainty (e.g. failure to carefully define some terms in a piece of mortgage regulation).
But Mitt's down with the idea that a "free economy" can be run from Capitol Hill and
the Oval Office, if only we pick the right guys to run it.

As the kids say: Facepalm. The difference between a free economy and an un-free
economy IS government -- i.e. top-down, hierarchic, uniform, centralized -- regulation.
And the difference between free and un-free is a lot like the difference between not preg-
nant and pregnant. A pregnant woman is pregnant whether she's carrying a one-day-old
fertilized embryo, a five-day-old blastocyst, or a six-month-old fetus.

Not to be facile: There's more regulation in a free economy than Adam Smith's
beautiful and useful "Invisible Hand" metaphor might indicate as a superficial assess-
ment. But regulation in a free economy is continuously emergent and multi-variably
contingent, shaped by a distributed and networked aggregate of voluntary interactions,
not by political edict. It's a beautiful thing (see Kevin Carson's The Desktop Regulatory
State for more information on it). Non-government regulation produces a continuously
improving quality of life for market actors.

Political government and its regulatory schemes don't just impede that process,
they seek to freeze it in place, in favor of whichever market actors happen to be on top
at the moment (or, as in the case of the "too big too fail" banks, find themselves hanging
from a cliff and reaching up for a hand from their politically connected friends).
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Hence Romney's obvious horror at the notion of "people opening up banks ... in
their garage and making loans." He's not interested in a "free economy." He's interested
in proving himself a worthy servant of the existing un-free economy's current masters.
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War, Children: It's Just a Welfare Check Away

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, October 27, 2012.
When pundits name-check "the welfare-warfare state," we usually mean, and are

usually understood to mean, something along the lines of "bread and circuses at home,
military adventurism abroad."

That's as good a definition as any, I suppose, and certainly an accurate description
of today's global political environment, but it fails to really capture the nature of the
post-WWII trend in US politics.

In America, the "welfare" and "warfare" aspects of the state have, over that period,
achieved a near-perfect merger. Rather than representing one side of two mutually re-
inforcing but nominally separate sets of policies, US "defense" spending has become the
single largest, and by far most redistributive, welfare program in the federal budget.

This phenomenon is best illustrated by the Hobson's Choice offered in the final
debate between US president Barack Obama and Republican presidential nominee Mitt
Romney: "Draconian cuts" of 10% growth (yes, you read that right) over the next five
years (Obama) or 18% growth over the same period (Romney). Real cuts aren't even on
the table. Like Henry Ford said, you can get any color Model T you want, as long as it's
black.

The numbers are constantly changing, but a 2010 baseline looks like this:
Approximately 1.4 million Americans work as members of the armed forces, and

another 1.6 million workers labor in the civilian "defense" industry. These Americans
are welfare clients of the "workfare" variety.

As an economic factor, they might just as well be digging holes and filling them
back in (in fact, as a US Marine infantryman, I did quite a bit of exactly that!). The vast
bulk of the work they do serves no "legitimate" function with respect to actual defense
of the United States from attack or invasion, and in fact more likely increases the risks of
such.

Some high double-digit percentage -- I think 75% is a reasonable and conservative
estimate -- of "defense" spending is not about "defense" in any meaningful sense of the
word. It's about keeping those 3 million workers on the clock, and keeping their politi-
cally connected employers in profit.

Those 3 million workfare clients cost the American taxpayer $700 billion per year
-- $233,000 per client. But they don't take that much home, of course. If their average
income tracks to US per capita, they take home an average of $41,500 per year each, or a
total of nearly $125 billion.

Where does the other $575 billion go? That's the gross rakeoff, after workfare
costs but before other overhead, of the real welfare queens: "Defense contractors." If we
generously assume that 25% of that rakeoff actually does produce "legitimate" defense
benefits, they are knocking down more than $430 billion in welfare checks. But let's be
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fair: According to the US Department of Defense, the top 20 "defense" contractors aver-
age a profit margin of only about 4%. So, $17 billion.

With that much money at stake, the $30 million or so that "defense"-related con-
tributors have spent on the 2012 election so far is chump change: About 2/10ths of 1%
of the profits they get from having politicians on their side.

If that was the end of it, it would be pretty bad -- one out of every five dollars
earned by American workers siphoned off on an incredibly inefficient welfare program.
But that's not the end of it at all. The existence of the welfare program is a major incen-
tive for going to war early and often.

First, when you have a $700 billion hammer, it's easy to fall into the habit of look-
ing at every problem as a nail.

And secondly, welfare programs are expected, by everyone involved, to demon-
strate their own necessity. If peace breaks out, the workfare clients go back to doing
something else ... and "defense" contractors have to cut back on the caviar and brie.

There's no easy way out of the situation. If we have a welfare-warfare state, we're
going to spend a lot of blood and treasure on wars. And if we have a state, it's going to
become, and do everything in its operators' power to remain, a welfare-warfare state.
You can have politics or you can have peace, but you can't have both.
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Aaron Swartz and Intellectual Property's
Bitter-Enders

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, January 13, 2013.
It's never really possible to understand all of a person's problems or how those

problems might play into the decision to take his or her own life, but it's a good bet
that the 35-year prison sentence and $1 million fine hanging over Aaron Swartz's head
played a significant role in his choice.

"How," John Kerry asked a committee of the US Senate (to which he himself would
later be elected) in 1971, "do you ask a man to be the last man to die for a mistake?"

That question was among the first that came to mind last week when I heard that
Swartz had hanged himself in his Brooklyn apartment.

Swartz was 26 and had already lived a life packed with accomplishments, from
co-authoring the RSS standard (the primary tool for syndicating web content) at 14 to
founding Infogami, which later merged into the popular Reddit social site, to co-found-
ing the Internet freedom organization Demand Progress.

The threatened prison sentence and fine emanated from his attempt to fulfill
a non-profit organization's own stated mission of "helping the academic community
take full advantage of rapidly advancing information and networking technologies": He
downloaded four million scholarly articles from JSTOR via an MIT account with the in-
tention of making them universally available via P2P technology.

For this, he was hounded to his death by US Attorney Carmen Ortiz and Assistant
US Attorneys Stephen P. Heymann and Scott L. Garland, even though JSTOR itself de-
clined to pursue civil litigation and has subsequently made millions of those articles pub-
licly available.

I sincerely hope that Swartz will go down in history as the last casualty of the war
over "intellectual property" -- a 300-year war that, or all practical purposes, ended years
ago in triumph for the forces of freedom and a total rout of those who rely, for their for-
tunes, on the power of the state to extract rent on people's use of their own minds and
bodies.

Since England's "Statute of Anne" in 1710, the rentiers have been fighting increas-
ingly dubious battles to maintain and profit from the fiction of "intellectual property."
Even at a time when printing presses were rare and electronic media non-existent, en-
forcement was impossible. The best they could hope for was to discourage copying by
"making an example" of a few of the most prominent scofflaws.

The dawn of the Internet Age was the Appomattox of the "intellectual property"
wars. The equipment for copying data and channels for distribution of that data are now
cheaply and globally available. They represent a nearly trivial investment in "advanced"
nations, and a doable investment even in the "Third World."
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The persecutions and prosecutions of "intellectual property" scofflaws like Jammie
Thomas and distribution innovators like Aaron Swartz don't even rise to the level of
rearguard actions or last-ditch measures in this war. They're more along the lines of John
Wilkes Booth's assassination of Abraham Lincoln after Lee's surrender, or the threat-
ened "werewolf" attacks in occupied Germany at the end of World War II. They will not
and cannot affect the outcome. They're just murderous tantrums in lieu of facing reality.

Copyright. Is. Over. And patent is on its last legs. The old media companies' only
chance of survival is to give up their failed state-created monopolies and protection rack-
ets, and figure out how to generate profits through voluntary trade instead.
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"Gun Control for the Children?" Sorry, No
Sale.

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, January 16, 2013.
"This is our first task as a society," said US president Barack Obama at a January

16th press conference: "Keeping our children safe."
The event's purpose was to leverage last month's school shooting in Newtown,

Connecticut into support for a set of new executive orders and legislative proposals re-
lating to what supporters euphemistically refer to as "gun control."

In an evolutionary and biological sense, Obama has a point. The primary of func-
tion of human society IS to protect our young so that they can grow up, reproduce and
perpetuate that society.

On the other hand Obama, in his role as president, represents the single most
powerful and counter-productive human institution relating to that goal: The state. The
power grabs he just put on the state's agenda serve only the interests of that institution
-- not just instead of, but at the expense of, the children he's exploiting as political capital
in pursuit of that agenda (and in particular, as the Center for a Stateless Society's Nathan
Goodman points out, the children of the besieged minority communities Obama's party
claims to offer protection to).

Obama's purported opponents within government aren't much better. Their line,
as voiced by US Representative Dave Reichert (D-WA), boils down to a cowardly "the
laws that we have in this land already need to be enforced."

Well, no, they don't.
"The laws that we have in this land already" forcibly compel the daily assembly of

millions of children on convenient killing floors ("public schools").
"The laws that we have in this land already" forbid -- or at least onerously regulate

-- possession of the tools of defense to those children, to their parents, and to their teach-
ers.

"The laws that we have in this land already" notify any and all monsters with the
ability to read a sign ("Gun-Free School Zone") that those children are defenseless and at
said monsters' mercy.

Other species teach the principles of survival -- including but not limited to the use
of such weapons as they naturally possess -- to their young at the earliest practical age.
Humans deny their young those weapons and even, in this day and age, actively punish
thought or speech relating to self-defense.

Other species protect their children from predators at all costs. Humans set out our
children as an all-you-care-to-eat buffet for predators, then turn to the most voracious
predator of all -- political government, which regularly seizes double-digit percentages
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of our sustenance for its own gluttonous purposes, and occasionally throws murderous
and even genocidal tantrums -- for "protection."

It's not difficult to see why politicians support "gun control," which is more ac-
curately described as "victim disarmament." What predator wouldn't prefer that its prey
lack teeth or claws? In Barack Obama's world, events like the Newtown massacre are a
small price to pay for the uncontested ability to do wholesale what Adam Lanza did re-
tail.

What's hard to understand is why we've put up with the predator for so long.
In the 20th century alone, governments murdered in excess of 260 million people, and
that's an extremely low-end estimate (its promulgator, Dr. RJ Rummel of the University
of Hawaii, excludes the deaths associated with the workaday operations of "democracies"
from his statistics).

Fortunately, Obama's proposals will go nowhere, as another set of statistics should
make clear: At least 70 million Americans own more than 200 million guns (those num-
bers are also lowball, selected from competing sets I've seen). And the technology for
unlimited home production of more is now fast becoming irrevocably and universally
available. If the politicians think they can "control guns," they've got another think com-
ing.
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"Intellectual Property": This Land was Made
for You an ... er, for Monsanto

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, February 20, 2013.

In 1860, pro-slavery apologist Edmund Ruffin forcefully argued in support of a
proposition: "[T]he greater profits of slaves as property, compared to other investments
for industrial operations."

I've no doubt that IG Farben functionaries, touring their shiny new Buna Works
complex in 1942 occupied Poland, quelled any twinges of conscience with an identical
observation respecting the use of Jewish slave labor from nearby Auschwitz.

Has humanity morally evolved since the US Civil War? Since the Holocaust? If oral
argument before the Supreme Court of the United States in Bowman v. Monsanto is any
indicator, well, no.

"Without the ability to limit reproduction of soybeans containing this patented
trait [resistance to a particular pesticide]," says IG Farb ... er, Monsanto ... attorney Seth
P. Waxman, "Monsanto could not have commercialized its invention, and never would
have produced what is, by now, the most popular agricultural technology in America ..."

Chief Justice Edmund Ruf ... er, John G. Roberts ... seemingly agrees: "Why in the
world would anybody spend any money to try to improve the seed if as soon as they sold
the first one anybody could grow more and have as many of those seeds as they want?"

Like Ruffin and IG Farben, Roberts and Monsanto argue the issue without refer-
ence to its moral dimension.

I willingly stipulate to the truth of Monsanto's claim that its profits would be great-
ly enhanced were the state to grant it ownership and control of Vernon Bowman's farm,
of Vernon Bowman's crops, and of Vernon Bowman himself (and for that matter of
every farm and farmer on God's green earth). That's exactly what Monsanto is asking
the state to do, on the basis of precisely that argument.

Keep one thing firmly in focus here: Vernon Bowman had no contractual obliga-
tion whatsoever to Monsanto with respect to the seeds he purchased, planted, and saved
the progeny of in this case. He'd previously bought other seeds under contracts forbid-
ding such use, and he'd honored those contracts, but these particular seeds were not so
encumbered.

If those past contracts cloud the issue for you, keep in mind that this case reprises
the Canadian Supreme Court's 2004 award of "license fees" to Monsanto at the expense
of Saskatchewan farmer Percy Schmeiser, for reproducing seed bearing "their" patented
gene -- seed which had come into his possession via natural cross-farm contamination
(wind and pollen happen, folks).
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Monsanto's entire case against Vernon Bowman -- as with Percy Schmeiser -- is
that their profits will be negatively affected if they'e not empowered to dictate what Ver-
non Bowman does on his own land and with his own stuff. The relief they're requesting
is that the state should therefore so empower them.

This is not a case of a "bad" or "over-broad" or "improperly applied" patent. By
its very nature, "intellectual property" always represents an assertion on the part of one
person of ownership title to the minds, bodies and property of others.

Whether it's Monsanto's genetic "patent" claim, or the "copyright" demand of a
novelist that once he's strung some words together in a certain order nobody else may
do likewise without coughing up, or Ron Paul's plea to the United Nations to seize an
Internet domain name he wants, "intellectual property" is, simply put, an attempt to turn
the world into one big antebellum plantation, with the state as indispensable overseer.

Fortunately, most variants of the fiction of "intellectual property" are quickly
falling apart under the pressure of advanced copying and sharing technologies, and the
state as we know it is on its last legs too. Neither will be missed.
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Pardon Me? It Isn't Snowden Who Needs
Clemency

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, June 25, 2013.

A White House petition asking US president Barack Obama to pardon NSA
whistleblower Edward Snowden has passed the 100,000-signature mark, theoretically
compelling a response from the Obama administration (I say "theoretically" because the
finish line on these petitions has been moved before).

My own sympathies naturally lie with Snowden, and the petitioners' hearts are
presumably in the right place, but I can't help thinking that the petitioners have things
backward.

Edward Snowden committed no crime. Rather, he exposed the crimes of the very
administration being petitioned (and "classification" of information for the purpose of
concealing criminal activity is itself illegal). To presume, as this petition does, an entitle-
ment on the part of an acknowledged criminal to pardon -- or to persecute -- the hero
who brings that criminal's actions to light is, in a word, perverse.

Obama and his associates haven't just violated "their" own codified laws. They
have, by their own admissions, declared and prosecuted war on the very people in whose
names they claim their power, wandering well beyond the pale of authoritarianism and
raising the totalitarian flag over their battlements.

It isn't Snowden who needs clemency. It's Barack Obama, his co-conspirators and
his accessories before and after the fact. Nor is it Snowden alone before whom the crooks
should be made to grovel for mercy. The fate of the Obama Spy Ring rightfully belongs
in the hands of ALL its victims.

Will these telecom voyeurs, these data burglars -- and their bosses -- be made to
truly pay for their crimes? It seems unlikely, as they are made members of the world's
most powerful organized crime syndicate, the government of the United States.

While the gang occasionally finds itself compelled to throw a bit player or two
under the bus to simmer things down a bit, the kingpins, ringleaders and shot-callers
usually walk without consequence. Which explains why US Senators Charles Schumer
(D-NY) and Dianne Feinstein (D-CA) and US Representative Mike Rogers (R-MI) are
at present freely vocalizing their "fury" at Snowden instead of modeling orange coveralls
while making big rocks into small rocks on the grounds of some penal institution.

This isn't just some random racket ginned up by a few assorted thugs. It's far bigger
than that. If we want to get clear of these schemers and their schemes, we're going to
have to suppress the larger racketeer-influenced corrupt organization. That is, we must
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abolish the US government -- preferably sowing salt in the earth of, and leaving not one
stone standing atop another in, Washington, DC.

Otherwise, we'll just have to be satisfied with absurd and hopeless gestures, like
asking Barack Obama to forgive Edward Snowden for revealing, and us for noticing, his
crimes.
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J'ACCUSE!

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, July 30th, 2013.
Dear President Obama,

I possess neither Emile Zola's writing talent nor his penchant for presidential flat-
tery, but I think I may perhaps lay rightful claim to some semblance of his well-devel-
oped sense of moral outrage.

I address you as "president" only as a concession to popular convention. In truth,
your claimed authority is a fraud, and your actual status is that of defendant in the matter
of the persecution of Bradley Manning.

From the beginnings of this drama, it was clear to all who cared to notice that
Manning is no criminal but rather the worthy nemesis of a crime syndicate formally
headed by yourself. He was wrongfully arrested, illegally detained without charge for a
period far in excess of the legally prescribed maximums, and finally and illegally put on
trial not for his alleged criminal acts but for exposing your crimes and the crimes of your
gang, "the government of the United States."

Neither the verdict nor the sentence are any surprise; the "not guilty" verdict on
the charge of "aiding the enemy" is clearly intended as a distraction from the irrefutable
fact that the entire trial was a farce and a sham, conducted in open violation of the law,
and that not a single charge is valid. The purposes of show trials and the punishments
which follow are to procure convictions and make the public quail in terror before the
awesome power of the state, not to render justice, and in this respect the Manning court
martial puts Stalin to shame. Colonel Denise Lind's blatantly and irrefutably illegal ac-
tions and rulings as "judge" would make Vyshinsky blush.

The Manning show trial is the latest evidence that Thomas Paine erred in claiming
that "society in every state is a blessing, but Government, even in its best state, is but a
necessary evil."

While the state is indeed evil, it is far from necessary. It is wicked through and
through. It is born of coercion, weaned on theft, raised on corruption and thrives on
murder.

In the round it can do not good at all, and any specific good it may seem to do must
rest on a foundation of evil.

To give me a dollar it picks your pocket for two. To feed your child lunch it de-
prives a family of dinner. If it suffers you and your neighbors to live it murders a village
elsewhere, and if it removes so much as an ounce of weight from your chest that you
might breathe easier, it places a pound on your shoulders and orders you to carry.

To willingly tolerate the continued existence of such an evil, or to purposely delay,
impede or oppose that evil's abolition, is to become an accessory to that evil.
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As an anarchist, it goes without saying that I support the abolition of the state. The
Manning show trial is one more argument for appending to that statement the clauses
"as soon as humanly possible" and "by any means necessary."
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Age vs. Justice: Philip Chism and Triple
Standards

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, December 5, 2013.
In October, I wrote an op-ed on the practice of "trying juveniles as adults," citing

the case of 14-year-old Philip Chism. The Andover, Massachusetts teen stands accused
of killing 24-year-old teacher Colleen Ritzer.

As I pointed out in that previous piece, politicians and prosecutors (but I repeat
myself) enjoy a double standard under which those previously legally defined as "chil-
dren" because they're younger than an arbitrary number can suddenly and magically
transform into "adults" when they're accused of committing a crime and when a politi-
cian or prosecutor (but I repeat myself again) sees possible political advantage in a sen-
sational trial.

I didn't know it at the time, but characterizing this regime as a "double standard"
doesn't even come close in Chism's case. As the Associated Press now reports, "Chism
is charged with murder as an adult. He is charged as a youthful offender on aggravated
rape and armed robbery charges, which are pending in juvenile court."

Try and wrap your brain around that: Chism was (and still is) considered a "child"
for purposes of driving, voting, drinking, signing contracts and having sex. But standing
accused of three crimes, committed at the same time, in the same place, against the same
person, he is simultaneously an "adult" for one crime and a "child" for the other two.

Whoever came up with this idiotic claim needs a remedial course in logic, with
an emphasis on the law of non-contradiction (Aristotle: "It is not possible to say truly at
the same time that the same thing is and is not a man"). In fact, I'm tempted to recom-
mend Avicenna's corrective ("Anyone who denies the law of non-contradiction should
be beaten and burned until he admits that to be beaten is not the same as not to be beat-
en, and to be burned is not the same as not to be burned").

Philip Chism is either a child or an adult. He cannot be both at the same time and
in the same respect. The double standard of treating him as a child for some purposes
and an adult for others is bad enough, but it's at least an apples and oranges kind of thing.
This TRIPLE standard, where he's considered simultaneously a child and an adult, one
and then the other for only slightly different parts of a closely connected set of alleged
actions, completely belies the claim that what the state's functionaries are seeking in this
case is "justice."

The obvious remedy to the child/adult problem in criminal prosecutions is to re-
move such determinations from the hands of prosecutors, judges and politicians (but I
repeat myself a third time!). Instead of letting politicians draw numbers out of hats, then
ignore those numbers when convenient, allow juries to examine, and determine to their
own satisfaction the competency of, those accused of crimes (and those unwillingly co-
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opted as "victims," too). Leaving justice in the hands of politicians and of the inherent-
ly unjust institutions we call "states" is a mistake with deadly and traumatizing conse-
quences.
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Nicotine Nazism: It's Not About Health, It's
About Money and Control

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, December 20, 2013.

The late, great HL Mencken defined puritanism as "the haunting fear that some-
one, somewhere is having a good time." I haven't visited Michael Bloomberg's New York
City in more than a decade, but if I landed at LaGuardia tomorrow, I'd half expect to be
greeted by officials right out of Tompkins Harrison Matteson's painting "Trial of George
Jacobs of Salem for Witchcraft."

When they're not banning tobacco they're banning trans-fats. When they're not
banning trans-fats they're banning large soft drinks. And when their soft drink ban gets
quashed, their next target is electronic cigarettes. "For the public health!" is the new "I
saw Sarah Good with the Devil! I saw Good Osburn with the devil! I saw Bridget Bishop
with the Devil!"

If you don't believe me, believe the politicians who voted to extend the city's smok-
ing ban to "not smoking, but kind of looks like smoking if you're really, really, really stu-
pid."

City Council Speaker Christine Quinn doesn't cite any actual health concerns in
explaining her support for the ban on "vaping." Rather she simply asserts that it will be
harder to enforce the actual smoking ban if it's not also illegal to do something a blind,
deaf, mentally challenged cop who happens to be high on crack at the moment might
mistake for smoking.

That justification being obviously sketchy, she retreats to her real reason: "Very
few people feel uncomfortable now saying you can't smoke in public. We don't want
to step backwards in that." In other words, not banning e-cigarettes might cause New
Yorkers to re-think letting Christine Quinn run their lives. Danger, Will Robinson!
Danger!

Councilman James Gennaro and "Health Commissioner" Thomas A. Farley refer
to the absence of a ban on exhalations of vapor containing 1/5 the potentially toxic con-
tent of "second-hand smoke" as a "loophole." "We see these cigarettes [sic] are really
starting to proliferate, and it's unacceptable," says Gennaro. "I get reports of people
smoking cigarettes [sic -- they're not cigarettes, they're not "smoked," and what he really
means is "I get reports of people living their lives without consulting, and genuflecting
before, me"] in public libraries. Certainly, they're becoming more common in restau-
rants and bars."

But of course it's not fair to attribute all this solely to the control complexes of
sociopaths like Quinn, Gennaro and Farley. There's also money involved. Big money --
$1.50 in city taxes on every pack of "real" cigarettes legally sold (about 60% of cigarettes
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are smuggled in to avoid the city's most enthusiastic muggers, its politicians), plus what-
ever portion of the $4.35 per pack state tax gets piped through to Quinn, Gennaro and
Company.

It's about control. It's about money. What it most certainly is not even a little bit
about is "public health."

That's not to say that e-cigarettes are "risk-free." They may not be; the few studies
done so far suggest that there may be minor (a full order of magnitude less severe than
those associated with "real" cigarettes) risks involved.

But there's no reasonable doubt whatsoever that electronic cigarettes are safer than
smoke tobacco. Nor is there any doubt at all that electronic cigarettes are among the
most effective ways of getting smokers to stop smoking tobacco -- dinging the Quinn/
Gennaro slush fund by $1.50+ per pack of cigarettes not smoked, and until the passage
of the new ban, ever so slightly loosening the dog collars that Quinn/Gennaro and Com-
pany have spent so many years putting around every New Yorker's neck.

New Yorkers will be worse off for the electronic cigarette ban. And they'd be a lot
better off without "their" city government.
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When Killer Cops Get a Pass, There Are
Consequences

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, January 14, 2014.
The trial of Fullerton, California police officers Manuel Ramos and Jay Cicinelli

for the killing of Kelly Thomas was unusual from the start. Usually when police officers
murder civilians, they are put on "administrative leave" (paid vacation) until an "internal
review" determines that they "acted according to policy." In many cases, the killers' iden-
tities are never even divulged to the public. So when Ramos and Cicinelli were charged,
the charges brought with them hope that justice, just this once, might be done.

Let's be unequivocal on this point: There is no doubt whatsoever, let alone any
"reasonable" doubt, that Ramos and Cicinelli brutally murdered an innocent victim.
They tased Kelly Thomas five times, then brutally beat him, on camera, as he begged for
his life. Thomas arrived at the hospital in a coma and died five days later of his injuries.

An Orange County, California jury's acquittal of these two clearly and irrefutably
guilty murderers, for no better reason than that they were wearing uniforms and carry-
ing badges when they committed their crime, is troubling not only in and of itself, but
for its likely future consequences.

Almost by definition, major social changes involve upheaval. But there's a range
within which such upheaval may occur. US president John F. Kennedy alluded to that
range when he observed that "those who make peaceful revolution impossible will make
violent revolution inevitable."

Granted, Kennedy's definition of "revolution" involved relatively minor changes
-- like, for example, convicting and imprisoning killer cops instead of giving them free
passes -- within a system he considered too obviously natural to question because he was
born into, and fully participated in, it.

That 400-year-old system, the Westphalian nation-state, is disintegrating around
us even now. Its 200-year-old progeny, the "police" system as we know it, will almost
certainly slide into the dustbin of history with it.

A hip-pocket example of the continuum I'm talking about is the late 20th century
dissolution of the Warsaw Pact regimes. In some countries, mass demonstrations segued
relatively peacefully into slightly more "liberal" political regimes. In Romania, on the
other hand, dictators Nicolai and Elena Ceaucescu were put up against a wall and shot,
and regime police attempting to escape the country in an armored vehicle were tracked
down and killed by angry Romanians.

When the United States dissolves, as is it inevitably shall, the range of possibilities
looks something like this:

At one end of the continuum, former police officers move on. The worst of them
may find themselves shunned by right-thinking people, but most of them get real jobs,
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become productive members of society and spend the rest of their lives trying to live
down their sordid pasts ... and maybe even succeeding.

At the other end of the continuum, former cops are hunted down like vermin and
exterminated without mercy by their victims, their victims' families and their victims'
friends, with onlookers cheering the executions on, or at least declining to intervene.

The jury's acquittal of Ramos and Cicinelli was a vote for the latter outcome. It
was also a vote for continuing and escalating police lawlessness. The less the specifically
guilty individuals pay for their crimes now, the more such crimes we will have, the more
the generally guilty class will pay later ... and the sooner that later will come.
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The Problem Isn't "Patent Trolls." The Problem
Is Patents.

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, February 6, 2014.

"As Apple prepares to defend itself against a multi-billion dollar patent infringe-
ment claim in Europe," reports Apple Insider, "the company has aligned with rival
Google in asking the U.S. Supreme Court to allow stiffer penalties for patent trolls who
bring frivolous lawsuits."

Well, it's about time. But the problem with Apple's position is that there's no such
thing as a patent lawsuit ... or for that matter, a patent ... that isn't frivolous ("not serious
in content or attitude or behavior").

It's true that patent litigation has become more and more visibly silly over the last
few years, but as a major player in the silliness (having, among other idiocies, applied for
-- and received! -- a patent on rectangular devices with rounded corners) Apple doesn't
have much standing to complain about that. There's not enough room in this column to
really go into Apple's other "intellectual property" howlers, but let's name two:

Their flagship Macintosh line began as a lock, stock and barrel copy, from user in-
terface to peripherals (ever heard of a "mouse?"), of Xerox's 1981 Star terminal system.
And they briefly sued (before settling with) Amazon over "rights" to the words "app
store." So please, let us break out the world's smallest violin for Apple's angst over
"patent trolls."

Even if patents actually accomplished their advertised purpose -- "securing for lim-
ited Times to ... Inventors the exclusive Right to their ... Discoveries," as the US Consti-
tution puts it -- they'd be a very bad idea. The claim that one can own an idea is silly on
its face, and not a claim that anyone would pay the slightest mind to were it not enforced
at gunpoint by the state.

But the advertised purpose of patents is not their actual purpose.
Their actual purpose is to restrain competition and limit innovation so as to pro-

vide economic advantage -- monopoly pricing power, in fact -- to established firms who,
by virtue of their ability to pay off (pardon my indelicate language; I believe the word
I'm looking for is "lobby") politicians, bureaucrats and judges, can thereby indulge their
desire avoid market competition on price or quality.

Decades ago, I worked for a well-known boat manufacturer. One summer, I spent
several weeks as the "menial tasks" guy -- hauling boats and trailers back and forth for
modifications, that kind of thing -- for the company's newly hired boat designer as he
worked to assemble a prototype "different enough" from the last boat he'd designed (for
another firm) to avoid (or at least successfully fight) "infringement" claims. I don't know
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how much this "patent compliance" runaround (and any ensuing litigation) added to the
cost of each unit of the new boat, but there's no doubt that it did affect the retail price.

In other words, patents are indirect taxes on consumers. Patent monopolists can
charge higher prices because government suppresses their would-be competitors for
them. And if those competitors do manage to bring products to market, those products
are also more expensive because they've had to spend money on patent licensing, or on
patent research to avoid "infringement," or on insurance to protect themselves against
patent litigation.

Apple's complaint, in its essentials, is that patent "trolls" just buy up patent "rights,"
then search for infringement to cash in on, rather than going to the trouble of mak-
ing real products. But why shouldn't they do that? If, as Apple would have us believe,
patents are a legitimate market instrument, then the "trolls" are just exploiting that in-
strument more efficiently than Apple cares to, right?

The problem isn't "patent trolls." The problem is patents.
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Putin, Obama Agree: Everyone Into the Briar
Patch!

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, March 25, 2014.
Since reading 1984 as an adolescent, I've remained perpetually amazed at George Or-

well's prescience. The Edward Snowden/Glenn Greenwald surveillance state strip-tease
has recently focused attention on one aspect of that predictive acumen, but "we have al-
ways been at war with Eastasia" is returning to the fore due to the ... "situation" ... with
Ukraine, Crimea and Russia.

The most recent development on that front as I write this column -- quite possibly
to be superseded by other news before press time -- is the "suspension" of Russia from
the G-8 Group. As conflicting opinions fill the air, I'd like to offer the simplest plausible
explanation for what we're seeing:

Oligarchs, the American ones at least as much as their Russian counterparts and
probably more so, pine for the return of the Cold War.

Most of us regular people don't, of course. We who are over 40 or so remember
what it was like to live under the constant threat of nuclear annihilation should the
standoff between two "superpowers" break loose in a big way.

But for the American oligarchy -- better-known as the "military industrial com-
plex" -- which rose to dominate the US economy and political milieu in and immediately
after World War II, there's just not as much easy money or unquestioned power in being
"the world's sole remaining superpower."

They need a big foil to keep their racket going. Penny-ante stuff like terrorism
comes with lower profit margins. The big money is in nuclear weapons, expensive air-
craft, that kind of thing -- the stuff you use to fight foes with at least theoretical parity in
military might. And let's face it, "Iran as a nuclear threat" just doesn't pass the laugh test
as justification for those kinds of projects.

The American oligarchy needs a big enemy to justify the trillion dollars a year or
so it rakes in domestically from American taxpayers (plus whatever it makes on foreign
arms sales and so forth). An enemy with a large population, a real industrial base, a com-
manding position in its region. An enemy known, at least in the last century or so, to
harbor expansionist ambitions and to represent a tough nut to crack in all-out war.

In a word, the American oligarchy needs Russia.
And what does Vladimir Putin need? Well, he needs an excuse to get back to being

the Big Bad Bear. Like the US, Russia and its satellites, suzerainties and allies tend to so-
lidify into a formidable, authoritarian monolith in the face of external threat, but that
monolith commences fraying at the edges and falling apart should peace perchance break
out. As with America's oligarchy, Russia's (in most cases the same faces as during the So-
viet era, or their heirs) needs that external threat to keep the gravy train rolling.
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The very best enemy ever, the Nazis, went inconveniently missing after oh, 1945
or so (Russia Today's efforts grow some from scratch in Kiev notwithstanding). So on
to the next best enemy: America.

It's like the tale of B'rer Bear and B'rer Rabbit, only with two B'rer Bears, each beg-
ging the other not to throw him into the briar patch while secretly hoping that's where
they'll both end up. Everybody wins! Well, at least both sets of oligarchs win. The rest
of us, not so much.
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Guns: Out of the Bottle, Like it or Not

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, May 22, 2014.
I saw my first "homemade gun" when I was a kid. Older kids -- teenagers -- would

save up the 4th of July fireworks known (for obvious reasons) as "bottle rockets" and
play "war" with them: Stick the firework in a glass soda bottle (this was back when soda
came in glass bottles that one paid a deposit on and could return for a refund of that de-
posit ... yeah, I'm old), point it at the "enemy," shoot.

Apparently these "homemade guns" weren't very dangerous. I don't remember
hearing of any serious injuries in the "bottle rocket wars," though I don't doubt there
were some, somewhere. But other "homemade guns" certainly existed. Harlan Elli-
son describes "zip guns" made from car antennas or coffee percolator tubing in his non-
fiction New York City gang life memoir, Memos from Purgatory (I wonder if Ellison
ever gets the credit he deserves for foreshadowing Hunter S. Thompson's breakout
book, Hell's Angels?). I once saw a demonstration of a "one-shot field-expedient shotgun"
made from an old Sears catalog, a rubber band, a nail and a shotgun shell.

All of this is just to establish that there's nothing new about non-traditional manu-
facture of firearms by individuals. Ever since we've had guns, we've had homemade guns.

3D printing just makes it easier. A LOT easier. Easier all the time.
It's only been about a year since Cody Wilson and Defense Distributed debuted

the "Liberator," a single-shot, .380-caliber, 3D-printed pistol, releasing the plans for it
"into the Internet wild."

Within weeks, as Andy Greenberg of Wired reports, enthusiasts were designing
and producing multi-shot .38 pistols. Recently Japanese freedom fighter Yoshitomo
Imura was arrested with (allegedly) a 3D-printed six-shot revolver. It appears that fully
automatic weapons (or conversion parts for existing guns) are out there for the printing.

It's time to repeat, with emphasis, what Cody Wilson told the world a year ago
when he rolled the Liberator out:

"Gun control" is over.
It's done.
It's as dead as music copyright, and for the same reason: Advancing technology has

taken the matter out of the hands of government regulators and their privileged industry
monopolists.

Nobody has to like it.
That's how it is whether anyone likes it or not.
Personally, I like it. If there are going to be guns -- and there ARE going to be

guns -- I'd rather they were easily available to regular people than only to state military
and law enforcement agents, violent criminals (but I repeat myself) and those who curry
state privilege. In America, the statistics seem to indicate that violent crime goes down,
not up, in environments of easier gun availability and fewer legal restrictions.
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"An armed society is a polite society," wrote science fiction master Robert A. Hein-
lein in 1942. That makes sense to me, but even if he was wrong, I'd rather go armed than
unarmed in an impolite society. Everyone with access to modern technology -- not just
in the United States but everywhere -- now has that choice.

A new, free society is building itself in the shell of the dying authoritarian society.
Technologies of abundance, with all those technologies imply, are an inescapable feature
of that new, free society. The sooner you begin availing yourself of your continuously
expanding options, the faster and less violent the transition will be.
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Privacy 2014: Is There a "Right to be
Forgotten?"

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, June 2, 2014.
Everyone seems to like privacy -- so much so that we often expand the term into

the social concept of "privacy rights," indicating that privacy isn't just a good thing but
something to which we are all entitled. This leaves unanswered an important question:
"To what degree and in what respects?" Last month the European Court of Justice of-
fered up an interesting answer to that question, positing a "right to be forgotten."

The court, pursuant to a lawsuit filed by Mario Gonzales of Spain, ordered Google
to remove from its search results a 1998 newspaper article concerning the public auction
of Gonzales's repossessed home. Gonzales did not claim the article was untrue or inac-
curate. Instead, he asserted that information pertaining to him (in particular, informa-
tion which might disadvantage him, justifiably or not, if made easily available to others)
should be placed under his exclusive control with respect to Internet search results.

Thus was born the "right to be forgotten" -- or forgotten by Google, at any rate.
Google is cooperating: They've set up an online claim/application process for those

who want specific pieces of information removed from their public search indices. The
court's criterion for evaluating these claims is that the information is question is "inad-
equate, irrelevant or no longer relevant," although that raises the further conundrum of
who decides questions of adequacy and relevance.

This case and its outcome touch on several issues with which civil and political
libertarians, not to mention anarchists like myself, have wrestled for some time. While
it seems incontestable that "privacy" is a valued thing, it's not obvious just how market
processes might produce similar outcomes with respect to claims like Gonzales's versus
the way a powerful state with long-armed courts enforces such claims.

In fact, for those who believe "privacy rights" extend as far as the court's ruling
seems to claim (or even farther), the ruling might itself constitute an argument against
anti-statism or even "limited government" (a court in Luxembourg enforcing the de-
mands of a plaintiff from Spain against a company in the United States with respect to
the informational content of a global network doesn't seem very "limited," does it?).

To me, the ruling is evidence of the opposite proposition. The fact that markets
would probably not produce the same results as governments have produced means that
governments are going too far and that "privacy rights," if they exist at all, do not justly
extend so far as this ruling implies.

In this specific case, the claim seems to be less one of privacy and more one of
"intellectual property." Gonzales doesn't claim that Google peeked through his window
and saw him writing down notice of that 1998 auction. He acknowledges that it was, at
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the time, a publicly reported event. He's just claiming that now, 16 years later, he "owns"
knowledge of that event and is entitled to control it, while Google doesn't and isn't.

We are at the point where efforts to protect privacy necessarily navigate between
the perceived Scylla of "information wants to be free" and the Charybdis of state-created
"intellectual property" monopolies. In my opinion, the idea of information freedom as
Scylla is largely fantasy. The power of the state to compel "forgetfulness" is far more dan-
gerous than any unintended or unwanted disclosure of truth could possibly be.
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Ferguson: Nixon Would Make a Solitude and
Call it Peace

Published at the Center for a Stateless Society, August 18, 2014.
Ferguson, Missouri is -- pardon the unintended pun -- a moving target. Events

keep taking erratic directions, superseding comment as fast as it's written. So I'll
open with context as of this writing: After a week of combat in the streets, governor Jay
Nixon has ordered Missouri's National Guard out to, as his office says in a statement,
"help restore peace and order and to protect the citizens of Ferguson."

The only part of the preceding statement to which we can reliably attribute
any truth is the part about "order." Police action in Ferguson has, from the moment
of Michael Brown's death, been about demonstrating who's in charge and putting uppity
citizens back in their place.

"Peace?" Let's talk about peace. Peace was the situation in Ferguson before an
armed government employee gunned down an unarmed young man in the street.

I lived near Ferguson for 12 years. I drove an ice cream truck up and down its
streets for two summers. I seriously considered renting an apartment in Canfield Green,
the complex Michael Brown lived in, in 2012. So I can say, on reasonable personal au-
thority, that media portrayals of Ferguson as some kind of crime-plagued racial ghetto
are baloney. Ferguson is, or at least was, an eminently peaceful community.

American "police forces" of today, on the other hand, are de facto military orga-
nizations, occupying the communities they claim to "protect and serve." They are part
and parcel of a political system which, by its very nature, evolves continuously toward
complete control of everyone and everything -- the exact opposite of anything having to
do with "peace."

This happens to be especially true of the St. Louis County, Missouri Police De-
partment. While democracy is clearly no panacea for the problem of emergent totali-
tarianism, at least an elected county sheriff must theoretically account to voters for his
and his subordinates' actions. St. Louis County abandoned even that small nod to popu-
lar consent in 1955, replacing the sheriff/deputy system with an appointed "police chief"
accountable only to bureaucrats whose main concerns are maximizing government size
and revenue while ensuring that the sheep dare not resist shearing.

Based on years of personal observation, I can confidently state that in St. Louis
County, the primary functions of the county police and most local departments are 1)
writing speeding tickets to motorists on the expressways; and 2) harassing young black
males in hopes of finding "contraband" (drugs) to justify police seizure (referred to, in
High Orwellian English, as "asset forfeiture" to reverse responsibility) of vehicles and
other valuable property.
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Yes, I just played the race card. The Ferguson uprising should not be ascribed en-
tirely to race -- if you bother to look, there are plenty of white faces on the barricades
there -- but it's an indisputable fact that race plays a huge role in how police interact with
the citizenry in the area.

But just letting it be about race would be a grave mistake. It's about power, control
and the evolution of "police" over the last two centuries from local night watchmen
and constables serving and protecting a consenting populace ("peace officers") into large,
militarized, authoritarian organizations serving and protecting the state ("law enforce-
ment").

To let the uprising die in Ferguson as the National Guard moves in to suppress it,
or to regard that suppression as "peace," would likewise be a grave mistake. If what we
really want is peace, we need -- to steal a phrase from Nicholas de Genova -- "a million
Fergusons." Or however many it takes to prevail upon these occupying armies we call
"police forces" to stand down.
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Part 8

Acknowledgements

Well, now. This collection weighs in at over 400 pages as is. If I gave it a suitable
acknowledgements section it would top 1,000. So first let me note: If you think your
name belongs in here, it probably does. There just wasn't room for it.

I've already dedicated this book to my parents, but they deserve another shout-
out. I mean, if not for them I wouldn't be here. So thanks, you guys.

My brothers Rick and Mike and their families have also made me the man I am,
whether they like it or not. Rick and Mike are also both older and wiser than me. Well,
older anyway.

My wife, Tamara and my children, Caitlin, Daniel and Liam are my continuing
source of inspiration.

Of my 30-50 teachers, a good number of them helped me out in ways big and
small. I can't name them all any more, so I'm going to pick one representative -- Miss
Davis, my elementary school librarian, who still remembered me years later when I was
bringing my own kids to school.

L. Neil Smith, the most prolific living libertarian novelist, brought me into the
libertarian movement and the Libertarian Party and encouraged me to write both by
example and with his friendship.

Darcy Richardson is another exemplary writer, good friend and benefactor to
many of my projects.

Chris Whitten brought me on board Free-Market.Net in the mid-1990s,
functionally beginning my career in libertarian writing. Louis James and Sunni
Maravillosa, among others, also made my time there among the most enjoyable
experiences of my writing life.

When Free-Market.Net went under, Rational Review News Digest was born.
Thanks to (in random order) R. Lee Wrights, Steve Trinward, Brad Spangler and Mary
Lou Seymour, as well as our thousands of daily readers and financial supporters, for
making that happen and for making it to continue happening lo these 12 years. For
much of that time we've also been privileged to work with the International Society for
Liberty, who deserve my thanks -- the late Vince Miller, Jim Elwood, Ken Schooland,
Mary Ruwart and others.

Angela Keaton, Eric Garris and everyone else at Antiwar.com have been my
friends and co-workers for many years now as well and if there's anything in this
collection on foreign policy that you find worthwhile, credit them (blame me for the
bad stuff).

Brad Spangler, whom I've already mentioned, invited me to write for the Center
for a Stateless Society in 2009. I've been there ever since (I'm now a Senior Fellow,
which means I get buffet discounts I think) and all of my colleagues there are the reason
why. I've worked with so many people there that even trying to name them all would



lead to embarrassment, so I'll just name-check Roderick Long, James Tuttle and Kevin
Carson and assume that the rest of you know I love you.

Quite a lot of the material in this book is about the Libertarian Party. Thanks to
all my LP comrades over the years, but a special thank you to Eric and Sally Harris who
have been special friends for many years (Sally gave me a book on "how to write a
book" some years back ... I'm not sure she expected it to take so long) and to Lloyd
Sloan, aka The Sloan Ranger.

Like I said, this is the short version. The list could easily go to a thousand names
and yours is almost certainly one of them. So consider it included. Thanks for reading.


